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Annual Progress Report-General Task
Prepared by C. H. Jones

1 October 1990 to 30 September 1991

Introduction

This report provides a summary of progress for the project "Evaluation of the Geologic
Relations and Seismotectonic Stability of the Yucca Mountain Area, Nevada Nuclear Waste
Site Investigation (NNWSI)." This progress report was preceded by the progress report
for the year from 1 October 1989 to 30 September 1990. Initially the report will cover
progress of the General Task, followed by sections describing progress of the other
ongoing Tasks which are listed below.

Task 1 - Quaternary Tectonics
Task 3 - Mineral Deposits, Volcanic Geology
Task 4 - Seismology
Task 5 - Tectonics, Neotectonics
Task 8 - Basinal Studies

General Task
Staff

Steven G. Wesnousky, Project Director, Peizhen Zhang (until 1 Nov. 1990), Postdoctoral
Fellow, Craig H. Jones (since 1 January 1991), Postdoctoral Fellow, Ingrid Ramos,
Secretary.

Administrative Activities

The General task continued to coordinate and oversee activities of the research tasks.
Administrative activities are principally oversight of budgets and preparation of monthly
reports, and coordination and collation of research reports and reviews required by the
contract in a timely manner. Dr. Wesnousky has also represented NWPO at a number of
meetings with the NRC and other federal agencies during the last year.

Technical Activities

Research activities conducted by the general task have focused on the tectonics of the
Yucca Mountain region. Dr. Peizhen Zhang continued neotectonic studies of the Panamint
Valley. Research conducted by Dr. Jones has focussed more on the seismological and
tectonic framework of the entire lithosphere. Because Yucca Mountain lies near the
boundary between two very different extensional regimes, general tectonic study of both
regions will improve understanding of the Yucca Mountain site. In addition to the research
projects actually conducted over this period, preparations have been made for using
earthquakes in the NTS/Yucca Mountain area to construct three-dimensional velocity
structures; these structures will also improve the confidence in the location of earthquakes
in the area. Field investigations in the region suggest the possibility of conducting in the
next year neotectonic investigations along faults to the west of Yucca Mountain that will
improve understanding of the overall distribution of deformation in the Basin and Range.
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The first project represents the completion of a project initiated by Dr. Jones. In this
experiment, seismometers were deployed in the high Sierra Nevada of southern California
in 1988. Teleseisms and regional earthquake arrival times recorded by this network were
used to examine the crustal and upper mantle structure beneath the southern Sierra. The
results, presently in a manuscript in review, have proven quite controversial: While
extension in the upper crust has accomodated over 250 km of motion in the Basin and
Range, it appears from this work (when placed in context for the entire region) that the
downward continuation of that deformation actually lies under the Sierra Nevada to the
west. This deformation is inferred to have warmed and thinned the anti-buoyant mantle
lithosphere, thus causing the Sierra Nevada to rise. Such a model has important
implications in the Yucca Mountain area, because Death Valley's deformation lies only a
few miles to the southwest. Understanding the lithosphere-scale tectonics of the region
should improve the framework for systematically examining the Yucca Mountain site; this
work complements the earlier study of Dr. Zhang (see last year's report), who described,
without providing a tectonic explanation, the evolution of faulting in the Death Valley area
through time. A continuation of the seismological investigation into the Basin and Range
toward Yucca Mountain is planned.

The second project is something of an outgrowth of the first; Dr. Jones, because of the
above described work, was invited to participate in an international conference on the
tectonics of rifting held in early November, 1990. The authors of presentations were
invited to write papers for a proceedings volume; the four workers who represented the
Basin and Range (Wernicke, Farmer, Walker, and Jones) combined to write a single paper
that attempts to integrate geological, geochemical, and geophysical observation. Dr. Jones
has been responsible for the geophysical study and the overall compilation and preparation
of the manuscript. Although the paper contains considerable review, the geophysical
section explores the variation in the style of deformation through the Basin and Range by
taking seismic velocity profiles of the crust that have been obtained in the past few years
and converting them into density structures. Armed with the density of the crust, one can
infer how much of the variation in elevation seen through the Basin and Range is due to
variations in density in the crust; what remains is probably due to variations in the mantle.
Results of this study that bear on Yucca Mountain directly are that to the north, extensional
deformation in the mantle probably lies under the central part of the Basin and Range, while
to the south, deformation in the upper mantle lies under the western flank of the Basin and
Range. This implies that a major lithospheric boundary lies near the Yucca Mountain area;
this boundary might be responsible for the diffuse band of seismicity that crosses the Basin
and Range at this latitude.

A third project is a continuation of work undertaken with Drs. Leslie Sonder
(Dartmouth College) and Steven Salyards (New Mexico State University), which in turn
was inspired by earlier work of Nelson and Jones (1987). Paleomagnetic samples have
been gathered in Miocene sediments near Lake Mead in order to understand the mechanics
that accompany the creation of "oroflexes," which are great bends in the earth's crust
adjacent to large strike-slip faults. These bends are best understood through paleomagnetic
work, which can constrain the exact amount of bending. Earlier work by Nelson and
Jones documented the presence of an oroflex in the Las Vegas Range northwest of Las
Vegas; that study lacked the spatial resolution to understand the machanical underpinnings
of the deformation and also could not constrain the age of deformation. The present study
should solve both problems, for the young sediments in the Lake Mead area are well
exposed and have not been as deformed as the sedimentary rocks in the Las Vegas Range.
Although the study is still proceeding, data to dat do clearly show that the oroflex does
extend to the southeast and formed within the past 15-20 m.y.. This same structure or one
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analagous to it might extend into Yucca Mountain, where similar paleomagnetic rotations
have been observed by USGS scientists over the past few years. Completion of this work
should provide insight into structures that might be present in Yucca Mountain itself,
including, possibly, the presence of large, subhorizontal decollements.

A fourth project initiated by Dr. Wesnousky and conducted with Dr. Jones investigates
the physical parameters that control the partitioning of slip between a vertical fault and an
adjacent dipping fault through the use of a simple model. The model was improved and
expanded for use on fault systems within continents from models originally developed to
understand analagous phenomena observed at plate boundaries. This model was initially
applied to the San Andreas fault and it indicates that the slip rate along the San Andreas
should vary as a function of the geometry of the adjacent dipping faults. It also provides
some insights into the variation of physical characteristics of the faults that control the
strength of the fault. A manuscript was prepared and submitted to Science. Within the
Basin and Range, several faults exhibit similar behavior: one large, vertical fault will tend
to be strike-slip, while an adjacent fault might have oblique-slip on its dipping surface.
Such fault systems include the Death Valley and Owens Valley fault systems. We are now
beginning to investigate the possible implications of these results with respect to the Yucca
Mountain sight are now being investigated.
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PROGRESS REPORT

Task 1 Quaternary Tectonics

1 October 1990 to 30 September 1991

John W. Bell
Principal Investigator
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED DURING THE CONTRACT PERIOD

During the contract period, the following activities were conducted by Task 1:

* J.W. Bell made a presentation on Quaternary faulting at and near Yucca Mountain to the
National Academy of Sciences Panel on Coupled Processes, and a three-page paper titled
"Evidence for late Quaternary faulting in Crater Flat" was included in the DOE field trip
guidebook prepared for the Academy panel.

* C.M. dePolo and J.W. Bell organized and led a two-day field trip to the 1932 Cedar
Mountain earthquake area for the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board.

* J.W. Bell and AR. Ramelli reviewed the DOE Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.6 "Quaternary
Faulting Within the Site area" and submitted a 5 page report to the Nevada Nuclear Waste
Project Office.

* J.W. Bell and C.M. dePolo re-reviewed the NRC Staff Technical Position on
"Investigations to Identify Fault Displacement and Seismic Hazard at a Geologic Repository"
and submitted a two-page report to the Nuclear Waste Project Office.

* J.W. Bell attended a Geological Society of America Penrose Conference on surface-
dating techniques at which Yucca Mountain data were presented.

* J.W. Bell presented the paper "Late Quaternary Surficial Geology in Crater Flat, Yucca
Mountain, Nevada" at the 1991 Geological Society of America Cordilleran Section meeting
in San Francisco.

* J.W. Bell presented the paper "Tephras and Late Holocene Alluvial-fan Deposition in
West-central Nevada: Is There a Connection?" at the Annual Meeting of the Geological
Society of America in San Diego.

* The manuscript "Late Quaternary Geomorphology and Soils in Crater Flat, Next to Yucca
Mountain, Southern Nevada" was completed by F.F. Peterson, J.W. Bell, R.I. Dorn, and
AR. Ramelli and submitted to Quatemrmy Research (copy attached).

* AR. Ramelli and J.W. Bell contributed the surficial geology and Quaternary faults to the
Geologic Map of the Crater Flat 7½h-minute quadrangle completed by J. Faulds and D.
Feuerbach (copy attached). The map will be published by the Nevada Bureau of Mines and
Geology.

* C.M. dePolo completed the manuscript "The Maximum Background Earthquake for the
Basin and Range Province, Western North America' and submitted it to Seismological
Society of America Bulletin (copy attached).
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* AR. Ramelli and J.W. Bell completed the manuscript "Late Quaternary Faulting at
Crater Flat, Yucca Mountain, Southern Nevada" and submitted it to Geology (copy
attached).

* J.W. Bell completed compilation of the surficial geology of the Mina 7-minute
quadrangle. The map will be co-authored with J. Oldow (Rice University) and published by
the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology.

* J.W. Bell submitted and received results for four 14C samples from faulted deposits along
the 1932 Cedar Mountain fault.

* J.W. Bell submitted 13 tephra samples from the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake region
to Andre Sarna-Wojcicki of the U.S. Geological Survey for chemical identification. A total
of 10 14C samples was collected from the tephra sequence and submitted to Geochron
Laboratories for dating.

* A total of thirty-nine tephras has been collected for the Cedar Mountain study, of which
J.W. Bell has petrographically analyzed thirty-two of these to date.

* R.I. Dorn completed analyses and dating of rock varnish samples from the 1932 Cedar
Mountain area and submitted a final consultants report (copy attached).

* Low-sun-angle aerial photography (1:12,000-scale) was flown of three areas containing
historical and Holocene surface faulting: the 1954 Fallon-Stillwater earthquake area; the
1934 Excelsior Mountain earthquake area; and the Benton Springs fault zone which lies
within the 1932 Cedar Mountain area.
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RESULTS OF RESEARCH FOR THE CONTRACT PERIOD

Areas of research for the contract period included the following:

* AR. Ramelli and J.W. Bell completed compilation of allostratigraphic relations for
Crater Flat.

* J.W. Bell continued allostratigraphic studies in the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake
area.

* C.M. dePolo continued detailed mapping of faulting associated with the 1932 Cedar
Mountain earthquake.

Crater Flat Allostratigraphy

A final synthesis of allostratigraphic relations in Crater Flat was completed with the results
contained within two manuscripts. Soils and geomorphic data are presented in a paper titled
"Late Quaternary Geomorphology and Soils in Crater Flat, Next to Yucca Mountain,
Southern Nevada" which is submitted to Quatemary Research. Large-scale mapping of these
relations is contained on the 1:24,000-scale "Geologic Map of the Crater Flat 7½-minute
Quadrangle" produced jointly with the Center for Volcanic and Tectonic Studies at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

As described in previous reports (e.g., Bell et al., 1990), six principal allostratigraphic units
are defined for Crater Flat, and these units can be used to constrain recency and recurrence
of Quaternary fault movement. Based on rock varnish cation-ratio and 14C AMS dating at
twenty-two sites, the six Crater Flat allostratigraphic units have the following approximate
ages:

Crater Flat < < 6.6 ka
little Cones 6.6-11.1 ka
Late Black Cone 173-30.3 ka
Early Black Cone 130-190 ka
Yucca 360-370 ka
Solitario 450 to >740 ka

Although the accuracy and precision of rock varnish dating has recently been questioned by
several investigators (Bierman and Gillespie, 1991; Bierman et al., 1991; Reneau and
Raymond, 1991), the Crater Flat rock varnish dates are regarded as being accurate age
approximations for several reasons. Bierman and Gillespie challenge the analytical
procedures used by Crocker Nuclear Laboratory at UC Davis which performed the cation
ratio analyses for Dorn. They contend that the UC Davis data are flawed based on the
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laboratory's inability to differentiate barium from titanium. In a rebuttal, Cahill (in press)
demonstrates that Bierman and Gillespie have misinterpreted raw data values from his
laboratory and lack an acceptable protocol for conducting interlaboratory comparisons. In
addition, all Crater Flat data were cross-checked for this project by R.I. Dorn who
performed additional cation-ratio determinations using microprobe and ICP analyses which
are not sensitive to the barium problem.

Reneau and Raymond (1991) take issue with the entire concept of cation-ratio dating and
suggest that no systematic changes in cation ratios actually occur. They speculate that the
apparent trend in cation ratios with increasing is merely an artifact of analytical procedural
error. The procedure has been verified by numerous other researchers, however, (e.g.,
Loendorf, 1991), and the lack of correlation between varnish age and cation ratios may be
related to variations in cation-leaching sites on sample surfaces. Dorn and Krinsley (1991)
illustrate that only varnishes with continuous layering should be used for paleoenvironmental
study because other varnish textures may show either increases or decreases in cation ratios
depending on postdepositional modifications.

The cation-leaching curve previously constructed and the derived cation-ratio ages for Crater
Flat units (Fig. 1) are consistent with other independent stratigraphic data. Uranium-series
analyses of pedogenic carbonate from a Late Black Cone age soil exposed in U.S.
Geological Survey trench CF-3 (Ku, 1989; Luo and Ku, 1991) yielded uranium-thorium ages
consistent with a rock varnish age from the same location and with other 14 C data from
Crater Flat. Figure 2 shows the relationship between uranium-series ages and the cation-
leaching curve. Twelve of the Crater Flat samples used to define this curve were dated by
14C AMS analysis. The presence of Bishop ash (-730 ka) in the Solitario unit (Marith
Reheis, 1991, written communication) is further verification of the rock varnish age
relations.

Cedar Mountain Allostratigraphv

Allostratigraphic studies in the 1932 Cedar Mountain region consisted of several separate
elements all of which were directed toward providing better stratigraphic and age control
relative to defining recurrent movement on the 1932 rupture zone.

Four samples of buried vesicular A (Av) horizon. were collected from trench 3 (Fig. 3).
Although no megascopic organic material was visible in any of the samples, these buried
soils horizons contained enough minute organic material to be dated by accelerator mass
spectrometry. The dates are determined on bulk organic carbon content, and thus are mean
residence time (MRT) dates:

Sample CM-3-1 12,840±110 yrs
CM-3-2 9,226 ± 93
CM-3-3 3,878 ± 99
CM-3-4 13,160±190

14
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Samples CM-3-1,-2, and -4 were collected from the same stratigraphic horizon in trenches
3A and 3B. The horizon consists of a strongly vesicular Av that caps the lowermost ponded
silt horizon in both trenches. Sample CM-3-3 was collected from the uppermost "platy" silt
in trench 3A which lies immediately beneath the modem Av horizon. This horizon is a
buried soil formed on the uppermost ponded silt in the trench exposure.

The age date results indicate that the stack of ponded silts buttressed and faulted against
the 1932 fault trace are likely of latest Pleistocene to Holocene age. Although the MRT
dates may only be average estimates, they strongly suggest, when taken together with the
degree of soil development, that the stack is on the order of 10,000-20,000 years in age.
Samples CM-3-1, -2, and -4 are likely close to the true numerical age of the soil, and they
probably date the time of burial by the overlying silt unit fairly closely.

Tephrochronology

Petrographic analysis of the thirty-nine volcanic ashes collected in the Cedar Mountain area
indicates that the tephras of Holocene age may be differentiated on the basis of refractive
index (Table 1). In particular, the Turupah Flat ash is ubiquitous in the study area and
serves as a principal late Holocene stratigraphic datum It is bracketed by ' 4C dates of
1455±140 and 1590±130 yrs obtained during this study, and it has a consistent refractive
index of about 1.494. The other tephras lie both stratigraphically above and below the
Turupah Flat ash, and they can similarly be tentatively identified on the basis of refractive
indices. The ashes have also been submitted to Andre Sarna-Wojcicki of the U.S. Geological
Survey for positive chemical identification, and the results of his microprobe analyses are
pending.

Table 1. Refractive indices of tephra samples from the Cedar Mountain region.

IAK2 149 >1.496 <1.498 I 9

BS14 BSI BS2 BS7
BS4 BS12 BS18
BSS BS20 BS24

BS11 BS21 BS26
BS13 BS22 CM4
BS15 BS25 CM5
BS16 BS27 CM6
BS19
BS23
WR1
NVR2
WR4
WAI

Turupah 1
11 Mile 1
E.Jobl
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Rock Varnish Analyses

A total of fourteen rock varnish samples were collected and analyzed by Ronald I. Dorn for
both 14C age and cation ratio. The final consultants report containing all analytical data is
attached to this report. Eight of the rock varnish samples were dated by AMS 4C and
provide approximate ages for the Qf2 and Qf3 allostratigraphic units. All rock varnish ages
are consistent with pre-mapped surficial relations as well as with the tephrochronology.

The most recent synthesis of allostratigraphic relations and rock varnish ages is shown on
Figure 4.

Mapping of 1932 Ruptures

Work by C.M. dePolo continued on transferring the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake
ruptures to 1:24,000-scale base maps. This will eventually allow better small scale maps
representing the surface ruptures to be made, with more accurate surface break locations,
lengths, orientations, and spacings between ruptures. These maps will become some of the
core data for our manuscript on the earthquake to be submitted to the Journal of
Geophysical Research. These maps will also be annotated in the future to make tectonic
strip maps documenting the surface breaks from the 1932 earthquake. These strip maps are
intended to be published through the NBMG.

Some field work was conducted on the 1932 surface breaks. In particular, ruptures in Gabbs
Valley, near "earthquake hill," and near the Paradise Peak Mine were inspected.
"Earthquake hill,' as it was referred to by Gianella and Callaghan (1934) is peculiar because
the surface break virtually surrounds a small hill. This hill is made up of tuffaceous
sediments, warped into a gentle syncline, plunging 50 to the northwest. After inspection of
aerial photographs and in the field, it seems that this rupture may be more due to shaking
and gravitational sliding of this block downslope, and not to tectonic faulting. This location
is an outlier of the mapped surface ruptures, so the width of tectonic faulting associated with
this event may be slightly less than previously measured.

A field visit was conducted with University of California, Berkeley paleontologist Dr.
Howard Schorn and California Academy of Sciences Entomologist Dr. Harvey Scudder to
better understand the faulted sediments in Stewart Valley. In the center of these sediments
in Stewart Valley there is an absence of mapped surface faulting from the 1932 Cedar
Mountain earthquake. The gap in surface faulting may be tectonic but it may also be the
result of sediments absorbing the rupture, or the rupture may have been subtle and was
never mapped.

Eugene Callaghan's notes for the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake were obtained from the
USGS, so all original notes from the 1932-1933 field work are now in hand. These will
greatly aid in understanding the information presented in Gianella and Callaghan (1934) as
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well as reveal some subtle observations that were not published.

Maps and reports from surrounding mines were gathered to give a better perspective on the
regional geologic framework of the 1932 earthquake area. These data reveal more clearly
the nature and history of local detachment surfaces and their present day positions and
orientations. Such information is vital in evaluating the potential contribution of
detachment surfaces to the distribution of surface faulting during the 1932 earthquake.
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The purpose of this investigation is to provide rock varnish dates on geomorphic
surfaces in the Monte Cristo Valley ar, in particular surfaces associated with the Benton
Springs and Cedar Mountain faults.

The investigation has four phases. The first phase of the investigation was the
sampling of rock varnish with J.W. Bell in May of 1990. The second phase was the
preparation of samples for chemical analysis. The third phase was the chemical
measurement of samples. The fourth phase is the analysis d these data.

The samples were collected fron fourteen different sites:

l-JWB-l-CM-18
I-JWB- 1-CM-22
I-JWB- 1-CM-33
l-JWB- 1-CM-34
1-JWB-1-CM-35
1-JWB-i-BS-9
1-JWB- 1-BS-27
1-JWB-1-BS-28
1-JWB-1-BS-34
1-JWB- l-BS-35
1 -JWB- I-BS-37
1-JWB-1-BS-39
1-JWB-i-BS-41
1-JW B-1-BS-42

Samples were collected for three types of rock varnish dating. (1) Rock varnish
cation ratios were measured on samples from all sites. (2) Accelerator radiocarbon dates
were submitted for analysis from 8 sites. (3) Uranium-series analyses will be conducted on
samples from sites 1-JWB-1-BS-35 and -JWB-1-BS-41. The rock varnish has been
removed from the rock surface, but the uranium-series dating must wait for experiments to
be conducted on proper sample extraction procedures. In addition, samples were collected
from -JWB-1-CM-21 for experimental dating by in zu carbon-14 measurements on soil
cobbles buried by ponded sediments. These samples have not been processed for in stu
carbon-14, but I hope to get collaborative scientists working on this dating technique
interested in analyzing the sample.

Results are reported here for rock varnish cation-ratios and rock varnish
radiocarbon analyses.

METHODS

Rock varnish samples were collected in the field and assessed in the laboratory
according to criteria outlined elsewhere (Dorn, 1989, table 2; Darn et aL, 1990; Krinsley et
al., 1990).

Samples for cation-ratio dating were prepared according to the methods outlined in
Dorn (1989) and Dorn et al. (1990). However, a new leaning technique was also
instituted for particularly 'dirty' samples. Varnish scrapings were ground up into a fine
powder (less than 2 microns). suspended in deionized water, and let settle for a few
minutes. The rock coninn settled out first, leaving the rock varnish behind. The
sample contamination assessment procedures in Dorn (1989) were used to assess
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conkinan after cleaning by this new technique. I estimate the greatest conramintion to
be about 4% by volume and less than 2% by chemistry in BS 9 and BS 34 since the
underling rocks that were sampled had minimal amounts of Ca, K, and Ti. The other
sites are estimated to have less than 2% contamination by volume and less than 2%
contamination by chemistry.

Samples for radiocarbon dating were prepared by the technique similar to Dorn et
al. (1989), but with a significant advance. When the varnish was scraped, organic mats
were removed from the varnish/rock interface rather than bulk samples of the lowest layer
in the varnish. These subvarnish organic samples were identified as coming from the
varnish/rock interface by pieces of the underlying rock being attached to the organic mats.
These samples were then prereated as in Dorn et al. (1989), with HF and HC1 to remove
loose organics attached to clays and carbonates. The oganics were anlyzed by accelerator
mass spectrometry at the Institute of Nuclear Science in New Zealand (Lowe et al., 1988).

RESULTS

Table 1 presents a summary of cation ratio measurements from each of the sites.
Table 2 presents radiocarbon dates from 8 sites and their corresponding cation-ratios used
in the development of a cation-leaching curve. Table 3 presents raw cation ratio
measurements, reasons why certain analyses were rejected, and cation-ratio age-estimates
for sites not radiocarbon dated.

Table 1. Cation-ratio analyses from each site. Results are reported with a 1 sigma enor.
The sites are ordered from oldest (top) to youngest (booom).

Site (K+Ca)iTi

1 -JWB-1-BS-41
1-JWB-1-BS-35
1-JWB-1-BS-27
1 -JWB- 1-BS-28
1-JWB- 1-CM-22
1 -JWB-1-BS-37
1-JWB- 1-BS-39
1-JWB-1-CM-18
1-JWB-1-CM-33
1-JWB-1-BS-42
1-JWB- 1-CM-35
1-JWB- 1-CM-34
1 -JWB- 1-BS-34
1-JWB-1-BS-9

Range 3.79 - 4.06, where 3.79 best reflects minimum age of site
4.40 * 0.14
5.42 * 0.09
5.48 * 0.12
5.50 * 0.11
5.50 * 0.11
5.52 + 0.16
5.56* 0.23
6.59 0.10
6.82 * 0.15
7.03 * 0. 10
7.13 * 0.15
9.07 0 0.20
9.27 ± 0.60

1-13
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Table 2. Cation-ratio and radiocarbon data used in the construcion of a cation-leaching
curve for the Monte Cristo area.

Site Age Cation RO Lab No. of
_ (kC.)cIr; Radiocarbon Dae

nitiialRatio 100 10.65 0.53
JWB BS34 625 ± 75 9.07 ± 0.20 NZA 1382
JWB CM35 5900 ± 90 7.03 ± 0.10 NZA 1380
JWB BS42 8000 * 100 6.82 ± 0.15 NZA 1368
JWB CM33 11.250 ± 120 6.59 ± 0.10 NZA 1381
JWB CM18 21,940 ± 360 5.56 ± 0.23 NZA 1377
JWB BS37 22.170 370 5.5 0.11 NZAl 1360
JWB CM22 22,740 ± 360 5.50 ± 0.11 NZA 1417
JWB BS27 25,430 ± 48 5.42 ± 0.09 NZA 1379

Figure 1 presents my best estimate for the cation-leaching curve in the Monte Cristo
Valley. The cation-ratios and radiocarbon dates align up nicely for the last - I ka.
However, the four radiocarbon dates and corresponding cation ratios in the 21-26 ka range
do not align up with the other points. 'Me most reasoable perspective to take is that the
curve breaks at about 11 ka and leaching rates were more intense in the latest Pleistocene.

Figure 1. Cation-leaching curve for the Monte Cristo Valley and vicinity. The
least-squares regressions can be described by the following equations:

Equation #1: CR = 14.67 - 2.01 (Loglo Age); where age is s 11 ka
Equation #2. CR = 20.89 -3.56 (Loglo Age); where age is 2 1 a ka

1

10

9

a
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5
100 1000 10000 100000

Nzdocar a Age
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Table 3. Catlon-ratlo dates and raw chemical data.

51tes Using Eguation 1: CR- 14.67 -. 01 (Loa O Ane) where ae Is I ka-P K - a TI e Cu _ _

Sample AM C Ave I sqria Na M.g Al ________ ____ CaT-n Fe Cn O

& I-JW8-I-BS9-probe-a 336 9.595 598 0.04 nm 22.77 35.02 nm 2.16 1.87 0.42 2.03 7.1 8 0.08 0.00 0.03
1 -JWB- -859-probi-b 498 9.25' 36 1 2.13 nm 19.73 39.59 nm 2.14 1.56 0.40 2.20 1 1.82 0.00 0.07 0.00

__I-JWB-1-859-probe-c 188 101 __A_ 1.08 nm 20.52 38.80 nm 2.24 1.70 0.39 2.05 9.00 0.16 0.05 0.02
I-JWB-1-059-pr be-d 743 8.902 ____ 0.00 nm 23.05 36.78 nm 2.00 11.65 0.41 1.90 9.75 0.00 0.00 10.03
I-JWf3-I-B59--oi~robe-e - 8 70 8.756 __ _ _ _ 0.00 nm 19.76 40.31 nm 2.01 1.58 0.41 1.87 14.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
I -JWB-1-059-probe-f I 368 8.37 3 ___ 1.98 nm 21.18 30.94 nm 2.07 1.78 0.46 1,85 9.71 0.08 0.00 0.00
I -JWB- -639-probe-g 520 9.2 0.07 nm 27.91 43.54 nm 2.37 1.77 0.45 2.01 1.22 0.00 0.00 0.04

__ I-JWB- -B59-probe-h 8 78 8.757 0.68 nm 16.10 31,81I nm 1.79 1.45 0.3 7 2.23 2.15 0.15 0.09 0.00
I -JWB- I -S9-probe-I 184 10.12 0.03 nm 21.22 36.33 nm 2.28 1.97 0.42 2.53 13.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
I -JWB- -B9-Dobe-~ 1921 8714 0.01 nm 20.19 39.1 7 nm 2.01 [.65 0.42 2.00 1 I 831 0.00 0.00 0.00
I -JWB- -B59-probe-k~ 845 8.789 ____ 0.16 nm 22.00. 38.59 nm 1.54 1.80 0.38 2.05 1 1.86 0.00 0.05 0.00
I_ I-JWB- I -09-probe- 872 8.762 0.08 nm 19.00 32.13 nm 2.02 1.66 0.42 1.97 6.11I 0.00 0.10 0.60
-JWB- -BS9-probe-m 194 10.07 ____ 0.04 nm 23.41 38.19 nm 1.01 1.71 0.2 7 1.74 7,82 0.00 0.00 0.00

__I-JWB-1-BS9-itrbe-n 3 19- 9.639 _____1.01 nm 20.04 37.55 nm 1.97 1.50 0.36 3.04 4.15 0.02 0.06 0.10
I -JWB- I -69-boeo 21 1 t0 0.55 nm 19.11 36.20 nm 1.88 1.62 0.35 1.90 6.88 0.27 0.00 0.40

-I-JWB-1-CM34-ICP-a 5453 3 7.15 5j.719.. 0.34 1[56 18.35 21.301 1.02 2.34 1 145 0.53 12.06 1 7.77 nm nm 0.65
-I-JW8B:1CM341lCPT 5.056 7.23 953 0.36 1 I82 15.76 18.131 1.16 2.8 1 2.25 0.70 12.30 13.42 nm nm 10.19

1 -JWB- -CM34-ICP-c 4.104 7.41 0.26 1.04 12.04 46.06 1.03 1.38 1.51 0.39 8.20 7.3 7 nm nm 0.14
1 -JWB I -M4-ICP-d 6,130 7 06 ____ 0.46 0.98 6.85 29.71 1.09 2.42 0.48 0.41 1 4.35 5.17 nm nm 011I
I ŽJBQ -CM34-ICP-e .. 1 110 6.93. 0.25 2.17 9.48 20.91 0.69 2.50 1.59 0.59 15.74 14.42 nm nm 0.12

- kJWB- I!CM34ICP-f 6192 7 05 0 .35 1.70 12.44 27.72 1.01 2.44 0.6 0.44 10.95 10,60 nm nm 0.09
1 -JWB- I -Ct134-ICP-g .0 7.09 _ _ _ _ 0.39 1.82 11.89 19.31 1.19 2.40 1.00 0.48 13.22 17.10 nm nm 0.11I

I -JWB- I -CM134-ICP-H-Ca-relc _____,15.49 ____ 0.39 236 9.22 17.75 0.90 2.94 7.92 0.70 4.27 12.78 nm nm 0.13

SItes UsIng Egut'lton "2: CR- 20.89 56 (LoagI0Aqe);wher a e Is I k _ _ __ 

Same L 4. CR Ave± t sam N M Al SI P K Ca _TI Min Fe Cu Zn Oa
I -JW8- 0539- ICP-a 2117 5.47 20.651 1.60 1.09 14.6 25.21 1.32 2.03 1.58 0.66 12.50 19.76 nm nm 0.14
I_ I-JWB- I -S39-ICP-b 9449 -5 60 2,1.53 0.59 7.44 6.55 28.86 09.82 1.1 4 2.89 0.72 11.28 10.30 nm nm 0.67

___I-JWB-1:0539-ICP-c - 230 12 534,-___ 0.59 0807 16.82 20.30 1.24 1.20 1.15 0. 44 9.66 8.07 nm nm 0.II
I__ -JWB-I -09-ICP-d 23171 5.33 -. ____0.46 1.15 9.53 9.03 1.55 2.04 1.69 0.70 1 4.1 1 2 1.72 nm nm 0.15
-JWB- -OS39-ICP-e 1915 5.63 _____ 0.56 2.02 22.94 25.02 1,42 1.903 1.40 0.60 5.05 5.18 nm nm 0.16

__ I-JWB- I -B39-ICP-t 1 ,5 5 73 _____0.55 1.12 22.56 25.231 1.21 1.62 2.20 0.67 5.12 6.16 nm nm 0.58
I-JWB-1-BS39-ICP- -±CF relect 2.25 ____ 0.78 1.75 2 1.49 32.44 1,01 0.97 0.72 0.75 13.04 10.36 nm nm 0.14
I-JWB-I-8339-ICP-h-TI rc _____ 48 ____ 0.57 1.20 28.84 4.90 0.71 0.99 1.60 1.75 5.79 14.13 nm nm 0.16

Sample .2 L . CR Ae t siga ___ MI Al SI P K Ca TI Min Fe Cu Zn I Ba
I -JWB- 1-0528=ICP-a 22,528 537 1.121 2.50 0.95 21.92 30.13 1.84 12.74 1.02 0.70 9.81 6.25 nm nm 0.00

-JWB8 I BS28-ICP-b .2OQ063. 5.55 I5g 0.49 0.77 21.84 23.49 0.92 1.80 1.20 0.54 5.01 5.47 nm nm 4015
__ l-JWB-lI-BS28-ICP-c I P,7T 5.66 -__ _ 1.20 1.20 18.40 39.25 07 2.5 1.13 0 60 6.34 7.61 nm nm 1

I - W B I ~ ~ .I2-IC -d 5Z .... Q 35.85 117.06 1. 3 . 9 . 5 0 1 2.56 1 4.19 nm nm 0 0
_ _ i-JW - I-0528-ICP-e 5.34 __ _ _ _ 5.00 1 1.10 15.22 1 12.10 1.66 .80 . 6 06 3 5 . 5 n m 01
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l-JWB-l1-8S28-ICP-f 20963 5.49 ____ 0.46 1.54 19.66 41.26 0.62 1.96 1.77 06 .9 28 m n 0.13
I-JWB-l-B528-lCP-g-Ca relect_____ 18.44 ____ 0.34 1.49 508 16.09 1.05 2.64 8.06 0..5. 2.07 14.42 nmI nm 0.10

Sites Too old For Calibration _ _ _ _ _ 

- . ~~Sample Aoe (Eq I) CR Age (.,2) Na MO, Al Si P K Ca TI tin Fe Cu Zn Ba
l-JWB-1-8S41-ICP-a 26,6 3.79 62.72 0.28 1.30 17.30 43.15 0.65 1.90 1.16 0.81 7.53 7.1 nrn nm 0.13

__ l-JWB- I -S41 -ICP-C 249j 9 3.83 6 88 0.41 1.46 15-39 24.49 0.77 1j.20 1.40 0.68 7 07 6.09 nm nm 0.12
I -JWB- I 5S41bICP-d___ 240.295 3.86- -59032 0.22 2.0 7 3 183 9.65 0.52 1.30 0.41 .044 1.59 8.09 nm nm 0.14
I__?iwo0 l-US'1 -h.P:C 22 , 609O 3 91- 57LIL9 .2 9 1.93 18.78 29.97 0.77 1.48 2.04 0.90 7.64 7.66 n m n m 0.18
I_ l-JWB- I -B41 -ICP-? 221l63 3.93 57,,168 0.44 2.43 1 8.97 30.91 0.86 1.54 2.00 0.90 7.72 8.20 n m n m 0.13
I -JWB I BS4 ICP-q_ 199,025 4.03 5,-~80o 0.47 1.87 16.80 25.95 1.03 145 1.66 0.77 8.18 6.29 nm nm 0 5
1 -JWB- -B541 -ICP-h 197,11 4.03 53 514 0.33 1.96 22.43 18.16 0.88 2.23 10.60 0.72 3.44 9.29 nm nm 0.10
I -JWB-lI-OS41 -ICP-1 191 670 4.06- 6 75 0.46 1.85 1 8.37 30.85 1.20 1.55 2,23 0,93 8.14 9.12 nm nm 0.15

____ ____Sample Aie (Eq CA A e (Eg 2) N _Mg Al SI P K Ca TI tin Fe Cu In fBa
I -JWB- I-BS35-1CP-a 158.720 4.22 : 7,6 0.34 _1.98 8.31 32.19 0.77 1.21 3.43 1.10 16.85 10,77 nm nm 0.13
-JWB- -8535-ICP-b 158j1j 4.23 4726 0.36 1.66 17.20 26.27I 1.34 1,3 1 1.52 0.67 7.60 5.54 nm nm 0.15
-Wo-l-85S35-ICP-c 1 5,7 4.43 41,54 0.39 _1.3 7 18.03 31.58 1.1 1 2.57 2.25 I 09 12.8 1 12.70 nm nm 0.13 

I -JWB- -0S35-ICP-d 1 8,114j 4.48_ 40Q099 0.25 2.00 3 132 13.03 0.88 1.44 1.02 0.55 2.24 10.08 nm nm 0.18
I -JWB-1I-8335-ICP-e 1 16.739 4.49 3985 0.32 2.18 10.15 29.39 0.75 1.14 3.73 1.08 6.63 7.85 nm nm 0.71
1 -JWB- -BS35-ICP-t 108.91 4.56 38,184 0.53 1.25 12.12 36.69 1.56 1.54 0.54 0.46 5.84 S.1I0 nm nm 0.50

I-JWB-l-B535-lCP-g-TI re~ect _____0.9 7 0.3 1 2.19 24.75 27.14 0.67 1.96 0.51 2.55 14.97 3.69 nm nm 0.13

Sites Used In Callbratlon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

_____ ~Sample CR Ave I slqma Na Mg Al SI P K Ca TI Min Fe Cu Zn __a
I__ l-JWs-I-0542-ICP-a 6.87 6.82 0.56 1.25 12.12 1 8.5 1 1.41 2.50 1.69 0.61 15.02 16.08 nm nm 0.11
I_ l-JWB- -B542-ICP-b ___ _6.63 0.15 0.19 2.85 10.08 19.40 0.57 1.77 1.08 0,43 1 134 18.24 nm- nm 10.17
1 -JWB- -B542-lCP-c _____7.07 0.45 1.54 25.02 31.80 1.69 2.7 7 0.98 0.53 7.97 8.25 nm nm 0.15
I_ l-JWB- I-B542-ICP-d _____6 8 1 ___ 0.23 0.89 15.73 21.36 0.40 3.62 2.3 7 0.88 7.36 1 7.78 nm nm 0.00
I_ I-JWB- -US42-ICP-e 6.72 ____ 0,30 1.5 1 7.93 44.21 1.06 1.60 1.08 0.40 5.37 6.58 nm nm 0.12

__ l-JWB- -8542-ICP-f ____ 6.8 1 ____ 0.19 1.59 1 7.89 27.69 0.59 1.60 1.94 0.52 6.39 7.68 nm nm 0.12
1 -JWB- l-8542-lCP-g-Ca-releCt . ____18.62 ____ 0.68 0.85 5.89 36.01 1.28 2.08 6.39 0.45 9.10 4.96 nm nm 0.11

____ -JW B--D5am Iple aCR Ave t I ra Na Al I5 P K Ca TI tin Fe Cu Zn Oa
I_ ________________ 8.T73 9.0 7 0.32 2.05 14.07 21.34 1.06 3.57 2.20 0.66 7.64 21.70 nm nm 0.09
-JWB- I-8534-ICP-b 8.82 0.20 0.23 2.29 7.75 24.06 0.90 3.91 2.26 0.70 7.89- 21.92 nm nm 0.16

__ l-JWB- -8534-ICP-c 8 99 _____0.36 2.48 12.45 ISOS5 0.72 6.64 2.34 1.00 17.46 14.16 nm nm 0.20
__ I-JWB-lI-B534-ICP-d 9 06 0.2 7 2.07 15.23 16.97 1.00 2.89 6.10 0.99 4.62 8.35 nm nm 0.12

1 -JWB- I-OS34-ICP-e __ _ _ _ 9.08, ______ _ 0.33 00 22.20 27.65 0.92 1.82 1.72 0.39 15.75 5.89 nm nm 0.15
1 -JWB- -8534-ICP-f ____ 9.19 ____ 0.36 1.40 16.97 18.08 0.94 2.75 2.03 0.52 13.89 1 3.93 nm nm 0.1I6
l-JW-1- S3 -C- _ __ _ 9 23 _ _ _ __ 0.29 2.09 7.1F4 15.14 0.91 1.50 2.56 0.44 7.99 11.78 nm nm 0.13

__ l-JWB-I1-8534-ICP-h _____9.24 ____ 0.31 I I 96 21.81 8.65 0.93 3.30 1.33 0.50 9.83 8.62 nm nm 0.17
___ -JWB- I1-BS34-ICP-1 ____ 9 3 0.38 1_ I39 6 08 20.42 0.94 2.97 1.50 0.40 11.80 11.431 nm nm 0 13

I-JWB-1-OS34-ICP-1I-Ca reject _____18.95 0.62 1.-43 9.42 24.65 1.87 1.94 4.47 0. 3 4 1. 0-4 5.03 nm nm 0.10
I-JWB-1-BS34-lCP-Ik-TI reiecti- 1.14 ____ 0.42 _ 1.501 24.29 30.12 0.67 1.76 0.20 1.72 10.46 7.06 nm nm 0.14
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I I-Jwo- I-8S37-ICP-8 ____ 5.46 5.50 0.58 1.26 16.731 17.83 1.3 1 1.10 1,52 0.48 13.70 15.04 nm I m 0.00,
__I -JWB- -BS37-ICP-b _____5.64 0.11 2.03 0.98 11.31 26.05 0.34 0,93 5.87 1.20 5.75 6.60 Am nm 0.20

1 -JWB- I -537-ICP-c _____ 5.36 ____ 1.34 1.85 16.32 39.83 0.89 1.66 1.34 0.56 11.15 13.14 nm Am 0.12
-JWB- I-8S3 7-ICP-d _____ 5 54_____ 0.76 1.65 9.34 25.44 1.03 1.33 2.42 0.68 12.33 8.88 nm nm 0.14

1 -JWB-lI-QS37-ICP-e _____5.51 1.70 _1.04 9,24 33.10 1.64 2.24 1.49 0.68 4.16 6.62 nm Am 0.00
I -JWB- -BS37-ICP-f ____ 5.58 ___ 0.63 2 02 7.33 36.59 0.86 1.54 1.42 0.53 4.44 9.1 4 nm AM 0.10o
I -JWB- I -QS37-1CP-g ____ 5.38 _____0.62 0.89 22.24 23.12 1.50 1.59 1.21 0.52 5.04 6.21 Am nm 0.11

I-JWQ-I-13S37-ICP--h-Ca relect 18.49 ____ 0. 46 19 0 4.19 14.72 1.01 2.84 6.52 05 4.28 12.75 A MI n m 15
I-JWB-I-BS37-ICP-i-7I reject _____ 1.77 ____ 0.34 2.77 20.74 32.86 0,60 2.54 0.61 1.78_ 8.78 7.64 Am Am 0,00

-. ~~~Sample ___ _ CR Ave t slcna Ha _M A 51 _P K Ca TI n Fe Cu Zn Ba
I -JWB- -13S27-ICP-a _____5.49 5.42 0.44 _1.87 7.46 29.57 1.11 1.65 4.20 1.07 7.3 7 10.19 Am nm -0.10

___ -JWB-l-BS27-ICP-b _____5.53 0.09 0.90 1 [03 26.63 31.05 1.1 4 1[95 0.38 .42~ 3.86 5.3 nm nm 10.13
I -JWB- I -B27-ICP-c _ _ _ __ 5.25 _ _ _ _ 0.42 1 [04 24.77 25.78 1.56 1.80 12. 0.59 4.09 4.96 nm Am I o.ioJ
I -JWB-1I-BS27-ICP-d _____5.40 ____ 0.20 0.95 13.51 41.0.3 0,93 0.81I 2.2 7 0.57 7.48 9.03 Am AMI 0,1I2

____-JWB- I -S27-ICP-e _____ 5,42 ____ 0.39 2.11 5.65 8,29 1.25 1.84 3.20 0,93 4.78 29.96 Am nm 0.11
I -JWB- I -S27-ICP-f _____5 44 ______ 085 1.99 12.89 1 7.32 1.1 I1 1.56 0,67 0.41 14.48 8.84 nm AM 0,19

I-JWB-1-BS27-ICP-9-K reject 10.28 ____ 0.09 0805 6.75 19.58 0.47 7.53 2.92 1.02 1 1.89 10.01 nm Am 0.13

- - 5~~pleSample CR Ave I sgma Na MG Al 5 P K Ca TI MA I Fe Cu I ZA Ba
I -JWB-1I-CM22-ICP-a _____5.45 5.50 1.20 1.10 8.41 27.87 1.30 1.19 2.08- 0.60 10.24 11.33 Am Am 0.14
I -JWB- I -CM22-ICP-b _____ 5.60 0.11 0.35 I 01 4.47 6.67 0.91 2.04 2,61 0.83 9.00 30.03 Am nm 0 13

__ i-JWB- I-CM22-ICP-c 5 __64__ 0.87 1.88 15.77 19.31 1.01 1.25 0.92 0.38 14.33 1 1.1 Am AM 0.00
I -JWB- I -CM22-ICP-d ,552 _____0.32 0.95 34.10 10.64 0.90 1.72 0.99 0.49 2.25 5.90 Am nm 0.11
I_ I-JWB- I-CM22-ICP-e _____5.3 7 _____0.15 1.8i9 17.51 32.53 0.76 1,45 1.50 0.55 1 198 1 3.27 nm Am 0.11
I_ i-JWB- I -C 122 -ICP - __ _ _ _ 5.41 _ __ __ 0.3 2 1,92 19.29 22.77 0.85 1.78 1.03 0.52 6.80 7.16 nM AM 0.13

I -JWQ- I -CM22-ICP-g-Ca-relect 1 7.26 ____ 0.32 1.31 4.68- 38,92 2.49 1.77 7. 1 S-0.52 9.55 5.57 Am Am 0.08

Sample __ _-.CR Ave tI sigma Na Mgj Al 5I P K Ca TI MA Fe Cu ZA Ba
I-JWB-I-CtMI8-ICP-a _____5.41 5.56 0.26 1.28 20.18 20.39 1.09 2.00 1.35 0.62 6.33 6.03 n'm Am 0.12
I-JWB-l--CMIB-ICP-b 5.7 0.23 0.40 1.63 18.63 26,52 1.07 1.20 0,66 0.32 5.87 13.09 AM Am 0.15
j-JW (3: ±CIloICP-C 5__52 0.6 0,94 17.30 1953 0.97 1.30 1.24 0.46 1001 9.15 AM AM 0,11I

__I -JWIJ- I-C IO-ICP-d - __ _5.70 ____ 0.29 1,98 17860 25,95 1.22 0.91 0.75 0.29 10.25 12.15 Am Am 0.14
_ _ I-JWB- I-CtI118-ICP-e _ _ _ __ 5.37 ___ ___ _ 0 1 I 26 1422 26.35 0.97 1.70 0.70 0.45 15.72 6.56 AM AM 0 00

I -JWB- -cmI e- ICP-f 5.24 _____0.25 0,65 14.48 25.74 1.92 3.68 1.56 1.00 13.67 14.50 Am Am 0,00
I -JWB- I -cm Ia-ICp-g ____ 5.71 ____ 0.56 0.9 1 13.62 15.27 2.44 1.86 0.99 0.50 6.90 1 1.02 Am Am 0.16

Samp~le ___--__ CR Ave t Slgma Na MQ~ A~l SI P K Ca TI Mn Fe Cu ZA Ba
I -JWB- I-CM33-ICP-a ______ 78 6.59 0.55 1.34 14.68 13.96 2.24 1.13 1.24 0.35 12,19 10.28 Am AM 0,11
I -JWB - I-CM33 -1CP-b _____6.55 0.10 0.38 1.81 3 1.72 29.13 0.97 11.8 1 0.8 1 0Q,40 3.58 5.20 Am AM 0.15

____-JWB- I-CM33 -I CP-c _____6.60 ____ 0.62 0.83 4.5 16.64 1.41 2.45 1.71 0.63 13.80 12,72 Am n AM 01 2
1 -JWB- -CM33 -ICP-d _____6.51 ____ 0.25 .1~.5 10.70 23.62 1.02 1.22 1.64 .44. 13.26 7. AM AnM 0.15
1....I -JiWS- -C M3 3- IC P-e _ _ _ __ 6.51 _ _ _ _ 0.38 1.13 14.24 27.85 1.60 1.83 3.53 0.82 3.67 13.81 n m A m 0.08
I -JW B- I -Cm 3 3-I C P-f _____ 6 I ____ 0. 48 0.14 11.33 22.21 0.10 3.54 2.41 0.90 16.26 12.04 Am Am 0.14

1 -JWB- I-CM33-ICP-g-K-re lect I11.01 _____0.2 1 037~ 18.771 18.45 0.42 6.64 23 08112.35 14.36 Am Am 0.00



(

Sample CR Ave t i Siqma Na MO Al Si P K Ca TI Mn Fe Cu n Ba
I-JWB- I -CM35-ICP-a 7.13 7.03 0.36 1.56 17.35 19.13 1.12 2.02 1.46 0.49 7.41 7.38 nm nm 0.13
I -JWB- I -CM35-ICP-b 7.18 010 0.49 1 13 1974 22.35 1.23 1.23 1.64 0,40 7.00 19.22 nm nm 0. IS
I -JWB- -CM35-ICP-C 6.87 ._ _ 0.48 1.24 1I .44 31.41 1.41 2 08 2.59 0.68 5.37 9.92 nm nm 0.1 1
I -JWB- I -CM35-ICP-d 6.95 0.55 0.97 10.79 30.79 1.26 2.35 3.42 0.83 5.35 11.97 nm nm 0.13
1-JWB- I -CM35-1CP-e . 7.01 _ _ 0.43 1.57 2.64 25.68 1.27 2.34 1.02 0.48 4.95 5.21 nm nm 0.11
I-JWB-I-CM35-ICP-f 705 0.28 1.53 13.83 16.48 0.65 1.66 1.37 0.43 8.23 9.24 nm nm 0.10
I-JwB--crI.35-ICP-g , 7.05 45_ 0 1.84 12.72 17.01 1.14 2.96 1.97 0,70 11.58 16.74 nm nm 0.15

I-JWB-l-CM35-lCP-h-MCF-relect .___ . 3.22 . 0.43 2.07 23.97 26.08 0.74 0.97 1.32 0.71 4.99 4.85 nm nm 0.08

Footnotes: _ __

nm means not measued
#ICP refers to Inductively coup led plasma. - - -

b probe refers to analysis by wavelenath dispersive electron mcroprobe - -

S ICP and probe analyses from the same site are not on the same materIal - - - - -…

tMCF relect' means the-sample was relected dlue to anomalous concentrations of microcolonial r I that reduced the cation ratio 
K relect' means the sample was relected due to anomalousconcentratlonsor potassm _ -_

'Ca relect means the sample was relected due to anomalous concertratIons of calci-m _ 
TI relect means the sample was relected due to anomalous concentrations of titanim __

I
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(1) Perhaps the 50-150 ka ash was deposited in an older alluvial unit, and the
younger alluvial unit dated with varnish represents a relatively thin wedge of sediment If
so, this is significant. because it provides a rare opportnity to obtain volume of
aggradational units in the latest-Pleistocene. If this intereaion is followed, the depth of
the ash provides a maximum depth of accumulation for the unit dated by varnish.

(2) It is conceivable that all the varnishes from these sites eroded by enhanced
acidity during the latest-Pleistocene. If the sites were occupied by Brisrlecone and Limber
Pines, for example, the secretion of acids from the decay of the litter would tend to dissolve
the manganese and erode the varnish.

I do not prefer this hypothesis, because the varnish that was dated is nicely layered.
Even if such biogeochemical erosion was intense, I would expect to see remnants of
varnish preserved, but heavily pitted and eroded. I did observe pitted and eroded varnishes
from all sites, but there were avoided in the dating work. Another reason why I do not
favor this possibility is that I also get nicely layered varnishes from the older sites (BS35,
BS41). This suggests it is possible to preserve layered varnishes throughout the
latePleistocene.

(3) Perhaps the 50-150 ka age of the ash needs to be reexamined.

Lpradon of Cadid-Rado Age Esrimres

Table 3 is broken down into four categories. The fir category provides cation-
ratio ages for BS9 and CM 34 that were not radiocarbon dated. The average and error for
the age estimates are based on chemical measurements by inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
and wavelength dispersive microprobe (probe) on varnishes on individual boulders. The
ages for BS9 and CM34 are based on equation #1, that defines the curve during the
Holocene.

The second category provides cation ratio ages for BS39 and BS28, based on
equation #2, that defines the curve for the latest Pleistocene. Even if an individual wanted
to argue that there was little justification for breaking the cation-leaching curve at about 11
ka, I would treat the cation-ratios as relative age information I would point out that the
radiocarbon dates from -21 to -25 ka have a narrow range of cation ratios from 5.42 to
5.56. And the cation-ratios of BS28 (5.48*0.12) and BS39 (5.52*0. 16) rest in this range
and should be placed in this time range.

The third category provides cation ratios for Sites BS35 and BS41. These low
ratios are beyond the range of the radiocarbon calibration I hope that is useful
information. I have provided cation-ratio ages for the cation ratios from these sites, based
on equation 1 and equation 2. These 'ages' have no basis in reality, since there is little
justification for extending either of these curves. I just thought that you might be inrested
in this data. I hope that the sample processing methods for uranium-series dating of rock
varnish are developed in the near future, since I have already prepared the samples.

The fourt category of data in table 3 are the cation ratios used in the construction of
the cation-leaching curve.

SUMMARY

Cation-ratios from all sites collected in May of 1990 are reported. They provide a
relative sequence of ages at present. Accelerator radiocarbon dates provide minimum ages
for eight sites. These radiocarbon dates are used to provide cation-age ages for sites not
radiocarbon dated, except for two sites beyond the range of radiocarbon dating.

/. Iq
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Introduction

The western United States is a region where many faults can easily be identified as

seismogenic sources, allowing a straightforward estimation of seismic hazard. Less apparent

is the significant hazard posed by background seismicity not directly linked to obvious

sources. The aspect of background seismicity considered here is the size of the largest

background earthquakes, sometimes called floating or random earthquakes. This study

compiles historical earthquakes from magnitude 6 to 7 in the Basin and Range province

to constrain the largest magnitude of the background activity.

The Basin and Range province of the western United States and northern Mexico

is an actively deforming Cenozoic extension province (fig. 1). Spatial and temporal

variations in rates of activity and in the style of faulting have occurred within this province

throughout the Cenozoic. Contemporary rates of tectonic activity are higher in the northern

part of the province and along its eastern and western margins. Historical seismicity in the

province is concentrated in three major belts: 1) the western margin of the province, 2) the

Central Nevada - Eastern California seismic belt, within the western part of the province,

and 3) the Intermountain seismic belt, along the eastern margin of the province.

Twenty-two historical earthquakes from the Basin and Range province (fig. 1) were

considered in this study (Tables 1, 2, 3). Due to variation in reported magnitudes, three

types of magnitudes are used: surface-wave (M.), local (ML), and moment (M.) magnitudes.

Over the magnitude range being considered, M 6 to 7, these different magnitude scales yield

similar values (Kanamori, 1983), and the values considered here are taken together in a

single data set. For some of the earlier events, magnitudes are reported without reference

to magnitude type; these are left undifferentiated (M) in Table 1. Although no systematic
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study has been undertaken to evaluate errors and variablity in the magnitude values used

in this paper, they are estimated to be accurate within about 03 magnitude units.

Three main types of surface rupture are considered in this paper following Slemmons

and dePolo (1986): primary, secondary, and sympathetic surface rupture. Primary surface

rupture is fault displacement that is believed to be directly connected to subsurface

seismogenic displacement, whereas secondary surface rupture has a branching or secondary

relation to the main seismogenic fault. Primary surface rupture can be further subdivided

into "minor" and "significant;" these relate to very incompletely expressed and representative

of subsurface rupture, respectively. Sympathetic surface displacement is triggered slip along

a fault that is "isolated" from the main seismogenic fault.

Maximum Background Earthquake (MEE)

Floating and random earthquakes are terms used to describe scattered seismicity,

not usually attributed to a specific fault. Use of the term 'floating earthquake" is somewhat

confusing, however, because it implies a lack of understanding of, or relationship to,

seismotectonics. Seismologist colleagues have mused that a floating earthquake must be

a bad location iteration with a negative depth or a sonic boom. The term random

earthquake" suggests a statistical behavior that may not necessarily apply to these events,

especially during swarming or clustering activity. The term background seismicity' is also

commonly used, but it implies a broader range of earthquake sizes (especially lower

magnitudes) than considered here. The latter term is modified slightly to reflect the interest

in the largest events, and the term maximum background earthquake" (BE) is used to

describe these events (dePolo and others, 1990).
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A maximum background earthquake is the largest event that occurs without

significant primary surface rupture. This includes non-surface rupture events, as well as,

those associated with small secondary and sympathetic surface breaks. These events may

occur proximal to, or in areas that lack, late Quaternary faults. Because most of these

events are associated with no or minor surface breaks, and are poorly preserved in the

surficial geologic record, they can be difficult or impossible to characterize directly.

Background Earthquakes from the Basin and Range Province

An earthquake data set limited to the Basin and Range province was used for two

principal reasons. First, the Basin and Range province exhibits an extensional tectonic

style throughout its extent, although it has places, such as the west-central area, where

contemporary translation may dominate. Second, the choice of events from a crustal area

having relatively consistent seismic attenuation properties which can affect the consistency

of magnitudes (Bonilla and others, 1984; Everndon and others, 1981). Previous studies in

the eastern Basin and Range province have noted several earthquakes with magnitudes up

to 6 3/4 which apparently occurred on structures having no surface expression (Doser, 1985;

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1986).

In this paper, two types of background earthquakes (M > 6) are compiled: those

lacking surface rupture (Table 1), and those having secondary or sympathetic surface rupture

with no or minor prinary, tectonic surface rupture (Table 2). Also compiled are

earthquakes with significant primary rupture that have magnitudes that are < 7 (Table 3).

Twenty three background events have occurred since 1920 that had magnitudes > 6. Five

additional earthquakes were immediate aftershocks of primary-surface-rupture earthquakes;
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four of these events were associated with the 1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana earthquake (M

6.5, 6, 6.5, 6) and one with the July 6 1954 Rainbow Mountain, Nevada earthquake (M 6).

These aftershocks are not considered further here. Earthquakes occurring prior to 1920 are

poorly documented and hence were not used, although many earthquakes of magnitude 6

or greater with no reported surface rupture occurred within the Basin and Range province.

Fourteen earthquakes (M > 6) lacking reported surface rupture have occurred in the

Basin and Range province since 1920. Most of these earthquakes are in the magnitude

range of 6 to 63. The largest event had a magnitude of M. 6.6 (M 6 3/4), and is considered

a reliable event to include because it was well studied for evidence of surface deformation

and earthquake size (Pardee, 1926).

Eight earthquakes ranging in magnitude from 6 to 6.6 had secondary or minor

primary surface rupture. Surface breaks associated with these events were commonly

distributed and exaggerated in size. Only two events may have had some minor primary

surface rupture: The 1934 Hansel Valley and the Chalfant Valley earthquakes.

Displacements were on the order of 11 cm or less for the Chalfant Valley event; the Hansel

Valley earthquake had 50 cm of displacement, but most if not all of this was probably due

to liquefaction (McCalpin, 1989, pers. comm.). Most of the surface ruptures associated with

the events in Table 2 were so minor (mostly less than 5 cm) that they were quickly obscured

or eroded, and are not generally preserved in the geologic record.
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Theoretical Considerations

Another consideration in the assessment of the MBE is to check that the simple

physics of an earthquake that does not rupture the surface in the Basin and Range province

is consistent with the maximum magnitude estimated from historical earthquakes. This

argument is not definitive because there are several variables which cannot be rigorously

constrained, but the range of magnitude values for reasonable estimates of these variables

can be examined for a simple model. A circular rupture that is tangent with the surface and

the base of the seismogenic zone is considered. Since most of the faults in the Basin and

Range province appear to have a dip somewhat shallower than vertical, a commonly-

encountered, 600 dip is used. Perhaps the most uncertain parameter in this model is the

stress drop, however, a stress drop of at least 1 bar and as high as 100 bars seems to be a

reasonable range (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Hanks, 1977). Using the relation

developed by Brune (1970, 1971) for circular ruptures,

Mc= (16/7)(r3)(sd)

seismic moments (M., dyne-cm) were estimated. In this relation r is radius (in centimeters)

and sd is average stress drop (in dyne/cm2). These moments were converted to moment

magnitudes for comparison to the historical earthquakes using Hanks and Kanamori's (1979)

relation:

M. = (2/3 log M0) - 10.7.

Values from these relations are presented in Table 4 for several different values of stress

drop and two different estimates of seismogenic depth, 12 and 15 1cL Magnitude values of

these hypothetical earthquake ruptures are equivalent or larger than the historical MEE for

average stress drops of 100 and 40 bars or higher for seismogenic depths of 12 and 15 km,
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respectively. Since these are reasonable values for Basin and Range province earthquakes,

it is concluded that the historical MBE is consistent with this simple physical model of

earthquakes.

Discussion

The tabulation of historical earthquakes without surface rupture (Table 1) suggests

that the MBE for the Basin and Range province is at least magnitude 63 and may be as

high as magnitude 6.6. Only two events < magnitude 6.6 had significant primary surface

rupture: the 1950 Fort Sage earthquake (ML 5.6) and the July 1954 Rainbow Mountain

earthquake (M. 63). Contrasting this with the occurrence of 14 events without reported

surface rupture and eight events with only minor surface rupture, suggests that most

earthquakes of magnitude 6.6 and less in the Basin and Range province generally do not

rupture the surface. Although minor primary surface faulting has occurred in some events

(Table 2), it is unlikely to be preserved in the surficial geologic record.

Figure 2 is a histogram showing the number of non-surface rupture, secondary and

other breaks, and primary surface rupture events that have occurred since 1920 over the

magnitude range of 6 to 7. This figure shows the overlap between non-surface rupture and

primary surface rupture events (-M 63 - M 6.6).

Figure 3 shows this relationship with respect to maximum surface displacement.

This figure shows the non-surface rupture and other minor ruptures all < to 20 cm

displacement except for the 1934 Hansel Valley earthquake, which was probably enhanced

by liquefaction. Further these events show no real trend of size increase with magnitude.

In contrast, the primary surface rupture events do show a trend of increasing in maximum
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surface displacement with magnitude. It is thought that these primary displacements are

representative of the slip at depth, and are appropriate for developing regression equations

for estimating potential earthquake sizes. It is also interesting to note that the intersection

of this trend with the 0 displacement axis is around magnitude 65 to 6.6.

Even though different tectonic rates characterize the Basin and Range province,

tectonic rate is not considered to be a determining factor in identifying earthquakes lacking

surface rupture or in establishing the size of the MBE. Although the distribution of tectonic

rates in the Basin and Range province is not well known, based on tectonic geomorphology

and seismicity, areas with relatively higher strains exist (Eddington and others, 1987). Most

earthquakes in this study have occurred in areas with apparent high strain rates. Because

the timeframe of this study is so short, (70 years) it seems that this is only the effect of more

earthquakes occurring in higher strain-rate areas since more are likely to occur, or occur

more often. Significant earthquakes, such as the 1925 Clarkston, Montana (M. 6.6) and

1935 Helena, Montana (M 6 & 63) were in areas that appear geomorphically to have

relatively moderate strain rates. The MBE developed here is thought to be valid for the

entire Basin and Range seismotectonic province, but, the frequency of this event likely varies

with changes in regional strain rates.

The MBE can be considered the upper bound for background seismicity studies.

Such a magnitude distribution or single event are commonly used in probabilistic studies as

having a random occurrence over an area, using the number of historical background

earthquakes from the area over various magnitude ranges. A deterministic way to input the

MBE is to consider it occurring a set, or statistically determinined, distance away from the

site being analyzed. Because of the lake of precision involved in the magnitudes, it may be
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more desirable and/or convenient to use magnitude 65 as the MBE value.

The MBE can also be considered the lower-bound magnitude for various magnitude-

fault parameter regression equations developed or used in the Basin and Range province.

Such regressions are commonly used for scaling the size of potential earthquakes that can

occur along a fault. Estimations below the MBE magnitude are likely based on

incompletely expressed or secondary ruptures.

Conclusions

The term "maximum background earthquake" appears to be a descriptive and an

adequate term for refering to the largest background earthquake, or those without

significant primary surface rupture.

In the Basin and Range province, earthquakes in the magnitude range of 6 to 6.6

without significant surface rupture far outnumber the number of earthquakes below

magnitude 6.6 that have significant primary surface rupture. The maximum background

earthquake for the Basin and Range province is magnitude 6.6, based on the historical

earthquake record. This is consistent with a simple physics model of earthquake faulting

without surface rupture.
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Table 1 Earthquakes M > 6 in the Basin and Range province since 1920 without
surface rupture. Numbers in location column correspond with locations in
Figure 1.

Location Magnitude References

Sep. 29, 1921
Oct. 1, 1921
June 28, 1925
June 25, 1933
Oct. 19, 1935

Oct. 31, 1935
Nov. 23, 1947
Dec. 29, 1948
May 23, 1959
June 23, 1959

Sep. 22, 1966
Mar. 27, 1975
June 30, 1975
Nov. 23, 1984

Table 2 Ear
assc
Nui

Elsinore, UT
Elsinore, UT
Clarkston, MT
Wabuska, NV
Helena, MT

Helena, MT
Virginia City, I;
Verdi NV
Dixie Valley, N
Schurz, NV

(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

6 ML
6 ML
6.6Ml
6 ML
63 M

(4)
MT (5)

(6)
[V (7)

(8)

6 M
63 M
6 ML
63 ML
63 ML

1
1
2
3
4

4
4
3
5
3

6
1
7
8

Clover MT, NV (9)
Pocatello, ID (10)
Yellowstone, MT (11)
Round Valley, CA (12)

6.1 M
6.0 ML
6.1 ML
6.1 ML

thquakes M > 6 in the Basin and Range province since 1920 with
mdated secondiy surface ruptures, but no or only minor primary rupture.
obers in location column correspond to locations in Figure L

LocatioU (cM) Magnitude References

Jan. 30, 1934
Mar. 14, 1934
Sept. 12, 1966
May 25, 1980

May 25, 1980
May 25, 1980
May 27, 1980
July 21, 1986

Excelsior Mtn., NV
Hansel Valley, UT*
Boca Valley, CA
Mammoth Lakes, CA

Mammoth Lakes, CA
Mammoth Lakes, CA
Mammoth Lakes, CA
Chalfant Valley, CA*

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

(16)
(16)
(16)
(17)

13
50
5

20

20
20
20
11

6.3 ML
6.6 M 8
6.0ML
6.1 ML

6.0OM,
6 .1 ML
6.2 ML
6 5 ML

9
10
11
12

12
12
12
13

= possible minor primary surface rupture
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Table 3 Earthquakes M < 7 in the Basin and Range province since 1920 with
significant primary surface rupture. Numbers located in location
column correspond to locations in Figure 1.

Magnitude (m) References

Dec. 14, 1950
July 6, 1954
Aug. 24, 1954
Dec. 16, 1954

Fort Sage, CA (18)
Rainbow Mt., NV (19)
Stillwater, NV (20)
Dixie Valley, NV (21)

M 5.6
M 6.3
Ms 7
Ms 6.8+

60
30
76

270

14
15
16
17

Table 4 Theoretical Moment Magoitades for Earthquakes
that do not Rupture the Surface

Stress
Drop

1
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

(r=6.9 n)

5.2
5.9
6.1
6.2
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.5
6.5

6.6

(r=8.7 kmn)

5.4
6.1
63
6.4
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.8

l-39
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Figure 1 The Basin and Range province of western North America and the locations
of earthquakes considered in this study. The numbers correspond to those
listed in the location column of Tables 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 2 Histogram showing the number of non-surface rupture, secondary and other
minor surface breaks, and primary surface ruptures occurring over the
magnitude range 6 to 7.

Figure 3 Graph showing magnitude versus maximum surface displacement for non-
surface rupture, secondary and other minor surface breaks, and primary
surface displacements. Note the break in the maximum displacement scale.
The additional data used for the larger primary surface rupture events is
compiled in dePolo and others (1991). Uncertainties in the magnitude
values are estimated to be on the order of a third of a magnitude unit.
Uncertainties in surface displacement measurements scale with displacement,
from a few to ten centimeters for the smaller displacements and up to
perhaps a half a meter or so for the larger displacements.
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Abstract-The distribution of surface ruptures caused by 11 historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range
province of western North America provides a basis for evaluating earthquake segmentation behavior of faults in
extensional tectonic settings. Two of the three moderate magnitude (5.5 < M < 7) events appear to be confined
to individual geometric or structural segments. The remaining nine events, eight of which had large magnitudes
(M z 7), ruptured multiple geometric or structural segments. Several of these events had widely distributed
surface-rupture patterns, ruptured in complex manners, and extended beyond distinct fault-zone discontinuities.
Some of the surface ruptures associated with these events may have resulted from sympathetic or secondary
surface faulting. Approximately one-half of the surface rupture end points coincided with distinct fault-zone
discontinuites.

This study indicates that earthquake ruptures in extensional tectonic settings may not be confined to individual
geometric or structural segments. Some rupture-controlling discontinuities may be difficult to identify and
significant faulting may occur beyond postulated rupture end points. Rupture of multiple geometric or structural
segments should be considered in the evaluation of large earthquakes. Several lines of evidence, particularly
timing information, are needed to delineate potential earthquake segments in the Basin and Range province.

INTRODUCI1ON

INDIVIDUAL historical earthquakes rarely rupture entire
fault zones (Albee & Smith 1966). Seismic hazard ana.
lyses, therefore, require an estimate of how much of a
given fault zone will rupture during future earthquakes
to characterize earthquake sizes. Several techniques
have been developed to estimate potential earthquake.
rupture lengths, including half-length, fractional faull
length and fault segmentation techniques (dePolo &
Slemmons in press). Of these, the fault segmentatior
technique is the most appealing, principally because ii
incorporates more physical and paleoseismic infor.
mation than other techniques. Fault segmentatior
modeling involves the division of fault zones into dis.
crete segments separated by rupture-controlling dis.
continuities.

This paper summarizes 11 historical earthquakes fron
the Basin and Range extensional province (Fig. 1).
These events exhibit a wide range of variability in their
surface rupture patterns, from simple to very complex.
The goal of this study was to explore the features thai
may have controlled or influenced the ends of these

earthquake ruptures and to characterize the ruptures
with respect to fault segments. Surface ruptures with
normal, normal-oblique and strike-slip senses of dis-
placement are represented.

I Three types of surface rupture are considered in this
; paper: primary, secondary and sympathetic. Primary
; surface rupture is fault displacement that is believed to
- be directly connected to subsurface seismogenic dis-
t placement, whereas secondary surface rupture has a
> branching or secondary relation to the main seismogenic
n fault. Sympathetic surface rupture is triggered slip along
t a fault that is 'isolated' from the main seismogenic fault.

FAULT SEGMENTATION

Fault segmentation has been described at a wide range
i of scales and with varying criteria. This has led to

different definitions of the term "segment", making it
important to understand a specific author's definition of
the word and to clearly define the term when using it.

t This study examines historical "earthquake segments",
or those parts of a fault zone or fault zones that have
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than one category. Geometric discontinuities include
changes in fault orientation (bends), step overs, and
separations or gaps in a fault zone (see Crone & Haller
1991). Wheeler (1987) pointed out that geometric dis-
continuities in plan view may not have a significant effect
on earthquake ruptures with a normal sense of displace-
ment. An abrupt bend in plan view of a normal fault, for
example, can accommodate a vertical-slip vector, and
would not necessarily inhibit a propagating rupture.
Thus, the sense of displacement is an important factor to
consider in the evaluation of geometric data. Structural
discontinuities include fault branches, intersections with
other faults and folds, and terminations at cross struc-
tures. Since the ends of fault zones can be considered
structural discontinuities, distinct or individual faults
can be classified as structural segments. Behavioral
discontinuities include changes in slip rates, interseismic
intervals, senses of displacement or creeping vs locked
behavior.

Paleoseismic data can clarify the rupture histories of
earthquake segments and the long-term behavior of
discontinuities. In this paper, paleoseismicity refers
specifically to prehistoric earthquakes. Determining the
history and lateral extent of paleoearthquake segments
along a fault zone can provide direct temporal and
spatial evidence of previous segmented behavior. Un-
fortunately, paleoseismic data are limited for most of the
events presented in this paper.

Fig. 1. Location map of primary surface faulting earthquakes in the
Basin and Range province, western North America. 1, 1872 Owens
Valley; 2,1887 Sonora, Mexico;3, 1915 Pleasant Valley;4, 1932 Cedar
Mountain; 5, 1950 Fort Sage Mountain; 6, 1954 Rainbow Mountain; 7,
1954 Stillwater; S. 1954 Fairview Peak; 9, 1954 Dixie Valley; 10, 1959
Hebgen Lake; 11,1983 Borah Peak. Boundary of the Basin and Range

province modified from Stewart (1983).

ruptured during individual earthquakes. Large earth-
quake segments may comprise one or more fault seg-
ments as defined in other ways, such as by fault geometry
or fault structure (geometric and structural segments,
respectively).

Earthquake segmentation involves the identification
and characterization of discontinuities along fault zones
which may potentially act as barriers to earthquake
ruptures. Many compilations of the characteristics of
fault-zone discontinuities have been presented (e.g.
Schwartz & Coppersmith 1984, 1986, Slemmons &
dePolo 1986, Knuepfer et al. 1987, Barka & Kadinsky-
Cade 1988, Wheeler & Krystinik 1988, dePolo et al.
1989, Knuepfer 1989, Crone & Haller 1991). Indicators
of fault-zone discontinuities include: geometric, struc-
tural, behavioral, paleoseismic, geomorphic, geologi-
cal, geophysical and heological data (dePolo t al.
1989). Several lines of evidence are needed to identify a
potential earthquake discontinuity and to evaluate its
persistence through time. An important consideration
for earthquake discontinuities is scale; in general, only
the larger features (scales on the order of hundreds of
meters to kilometers) appear capable of arresting propa-
gating earthquake ruptures (Sibson 1989, Crone &
Haller 1991).

The most common fault-zone discontinuities can be
grouped into three major categories: geometric, struc-
tural and behavioral. These distinctions are used for
descriptive purposes; there are 'gray areas' between
categories and some discontinuities may fit into more

BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE

The Basin and Range province of the western United
States and northern Mexico is an actively deforming
Cenozoic extensional province (Fig. 1). Spatial and
temporal variations in the rates of activity and in the
style of faulting have occurred within this province
throughout the Cenozoic. Contemporary rates of tecto-
nic activity are higher in the northern part of the pro-
vince and along its eastern and western margins. Re-
gions of active extension are marked by high heat flow,
thin crust, sparsely distributed bimodal volcanism and
earthquakes with focal depths generally limited to 10-
15 kim or less. Geologic, geomorphic and geophysical
data indicate that extensional tectonism has resulted in
widespread domains of tilted fault blocks, horst and
graben development, and a heterogeneous upper crust,
both structurally and lithologically (Stewart 1980). His-
torical seismicity in the province is concentrated in three
major belts: (1) the western margin of the province, (2)
the central Nevada-eastern California seismic belt,
within the western part of the province; and (3) the
northern part of the Intermountain seismic belt, along
the eastern margin of the province.

HISTORICAL SURFACE-FAULTING EVENTS

Eleven earthquakes that have been associated with
primary tectonic surface rupture in the Basin and Range

l-Y2
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Table 1. Historical primary, tectonic surface faulting events in the Basin and Range province. Number
corresponds to those in Fig. . M moment or intensity magnitude, undifferentiated, M_ - moment

magnitude. M, surface-wave magnitude, ML - local magnitude

Main style of
No. Date Magnitude Earthquake or fault surface faulting

1 26 March 1872 M - 7.7-8.0+ Owens Vallev. California Strike-slip
2 03 May 1887 M. - 7.2-7.4 Sonora, Mexico Normal
3 03 October 1915 M- 7.6 Pleasant Vallev, Nevada Normal
4 21 December 1932 M, - 7.2 Cedar Mtn. Nevada Strike-slip
S 14 December 1950 ML - 5.6 Fort Sage Mtn. California Normal
6 06 July 1954 M, - 6.3 Rainbow Mtn, Nevada Normal
7 24 August 1954 M,-7 Stillwater. Nevada Normal
8 16 December 1954 K, - 7.2 Fairview Peak. Nevada Normal-oblique
9 16 December 1954 K, - 6.8 Dixie Valley, Nevada Normal

10 17 August 1959 K, - 7.5 Hebgen Lake. Montana Normal
11 29 October 1983 K, - 7.3 Borah Peak. Idaho Normal

province are reviewed in this paper (Table 1 and Fig. 1).
These events are not uniformly distributed throughout
the Basin and Range province, but occur in discrete
spatial and temporal groupings (Wallace 1987). Seven of
the 11 events occurred in the NNE-trending central
Nevada-eastern California seismic belt (Wallace
1984a); the 1959 Hebgen Lake and 1983 Borah Peak
earthquakes are located in the Intermountain seismic
belt.

Due to variations in the types of magnitude reported
for different events, different magnitude scales are used
here. These events, however, lie within a magnitude
range over which these different scales are reasonably
comparable (see Kanamori 1983). The following acro-
nyms are used in this paper to distinguish the different
scales: (M,) surface-wave magnitude, (ML) local magni-
tude, (Mj) moment magnitude and (M) undifferen-
tiated moment or intensity magnitudes.

1872 Owens Valley, California, earthquake

The 26 March 1872 Owens Valley earthquake is the
largest historical event in the Basin and Range province,
in terms of estimated magnitude, maximum displace-
ment and rupture length. It had an estimated magnitude
of M7.7-8+, and was felt strongly over an area of
324,000 km2 (Oakeshott ct al. 1972, Coffman & von
Hake 1973, Hanks & Kanamori 1979, Beanland & Clark
in press). The earthquake caused about 90-110 km of
surface faulting along the Owens Valley fault zone
(OVFZ) (Fig. 2). Surface displacements were domi-
nantly right-lateral strike-slip, with a single-trace maxi-
mum lateral offset of 7 m, an average lateral offset of
6 m, a maximum vertical offset of 4.4 m and an average
vertical offset of 1 m (Beanland & Clark in press). A
maximum surface displacement of 11 m (normal-right
oblique) is derived by adding displacement from two
parallel fault traces in the Lone Pine area (Lubetkin &
Clark 1988, Beanland & Clark in press). The surface
rupture consisted of a relatively straight central section
located in the middle of a large graben (Owens Valley)
and more distributed, non-linear northern and southern
sections (Fig. 2).

The north and south ends of the 1872 rupture are at or

Fig. 2 Surface ruptures from the 872 Owens Valley earthquake
(from Beanland & aark in press). BPS - Big Pine segment, IS -In-
dependence segment, LPS - Lone Pine segment. Stars are Quatern-
ary volcanic centers. Bedrock from Matthews & Burnett (1965),
Strand (1967). Streitz & Stinson (1974) and Dunne er al. (1978). Bold
lines denote the surface ruptures. Medium weight lines denote other
selected faults. Balls are shown on the downthrown side of faults with
normal components. Thrust faults are shown with barbs. Patterned
areas are bedrock. White areas are alluviated valleys and basins. The
large letters on figures are end points or discontinuities discussed in

text.

near extensional basins. The north end of the rupture
zone steps and distributes slip into the northern Owens
Valley, creating small closed depressions (Fig. 2, point
A). The exact position of the southern end of the 1872
surface rupture is less certain. The 1872 rupture-clearly
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offsets shorelines at the northern edge of Owens Lake,
whereas near the southern edge, the amount of tectonic
displacement is less clear due to extensive liquefaction.
The southern end of the 1872 rupture is probably termi-
nated where the southern Owens Lake basin is bounded
by NE-trending faults and the Coso Range (Fig. 2, point
D).

Beanland & Clark (in press) divide the OVFZ into
seven segments on the basis of fault continuity, strike
and style. We apply a more generalized segmentation
criteria than Beanland & Clark, although we adopt some
of their segment names. From south to north, the OVFZ
can be divided into at least three geometric segments
(Fig. 2): the Lone Pine segment, the Independence
segment and the Big Pine segment. These segments are
defined primarily on the basis of geometric discontinu-
ties. The exact location of the southern end of the Lone
Pine segment is uncertain, but it appears to terminate
near intersecting cross faults (Fig. 2, point D). Because
of the presence of young lacustrine sediments and lique-
faction features, the OVFZ is difficult to delineate along
the southern 18 km of this segment. Based on a 1-km-
wide right step and a slightly more westerly strike of
lineaments and faults mapped by Carver (1969) in the
dried Owens Lake bottom, the distinction of this
southern part as a fourth geometric segment may be
warranted. The Lone Pine segment is distinct from near
the northern part of Owens Lake northward for about
32 km to a 1.5-km-wide right step (approximate cross-
strike distance) between the Lone Pine and Indepen-
dence segments (Fig. 2, point C). The Lone Pine seg-
ment is as much as 2.5 km wide, and has a greater surface
trace complexity and a larger normal component than
the Independence segment. The Independence segment
(35 km long) is a remarkably linear, narrow fault zone
(as much as 0.5 km wide), with small sag ponds and
other minor structural complexities, such as small steps
in the fault trace. At the northern end of the Indepen-
dence segment, the Poverty Hills form a prominent
discontinuity in the OVFZ (Fig. 2, point B). The pres-
ence of this discontinuity is interpreted based on several
factors: (1) change in fault geometry and distribution;
(2) intersections with other faults; (3) a postulated left
step in the fault zone (Martel 1984); (4) a bedrock high
between the Owens Lake and Bishop basins and associ-
ated geophysical anomalies; and (5) Quaternary volca-
nism. The 1872 surface rupture was deflected across
Poverty Hills, but the discontinuity did not terminate the
rupture. The Big Pine segment extends for 23 km north-
ward from the Poverty Hills. This segment trends
slightly more westerly than the rest of the OVFZ and
exhibits a complex pattern with several fault strands.

The 1872 event is interpreted to have ruptured at least
three geometric segments along the OVFZ. Differences
in surface complexity and in the amount of vertical slip
component between the Lone Pine and Independence
segments further distinguishes these as behavioral seg-
ments. The OVFZ shows evidence of at least two prior
Holocene events which may have ruptured the same
segments as in 1872 (Beanland & Clark 1987).

1887 Sonora, Mexico, earthquake

The 3 May 1887 Sonora earthquake, in the southern
Basin and Range province, had an estimated magnitude
of MW7.2-7.4 and an estimated felt area of nearly
2,000,000 km2 (Dubois & Smith 1980. Dubois & Sbar
1981, Herd & McMasters 1982). Dominantly normal-
slip surface faulting occurred along approximately
75 km of the Pitaycachi fault (Bull & Pearthree 1988),
making this the longest normal-slip surface rupture in
the worldwide historical record. Fault scarps produced
during this event ranged in height from 0.5 to4+ m (Bull
& Pearthree 1988, Pearthree ct al. 1990). Herd &
McMasters (1982) measured a maximum normal-slip
displacement of 5.1 m.

Surface faulting during the 1887 earthquake occurred
along a mountain front-alluvium contact for much of the
rupture length (Goodfellow 1888, Bull & Pearthree
1988). The surface rupture can be divided into three
geometric segments (P. A. Pearthree personal com-
munication 1988). The southern segment is about 22 km
long and had less than 1 m vertical displacement, signifi-
cantly less displacement than that to the north. It dies
out in bedrock at its southern end, and is separated from
the main rupture by a 2.5-km-wide right step (Fig. 3,
points D and C). The central segment follows the moun-
tain front of the Sierra de San Luis for much of its overall
length of 39 km and includes the largest surface displace-
ments. Near its southern end, the central segment de-
parts from a 60° bend in the range front, has a right step
of about 0.5 km, and extends 10 km to the south across a
large valley, where it dies out just south of a bedrock hill
within the valley. The northern 14 km of the surface
rupture splays from the range front, follows an
alluvium-pediment contact for several kilometers, and
extends 5 km into the San Bernardino Valley (Bull &
Pearthree 1988). This northern part of the rupture is
considered a third segment based on a bend of approxi-
mately 300, bifurcation into several parallel fault traces,
and divergence from the range front (Fig. 3, point B).
Surface ruptures and cumulative displacement are
essentially continuous through this discontinuity.

The Sonora earthquake was associated with a rela-
tively simple, narrow surface rupture, mainly along a
range front. The surface rupture can be divided into
three geometric segments. Bull & Pearthree (1988)
estimated that about 200,000 years had elapsed since the
event prior to 1887, and that the prehistoric surface
rupture appears to be similar in length and amount of
displacement to the historical earthquake.

1915 Pleasant Valley, Nevada, earthquake

The 3 October 1915 Pleasant Valley earthquake had a
magnitude of M,7.6 (Bonilla et al. 1984), and was felt
from southern Washington to northern Mexico, and
from western Colorado to the Pacific coast. Four major
fault scarps formed a right-stepping en echelon pattern
(Fig. 4) for a combined, end-to-end rupture length of
60 km (Wallace 1984b). From northeast to southwest,
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Fig. 3. Surface ruptures from the 1887 Sonora. Mexico, earthquake
(from Bull & Pearthree 1988). Bedrock from Direccion General de
Geografla del Territorio Nacional (1981) and Sumner (1977). Anno-

tation as Fig. 2.

the major 1915 earthquake scarps are: China Moun-
tain (length (L) = 10 km; maximum displacement
(Dm.) = 1.5 m), Tobin (L = 8.5 km; D.. = 4.7 m),
Pearce (L = 30 km; D, = 5.8 m) and Sou Hills
(L = 10.5 km; Dmax = 2.7 m). The cross-strike dis-
tances between the en dchelon steps range from 3.5 to
6 km. A fifth scarp near the crest of the Stillwater Range
(L = 1.5 km; D, = 1.2? m) has been attributed to
gravitational spreading (Wallace 1984b), but its position
as a potential fifth right-step within a zone of faulting
with a similar spacing, orientation and west-side-down
character is consistent with a tectonic origin. If this scarp
is tectonic, the total rupture-zone length is 74 km, and
the southern step and gap in faulting is 10.4 km (Fig. 4,
point E).

The four principal surface ruptures from the 1915
earthquake occurred near the base of W-facing range
blocks and mainly followed pre-existing late Quaternary
fault scarps. Faulting was predominately dip-slip, with a
maximum vertical displacement of 5.8 m on the Pearce
scarp, and an overall average vertical displacement of
2 m (Wallace 1984b). Up to 2 m of right-lateral offset
occurred locally.

Fig. 4. Surface ruptures from the 1915 Pleasant Valley earthquake
(from Wallace 1984b). CM - China Mountain segment, T = Tobin
segment. P - Pearce segment, SH - Sou Hills segment, S - Still-
water segment. Bedrock from Stewart & Carlson (1978) and Wallace

(1984a). Annotation as Fig. 2.

Surface rupture produced by the 1915 earthquake
occurred along four or five structural or geometric
segments, based on the continuity of horst blocks, the
pattern of late Quaternary fault scarps, and large steps in
the fault zone. The largest surface displacements were
along the Pearce and Tobin segments (Page 1934).
These two segments bound the west side of the Tobin
Range and are separated by a 3.5-km-wide right step
(Fig. -4, point C). This step distinguishes these as geo-
metric segments. The China Mountain and Sou Hills
ruptures bound different range blocks (separate from
the Tobin Block), and are therefore considered struc-
tural segments.

The southern end of 1915 surface faulting (excluding
the 1.5-km-long failure at the crest of the Stillwater
Range) coincides with the Sou Hills transverse bedrock
zone (Fonseca 1988) (Fig. 4, point E). Fonseca (1988)
used geologic. geomorphic and paleoseismic data to
show that the Sou Hills have acted as a profound barrier
to propagating surface ruptures throughout the Qua-
ternary. The southern end of surface faulting also co-
incides with aeromagnetic and gravity cross-structures,
and a pronounced change in the tilt directions of range
blocks north and south of the approximate latitude of
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the Sou Hills (Stewart 1980, Thenhaus & Barnhard
1989).

The northern part of the 1915 surface rupture crossed
the Tobin Range with a 6-km-wide step (cross-strike
distance) in surface faulting between the Tobin and
China Mountain scarps (Wallace 1984b) (Fig. 4, point
B). The north end of the Tobin scarp is aligned with
conspicuous late Quaternary fault scarps that continue
tens of kilometers to the northwest along the west flank
of the Tobin and Sonoma Ranges. which did not rupture
in 1915 (Wallace 1984b).

The 1915 earthquake segment consisted of four and
possibly five structural or geometric segments, which
form an en echelon pattern with surface offsets separ-
ated by right steps as large as 6 km (cross-strike dis-
tances). Wallace (1989) suggested that the distributed
surface-faulting pattern may be the result of displace-
ment along a fault at depth that trends oblique to the
surface faults, and only ruptured those portions of the
surface faults located above the source zone.

1932 Cedar Mountain, Nevada. earthquake

The 21 December 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake
was a complex right-lateral strike-slip event that pro-
duced a widely distributed surface-rupture pattern (Gia-
nessa & Callaghan 1934). This event had a magnitude of
M7.2 and a felt area of 850,000 km2 (Coffman & von
Hake 1973, Abe 1981). The epicenter of the 1932 earth-
quake was located in or near Gabbs Valley, near the
north end of the rupture zone (Gianella & Callaghan
1934) (Fig. 5). The zone of surface ruptures is approxi-
mately 60 km in length (end-to-end measurement), 6-
14 km wide, and generally trends southeast from the
epicentral area. Surface ruptures were not confined to a
mountain front or a single topographic feature, but
rather were distributed broadly across three valleys and
short parts of adjacent mountain fronts. Parts of several
faults were ruptured (Fig. 5), including the Stewart-
Monte Cristo Valley fault zone (SMCFZ), and several
shorter, unnamed faults in the Stewart and Gabbs Val-
leys (Molinari 1984a,b, dePolo et al. 1987b). Modeling
of body waveforms from regional and teleseismic seis-
mograms indicates that the main event consisted of two
subevents that are spatially related to the northern and
southern halves of the rupture zone (Doser 1988).

The northern termination of 1932 surface faulting is
indistinct and consisted of several widely-spaced, small
ruptures in Gabbs Valley that generally had displace-
ments less than a few decimeters (Gianella & Callaghan
1934) (Fig. 5, point A). One of the northernmost rup-
tures occurred on the southern end of a fault that had
small displacements during the 1954 Fairview Peak
earthquake. The southern part of the 1932 rupture zone
had longer and more narrowly confined surface breaks
and larger displacements than the northern end, but also
involved several, distributed fault traces. The longest
and most continuous surface faulting occurred for about
17 km along the SMCFZ in northern Monte Cristo
Vallev, with maximum lateral displacements of 1-2 m

Fig. 5. Surface ruptures from the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake
(from Gianella & Callaghan 1934. Molinari 1984a). Areas with vertical
patterns are Tertiary sediments. Bedrock and Tertiary sediments from
Stewart & Carlson (1978). Ruptures along the Stewart-Monte Cristo

fault zone trend NNW from point C. Annotation as Fig. 2.

and normal-slip displacements of as much as 0.5 m
(Molinari 1984a, dePolo et al. 1987a). The southern end
of surface faulting is in the vicinity of cross-faults and an
extensional basin (Fig. 5, point C).

The northern and southern areas of surface faulting
(Fig. 5, point B) are separated by a 9-km gap in coseis-
mic faulting. Within this gap in surface faulting, many
folds are present in surficial and Miocene sedimentary
deposits, but not in older volcanic and basement rocks
(Molinari 1984a). Molinari (1984a) suggests that shallow
detachment may be be responsible for these folds and
that such deformation may account for the lack of
discrete surface ruptures. Surface ruptures trend more
northeasterly north of this gap in surface faulting than to
the south.

The extent of surface rupture associated with the 1932
earthquake would have been difficult or impossible to
predict due to the widespread distribution of many small
surface ruptures. The distributed nature of surface fault-
ing complicates application of fault segmentation
modeling. The Cedar Mountain earthquake can be
interpreted as being the result of multiple faults (struc-
tural segments) failing in sequence, potentially adding to
the complexity of surface faulting and the event's magni-
tude.
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Fig. 6. Surface ruptures from the 1950 Fort Sage Mountain earth-
quake (from Gianella 1957). Bedrock from Lydon et 41. (1960),
Burnett & Jennings (1962) and Bonham (1969). Annotation as Fig. 2.

1950 Fort Sage Mountains, California, earthquake

The Fort Sage Mountains earthquake of 14 December
1950 had a magnitude of ML5. 6 and was felt over an area
of 52,000 km2 (Coffman & von Hake 1973, Bonilla et al.
1984). A 9.5-km-long scarp formed at the western base
of the Fort Sage Mountains along the Fort Sage Moun-
tains fault (Gianella 1951, 1957). The rupture was com-
posed of two distinct, continuous breaks, separated by a
320-m left-step (Fig. 6). Although the maximum discrete
offset at the surface was 20 cm, the surface displacement
may have been as much as 60 cm if folding of alluvium is
considered (Gianella 1957). The sense of displacement
at the surface was normal slip with no evidence of lateral
offset (Gianella 1957).

The Fort Sage Mountains, the Fort Sage Mountains
fault, and the 1950 surface ruptures are ostensibly termi-
nated at their northern end by the Warm Springs fault
system (Fig. 6, point A), which bounds the northeastern

* side of the Fort Sage Mountains (Lydon et al. 1960,
Bonham 1969, Grose 1984). The southern end of surface
faulting is 2 km short of a 38° bend in the fault (Fig. 6,
point B) and in the mountain front (broad salient).
Surface ruptures from the 1950 earthquake appear to be
confined to a single geometric segment.

1954 Rainbow Mountain and Stillwater, Nevada, earth-
quakes

The Rainbow Mountain and Stillwater earthquakes of
6 July and 24 August 1954 (M,6.3 and 7, respectively)
(Bonilla et at. 1984) were the first two of four closely
spaced surface-rupturing earthquakes in west-central
Nevada during a 6-month period.

Fig. 7. Surface ruptures from the 1954 Rainbow Mountain and Still-
water earthquake (from Tocher 1956. Bell 1984). Hachured lines
designate extent that ruptured during the 6 July and the 23 August
earthquakes. The extent of surface rupturing from each of these
earthquakes is shown in brackets. Bedrock from Morrison (1964) and

Page (1965). Annotation as Fig. 2.

The 6 July event produced 18 km of surface faulting
along a single structural segment (Fig. 7). Most of this
rupture (-10 km) lies at the base of Rainbow Mountain.
Extensive fractures and small E-facing scarps as much as
30 cm high formed along a NNW-trending zone along
the eastern base of Rainbow Mountain and into adjacent
Quaternary basins (Tocher 1956). Both ends of this
rupture are somewhat diffuse, with surface ruptures
distributing and dying out in young basin fill (Fig. 7,
points C and D).

The 24 August Stillwater earthquake reactivated and
increased the heights of fault scarps at the northern end
of the 6 July rupture (Fig. 7) and also ruptured 34 km
northward across the Stillwater Marsh to the Carson
Sink (Tocher 1956, Bell 1984). The Stillwater earth-
quake produced scarps as much as 76cm high. The
location of the northern end of this rupture is somewhat
uncertain, but surface faulting appears to die out near
point A on Fig. 7. The southern end of surface faulting
died out within the surface rupture produced by the
Rainbow Mountain earthquake. Coseismic displace-
ment from both events apparently occurred along at

1-4'y
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least three fault traces (Fig. 7, hachured symbol). The
August event is interpreted as consisting of two struc-
tural segments, based primarily on an intersecting re-
lationship (Fig. 7, point B). A difference in strike of 40°
also exists between these two segments.

Neither the July nor August earthquakes produced
measureable lateral offsets at the surface (Tocher 1956).
Focal mechanisms, however, indicate significant strike-
slip components, particularly for the July event (Doser
1986). Doser (1986) modeled the July earthquake as a
double event. The first subevent is believed to have
produced the bulk of the seismic moment release and
was dominated by strike-slip displacement, whereas the
second subevent was shallower and had a larger normal-
slip component. Doser suggested that the surface rup-
ture may be more directly related to the second event,
partially explaining the lack of lateral offset at the
surface.

The July and August surface ruptures broke along
faults that had little or no tectonic surface deformation
since the deposition of -12,000 year Lake Lahonton
sediments (Bell 1981, Bell et al. 1984). Surface rupture
from the July event occurred along a single structural
segment, whereas surface rupture from the August
event occurred along two structural segments and over-
lapped for about 12 km with the July surface ruptures.

1954 Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley, Nevada, earthquakes

The Fairview Peak and Dixie Valley earthquakes of
16 December 1954 (,7.2 and 6.8, respectively; Bonilla
et al. 1984, Doser 1986) produced a complex pattern of
surface ruptures in a 102 km by 32 km N-trending belt in
west-central Nevada (Fig. 1). The Fairview Peak earth-
quake produced a 67-km-long N-trending zone of
normal-right oblique-slip on three primary traces (Fig.
8): the Fairview Peak, Westgate and Gold King faults.
the focal-plane solution of Doser (1986) has a preferred
nodal plane that strikes NlOW, dips 60°NE, and has a
significant right-lateral component. The Dixie Valley
earthquake followed the Fairview Peak event by about
4 min and caused dominantly normal-slip surface rup-
ture along the eastern flank of the Stillwater Range (Fig.
9).

The northern end of surface faulting attributed to the
Fairview Peak earthquake is near a small salient in
Louderback Mountain and where the Dixie Valley
widens considerably (Fig. 8, point D). The southern end
of surface faulting splits into multiple discontinuous
ruptures south of Bell Flat, and extends south of Mount
Anna.

Three structural segments are interpreted for the
Fairview Peak event based on surface rupture along
three different faults, the Fairview, Gold King and
Westgate faults. The Fairview segment ruptured
approximately 32 km along the eastern base of Slate
Mountain, Fairview Peak, and Chalk Mountain.
Normal-right oblique-slip dominated, with maximum
displacements of 3.7 m right-lateral, and 3.1 m normal-
slip (Slemmons 1957). The Fairview segment rupture

Fig. 8. Surface ruptures from the 1954 Fairview Peak and Dixie
Valley earthquakes (from Slemmons 1957, Bell 1984, P. Zhang,
personal communication 1990!. GK - Gold King segment,
LM - Louderback Mountain. CM Clan Alpine Mountains,
WG - West Gate segment. CM - Chalk Mountain, MA - Mount
Anna. Bedrock from Page (1965). Willden & Speed (1974) and

Stewart & Carlson (197S). Annotation as Fig. 2.

follows the Fairview Peak range front north to where it
branches into a series of NE-trending en echelon breaks,
then continues as a range-front fault along Chalk Moun-
tain and across an alluviated gap south of Louderback
Mountain (Fig. 8, point E). Surface rupture continued
for a distance of - 16 km to the north on the W-dipping
Gold King segment, partly along the western edge of
Louderback Mountain and partly in bedrock
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Fig. 9. Surface ruptures from the 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake
(surface ruptures and bedrock from U.S. Geological Survey 1964).
H - Hebgen segment, RC - Red Canyon segment. Red Canyon is

the alluvial valley just north of point C. Annotation as Fig. 2.

within the range. The Fairview and Gold King segments
can be distinguished both structurally, because they
occurred on faults that bound opposite sides of moun-
tain blocks and have opposite dips, and behaviorally,
based on differences in the amount of lateral slip and
downthrown sides. Normal-slip displacements on the
Gold King segment of as much as 60 cm may have been
similar to surface displacement on this segment during
the 1903(?) Wonder earthquake (Slemmons etat. 1959).
This is one of the few cases of recurrent historical surface
faulting in the United States. Recent field work indicates
a significant component of right-lateral slip along a fault
trace that splays away from the Gold King segment,
northwestward into Dixie Valley (P. Zhang, personal
communication 1990). The Westgate segment is a west-
side-down range-front fault that parallels and is 2-4 km
east of the Fairview and Gold King segments. Eighteen
kilometers of surface rupture occurred along the West-
gate segment, with maximum displacements of approxi-
mately 1 m normal slip and 0.5 m right-lateral slip.

Waveform inversion modeling by Doser (1986) indi-
cates that the Fairview Peak event was a double and
possibly triple event. However, this can not be clearly
related to the segmentation model presented here. It is
unclear how the seismic moment was distributed be-
tween these segments and how much of this faulting was
secondary or sympathetic. For example, the Westgate
and Gold King segments may be secondary or sympath-
etic ruptures in relation to the primary rupture of the
Fairview segment.

The Dixie Valley earthquake ruptured a zone 43-
47 km long on the west side of Dixie Valley. Rupture
during this event probably did not cross a 10-km-wide
left-step across Dixie Valley to the Fairview Peak rup-
ture, although the distinctions of surface faulting pro-
duced by the two closely spaced earthquakes is conjec-

tural. Normal displacements of more than 2 were
measured along the Dixie Valley rupture (Slemmons
1957). The southern end of surface faulting coincides
approximately with the southeastern end of the Still-
water Range, and had a complex, distributed rupture
pattern (Fig. 8, point C).

The Dixie Valley earthquake ruptured through a large
range-front re-entrant, called "the bend", and surface
faulting continued for about 12 km north of a-4
change in the strike of the range-front fault (Fig. 8, point
B). The portion of the fault north of the bend is con-
sidered a second geometric segment based on these
changes. Displacement along this segment was generally
about 0.5 m or less. The northern end of the surface
rupture (Fig. 8, point A) coincides with a 0.8 km right
step in the fault zone and a cross fault in the range (P.
Zhang personal communication 1989). This cross fault
may be part of a N-trending fault zone within the
Stillwater Range that intersects, and may disrupt, a NE-
trending fault pattern to the southwest. A magnetic
anomaly associated with the Humboldt lopolith crosses
the Dixie Valley fault in the general vicinity of the
northern end of the 1954 rupture. Speed (1976) esti-
mated the thickness (depth) of the lopolith as just over
1 km from the surface, using gravity and geologic data.
Such a shallow feature in the crust probably would not
have affected the rupture at depth, but may have
influenced the near-surface rupture pattern.

The range front and late Quaternary fault scarps are
essentially continuous beyond the northern limit of the
Dixie Valley rupture. Bell & Katzer (1990) postulated
that the northern part of the Dixie Valley earthquake
rupture overlapped with the adjacent earthquake seg-
ment to the north, possibly by as much as 25 km. This is
an important example of how significant overlap of
earthquake segments can occur, and can potentially be
identified.

In summary, surface faulting during the 1954 Fairview
Peak-Dixie Valley earthquakes occurred mainly at or
near the alluvium-bedrock range-front boundary and
nearly always followed prehistoric fault scarps (Slem-
monds 1957). At least three complex structural seg-
ments failed during the Fairview Peak earthquake: the
Fairview segment, the Gold King segment and the
Westgate segment. The Dixie Valley earthquake
appears to have ruptured two geometric segments along
the Dixie Valley fault zone.

1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana, earthquake

The 18 August 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake
(M7.5) (Doser 1985) produced a complex, 28-km-long
(end-to-end distance, including secondary, antithetic
ruptures), surface-rupture pattern near the southern
end of the Madison Range in southwestern Montana.
The event was felt over 870,000 km 2 (Stover 1985) and
produced dramatic fault scarps, landslides and large-
scale basin subsidence. The main shock is the largest
earthquake recorded in the Intermountain seismic belt.
Seismologic data suggest that the event was composed
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of two principal subevents about 5 s apart on one or
more WNW-trending fault planes dipping 456OS, with
pure dip-slip motion (Doser 1985).

Pronounced normal-slip displacement occurred on
the Red Canyon and Hebgen faults (structural seg-
ments) (Fig. 9). with secondary and minor displacement
on several additional faults. The Red Canyon and Heb-
gen faults strike chiefly W to NW. discordant to the
NNW trend of the prominent Madison Range. The Red
Canyon fault ruptured for 23 km in a complex. curving
trace that closely paralleled Laramide-age (late Creta-
ceous to early Cenozoic) fold axes and thrust fault
surfaces (Witkind e al. 1962). The maximum vertical
displacement (Dmx = 4.6 m) occurred where bedding
and pre-existing fault planes were favorably oriented for
S- to SW-dipping normal slip (Myers & Hamilton 1964).
The 12-km-long Hebgen fault rupture (D.a, = 5.5 m)
similarly appears to have been controlled by Laramide
structures (Witkind et al. 1962). The end-to-end length
of the ruptures along the Hebgen and Red Canyon faults
is about 24 km.

Several faults antithetic to the Hebgen and Red
Canyon faults also ruptured during this event, forming a
large graben which was downdropped at the time of the
earthquake (Myers & Hamilton 1964). These breaks
were generally along small faults and monoclines, and
are secondary in origin. There was also a 2.4-km-long
sympathetic surface rupture along the west side of the
Madison Range (not shown in Fig. 9). These breaks
were about 11 km from the nearest primary surface
rupture (Hebgen fault) and had as much as 1 m of
vertical offset (Myers & Hamilton 1964).

At least two discrete structural segments failed during
the 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake, the Red Canyon and
Hebgen faults. The Red Canyon rupture can be sub-
divided into two smaller geometric segments. At the
mount of Red Canyon, the Red Canyon rupture had a
pronounced change in scarp continuity, height and com-
plexity. At this point (Fig. 9, point C), the rupture
splayed into numerous traces. made a bend of about 60°,
and occupied the same geomorphic position as the
Hebgen fault, potentially merging with the Hebgen fault
at depth. The southeastern end of the rupture is at a 55°
bend in the fault zone within alluvium in Madison Valley
(Fig. 9, point D). The northwestern end of the Hebgen
fault rupture is at a cross fault (Fig. 9, point A). The Red
Canyon and Hebgen fault segments could have been
delineated on the basis of pre-existing fault scarps along
much of their lengths, depite their relatively subdued
geomorphic expression and the Red Canyon fault's
location within the range (Vitkind et al. 1962. Hall &
Sablock 1985).

1983 Borah Peak, Idaho, earthquake

The M57.3 Borah Peak earthquake of 28 October 1983
produced about 36 km of surface rupture at the western
base of the Lost River Range in east-central Idaho
(Crone & Machette 19S4). The event was felt over
670,000 km2 of the United States and a large part of

Fig. 10. Surface ruptures from the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake (from
Crone & Machette 1984, Susong et al. 1990). Bedrock from Bond
(1978) and Rember & Bennett (1979a. b). WS - Warm Springs

segment, TS - Thousand Springs segment. Annotation as Fig. 2.

western Canada (Stover 1985). It produced surface
faulting on two well-defined segments of the 140-km-
long Lost River fault and a branch fault (Scott et al.
1985). Doser & Smith's (1985) preferred fault-plane
solution of N48W, 45W, with approximately 5:1 nor-
mal to left-lateral displacement. agrees closely with
measurements of surface slip. Rupture is believed to
have propagated unilaterally to the northwest from a
nucleation point 15-16 km deep near the southern end
of surface faulting (Doser & Smith 1985).

Surface rupture (Fig. 10) occurred on three main
traces: from south to north, a 21-km-long section of the
Lost River fault that constitutes the main rupture and
includes the maximum vertical displacement of 2.7m
and a maximum left-lateral offset of 0.7 m; a 14-km-long
WNW-trending branching rupture across a series of
bedrock hills (Willow Creek Hills) and out onto Ante-
lope Flat (Dmax = 1.6 m); and a 8-km-long northern
rupture (Dma, = 1 m) that also coincides with the Lost
River fault (Crone & Machette 1984. Crone etal. 1987).
The Lost River fault has been divided into six or seven
discrete fault segments based on differing geomorphic
expression, structural relief and ages of most recent
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surface faulting (Scott et al. 1985). The southern and
northern sections of the 1983 ruptures correspond to the
Thousand Springs segment and the central portion of the
Warm Spring segment of the Lost River fault. respect-
ively. A gap in surface faulting at Willow Creek Hills
separates these two segments (Fig. 10. point B); these
two segments are considered geometric segments based
on this gap in surface faulting.

The southern end of the Thousand Springs segment is
marked by transverse faults in bedrock and an abrupt
change in the strike of the range-front forming a salient
(Fig. 10, point C). Susong et al. (1990) mapped NE- and
NW-trending sets of faults within the bedrock; some of
the NW-trending faults had minor surface displacement
in 1983 (Vincent & Bull 1989). Susong et a. (1990)
suggested that these networks of faults mark the nuclea-
tion point of the rupture and acted to arrest the spread of
the rupture to the south. The rupture appears to have
propagated northwestward from near this point some
20 km along the Lost River fault to a transverse bedrock
ridge (Willow Creek Hills) between Thousand Springs
and Warm Spring Valleys (Fig. 10, point B), where it
was partially deflected west-northwest (Crone et al.
1985). Faulting on the range front continued for about
8 km to the northwest on the Warm Spring segment,
after a gap of 4.8 km, and died out along the range-front
fault (Fig. 10, point A) (Crone & Machette 1984).
Surface cracks with little or no displacement are locally
present for another 5 km to the north (Crone etal. 1985).
If these cracks are included. the total length would
increase to >39 km.

Crone & Haller (1991) point out that although the
total length of surface faulting is 36 km, most of the
seismic moment release from the main shock was associ-
ated with rupture of the Thousands Springs segment,
and that surface rupture along the Warm Spring segment
is secondary or sympathetic in nature. The boundary
between these two segments is described as "leaky" by
Crone & Haller, essentially terminating the rupture, but
allowing minor displacement at depth and/or strong
ground motion to trigger slip on the Warm Spring
segment. Likewise, the branching rupture through Wil-
low Creek Hills is thought to be secondary. Because of
the branching structural discontinuity, this is considered
a separate structural segment.

The style and amount of displacement in 1983 was
similar to a mid-Holocene (Hanks & Schwartz 1987,
Cluer 1988) event documented on the Thousand Springs
segment (Hait & Scott 1978, Schwartz & Crone 1985).
Similarities between the two most recent events on this
segment support the earthquake segmentation and
characteristic earthquake model (Schwartz & Copper-
smith 1984). The most recent paleoseismic event along
the Warm Spring segment occurred just prior to 5.5-
6.2 ka (Schwartz & Crone 198S). about the same time as
the mid-Holocene event on the Thousand Springs seg-
ment. However, surface displacements along the Warm
Spring segment from this paleoearthquake were at least
twice as much as those from the 1983 event, and surface
ruptures were much more extensive (D. P. Schwartz
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Table 2. Summary of segmentation of historical Basin and Range
province surface-faulting events. Number of fault segments
interpreted in this study and types of discontinuities represented are
listed. G- geometric discontinuity. S structural discontinuity,

B -behavioral discontinuity

Fault
Date/Event Magnitude segments

1872 Owens Vallev 7.78+ 3G, B
1887 Sonora 7.2-7.4 2-3 G
1915 Pleasant Vallev 7.6 4-5 G. S
1932 Cedar Mountain 7.2 >3 G, S
1950 Fort Sage 5.6 1 G
1954 Rainbow Mountain 6.3 1S
1954 Stillwater 7 2S
1954 Fairview Peak 7.2 3-4+ S. B
1954 Dixie Vallev 6.8 2(G
1959 Hebgen Lake 7.5 2-3 G. S
1983 Borah Peak 7.3 2-3 S

personal communication 1988). A single mid-Holocene
event may have ruptured both the Thousand Springs and
Warm Spring segments, but with larger displacements
along the Warm Spring segment than occurred in 1983.
Alternatively, a second earthquake may have occurred
along the Warm Spring segment relatively close in time
to the mid-Holocene event on the Thousand Springs
segment or following a prior "1983-type" event (D. P.
Schwartz personal communication 1988).

DISCUSSION

The 11 historical events associated with surface fault-
ing in the Basin and Range province exhibit a large
degree of variability in the amount and style of surface
rupture. Some surface ruptures are concentrated along
range fronts in relatively narrow zones (e.g. 1954 Dixie
Valley and 1983 Borah Peak earthquakes), whereas
other ruptures are complex and widely distributed (e.g.
1932 Cedar Mountain and 1954 Fairview Peak earth-
quakes). Moderate and strong earthquakes (magnitude
5-7) tended to cause simpler surface ruptures than the
larger events. The eight earthquakes with magnitude 27
ruptured multiple geometric or structural segments
(Table 2); these include the 1872 Owens Valley earth-
quake (three geometric segments) and the 1915 Pleasant
Valley earthquake (four or five structural or geometric
segments). Failure of these multiple segments may be
responsible for some of the multiple ruptures observed
by seismologists for large events in the Basin and Range
province (Doser & Smith 1989, Jackson & White 1989).

Many of the largest events (magnitude 27.2) involved
complex, widely distributed rupture patterns (e.g. 1915
Pleasant Valley, 1932 Cedar Mountain and 1954 Fair-
view Peak earthquakes). These events ruptured
consecutive and parallel structural segments along range
fronts and across ranges and valleys and produced com-
plicated patterns of surface faulting involving primary,
secondary and sympathetic displacements. Some poss-
ible underlying causes for the complex and widely dis-
tributed surface ruptures in the Basin and Range pro-
vince include: (1) decoupling and detachment faulting in
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the mid to upper crust (Burchfiel 1965. Hardyman 1978.
1984, Wallace 1979, 1989, Molinari 1984a); (2) occur-
rence in heterogeneous. highly tectonized crust with
pre-existing structures and fabrics, and varying litholo-
gies; (3) triggering of multiple ruptures either by excee-
dence of seismic failure thresholds of adjacent faults or
through sympathetic displacement; and (4) significant or
dominant strike-slip displacement components that cut
across pre-existing structural grains or splay upwards
(flower structures).

Additional detailed paleoseismic studies will be im-
portant for determining to what extent the complex
patterns of historical ruptures are the result of character-
istic earthquakes that ruptured similar multiple geo-
metric and structural segments during past events
(Schwartz & Coppersmith 1984, 1986. Schwartz 1988).
In cases where paleoearthquakes are clustered spatially
and temporally, it may be difficult to delineate indi-
vidual earthquake segments from paleoseismic data
alone. For example, at some future time, using only
paleoseismic techniques, it would be difficult to dis-
tinguish between the 1954 Rainbow Mountain and Still-
water earthquakes. or to temporally differentiate the
historical ruptures in the Central Nevada seismic belt.

Approximately half of the 11 historical surface rup-
tures ended at discontinuities that could have been
identified as indicators of fault-zone discontinuities
based on such characteristics as cross faults, branch
faults, extensional basins, ends of mountain ranges,
transverse-bedrock ridges and salients. The other half
-were either widely distributed with indistinct end points,
or ended at locations at the surface that did not coincide

.with clear indicators of fault zone discontinuities.
The structural and geometric segment lengths from

these earthquakes fall in three groupings: (1) 8.5-12 km;
(2) 17-23 km. and (3) 30-39 km. The middle grouping
clusters near a proposed general maximum segment
length of 20 km for normal faults (Jackson & White
1989). However, two of the segments considered here
from dominantly normal-slip displacement earthquakes
had significantly longer lengths: the 1887 Sonora earth-
quake (central segment-39+ km) and the 1915 Plea-
sant Valley earthquake (Pearce segment-30 km).

Recent studies of well-recorded historical events have
concluded that seismic moment release may be concen-
trated along portions of a fault or earthquake segment,
or dominated by an individual segment (e.g. 1983 Borah
Peak earthquake). Unfortunately, with the exception of
the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake, it is difficult to clearly
discern which segments may have dominated the mo-
ment release, although some speculations can be made
based on multiple-event interpretations from analysis of
seisrngrams, variations in the amount of surface rup-
ture. and fault geometry relative to the main rupture.

As is the case for most of the 11 events. the magnitude
of the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake (M57.3) was con-
siderably larger than what would be estimated for indi-
vidual segments of the Lost River fault zone (Freeman et
al. 1986). Rupture of the 22-km-long Thousand Springs
segment alone vields an estimated magnitude M16.7-6.8

event, using magnitude vs fault-length relations from
Slemmons (1982) and Bonilla et al. (1984). A 36 km
rupture length yields an estimated magnitude of
M56.9-7.1. This underscores the importance of con-
sidering uncertainties in estimated magnitudes, as well
as potential multiple segment failures. Further, the use
of other fault parameters, such as maximum surface
displacement. for determining magnitude values can
help cross-check individual estimates of earthquake
size.

CONCLUSIONS

Surface ruptures from historical earthquakes in the
Basin and Range province have exhibited a wide variety
of faulting patterns, from simple to complex. Moderate
and strong earthquakes have tended to cause simpler
surface ruptures, whereas, surface ruptures from events
of magnitude 7 and greater have involved the failure of
multiple geometric or structural segments. Many of the
events larger than magnitude 7.2 had complex, wide-
spread surface-rupture patterns.

Approximately half of the endpoints of historical
Basin and Range province surface ruptures coincided
with distinct fault-zone discontinuities. The other half
ended in either widely distributed breaks and/or did not
coincide with clear indicators of discontinuities. In sev-
eral cases, historical surface faulting has ruptured
through or occurred on both sides of pronounced geo-
metric and structural discontinuities. Thus, some earth-
quake discontinuities may be difficult to identify and
significant faulting may occur beyond postulated dis-
continuities. Several lines of evidence are required to
evaluate earthquake discontinuities, one of the most
important of which is timing information for past earth-
quakes.

These observations indicate that simple earthquake
segmentation models may be inadequate for evaluating
larger earthquakes in the Basin and Range province.
Seismic hazard assessments in the province should con-
sider ruptures of multiple geometric or structural seg-
ments, and should rely on different types of data and
large uncertainties in earthquake segment lengths and
earthquake-size estimations. Further studies of histori-
cal earthquakes and fault zone behavior, and the devel-
opment of new information, such as geophysical and
paleoseismic data, will increase our understanding of the
complexities of earthquake ruptures in extensional pro-
vinces. With additional data. behavioral models can be
developed for fault zones (e.g. Machette et al. 1989) and
a more accurate understanding and delineation of earth-
quake segments may be possible.
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MAP LEGEND

Quaternary Surficial Units

Qfcf Crater Flat unit Active and recently active washes, inset fans, and fan skirts; shallowly
incised (<2m) distributive drainage pattern; preserved to slightly subdued bar and swale
topography; unvarnished to slight rock varnish; may have proto-pavement. No significant
formation of genetic soil horizons; may have slight carbonate dustings or filaments on pebble
bottoms (Stage I). Late Holocene age; < < 6.6 ka.

QfIc ittle Cones unit Fan-skirt and low basin-floor remnants; fully-smoothed surfaces;
slightly varnished desert pavement. Clear pedogenic soil (torriorthents) consisting of 5 cm
thick Av, cambic (Bw), and Stage I-II Bk horizons. Late Pleistocene to early Holocene age;
rock varnish age of 6.6-11.1 ka.

Qfib ate Black Cone unit Fan-piedmont remnants; fully-smoothed surfaces; deeply
solution etched limestone and darkly varnished volcanic clasts in well-sorted and tightly
packed pavements. Soils are haplargids and locally haplic durargids with 20-30 cm thick Bt
and Stage II-m Bk horizons. Late Pleistocene age; rock varnish age of 173-303 ka.

Qfeb Early Black Cone unit Fan-piedmont remnants; fully smoothed surfaces; similar
surficial characteristics as late Black Cone. Soils are durargids with 30 cm thick Bt and
-1 m Stage m-Iv Bk horizons. Mid- to late Pleistocene age; rock varnish age of 130-190
ka.

Qfy Yucca unit Deeply dissected fan-piedmont remnants; darkly varnished, well-sorted and
tightly packed pavement Soils are durargids with 40-60 cm thick Bt and > 1 m thick Stage
IV Bqkm horizons. Mid-Pleistocene age; rock varnish age of 360-370 ka.

Qfs Solitario unit Fully-rounded ridge-line remnants (ballenas); irregularly shaped, well-
sorted, tightly packed pavements with darkly varnished volcanic clasts and littered with chips
of duripan laming Original A and Bt horizons have been stripped; remnantal Bt and Stage
IV Bqkm horizons are present. Contains Bishop ash (-730 ka). Mid- Pleistocene age; rock
varnish age of 450 to >740 ka.



MAP LEGEND

The map Geological Map of Crater Flat, Nevada" is included in the pocket of
this annual report.

Qal Alluvium-poorly sorted gravel, sand, and silt.

Qc Colluvium-unconsolidated angular blocks.

QTs Late Miocene to Quaternary, flat-lying pebble to cobble
conglomerate, weakly indurated, primarily of fanglomerate
origin.

Geology of the Pliocene Volcanoes

Qab Locally derived alluvium; Non-consolidated, poorly sorted angular
fragments ranging from gravel to boulders. Clasts consist of basalt with
subordinant pyroclastic material shed from the local basalt flows and scoria
mounds and cones.

Qts Scoria colluvium; Non-consolidated fragments of pyroclastic material shed
from cinder cones and scoria mounds.

Qb Undifferentiated Quaternary basalt flows and pyroclastic material.

Qs Primary pyroclastic deposits; Poorly-to-moderately welded scoria, ash,
bombs, and agglutiated scoria deposited by Strombolian to Hawaiian type
eruptions. Deposits range from bedded to non-bedded and form the major
cinder cones. Scoria mounds at Black Cone and Red Cone are comprised
primarily of non-bedded poorly-to-moderately welded scoria and volcanic
bombs.

Qbn Northern basalt flows at Black Cone; Aa and block flows of alkali-basalt
that erupted from scoria mounds north of Black Cone. Basalt is porphyritic
with euhedral to subhedral phenocrysts of olivine in a matrix of plagioclase,
diopsidic augite and olivine.

Qbsm Scoria mound basalt flows; Aa and block flows of alkali-basalt that erupted
from scoria mounds south and southeast of Black Cone. The basalt is
porphyritic with euhedral to subhedral phenocrysts of olivine in a matrix of
plagioclase, diopsidic augite and olivine.

QbI Lava lake on Black Cone; Alkali-basalt flows that probably erupted by lava
fountaining at the summit of Black Cone. Basalt locally grades into
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agglutinate. Sparce inclusions of Timber Mountain tuff are present.

Qbsw Southwestern basalt flows; Aa and block flows of alkali-basalt southwest of
Black Cone. The basalt is porphyritic with euhedral to subhedral
phenocrysts of olivine in a matrix of plagioclase, diopsidic augite and
olivine.

Qb3 Basalt erupted from the base of Red Cone; Aa and block flows of alkali-
basalt east and west of Red Cone. The basalt is porphyritic with euhedral
to subhedral phenocrysts of olivine in a matrix of plagioclase, diopsidic
augite and olivine.

Qb2 Basalt flows erupted from scoria mounds southeast of Red Cone. Aa and
block flows of alkali-basalt. Basalt is porphyritic with euhedral to subhedral
phenocrysts of olivine in a matrix of plagioclase, diopsidic augite and
olivine.

Qb1 Basalt flows erupted from scoria mounds south and southwest of Red
Cone. Aa and block flows of alkali-basalt. Basalt is porphyritic with
euhedral to subhedral phenocrysts of olivine in a matrix of plagioclase,
diopsidic augite and olivine.

Pliocene Units

Tb Pliocene alkali-basalt flows erupted from a north-south fissure in
southeastern Crater Flat. Olivine is the dominant phenocryst. Olivine,
plagioclase and clinopyroxene phenocrysts are set in a matrix of
plagioclase, olivine, and clinopyroxene. Glomeroporphyritic clots of olivine,
clinopyroxene, and plagioclase are common.

Tbs Pliocene-aged pyroclastic deposits; Poorly-to-moderately welded scoria, ash,
bombs, and agglutiated scoria deposited by Strombolian to Hawaiian
eruptions.

Quaterneiy and Pliocene Alkali-basalt dikes; Dikes intrude scoria and
range in thickness from 0.5 to 3 m wide.

Tbc Alkali basalt flows of Crater Flat; K/Ar ages cluster at
3.7 Ma.
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Miocene Volcanic Units

Tmr Timber Mountain Tuff, Rainier Mesa Member
undifferentiated.

Tmrw Timber Mountain Tuff, Rainier Mesa Member: Light gray
welded ash-flow tuff containing 20-25% phenocrysts of
sanidine, quartz, lesser plagioclase and biotite, and
rare clinopyroxene.

Tmrn Timber Mountain Tuff, Rainier Mesa Member: White to light
gray, thinly bedded to massive nonwelded tuff, air-fall,
and surge deposits. Thickness increases across some
faults. Contains 10% phenocrysts of sanidine, quartz,
lesser plagioclase and biotite, and accessory
clinopyroxene.

Tpc Paintbrush Tuf, Tiva Canyon Member: light purplish-gray
to brown generally densely welded ash-flow tuff, with
thin (< 5 m) basal nonwelded unit. Contains 5 to 15%
phenocrysts of sanidine, lesser plagioclase and biotite,
and rare clinopyroxene and quartz. Abundance of
phenocrysts increases upward in section. Lenticular
fiamme common.

Tr Rhyolite flows: Light gray, coarse-grained, crystal-rich
rhyolite containing phenocrysts of plagioclase, quartz,
alkali feldspar, and biotite.

Tpy Paintbrush Tuff, Yucca Mountain Member: ight gray to
brownish-gray ash-flow tuff containing sparse (2%o)
phenocrysts of sanidine and plagioclase.

Tpt Paintbrush Tuff, Topopah Spring Member: ight purplish
gray to light brownish-gray welded ash-flow tuff
containing 10% phenocrysts of sanidine, biotite, and
minor plagioclase.



Tptn Paintbrush Tuff, Topopah Spring Member: Pale orange to
light brown nonwelded basal part of Tpt. Contains sparse
phenocrysts of sanidine, plagioclase, and biotite.

Tcp Crater Flat Tuff, Prow Pass Member light gray to
brownish-gray ash-flow tuff containing approximately 8%
phenocrysts of plagioclase, sanidine, quartz,
orthopyroxene, biotite, and magnetite.

Tcb Crater Flat Tuff, Bullfrog Member: light gray to light
brownish-gray, moderate to densely welded ash-flow tuff
containing phenociysts of quartz, plagioclase, sanidine,
biotite, hornblende, and magnetite.
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Late Quaternary faulting at Crater Flat, Yucca Mountain, southern Nevada

Alan R Ramelli, John W. Bell, and Craig M. dePolo Nevada Bureau of Mines and
Geology and Center for Neotectonic Studies, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada
89557

ABSTRACT

Yucca Mountain, the sole candidate site for a commercial high-level nuclear waste
repository, has a significant local seismic hazard. Recurrent Quaternary faulting has
occurred on several interconnected, north- to north-northeast-trending faults. Delineation
of these faults has been previously hampered by their subdued, subtle expression and small
scarp heights. The Quaternary fault data base is enhanced by large-scale, low-sun-angle
aerial photography which reveals: 1) the existence of additional active fault traces, 2)
extensions and connections of previously mapped traces, and 3) offsets of Quaternary
surfaces previously thought to be unfaulted. Several faults immediately adjacent to the
repository site in eastern Crater Flat displace late Quaternary piedmont surfaces.
Quaternary slip rates on these faults have been relatively low, but at least three of these
faults are believed to vertically offset Holocene or latest Pleistocene deposits by up to a few
tens of centimeters each. Similarities in ages and amounts of offset, and the high degree
of mapped fault interconnection, strongly suggest that the recent surface faulting has
occurred in a distributive manner during individual seismic events or sequences. Basaltic
ash occurs in vertical fractures along at least four faults, further supporting this
interpretation and suggesting that such events have occurred concurrently with local basaltic
eruptions. Seismic hazards from such events could be underestimated if independent fault
behavior were assumed.

INTRODUCTION

Yucca Mountain, located in southern Nevada (fig. 1), is currently the sole site under
consideration for permanent storage of the nation's commercial high-level nuclear waste.
One important factor bearing on the suitability of the site is the potential for disruption due
to tectonic activity. Numerous Quaternary faults are present at and around Yucca
Mountain, posing a significant local seismic hazard. Site suitability issues, including the
significance of local seismic events, are distinctly different for "preclosure" (the period over
which waste will be handled at the surface facilities and/or monitored for possible retrieval -
about 100 years) and postclosure" (the 10,000-year period following closure of the

repository). Local seismic events may have a low probability of occurrence over the
preclosure period, but can be considered likely over the 10,000-year postclosure period.

Local seismic events at Yucca Mountain could affect stability of the site in a number
of ways, including the impact of surface rupturing and strong ground motion on surface
facilities, rupture of waste packages, and possible effects on geohydiologic conditions. The
presence of active faults at the site does not necessarily render the site unsuitable, but does
complicate predictions of future processes and of site stability. The uncertainties involved
in predicting both fault behavior and the potential impacts of local seismic events are likely
to be quite large.
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GEOLOGIC SElTING

Yucca Mountain is a block-faulted plateau underlain by a thick sequence of Miocene
ash-flow tuffs erupted from the nearby Timber Mountain - Oasis Valley caldera complex
(Byers et al., 1976; U.S. Geological Survey, 1984). A series of interconnected north- to
north-northeast-trending faults offset these tuffs with dominantly down-to-the-west throw,
and the fault-bounded blocks tilted to the east (Scott and Bonk, 1984). The tuffs are
displaced vertically by up to about 400 m, with much of this offset occurring prior to the
eruption of the Rainer Mesa member of the Timber Mountain tuff (Carr, 1984).
Paleomagnetic data suggest that the tuffs are rotated clockwise, with tilts and rotations
increasing to the south (Scott and Rosenbaum, 1986). The principal faults are subparallel,
with interstrike distances averaging about 2 km at the surface.

Yucca Mountain lies within the southwest part of the Basin and Range structural
province, a tectonically active region. Some of the highest tectonic rates in the Basin and
Range occur about 50 km west of Yucca Mountain, between Death Valley and the eastern
front of the Sierra Nevada in Owens Valley. Although considerably less active than the
Death Valley/Owens Valley region, numerous Quaternary faults are present at and around
Yucca Mountain (Swadley et al., 1984; U. S. Geological Survey, 1984).

Active tectonics at Yucca Mountain are largely extensional in style, but may be
affected by strike-slip deformation as well. This area lies within the Walker Lane belt, a
regional northwest-trending zone of strike-slip faulting that disrupts typical Basin and Range
style faulting (Stewart, 1988). Yucca Mountain is located within the Goldfield segment of
the Walker Lane belt (Stewart, 1988), which is characterized by lower rates of Quaternary
deformation than much of the Walker Lane belt. No major northwest-trending late
Quaternary faults have been recognized around Yucca Mountain, although a limited amount
of strike-slip faulting trends into southern Amargosa Valley from Pahrump Valley (Donovan,
1991), and the Paintbrush Canyon fault on the east side of Yucca Mountain merges with
northwest-trending faults of unknown activity at Timber Mountain to the north.

Much of the data on Quaternary faulting at Yucca Mountain have come from Crater
Flat (Hoover et al., 1981; Swadley et al., 1984; Whitney et al., 1986; Reheis, 1986; Swadley
and Carr, 1987; Swadley and Parrish, 1988; Peterson, 1988; Ramelli et al., 1988; Ramelli et
al., 1989; Shroba et al., 1990). Crater Flat is an asymmetric structural depression located
immediately west of the repository site (fig. 2). Relative to the eastern side of Yucca
Mountain, faulting in Crater Flat is more extensive, scarps are better preserved, and there
is a more complete Quaternary stratigraphic record.

In eastern Crater Flat, several fault scarps cross fan piedmont surfaces (Swadley et
al., 1984). Delineation of these scarps has been previously hampered by their subdued
morphology and small scarp heights. To facilitate Quaternary fault mapping, low-sun-angle
aerial photography (LSAP), taken under both morning and afternoon lighting conditions,
was flown over Yucca Mountain and surrounding areas. SAP is commonly used in active
fault evaluation because oblique lighting greatly enhances incongruent topographic features,
such as fault scarps, through shadowing and highlighting. Scarps apparent on LSAP often
can not be recognized on standard aerial mapping photography or easily detected on the
ground. The LSAP of Crater Flat reveals the existence of unmapped fault scarps, extensions
and connections of mapped scarps, and small scarps on Quaternary surfaces previously
thought to be unfaulted.
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QUATERNARY STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONS

Six allostratigraphic units ranging in age from mid-Pleistocene to late Holocene are
differentiated in the Crater Flat area on the basis of distinctive soil-geomorphic relations
(Table 1 and Fig. 3; Peterson, 1988; Bell et al., 1991). These stratigraphic relations provide
control for bracketing recency of faulting. Geomorphic relations are dominated by a
sequence of fan piedmont remnants, fan skirts, inset fans, and ballenas originating from
several of the major drainages on the western flank of Yucca Mountain. Surficial
characteristics, such as microtopography, desert pavement, soil morphology, and rock varnish
development, progressively change with increasing age. The differentiation of stratigraphic
units allows us to approximately bracket recency of surface faulting events. Of the six
allostratigraphic units, the three youngest (late Black Cone, Little Cones, and Crater Flat
units) provide important maximum limits for timing of faulting during the latest Quaternary.

Rock-varnish and uranium-series ages verify and scale the mapped allostratigraphic
relations, and provide minimum limiting ages for the geomorphic surfaces. Twenty-four rock
varnish cation-leaching and 14C AMS radiocarbon ages determined on the six
allostratigraphic units (Dorn, 1988; Bell et al., 1989) have allowed the construction of a
cation-leaching curve for Crater Flat (Dorn et al., 1988), which differs significantly from the
one developed by Harrington and Whitney (1987). Due to relatively large uncertainties
involved in cation-ratio dating, this study uses numerical age relations provided by the more
definitive 14C AMS data.

Eleven finite AMS radiocarbon ages were obtained on late Black Cone (Qflb) and
younger surfaces. Six ages ranging between 17.3-30.3 ka were obtained from separately
mapped Qflb surfaces. These ages are consistent with 230Th-23U ages of 17.1 and 38.7 ka
determined for pedogenic carbonate (Bk horizon) underlying the late Black Cone surface
at trench CF-3 (Ku, 1989; Luo and Ku, 1991) and with one of the uranium-trend ages (40
ka) from the late Black Cone deposit in the same trench (Swadley et al., 1984). These data
indicate that the late Black Cone unit is of late Wisconsin age, approximately 20-30 ka.

Little Cones surfaces have yielded four AMS radiocarbon rock varnish ages ranging
between 8.4-11.1 ka, which are consistent with the regional soil-geomorphic relations. The
surfaces are only slightly topographically muted, and they are inset slightly below those of
late Black Cone age. They contain Camborthid soils (cambic B and stage I carbonate
horizons) typical of Holocene-age aridisols (e.g., Gile et al., 1966; Machette, 1985).

A single 4C AMS date of 1.3 ka on incipient rock varnish of the Crater Flat surface
is consistent with the absence of genetic soil horizons in this unit and with its raw surficial
characteristics. The Crater Flat unit, however, probably contains several undifferentiated
subdivisions and is simply regarded here as mid- to late Holocene in age.

QUATERNARY FAULTING

Five principal, north-northeast-trending faults are present within a few kilometers of
the proposed repository site (Scott and Bonk, 1984), all of which offset Quaternary deposits.
The Solitario Canyon, Fatigue Wash, and Windy Wash faults in eastern Crater Flat are
located west of the site, whereas the Paintbrush Canyon and Bow Ridge faults are located
to the east (fig. 2). A sixth fault, the Ghostdance fault, transects the repository site and may
have Quaternary movement. These principal faults are interspersed with numerous smaller,
subparallel or interconnecting faults, forming a complex, anastomosing fault pattern. The
distribution of fault scarps indicates that Quaternary surface faulting is also highly
interconnected, similar to the fault pattern described from bedrock offsets (Scott, 1986).
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The Solitario Canyon fault forms the western boundary of the subsurface repository
(fig. 2). A prominent compound Quaternary fault scarp 1-3 m high extends along this fault
for about 13 km. To the north, the Quaternary scarp dies out along the fault adjacent to
the repository site, whereas the southern end of the scarp is obliterated by late Holocene
alluviation.

A previously unrecognized scarp is present along the Fatigue Wash fault, located west
of the repository site (fig. 2). At its northern end, this scarp dies out at a bend in the
Fatigue Wash fault, where a zone of splay faults connect the Fatigue Wash and Windy Wash
faults. North of this bend, the Fatigue Wash fault has only minor vertical displacement and
no obvious recent displacement, whereas to the south it has a throw comparable to the
other principal faults of the area. Where it intersects a northeast-trending, secondary fault,
the Fatigue Wash scarp trends away from Jet Ridge and connects with a scarp along a fault
trace previously thought to connect with the Windy Wash fault (fault "M" of Swadley et al.,
1984).

The Windy Wash fault system, as originally mapped by Scott and Bonk (1984), has
been extended to include one of the principal fault traces south of the site area (Whitney
et al., 1986). Two exploratory trenches (CF/2 and CF/3) across this southern trace (fig. 4)
have yielded some of the most detailed information on the history of late Quaternary
faulting in the area (Whitney et al, 1986). In this paper, this fault trace is referred to as
the southern Windy Wash fault.

The southern Windy Wash fault and a previously unrecognized late Quaternary fault,
here called the west lava fault," offset a series of Pliocene basalts in southern Crater Flat,
providing one of the best sites to estimate fault offsets spanning the entire Quaternary
period. These Pliocene basalts (25-3.7 Ma) consist of deeply dissected cinder cones and
dikes aligned along a north-northwest-trending vent area and discontinuous flow outcrops
lying between the vent area and the southern Windy Wash fault about 3 km to the east (fig.
3). Vaniman and Crowe (1981) suggest that these flows are not continuous in the
subsurface and inferred that the eastern outcrops probably had separate sources, now buried
by alluvium. Alternatively, these flows may have been erupted from a single vent area and
have been subsequently isolated by faulting and alluvial activity. Surficial relations support
the latter alternative.

The west lava fault bounds the west side of the largest outcrop of Pliocene basalt.
This down-to-the-west fault is exposed in one location as the vertical contact between the
Pliocene basalt and cemented Quaternary colluvium. A subdued scarp (<1 m high),
apparent on the LSAP, is present on a late Black Cone surface north of the basalt outcrop.

The easternmost exposed Pliocene basalt is a linear outcrop stranded on the
upthrown side of the southern Windy Wash fault (fig. 3). This stranded outcrop is bounded
on the west by a scarp about 30 m high and sits about 40 meters higher than the main flows
to the west. This topographic separation likely represents a minimum post-basalt
displacement for Pliocene-Recent vertical offset along the southern Windy Wash fault. The
basalts may be vertically offset by more than 40 m, if the flows are tilted eastward. Tilt of
the basalts has not been precisely determined, but it appears to be considerably less than
the tilt of Miocene tuffs exposed on the upthrown side of the southern Windy Wash fault.

As much as several tens of meters of post-3.7 Ma offset along the southern Windy
Wash and west lava faults indicates that there has been substantially more Quaternary
tectonic activity than originally interpreted from offsets of Miocene tuffs (Carr, 1984). In
some places, nearly all of the post- 12-13 Ma (Paintbrush Tuff) deformation appears to have
occurred prior to deposition of the Rainier Mesa member of the Timber Mountain tuff
(-10 m.y.) (Carr, 1984; Swadley et al., 1984). However, the displaced Pliocene basalts
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indicate that greater post-Miocene displacements may have occurred along some faults. The
amount of post-tuff throw varies substantially along strike of all of the principal faults in the
area, ranging from 0 to >400 m. Spatial and temporal variations in fault displacement thus
appear to be substantial.

EVIDENCE OF HOLOCENE FAULTING IN CRATER FLAT

Holocene surface rupture is believed to have occurred on at least three faults in
Crater Flat. Two of these faults, the Solitario Canyon and "Black Cone" faults (fig. 2),
display sharp lineations crossing Little Cones-age surfaces that are believed to be small
scarps. A third fault, the southern Windy Wash fault, offsets an eolian silt horizon of
probable Holocene age exposed in trenches CF/2 and CF/3. This eolian (cumulate Av) silt
has an estimated age of 3-6 ka, based on thermoluminescence dating, and is offset vertically
by about ten centimeters (Whitney et al., 1986).

Most of the lineations crossing Little Cones surfaces along the Solitario Canyon and
Black Cone faults are evident only under certain LSAP conditions (i.e., with either morning
or evening lighting, depending on the relative displacement), and are therefore considered
to be small, shadow-enhanced scarps only a few tens of cms high. These features suggest
that the most recent offsets along the Solitario Canyon and Black Cone faults are similar
in both amount and age to that along the southern Windy Wash fault. Field inspection
neither definitively confirms nor disproves a Holocene surface-rupture origin for these
features, but recent surface faulting appears to be their most plausible origin. This
uncertainty may be resolved in the future through exploratory trenching, however, small
offsets are often extremely difficult to distinguish in trench exposures (Bonilla and
Leinkaemper, 19??).

The young surface apparently offset by the Solitario Canyon fault is a small fan,
believed to be of Little Cones-age, located approximately midway along the length of the
late Quaternary trace of the Solitario Canyon fault. There is little question that this fan is
of Holocene or latest Pleistocene age; it was mapped as a young (Q1) deposit by Swadley
et al. (1984) and has surface morphology (e.g., bar and swale topography, weakly developed
pavement) and soil development (i.e., cambic B horizon and Stage I carbonate) indicating
youthfulness. A Holocene age for this fan surface is further indicated by accelerator mass
spectrometer (AMS) radiocarbon dating of rock varnish (8,425 + 70 yrs; Dorn, 1988).
Rock varnish radiocarbon age estimates are minimums, because they approximate the onset
of varnish development, but are believed to closely approximate the actual age of surface
stabilization.

Constraints on late Pleistocene offsets along the Solitario Canyon fault are provided
by scarps on late Black Cone and Solitario surfaces. At trench 8, located about 2 km north
of the young faulted fan, and in other locations between these two sites, late Black Cone
surfaces are displaced vertically by up to 1 m. Bedrock scarps about 3 m high along the
Solitario Canyon fault appear to represent post-Solitario surface displacement.

The Black Cone fault, located about 6 km west of the Solitario Canyon fault, is
characterized by a zone of north-northwest-trending scarps that are mostly down-to-the-
east, with some being down-to-the-west. Like the Solitario Canyon fault, vertical
displacements along the Black Cone fault appear to be similar in both age and amount to
the recent offset on the southern Windy Wash fault. A late Pleistocene to early Holocene
age (Little Cones) for the apparently faulted surface is likewise indicated by soil
development, rock varnish 14C dating (11,135 + 105 yrs), and regional mapping (Swadley
and Parrish, 1988; Bell et al., 1991).
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The Black Cone fault is located on trend of a northwest-trending drainage extending
up the Bare Mountain piedmont that may be structurally controlled. Several vegetation
lineaments extend across a Yucca-age surface located between the Black Cone scarps and
the Bare Mountain piedmont, but there are no obvious fault scarps on this surface. This
may indicate that the recent activity of the Black Cone fault reactivated a small portion of
a more extensive northwest-trending structure.

EVIDENCE FOR DISTRIBUTIVE FAULTING

The distribution of Quaternary fault scarps in Crater Flat indicates that faulting is
highly interconnected, forming a complex, anastomosing pattern. Considering the close
interstrike spacing and interconnection of these faults in plan view, they are likely
interconnected at shallow crustal depths as well. Rather than a system of individual fault
segments, each with its own rupture behavior, these faults can probably be better
characterized as a system of faults responding synchronously to deformation within the mid-
to lower crust.

Multiple lines of evidence suggest that recent surface faulting has involved concurrent
rupture of multiple faults, and that surface faulting may accompany local basaltic volcanism.
Evidence supporting this hypothesis include the high degree of fault interconnection,
similarities in scarp morphology, similarities in ages and amounts of recent offset along
multiple faults, and presence of basaltic ash within vertical fractures formed in fault-filling
carbonate exposed in trenches across four faults.

The presence of basaltic ash within fault zone fractures is one of the stronger lines
of evidence of concurrent rupture of multiple faults (Swadley et al., 1984; Fox and Carr,
1989; Shroba et al., 1990). It is unlikely that a thin blanket of ash would have remained on
the fan surface for an extended period of time (e.g., Shipley, 1983). It is a reasonable
inference that basaltic volcanism most likely occurred very close in time to the faulting and
is geologically synchronous. Chemical correlation of the four ashes is not definitive (John
Whitney, 1991, personal communication) and an alternative model would involve multiple
ash eruption and faulting episodes. Geochemical analyses and stratigraphic relations of the
basaltic ash suggest that it must have been derived from the Lathrop Wells Cone (Fox and
Carr, 1989), the youngest cinder cone in the area, and is therefore probably late Quaternary
in age.

DISCUSSION

Our study suggests that late Quaternary surface faulting at Yucca Mountain has
occurred in a distributive manner, with synchronous movement on several faults, and that
at least one such event may have occurred during the Holocene. The presence of active
faults around the site has long been recognized, but surface rupture is now recognized to
be more extensive and to have occurred more recently than was originally estimated. Other
faults surely remain unrecognized, whether they failed to reach the surface, have been
eroded, or are now buried by young alluvium.

Quaternary surface faulting at Yucca Mountain does not occur along a single
throughgoing fault zone and can more appropriately be characterized as a broad, highly
interconnected fault system At a minimum, this fault system extends from Yucca Wash to
the southern end of Crater Flat, over an area about 30 km long by 15 km wide. Throughout
this area, faulting is densely spaced and highly interconnected.

With a high degree of fault interconnection, it is unlikely that the faults at Yucca
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Mountain rupture independently of one another, so they should not be treated as
independent structures for seismic hazard analyses. Seismic events causing rupture of
multiple faults are likely associated with greater energy release, and hence larger
magnitudes, than those rupturing individual fault traces. Through historical analogues (the
1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake, in particular), such complex events can conservatively
be expected to have large magnitudes (M > 7). Additionally, fault traces that are part of
such an interconnected system, but have not been recently activity, can be considered as
having a higher probability of rupture than would otherwise be estimated. Hazard estimates
directed toward independent fault behavior will likely underestimate the actual seismic
potential.

Evidence of possible Holocene faulting is currently limited to the three locations
discussed earlier, but offsets of similar age along other faults in the area are possible.
Shadowing of scarps on the LSAP reflects oversteepening from the most recent displacement
along these faults, while continuity of the oversteepening strongly suggests that this occurred
fairly recently, based on comparisons with the expressions of other active faults. Several
faults in Crater Flat display scarp oversteepening similar to that on the faults evidently
displacing Holocene deposits; it is likely that this reflects similar-aged offsets. This is
difficult to substantiate, because few faults cross Holocene-age surfaces and small offsets are
often difficult to recognize in coarse-grained, poorly stratified deposits. In one location, a
small inset surface crossing the Fatigue Wash fault is of probable Holocene age, based on
surface morphology, and appears to be offset and subsequently modified. Evidence of
Holocene or latest Pleistocene faulting along faults on the east side of Yucca Mountain has
not been found, but the presence of basaltic ash in a fracture along the Bow Ridge fault
suggests that recent activity has likewise involved this fault.

The faulted Pliocene basalts in southern Crater Flat provide the best known
constraints on the rate of deformation averaged over the Quaternary period. Topographic
separation of the stranded basalt outcrop and the main flows to the west suggest a
Quaternary vertical slip rate on the order of 0.01 mm/yr for the southern Windy Wash fault.
If the topographic separation of these basalts is due to the stranded basalts being erupted
from a separate, now buried vent area, a barrier that has been subsequently removed by
erosion is required, which appears unlikely.

The best preliminary estimates of long-term Quaternary slip rates for the principal
faults in Crater Flat are taken from the southern Windy Wash fault. Based on vertical
offsets of 40 cm in 270 ka deposits and 10 cm in 3-6 ka deposits at trenches CF-2 and CF-
3 (Whitney et al., 1986), average vertical slip rates appear to be 0.001-0.03 mm/yr. Based
on estimates of vertical offset of the Pliocene basalts, ranging from 25-100 m,4 the long-term
slip rate along this fault appears to be 0.01-0.04 mm/yr, with a best estimate of about 0.02
mm/yr.

Not all of the Quaternary faults in the Yucca Mountain/Crater Flat area have been
recently active. Many of the northwest-trending traces connecting the principal faults do not
appear to have ruptured during the most recent events, whereas several of the northeast-
trending connecting traces have. The rupture pattern during recent events has probably
resulted from reactivation of a preexisting fault system under a somewhat different stress
regime than existed when the system was formed. Stress rotations over the past 10 m.y. or
so have been proposed for this region (e.g., Ander, 1984) and may account for the observed
relations. In the case of the Pliocene basalts, Quaternary deformation may have involved
less tilting than the Miocene deformation that dominantly accounts for the present tuff
configuration. The tuffs are also warped along strike of the southern Windy Wash fault (N-
S), while the basalts are more uniformly uplifted. These differences in deformation may
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likewise result from fault reactivation under a different stress regime and/or differing
thermal properties of the crust than existed during the earlier deformation. Fault
reactivation coincident with the onset of basaltic volcanism at about 3 m.y. was postulated
by Fox and Carr (1989).

Immediately around the repository site, late Quaternary faulting has occurred
predominantly along north- to north-northeast-trending, down-to-the-west faults, which is the
manner in which faulting at Yucca Mountain is normally described. To the south (in the
area just north of Lathrop Wells Cone), the pattern of faulting is similar, although the
principal faults trend more northeasterly. In between these areas, a broad northwest-
trending zone extending from near the Stagecoach Road fault to northeast of Black Cone
has lower relief and contains several down-to-the-east fault traces (fig. 2). This zone is
diffuse and contains both down-to-the-east and down-to-the-west faults, but deformation is
markedly different than to the northeast and southwest. The observed deformation may
result from right-lateral translation across this zone, either in response to differentially
extending areas to the north and south or to strike-slip displacement along a buried
northwest-trending fault.
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Table 1: Quaternary stratigraphy, Crater Flat, Nevada

Unit

Qfcf
Crater
surface

Ofic
Little
surface

Distinguishing characteristics Minimum age

Flat

Cones

Qfib
Late Black Cone
surface

Ofeb
Early Black
Cone surface

Qfy
Yucca surface

Qfs
Solitario surface

Active/recently active washes, inset fans, and fan skirts;
shallowly incised (<2m), distributive drainage pattern;
preserved to slightly subdued bar and swale topography,
unvarnished to slightly varnished; may have proto-pavemenL
No significant formation of genetic soil horizons; may have
slight carbonate dustings or filaments on pebble bottoms
(Stage I).

Fan-skirt and low basin-floor remnants; fully-smoothed
surfaces; slightly varnished pavement. Clear pedogenic soil
(torriorthents) consisting of 5 cm thick Av and Stage Bk
horizon with relatively thick carbonate coatings.

Fan-piedmont remnants; fully-smoothed surfaces; deeply
solution etched limestone and darkly varnished volcanic
clasts in well-sorted and tightly packed pavements. Soils are
calciorthids and locally haplic durargids.

Fan-piedmont remnants; fully smoothed surfaces; similar
surficial characteristics as late Black Cone. Soils are
durargids.

Deeply dissected fan-piedmont remnants; darkly varnished,
well-sorted and tightly packed pavement. Soils are durargids
with 40-60 cm thick Bt and 30-60 cm thick Bqkm horizons.

Fully-rounded ridge-line remnants (ballenas); irregularly
shaped, well-sorted, tightly packed pavements with darkly
varnished volcanic clasts and littered with chips of duripan
1amina. Original A and Bt horizons have been stripped4
remnantal Bt and Bkqm horizons are present.

< <6.6 ka; late
Holocene.

6.6-11.1 ka; early
tomid-Holocene.

173-303 ka; late
Pleistocene.

130-190 ka; mid-
Pleistocene.

360-370 ka; mid-
Pleistocene.

450 to >740 ka;
mid-Pleistocene.
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FIGURE 1: Map showing the location of Yucca Mountain and
outlines of the Nevada Test Site and Nellis Air Force Range.
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FIGURE 2: Generalized map showing Quaternary faults and
Pliocene/Quaternarybasalts in the Yucca Mountain/Crater Flat
area, and the location of the proposed repository.
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FIGURE 4: Low-sun-angle photograph of the southern Windy
Wash fault at the site of Trenches CF-2 and CF-3.
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INTRODUCION

This report summarizes the results of Task 3 work initially discussed in our monthly
reports for the period October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991, and contained in our
various papers and abstracts, both published and currently in press or review (see appen-
dices). Although requests for samples of Yucca Mountain drill core were being considered
by DOE as early as December, 1990, we did not become aware of the potential availability
of specimens and neccessaiy request procedures until June of 1991. Consequently, investi-
gations conducted by Task 3 between October, 1990 and September, 1991 have mainly been
continuations of studies begun prior to October, 1990. We have continued to focus mostly
on aspects of the caldera geology, volcanic stratigraphy, magmatic activity, and extensional
tectonics of the western and northwestern parts of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field
(SWNVF).

PROGRESS IN RADIOMERIC DATING STUDIES

Prolongedyoungsificic volcanism: the Mount Jackson domes field
As discussed in our annual report for 1989-1990, radiometric age determinations that

we obtained last year on sanidine, biotite and hornblende phenocrysts from Mount Jackson
lavas demonstrate a late Pliocene age for the Mount Jackson dome. This age is much
younger than the Miocene age inferred by previously workers (cf. Albers and Stewart, 1972)
and provides evidence for explosive silicic volcanism in southwestern Nevada well after the
late magmatic stage of the SWNVF (Noble et al., 1991a; Appendix A). At least 10 other in-
dividual and locally overlapping rhyolitic domes compose the Mount Jackson dome field
(Figure 1). Based on our reconnaissance field observations and thin section petrographic
work, lavas of the Mount Jackson domes are very similar in petrography, lithology and de-
gree of erosion, suggesting that all of the domes of the field were emplaced from a single
magmatic system, presumably over a relatively short period of time. To test this possibility
we prepared and submitted (in 1990) sanidine phenocryst concentrates separated from lavas
of 3 of these domes. Sample numbers and locations are shown in Figure 1. 40ArP 9Ar age
determinations were carried out using multi-grain resistance furnace fusion methods (E. i.
McKee, D. C. Noble and S. I. Weiss, unpublished data, 1991). Sample numbers and age de-
terminations, including the Mount Jackson ages discussed in our report of 1989 - 1990
(Weiss, Noble and Larson, 1990) are as follows:

DWLJ-1 2.9 0.16Ma
DWLJ-2 3.7 ±0.2 Ma (biotite)

2.8 ±1.1 Ma (hornblende)
3SW-383b 5.8 0.18 Ma
3SW-385 6.8 ±O.20Ma
3SW-387 4.4 0.13Ma

These data indicate that some domes of the field are sigificantly older than Mount
Jackson, and imply a remarkably long-lived magmatic feeder system for the dome field. The
two oldest ages are from domes in the central and northern parts of the field, while the 4.4
Ma dome and the Mount Jackson dome (about 2.9 Ma) are located in the southern part of
the field. Based on the present radiometric age data, explosive silicic volcanism of the
Mount Jackson dome field appears to have migrated southward over nearly 4 Ma! A brief
manuscript for journal publication is presently being prepared to document and discuss
these observations.
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Ash-flow sheets of the Gold Mountain - Slate Ridge area

During the past year we have continued studies of the poorly known Cenozoic stratig-
raphy and structure of the Gold Mountain - Slate Ridge area (GMSR) begun in 1990. We
have obtained 2 additional conventional K-Ar age determinations on whole rock and horn-
blende concentrates from previously undated ash-flow sheets of the GMSR. Preliminary
stratigraphic and age relations of the GMSR have recently been presented by Noble et al.
(1991b; Appendix B) and are summarized in Table 1 (see below). These data, together with
structural relations recognized by Noble et al. (1990a) and Worthington et al. (1991;
Appendix C), provide evidence for a 10 Ma history of deformation and volcanism m the
northwestern part of the SWNVF that is, in part, either not recorded or not exposed in the
NTS-Yucca Mountain area.

Multiple episodes of hydrothermal activity and mineralization in the Bullfrog Hills

Considerable progress was made in efforts to understand the ages and stratigraphic
and structural settings of Au-Ag mineralization in the Bullfrog Hills. 40ArP 9Ar age determi-
nations were obtained from adularia separated from vein and recrystallized wallrock sam-
ples from the Original Bullfrog mine, Bond Gold Bullfrog mine, Mayflower mine and the
Yellowjacket mine. These data, together with previous K-Ar adularia ages (Morton et al.,
1977; Jackson, 1988) and our observations of stratigraphic, textural and structural relations
of Au-Ag mineralization of the district are summarized and discussed in an abstract recently
presented to the 1991 national meeting of the Geological Society of America (Weiss et al.,
1991; Appendix D). Our most important observations and conclusions are as follows:

1) All of the currently known Au-Ag deposits in the Bullfrog Hills are of the low base-
metal, adularia-sericite type of epithermal mineralization. All of the deposits were
structurally controlled by the presently low-angle Original Bullfrog - Fluorspar
Canyon detachment fault and/or associated moderate to steeply dipping upper
plate faults, some of which penetrate and offset the Original Bullfrog -Fluorspar
Canyon fault.

2) The 40Ar/39Ar age determinations obtained on adularia by Task 3 during the past
year corroborate and supplement previous K-Ar adularia ages from the Bullfrog
district given by Morton et al. (1977) and Jackson (1988). The radiometric ages of
adularia indicate that hydrothermal activity and Au-Ag mineralization in the
Bullfrog Hills took place during a period of about 2 - 2.5 Ma.

3) In the southern Bullfrog Hills Au-Ag mineralization took place at about 9.5 - 10 Ma
and persisted until about 9 Ma. Mineralization may have continued until about 8.5
Ma. Hydrothermal activity coincided closely with, and followed by as much as 1 -
1.5 Ma, the end of volcanism that produced the post-Ammonia Tanks tuffs and
lavas of the Bullfrog Hills.

4) Two periods of hydrothermal activity are evident in the northern Bullfrog Hills.
Au-Ag mineralization at the Mayflower mine is of effectively the same ae as
mineralization at the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine (see above) in the southern Bulfrog
Hills. An earlier period of mineralization (ca. 11-11.3 Ma) is represented by the
Yellowjacket mine area where veins cutting units of the Crater Flat Tuff were de-
posited coeval with, or within a few tenths of a million years after, deposition of the
Timber Mountain Tuff.

5) Breccia textures in the veins indicate that mineralization in the southern Bullfrog
Hills was synchronous with displacements along the Original Bullfrog - Fluorspar
Canyon fault and steeper, upper plate faults.
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6) Textural and structural evidence for syn- and post-mineral faulting at the Bond
Gold Bullfrog mine indicates that upper plate faults were active at and after ca. 9.8
Ma.

7) Breccia textures and truncation of the vein at the Original Bullfrog mine show that
movement of the Original Bullfrog -Fluorspar Canyon fault took place at and con-
tinued after about 9 Ma, consistent with the post-9.8 Ma movement of upper plate
faults.

A recent summary of the style of mineralization, stratigraphic settings, ore and alter-
ation mineralogy and geochemical characteristics of the Bullfrog district is given by Castor
and Weiss (in press; Appendix E).

SUMMARY OF TIMING, STYLES AND STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL
SEITINGS OF HYDROTHERMAL MINERALIZATION IN THE SOUTHWESTERN

NEVADA VOLCANIC FIELD

Most of our accumulated knowledge of the hydrothermal activity and mineralization in
the Yucca Mountain area of the SWNVF is derived from field and laboratory observations
carried out by Task 3 during the past 4 years. We have been primarily concerned with un-
derstanding the timing, styles, stratigraphic and structural settings, and basic geochemical
nature of mineralization in the SWNVF. This work has led us to propose that hydrothermal
activity and mineralization were associated with the evolution of the SWNVF and directly
related to specific volcanic centers and periods of magmatic and volcanic activity (e.g.
Jackson et al., 1988; Noble et al., 1990b; 1991a). We have recognized major differences in
the types, styles and timing of precious metal mineralization within the southern part of the
SWNVF (e.g., Noble et al., 1991a).

During the past year we have pooled our accumulated geologic knowledge and limited
geochemical data from mineralized areas of the SWNVF with complimentary geochemical
and ore and vein petrographic data obtained by S. B. Castor of the Nevada Bureau of Mines
and Geology under contracts from the Department of Energy and Science Applications
International (Castor et al., 1989; 1990). Our collaboration has resulted in the preparation
of a descriptive paper summarizing contrasts in the stratigraphic and structural settings,
styles and types of mineralization and associated wallrock alteration, and geochemical char-
acteristics of areas of precious metals mineralization in the southern part of the SWNVF
(Castor and Weiss, in press). Preparation of this paper entitled Contrasting styles of epither-
malprecious-metal mineralization n the southwestern Nevada volcanic field involved a signifi-
cant proportion of Weiss' time during the period of this report. A copy of the manuscript,
which has been accepted for publication (pending minor revisions) in the journal Ore
Geology Reviews is included as Apppendix E.

NATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSURFACE ALTERATION IN YUCCA
MOUNTAIN

A number of previous workers have implicitly and explicitly described mineralogic and
petrographic evidence for at least one episode of hydrothermal activity deep within Yucca
Mountain (e.g., Bish, 1987; Broxton et al., 1982; Caporuscio et al., 1982; Carr et al., 1986;
Maldonado and Koether, 1983; Warren et al., 1984) that is believed to have taken place at
about 10 - 11 Ma based on K-Ar age determinations on illite recovered from USW G-2
(Aronson and Bish, 1987). As discussed in our report for 1989-1990 (Weiss, Noble and
Larson, 1990), our preliminary visual inspection of selected intervals of core convinced us
that there is unequivocal and abundant mmeralogic and textural evidence (ie. replacements,
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veins, cavity infillings, authigenic pyrite, etc.) for the passage of hydrothermal fluids within
the tuffs and carbonate rocks beneath Yucca Mountain. Knowledge of the nature and dis-
tribution of this hydrothermal activity is critical to the assessment of possible undiscovered
mineral resources that could conceivably be present between existing deep drill holes or be-
neath shallow drill holes in Yucca Mountain.

During the past year we have undertaken two approaches to the problem of obtaining
additional knowledge of the subsurface alteration of Yucca Mountain. First, the subsurface
distribution of geologic features charateristic of hydrothermal alteration that we observed in
our visual inspection last year were plotted on a fence diagram showing the deeper drill
holes and stratigraphy in Yucca Mountain. Next, available USGS and Los Alamos Natonal
Laboratory reports on the subsurface stratigraphy and petrography of Yucca Mountain
were systematically examined for descriptions and reports of mineralogic and petrographic
features indicative of hydrothermal alteration. Information on subsurface alteration
gleaned from the published drill hole reports was compiled with information from our visual
observations on the fence diagram and is shown in Figure 2. This graphical compilation
clearly shows that hydrothermal features, though generally not present above the top of the
Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat Tuff, are not confined to one particular stratigraphic
horizon. Obvious silicification is mostly confined to the lavas underlying the Lithic Ridge
Tuff in drill hole USW G-2. However, a propylitic assemblage consisting of replacement of
plagioclase and mafic phenocrysts by calcite-illite/smectite albite + adularia ±chlorite
±sericite(?) is widespread and not uncommonly includes pyrite (Figure 2).

Pyrite in the tuffs is present as disseminated authigenic grains in the groundmass and
locally is more abundant in lithic fragments, where it is present in veinlets and as dissemi-
nated grains. These pyritic lithic fragments are particularly common in the Uthic Ridge
Tuif and in the lower, lithic-rich subunit of the Tram Member of the Crater Flat Tuff.

The pyrite in ash-flow tuff at Yucca Mountain may not be reasonably attributed to
biogenic sulfate reduction because of the extremely low or non-existent content of organic
matter within the tuffs. It is most simply explained by the introduction of reduced sulfur
species transported by hydrothermal fluids. The greater abundance of pyrite, including
veinlets, in lithic fragments of the Lithic Ridge Tuff and the lower part of the Tram Member
provides strong evidence for one or more periods of hydrothermal activity in the general
vent area of these ash-flow units prior to their eruption.

Pyrite of hydrothermal origin is also present in the pre-Cenozoic carbonate rocks pen-
etrated by drillhole UEZ~p-1 Figure 2; Cae et al., 1986). Rotary cuttings from this drill
hole contain frmentsof vem pyrite, which is not likely to be of dfagenetic origin.
Fragments of drusy quartz and fluorite veins are associated with these pyritic intervals.

Fluorite and much less common barite are present as open-space intergrowths with
calcite that infill fractures and cavities in the deeper parts of Yucca Mountain. With the ex-
ception of the barite in USW G-2, these infillings coincide with propylitic alteration in the
tuffs and with zones of pyritic alteration. We interpret these relations to be consistent with a
hydrothermal origin for most of the fluorite and barite. The origin of the fluorite veins in
densely welded, devitrifled tuff of the Topopah Spring Member in the upper part of drill
hole USWG-3 is not clear. Obvious epigenetic rock alteration does not accompany these
veins. Although such veins are rarely reported in descriptions of fresh ash-flow sheets, fluo-
rite has been found in fumarolic mounds of vapor-phase origin in the ash-flow sheet of the
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Papike et al., 1991). A vapor-phase origin for the high-
level fluorite in USW G-3, related to primary cooling of the Topopah Spring Member, is not
unreasonable in the absence of associated hydrothermal alteration. Further work is re-
quired to evaluate this possibility.

The apparent gaps in alteration of the Lithic Ridge Tuff and upper lavas in USW G-1,
the pre-Lithic Ridge tuffs in USW G-3, and the lower part of the volcanic section in
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UE25p-1 may be real or may be due to a lack of adequate published descriptive infor-
mation. During the next funding period we intend to examine additional core from these in-
tervals to better constrain the vertical extent of hydrothermal alteration in USW G-1, USW
G-3 and UE25p-1. At present the data are insufficient to provide more than a minimal un-
derstanding of the mineralogical character and spatial distribution of subsurface alteration
in Yucca Mountain.

Our second approach to investigating the nature of hydrothermal activity in Yucca
Mountain has been directed toward obtaining samples of core from the drill holes for direct
petrographic and chemical analyses. Based on our reconnaissance inspection of core and
cuttings in 1990 and published reports, a Request for Sample Removal was prepared and
submitted to the Sample Overview Committee of the U.S. DOE. A total of 122 sample in-
tervals of splits of core and cuttings were requested. These samples were specified to in-
clude intervals containing veins, cavity infillings and examples of altered rocks. During the
process of physically identifying and marking the requested samples, some samples were
found to be unavailable, mainly due to the recent removal of certain entire sections of core by
J. Stuckless of the USGS. The USGS has nevertheless, at the insistence of J. Stuckless,
effectively limited our group to splits of vein and cavity infillings, so as to preserve materials
for possible future studies by the USGS. A result is that some requested specimens of fluo-
rite-bearing rocks are now very small and suitable only for potential fluid inclusion work.

A few intervals requested by Task 3 overlapped with intervals specified in a Sample
Removal Request of S. B. Castor that was under consideration by the Sample Overview
Committee concurrent with our request. Due to the small amounts of materials available
from these intervals, we have ageed to share 2 samples with Castor.

Our Sample Removal Request was approved by the Sample Overview Committee on
October 23, 1991. Of the initial 122 samples requested, we expect to receive 114 samples.
The DOE personnel of the Sample Management Facility and most of the members of the
Sample Overview Committee have cooperated fully and provided the necessary assistance
for the largely successful resolution of our Sample Removal Request. We intend to begin
petrographic and chemical studies of these samples late in 1991 or early in 1992.

PRIMARY LOW-LEVEL GOLD CONTENTS OF SILICIC VOLCANIC ROCKS:
APPLICATIONS TO STUDIES OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN

During this period we continued to support studies of the low-level primary gold con-
tents of silicic volcanic rocks. These studies, carried out mainly by K A. Connors, provide
baseline information for evaluating and interpreting chemical data from rocks of Yucca
Mountain. In addition, the results give significant insight into the behavior of gold in silicate
melts, and bear on the possible sources of gold in ore deposits found in volcanic terranes.
Connors presented the results of this work to the 15th International Symposium of the
Association of Exploration Geochemists (Connors et al., 1991a; Appendix E).

Gold contents of fresh, subalkaline rhyolitic volcanic rocks of the SWNVF are listed in
Table 2 (Connors et al., 1991a; Connors, in preparation). Almost all of these rocks contain
<0.1 ppb to 0.4 ppb gold (Figure 3a). If only the glassy rocks are considered, higher gold
contents are limited to the upper vitrophere of the Topopah Spring Member of the
Paintbrush Tuff (0.8ppb) and the vitrophere near the base of the Bullfrog Member of the
Crater Flat Tuff (0.ppb) (Table 2, Figure 3b). These higher gold contents are consistent
with the higher Fe/Ca ratios (more tholeiitic character) of these samples (Connors, 1991a).
The glassy rocks have suffered the least post-depositional chemical exhange with meteoric
fluids and most closely approximate magmatic gold contents at the time of solidification.
The devitrified rocks are from densely welded portions of the Tiva Canyon Member and
care was taken during preparation of these samples to avoid including material from litho-
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physal cavities. They contain slightly higher amounts of gold than the glassy rocks (Figure
3c), reflecting the sum of all post-emplacement losses and additions of gold. These would
include possible changes associated with degassing during primary cooling (devitrification)
and possible gains or losses associated with epigenetic processes such as hydrothermal or
weathering reactions, including adsorption from and/or leaching by groundwater. Although
caliche is present in lithophysal cavities, obvious mineralogic or textural evidence for hy-
drothermal alteration of these rocks is absent, suggesting that the slight elevation of gold
contents is more likely related to chemical exhange associated with primary cooling and/or
weathering. Overall, these data provide a frame of reference for comparison of altered
rocks and fault materials from Yucca Mountain (see below).

TRACE-METAL CHEMISTRY OF FAULT ROCKS AND DENSE TUFF FROM THE

SURFACE OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN

We have continued efforts to characterize and evaluate the trace-metal chemical sig-
nature of surface exposures of fault rocks in Yucca Mountain. Our efforts can be divided
into two stages: 1) acquiring reliable low-level mercury (Hg) data to test the possibility that
dilute, distal fluids associated with deep hydrothermal activity may have ascended along
faults and fracture zones in Yucca Mountain, and 2) determining the trace-metal con-
centrations of rocks with elevated mercury contents. The volatile nature of mercury and its
common association with hydrothermal activity and mineralization makes mercury an im-
portant pathfinder element. Due to concerns about the volatility and possible migration of
mercury in and/or out of samples over periods of months to years, and problems of repro-
ducibility in previous analyses (cf. Weiss, Noble and Larson, 1990), a new suite of large (2-10
kg) rock samples was collected from fault materials and fresh devitrified tuff. These sam-
ples were selected for the purpose of comparing Hg contents of fresh, but weathered coun-
try rocks of densely welded, devitrified tuff-to those of fault rocks that may have reacted with
or precipitated from aqueous solutions of possible distal hydrothermal origin. The locations
of these samples, along with certain samples analysed during 1989-1990, are shown in Figure
4.

Mercury results

Powders were prepared from the interior portions of samples soon after collection and
were immediately sealed in plastic vials to prevent potential loss or gain of mercury or other
volatile elements. Mercury concentrations were determined at the Nevada Bureau of Mines
Analytical Laboratory by replicate analyses using atomic absorption methods with an esti-
mated detection limit of 10 ppb (M. Desilets, unpublished data, 1991). Results are listed in
Table 3. There is no consistent correlation between the atomic absorption data and Hg data
from splits of the same samples analysed by inductively coupled plasma-emission spectro-
scopic (ICP-ES) methods table 4, see below). Based on our past experience (e.g, Weiss,
Noble and Larson, 1990), we believe that the atomic absorption analyses are more reliable
at low concentrations of Hg and give lower, and hence more conservative, Hg values.

Weathered (but otherwise fresh) devitrified, densely welded lithophysal rocks of the
Tiva Canyon Member contain <10 ppb to about 35.5 ppb mercury There is considerably
more uncertainty in the higher mercury contents of 3SW-583 and 3SW-597 than in the other
fresh tuff samples (Table 3). This variation could perhaps best be explained by inhomoge-
nous distribution of vapor-phase or hydrothermally added Hg. Consequently, we suspect
that values of <10 ppb to about 15 ppb probably more closely approximate the primary
mercury content of fresh, devitrified, rhyolitic ash-flow tuff. We would expect the initial Hg
contents of such rocks to be in this range, or lower, owing to the volatile nature of Hg and
the high temperatures of emplacement and devitrification.
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Rocks that have clearly been strongly altered by hydrothermal activity are present not
far north of Yucca Mountain in the lower part of Claim Canyon. Atomic absorption analy-
ses show that a sample of silicified and partly adularized rock from Claim Canyon is strongly
enriched in Hg compared to fresh tuff gTable 3).

Fault breccia and gouge from faults exposed northwest of Busted Butte and at the
west side of Bow Ridge (Figure 4) do not contain elevated mercury contents relative to fresh
tuff (Table 3). Hg concentrations of rocks associated with splays of the Solitario Canyon
fault are slightly but significantly elevated compared to the fresh tuff samples that gave the
more precise results. he elevated Hg contents of samples 3SW-599A and 3SW-599B are
associated with elevated Bi, Au, Mo and Pb as well (see below).

Mercury concentrations of samples from the Bow Ridge fault at Trench 14 are vari-
able, but in three samples Hg is very slightly elevated with repect to the more precise of the
fresh tuff values (Table 3). Three other samples may contain marginally elvated Hg concen-
trations as well. These results are consistent with and support the atomic absorption data
given in our report for 1989-1990 and, because of the relatively short time between collec-
tion, preparation and analysis, argue strongly against potential loss of Hg to explain the
much lower concentrations than were measured initially with IPC-ES methods (Weiss,
Noble and Larson, 1990). The fault rocks we have analysed locally contain only marginally
to slightly elevated Hg concentrations relative to fresh tuff; Hg enrichments are not compa-
rable to that found in hydrothermally altered rock of Claim Canyon.

Gold and other trace metals
Trace metal concentrations were obtained for the Trench 14 samples and other se-

lected samples for comparison to fresh tuff samples (Table 4). Concentrations were mea-
sured using low detection limit ICP-ES methods. Gold (Au) values measured for fresh tuff
by ICP-ES methods were slightly lower than those of similar samples measured by INAA
methods (Table 4), suggesting that the ICP-ES measurements are not too high. The ICP-ES
measurements are therefore considered useful.

Except for slight enrichments of Au and arsenic (As) (see below), our new analyses
from Trench 14 do not corroborate the elevated metal concentrations measured in our ini-
tial sample set (Weiss, Noble and Larson, 1990) and discussed in our ACNW and NWTRB
presentations in 1989. Silver is depleted in fault rocks relative to fresh tuff. Molybdenum
(Mo), bismuth (Bi) and lead (Pb) are slightly elevated in iron-oxide reddened tuff from Soli-
tario Canyon and northwest of Busted Butte. Our data from 3SW-599A in Solitario Canyon
are similar to analyses from the same outcrop reported by Castor et al. (1989); our atomic
absorption data shows that this enrichment includes Hg as well.

Relative to fresh devitrified tuff, Au and As are slightly to moderately enriched in
samples from Trench 14 and one sample from Solitario Canyon, and are more strongly en-
riched compared to samples from the west side of Boomerang Point. The data of Castor et
al. (1989) suggest a mean As content of about 1.6 ppm for fresh tuff at Yucca Mountain.
The higher Au and, locally, As concentrations of our samples appear to correspond to
caliche-bearing rocks. A similar correspondence is evident in the Au and As data of Castor
et al. (1989). On the basis of isotopic evidence, Stuckless et al. (1991) and Zartman and
Kwak (1991) have recently argued that caliche and carbonate-silica deposits at Trench 14
and Busted Butte are related to surficial processes and are genetically unrelated to present
ground waters in the subsurface. The possibility that the slight elevations of Au and As con-
centrations are related to alkaline surficial waters, arid weatherng and biogenic processes
can not be ruled out. However, these enrichments are difficult to attribute soley to such
surficial processes because molybdenum, another incompatible element that is highly solu-
ble in alkaline oxygenated waters, is not similarly elevated. Surficial weathering and fluid
movement would need to transport Mo out of the currently exposed parts of the system.
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STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OASIS VALLEY. FLEUR De LIS RANCH AREA:
CONSTRAINTS ON THE LOCATION AND NATURE OF THE WESTERN

- MARGIN OF THE TIMBER MOUNTAIN I CALDERA

Mapping by Connors at the 1:24,000 scale in the Oasis Valley area, partly supported
by funds from Task 3, was completed during the period of this report. This work, along with
supporting thin section petrographic studies (Connors, in preparation), has resulted in a sig-
nificantly improved understanding of the stratigraphic and structural relations of the west-
ern part of the Timber Mountain caldera complex. These relations are summarized by
Connors et al. (1991b) in an American Geophysical Union abstract entitled Ash-flow vol.
canislm of Ammonia Tanks age in the Oasis Valley area, SW Nevada: Bearing on the evolution
of the Tfmber Mountain calderas and the tuming offoimation of the Thnber Mountain II resur-
gent dome (Appendix G).

The Coffer #1 oil well, located in Oasis Valley to the southeast of Fleur de Lis Ranch,
was completed at a depth of 3880 feet early in 1991. The location and depth of this well
provide an opportunity to obtain exclusive subsurface data on the geometry and stratigraphy
of the western part of the Timber Mountain caldera complex. The official geologist's log of
the Coffer #1 (P. Hand, unpublished data 1991) reports the bottom of the well to be situ-
ated in Paintbrush Tuff. Preliminary examination by Connors of recovered drill cuttings,
however, indicates that quartz phenocrysts are abundant in the welded tuff at the bottom of
the drill hole, ruling out the possibility that the bottom consists of Paintbrush Tuff. Rather,
Connors' examination suggests that the well penetrates and terminates within a stratigraphic
succession consistent with the nearby east-ipping units that compose the Tuffs of Fleur de
Is Ranch (Connors et al., 1991b). Detailed petrographic work on chips recovered from this

well (from the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geotogy cuttings collection) is presently being
carried out by R. Warren of Los Alamos National Laboratory and D. Sawyer of the USGS
in Denver, CO.

MIOCENE VOLCANIC STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF
THE GOLD MOUNTAIN - SLATE RIDGE AREA

Field mapping, petro aphic and radiometric dating studies of the ash-flow sheets of
the Gold Mountain - Slate Ridge area (GMSR) were continued during the period of this re-
port by J. E. Worthington and D. C. Noble. Angular unconformities, growth faults, wedges
of coarse conglomerates between ash-flow sheets, and rapid lateral variations in thicknesses
of units were documented by Worthington's mapping. These features demonstrate a history
of normal faulting and tilting spanning from at least the late Early Miocene to after about
7.6 Ma. This record of prolonged Miocene extensional deformation is incomplete or is ob-
scured in other parts of the SWNVF by volcanic units of middle to late Miocene age. In the
GMSR area the Miocene volcanic and sedimentary section has not been observed to be
structurally detached from underlying pre-Cenozoic rocks as is the case in areas of major ex-
tension to the north (Mineral Ridge - Weepah Hills), east (Trappman Hills), south (Bullfrog
Hills) and southwest (Death Valley area).

The presently known ages and stratigraphic and structural relations of the Miocene
section in the GMSR area are summarized in Table 1 and are discussed in two abstracts
presented at the 1991 national meeting of the Geological Society of America (Noble et al.,
1991b, Appendix B; Worthington et al., 1991, Appendix C). A preliminary summary of
phenocryst assemblages of the pre-Timber Mountain ash-flow sheets is given in Table 5.
Worthington's masters thesis, containing a 1:24,000 scale geologic map and more detailed
description and discussion of the volcanic stratigraphy, petrography and Neogene deforma-
tion of the GMSR area, is currently in preparation.
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UPDATE ON MINING AND MINERAL EXPLORATION

A number of significant changes took place during the period of this report in the
mining and exploration industries in the Beatty area. The Mother Lode gold mine in north-
ern Bare Mountain was closed after depletion of the upper, oxidized portion of the Au-Ag
resource. Considerable refractory ore-grade mineralization remains, but is subeconomic at
current gold prices. N. A. Deggerstrom, the oferator, is currently pursuing permits to mine
nearby oxide ore in Joshua Hollow, and U. S. recious Metals continues to evaluate this past
year's drilling results to the northeast of the Mother Lode mine. Further south in Bare
Mountain gold production continues at the Sterling mine, which is situated adjacent to
Crater Flat.

The name of the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine has been changed to the Lac Minerals
Bullfrog mine. Annual Au production is estimated to be >200,000 oz in 1991. Under-
ground production has recently commenced from a decline exploiting higher-grade vein
mineralization extending north from the open pit. Underground production is expected to
reach 1000 tons per day at an average grade of 0.23 oz/t Au by the end of 1991. Lac
Minerals Ltd continued exploratory drilling in the Rhyolite area of the district.

Exploration for precious metals continued in the northern Bullfrog Hills. Sunshine
Mining continued exploratory drilling west of the Yellow Jacket mine area. Pathfinder
Resources has reportedly leased the ioneer mine area and is currently conducting surface
sampling and mapping in preparation for a drilling program planned for early 1992.

HG Mining Inc. of Beatty, NV. continues production of cut stone products from ash-
flow tuffs quarried in the Transvaal Hills and upper Oasis Valley area. Production is re-
portedly up 40% from 1990 levels (D. Spicer, personal communication, 1991).

In Oasis Valley the Coffer #1 wildcat oil well was drilled to a depth of 3880 feet. This
well, situated within the western part of the Timber Mountain caldera complex, is important
as it demonstrates that in fact deep drilling takes place in locations where conventional
models predict little or no resource potential. A nearby deep test well is presently being
planned for sometime in 1992 (P. Hand, personal communication, 1991).

REVIEWS, PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

Reviews
Noble provided a technical review to the journal Science of a Turrin et al. manuscript

entitled 0ArI39Ar laser-fusion ages from the Lathrop Wells volcanic center: implications for
volcanic hazards in the Yucca Mountain repository site, southwestern Nevada (Science, v. 253,
p. 654-657).
Publications

The following abstracts and articles resulting from Task 3 studies were produced
and(or) published during the period covered by this report, and are contained in the appen-
dices as follows:

AppendixA:
Noble, D. C., Weiss, S. I., and McKee, E. H., 1991a, Caldera geology, magmatic and hy-

drothermal activity and regional extension in the western part of the southwestern
Nevada volcanic field: in Raines, G. L, LisleR. E., Shafer, R. W., and Wilkinson, W.
W., eds., Geology and ore deposits of the Great Basin: Symposium Proceedings, Geol.
Soc. of Nevada, p. 913-934,1991.
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Appendix B:
Noble, D. C., Worthington, J. E., and McKee, E. H., 1991b, Geologic and tectonic setting

and Miocene volcanic stratigraphy of the Gold Mountain-Slate Ridge area, south-
western Nevada: GeoL Soc. America Abstr. with Prog., v. 23, p. A247.

Appendix C:
Worthington, J. EA, Noble, D. C., and Weiss, S. I., 1991, Structural geology and Neogene ex-

tensional tectonics of the Gold Mountain-Slate Ridge area, southwestern Nevada:
GeoL Soc. America Abstr. with Prog., v. 23, p. A247.

Appendix D:
Weiss, S. L, McKee, E. H., Noble, D. C, Connors, K. A., and Jackson, M. R., 1991, Multiple

episodes of Au-Ag mineralization in the Bullfrog Hills, SW Nevada, and their rela-
tion to coeval extension and volcanism: Geol. Soc. America Abstr. with Prog., v. 23, p.
A246.

Appendix E:
Castor, S. B., and Weiss, S. I., Contrasting styles of epithermal precious-metal mineralization

in the southwestern Nevada volcanic field: Ore Geology Reviews (in press).

Appendix F:
Connors, KA, Noble, D.C., Weiss, S.I., and Bussey, S.D., 1991a, Compositional controls on

the gold contents of silicic volcanic rocks: 15th International Geochemical
Exploration Symposium, Abstracts with Program, p. 43, Association of Exploration
Geochemists, Reno, NV.

Appendix G:
Connors, K A., McKee, E. H., Noble, D. C, and Weiss, S. I., 1991b, Ash-flow volcanism of

Ammonia Tanks age in the Oasis Valley area, SW Nevada: Bearing on the evolution
of the Timber Mountain calderas and the timing of formation of the Timber
Mountain II resurgent dome: EOS, Thans. Am. Geopjhys. Union., v.72, p.570 .

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Radiometric dating studies show that explosive silicic volcanism of the Mount Jackson
dome field took place in southwestern Nevada over a remarkably long period of nearly 4 Ma
that continued into the late Pliocene. This work, along with the results of our work on the
Neogene volcanic-stratigraphic and structural evolution of the Gold Mountain area, con-
tinue to provide fundamental information on the volcanic and tectonic evolution of the
southwest Nevada volcanic field.

Current subsurface information confirms the widespread extent of hydrothermal al-
teration in Yucca Mountain and shows that alteration is not confined to any particular
stratigraphic unit. Also, the depth to alteration first decreases southward between USW G-
2 and UE25b-1H and then increases southward between UE25a-1 and USW G-3. The al-
teration is mainly propylitic in character but silicification is present locally. Further inspec-
tion of core and cuttings is planned for the coming year. Pending receipt of drill hole sam-
ples, direct petrographic and chemical analyses will soon be possible as well. We must em-
phasize that a credible, realistic assessment of alteration and possible mineralization that
may, or may not, lie between the existing holes will remain in the realm of wishful thinking
due to the the small number of deep dril holes and the large distances between them.

The chemical data we have obtained during the past year from surface samples of fault
rocks and weathered are more conclusive than that of past reports. Strong enrichments of
Hg and/or other trace-metals that may be clearly associated with hydrothermal alteration
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were not found. However, we must emphasize that the analysis of altered rock of Claim
Canyon differs very little, except for Hg, from analyses of fault rocks at Trench 14 and else-
where in Yucca Mountain. In some fault materials Au and As show very slight, but probably
real enrichment relative to both glassy and devitrified fresh tuff. The elements Bi, Mo, and
Pb, ±Hg are found to be elevated in tuff from Solitario Canyon and northwest of Busted
Butte. The origin of these enrichments remains questionable; processes of surficial nature
alone do not provide adequate explanations.

Even though precious metals prices have been relatively weak during the past year,
strong exploration and mining efforts continued in the Beatty area of the SWNVF.
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Table 1. SUMMARY OF STRATIGRAPHIC, AGE AND STRUCTURAL RELATIONS OF
NEOGENE ROCKS OF THE GOLD MOUNTAIN - SLATE RIDGE AREA, SOUTHERN

ESMERALDA COUNTY, NEVADA

Spearhead Member of the Stonewall Flat Tuff (7.6 Ma)

Basalt of Hanging Mesa

angular unconformity and conglomeratefanglomerate

Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain Tuft (11.4 Ma)

local angular unconformity

Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff (11.6 Ma)

conglomerate/lfanglomerate

Tuff of Sphinx Canyon (age determination in progress)

conglomerate/fanglomerate

Turf of Tolicha Peak (13.9 ± 0.4 Ma*)

local angular unconformity

Pumice and lithic-rich tufI

Tufl of Gold Coin Mine (age determination in progress)

Tuff of Oriental Wash (14.2 0.4 )

conglomerate/fanglomerate

Tuff of Mount Dunfee (16.7 ±t A4 )
Olivine basalt (age determination mnprogress)

Hornblende ± blotite andesite lava

(major unconformity)

Sylvania Pluton (Middle Jurassic, Albers and Stewar 1972)

Precambrian and Cambrian sedimentarzy and metamorphic rocks

* Whole-rock K-Ar age determination on devitrified groundmass (E. H. McKee, D. C. Noble and J. E
Worthington, unpublished data, 1991).

** K-Ar age determination on hornblende (E. H. McKee, D. C. Noble and . E Worthington, unpublished data,
1991).

* * * K-Ar age determination on biotite (E H. McKee, D. C Noble and J. E Worthington, unpublished data, 1991).
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Table 2. GOLD CONTENTS OF SUBALKALINE RHYOLTIC ROCKS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN
NEVADA VOLCANIC FIELD
(values given in parts per billion)

Sample # Au Sample type Unit and location

3SW-171A
K-190
K-192
CP4-20B
BB9-15
BB845
3SW-519G
3SW-519GU
3SW-521
3SW433NA
3SW435NA
3SW-437NA
3DCN8-82
3SW-523GL
3SW-525
STW-81-ATV
3DN8-21
THR-1
THR-2
3DN9-24
3DN8-20
FCT-1
OBS-B
3SW-173TR

Q2
0.5
Q7
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3

<0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4

vitrophere
vitrophere
devitrified
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
devitrified
devitrified
devitrified
devitrified
vitrophere
vitrophere
devitrified
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
vitrophere
obsidian
obsidian

Red Rock Valley Tuff; east side of Eleana Range
Bullfrog Member, Crater Flat Tuff; south end of Yucca Mountain
Bullfrog Member, Crater Flat Tuff; south end of Yucca Mountain
Topopah Spring Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain
Topopah Spring Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain
Topopah Spring Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain
Tiva Canyon Member, Paintbrush Tuff, Yucca Mountain
Tiva Canyon Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain
Tiva Canyon Member, Paintbrush TufM Yucca Mountain
Tiva Canyon Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain (Exile Hill)
Tiva Canyon Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain (Exile Hill)
Tiva Canyon Member, Paintbrush Tuff; Yucca Mountain (Exile Hill)
Rainier Mesa Member, Timber Mountain Tuff; SE of Sleeping Butte
Rainier Mesa Member, Timber Mountain Tuff; NW of Scotty's Junction
Rainier Mesa Member, Timber Mountain Tuff; NW of Scotty's Junction
Ammonia Tanks Member, Timber Mountain Tuff; NW of Scotty's Junction
Ammonia Tanks Member, Timber Mountain Tuff; SE of Sleeping Butte
post-Ammonia Tanks rhyolite lava #1, Bullfrog Hills
post-Ammonia Tanks rhyolite lava #2, Bullfrog Hills
post-Ammonia Tanks rhyolite lava #1, Bullfrog Hills
tracking station' rhyolite, northern Bullfrog Hills

post-Ammonia Tanks tuff, between Fluorspar Canyon and Beatty Wash
Rhyolite lavas of Obsidian Butte
Rhyolite lavas of Shoshone Mountain

Analyses by XRAL Activation Services Inc., using instrumental neutron activation prior to fire assay concentration and radio-
chemical analyses (Rowe and Simon, 1968; Connors et al., 1990, 1991).
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Table 3. MERCURY CONTENTS OF ROCK-CHIP SAMPLES FROM YUCCA MOUNTAIN
(valuesgiven in partsper billion as the means of replicate analyses)

Sample# Hg 2 sigma n DescriptionAlocation

Bow Ridge flt a Trench 14

3SW-569 22.0 0.0 2
3SW-571 40.5 3.0 2
3SW-573 40.5 3.0 2
3SW-S75 26.5 1.0 2
3SW-577 22.0 4.0 2
3SW-S79 45.5 3.0 2
3SW-581 <10 4

Rainier Mesa Member, N wall; caliche Impregnated, weak argillic alteration, adjacent to main carbonate-silica vein.
brecciated Iha Canyon Member, N wall, -3" E of main vein; drusy quartz, silica tealiche veins xcut drusy quartz.

brecciated Th1a Canyon Member, N wall, E oF3SW-571; wldrusy quartz.
brecciated Tiva Canyon Member, N wall, E of 3SW-573, w/ fng dnusy quartz calicbe In lithophysac.
brecciated Ua Canyon Member, S wall, -18"E of main vein; w/ dmsy quartz + caliche.
breccia of Tna Canyon Member fragments In carbonatesilica matrix, S wall, adjacent to E edge of main vein.
partially opalized Tiva Canyon Member, S wall, between splays of main vein.

Solkario Canyonfau

3SW-599A
3SW-5993
3SW.603
3SW-605
3SW-W0

63.0
67.7
35.5
58.0
33.3

10.5
7.5
10
6.0

103

4 reddish, FeOx-rich opalized? bedded tuff w/caliche coating, -100 W of Solitario Canyon fault spyd.

3 dark rusty brown, porous bedded tuff -12'WNW from 3SW-599A.

2 caliche vein, N wal of Trench 8, Solitario Canyon fault splay.
2 fault breccia of dark purplish brown fragments of Topopah Spring Member, minor opal in fractures; E end Trench 8.

4 siliceous, strain-hardened? fault breccia of Topopah Spring Member adjacent to caliche vein at E end Trench 8

Bow Ridgfauk near Dow Ridge

3SW-593A 19.5
3SW-593B 13.0

5.0 2 opal? cemented fault breccia of dense Tiva Canyon Member, Bow Ridge below saddle W of Bow Ridge

0.0 2 opal-veined fault breodatgouge,-2' E of 3SW-593A; fragments of dark Topopah Spring Member? in siliceous matrix.

Fault systm NWo! Busred Butte

3SW-595A 11.0
. 3SW-595B 10.0

0.0 2 siliceous fault gouge orvein?, fault in saddle S of Dune Wash, -2050' SW of hill 3834.

2.0 2 FeOx-rich Topopah Spring Member? in footwall of fault in saddle S of Dune Wash, adjacent to 3SW-595A.

-Fresh" Twa Canyon Member

3SW-583
3SW-585
3SW-589
3SW-591
3SW-597

31.2
<10

12.0
16.5
35.5

14.0 6 TM Canyon Member, densely welded, devitrified, caliche In lithophysal cavities; E side Edle Hill.

2 llva Canyon Mcmber, densely welded, devitrified, caliche In ithophysal cavities; E side Yucca Mtn., NW of Exile Hill.

2.0 2 Tiva Canyon Member, densely welded, devitrifled, wcaliche In lithophysal cavities; ridge E of Bow Ridge.

2.0 2 Twa Canyon Member, densely welded, devitrified, w/caliche in ithophysal cavities; just W of Bow Ridge.

9.6 4 1va Canyon Member, densely welded, devitrified, w/caliche in lithophysal cavities; -2000' SE of 3SW-595A/595B.

Hywlothffnuzly aft erd rock i's Claim Canyon

3SW-S87A 827.5 65A 4 silicifled and partially adularized rhyolite lava between units of the Paintbrush Tuff; -3600' N35E from Prow Pass.

Analyses carried out by M. Desilets, analyst, Nevada Bureau of Mines Analytical Laboratoty on 10 gram digestions using atomic absorption spectrometry with

hydride generation methods.

Uncertainty espressed In parts per billion Hg at 2 Sigma levd; n - number of replicate analyses.

Detection limit Is estimated to be 10 parts per billion based on the results of standard addition analysis and intrarun comparison to synthetic control samples.

a sample is from same outcrop as SC-52 of Castor ct at. (1989).
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Table 4. PRECIOUS METALS AND INDICATOR-ELEMENT ABUNDANCES IN ROCK-CHIP
SAMPLES FROM YUCCA MOUNTAIN

(Ag and Au expressed in parts per bhon, all other elements given in parts per million)
¼_Sampte # Ag An As Bi Cd Hg Sb Se Cu Mo Pb Zn Ga

BowRidge faultat Trench 14

3SW-569 12 73
3SW.571 11 0.5
3SW-573 14 1.2
3SW-579 6 1.1
3SW-581 4 0.9

Soliario Canyonfau

4.22 0.132 0.030 0.026 0.227 <0244 0977 0.280 4.15
9.88 0.086 0.031 0.050 0317 <0.249 0.799 0.555 S.41

11.8 0.093 0.032 0.038 0.267 <0246 0.931 0.604 9.20
6.65 <0.050 0.036 0.048 0.169 0.412 1.4 0.232 4.10
3.83 0.057 0.020 0.02S 0.139 0323 0.673 0.483 0.790

113
32.0
325
17.8
412

43.0
12.7
27.4
262

1.29
0.595
0.431
0.282
0.540

1.69
0.989
0.812
0.760

3SW-599A <9 1.1 1.68 3.99 0.077 <0.058 0300 <0.723 1.72 1.86 70.5
3SW-599B <9 <06 <0.750 135 0.065 <0.060 0.160 <0.750 1.15 0.570 3.32
3SW.605 4 0.4 1.67 033S 0.034 0.024 0.089 <0 247 0263 0389 1.59
X-1St S <0.2 Z26 0334 0037 0.022 0.132 <0.247 0.255 0383 1.49

Faultsytem NWof BustedBune

3SW-595B 5 0.5 1.87 1.77 0.047 0.038 0388 0377 0268 2.27 17.3
2.32 1.81 0.045 0.024 0.410 <0.246 0.313 2.34 18.0

.11 2.10
9.48 2.27X-16U 6 0.5

Dasel wedde4 hophysl'rah" tuff

3SW-585 25 <02
5899j# 14 0.3
3SW.433NAV 0.5
3SW435NAv 0.6
3SW437NAv 0.6

6.00 0.094 0.073 <0.019 0.183 <0242 0.597 1.2 9.98
2.41 0.066 0.040 0.030 0.126 0.326 0832 0.591 3.58

52.9 0.608
47A 0.543

-1% Fault ssem wst side ofBoomerang Point

t3SWS19GX 0.1
3SW-519GtP 02
3SW-521z 0.1

Claim Canyon

3SW-587A 13 0.5 7.78 0.073 0.047 0.515 0.849 <0.246 0.580 0308 3.80 26.3 0.618

Analyses by Geochemical Services Inc., using nductiyVly-eoupled plasma emission spectrography for all elements escept Au which was carmed out by graphite
furnace -atomic absorption spectrome7, -5 gram digestion, a*1 other analyses used 15 gram digestion. Values as reported by GS.L except Ag rounded to
nearest ppb and Au rounded to nearest 0.1 ppb; number of sgnificant figures does not indicate prcision or accuracy otanales.

Measured tellurium contents were <025 ppm In all samples. Measured thallium contents were <050 ppm in all samples except 3SW-599A and 3SW-S99B
which were <1lS0ppm.
'denotes blind duplicate sample of 3SW40S.
u denotes blind duplicate sample of 3SW-595B.
v analyses by XRAL Activation Services, Inc., using instrumental neutron activation (INAA) methods.
X middle part of vitrophere of Thva Canyon Member, INAA analysis by XRAL Activation Services, Inc.
Y upper part of vitrophere of Tiva Canyon Member, INAA analysis by XRAL Activation Srvics, Inc.
Z devitrified Tva Canyon Member just above vitrophere; INAA analysis by XRAL Activation Services, Inc.
# S8991 is composite sample of equal parts 3SW-S89 and 3SW-591.
Detection limits quoted by G5.1. based on intrarun standards and blanks as follows:
Ag 3.00 ppb Hg 0.020 ppm Mo 0.020 ppm
Au 0.20 ppb Sb 0.050 ppm Pb 0.050 ppm
As 0250 ppm Se 02SO ppm Zn 0250 ppm
Bi 0.050 ppm Te 0.050 ppm Ga 0.100 ppm
Cd 0.020 ppm Cu 0.010 ppm n 0500 ppm
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Table 5. Summary of Phenocryst Assemblages of Pre-Timber Mountain Ash-Flow Sheets in the
Gold Mountain - Slate Ridge Area

Unit quartz plag san bio hbl cpx sphene

Tuffof Sphinx Canyon X X X X X

Tolicha Peak Tuff X X tr

Tuff of Gold Coin mine X X X X X X

Tuff of Oriental Wash X X X X X X

Tuff of Mount Dunfee X X X X X X

X's denote minerals present as phenocxysts.

plag = plagioclase, san = sanidine, bio = biotite, hbl = hornblende, cpx = clinopyroxene; tr = trace.
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Magmatic and Hydrothermal Activity,
Caldera Geology, and Regional Extension in the

Western Part of the
Southwestern Nevada Volcanic Field
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Abstract

Igneous activity ofthe southwestern Nevada volcanic field can be divided into three magmatic stages. The mainx ataicstage.
which began about 15.2 Ma and ended with eruption of the Tiva Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff about 12.8 Ma. was
characterized by the caldera-forming eruption oia number oivoluminous silicic ash-flow sheets, mostly of subalkaline character.
and small volumes of silicic and intermediate lavas. A thick, west-dipping section of intracalderau') ash-flow ruff exposed on
Sleeping Butte appears to mark a newly recognized collapse caldera that predates the Belted Range Tuff. The onset of the Timber
.Mlountain magmatic stage followed a lull in volcanic activity of about 1 to 1.5 million years. The lithologically distinctive rocks
of of the Timber Mountain magmatic stage include: ) precursor rhyolite livas and surge deposits. 2) two major compositionallv
zoned ash-Sow sheets, the Rainier Mesa and overlying Ammonia Tanks Members of the I L.-4-Ma Timber Mountain Tuff. and
several overlying small-volume ash-flow units. and 3) an assemblage of late rhyolitic uffs and lavas and associated mafic and
intermediate lavas that were erupted prior to about 11) Ma. A late magmati stare is represented by alkaline. peralkaline. and
subalkaline rocks of the Black Mountain and Stonewall Mountain volcaniccenters and rocksofothercenters to the northwest that
were erupted between about 7 and 9 Ma.

During the Timber Mountain magmatic stage, volcanic activity evolved from caldera-forming eruptions of major ash-flow
sheets to eruption of local units oftuffand lava from vents located mainly in the western part of the southwestern Nevada volcanic
field. Field relations and geochronologic constraints show that the Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff was
erupted from vents within the Timber mouentasm I caldera, which encompasses the formerly recognized Oasis Valley and Sleeping
Butte caldera segments. Eruption ofthe AmmoniaTanks Member resulted in the formation ofa smaller Timber Aloantvan It caldera
nested within the Timber Mountain I caldera. Sphene-bearing ash-flow cooling units of the turf of Fleur-de-Lis Ranch exposed
locally inside the western margin of the Timber Mountain caldera. on which radiometric ages of! 1.; ± 0.3 and 11.-x ± 0.1 Ma
have been obtained. are ofthe same age as the Ammonia Tanks Member: these tuffs may reflect pulses ofpyroclastic activity related
to the Ammonia Tanks Member. as do the rutfofBuronhook Wash and tufts of Crooked Canyon exposed on and around Timber
Mountain. High-Si rhyolite tufts chat lack sphene overlying the Ammonia Tanks Member in the Bullfrog Hills west of the Timber
Mountain caldera represent a renewal of Rainier Mesa-type magmatism. These tufts and associated silicic and intermediate lavas
may in part have been erupted from fissure vents formed during crustal extension.

Hvdrothermal activity and mineralization took place during both the main and Timber Mountain maermatic stages.
Epithermal gold and fluorite mineralization at the Sterling, Goldspar. Mother Lode. Secret Pass. Daisy. and other properties along
the northern and eastern margins of Bare Mountain. and probably also at the Wahmonie district. is related to subjacent porphyry-
type magmaticsysems about 13 to 14 million yearsold. The mosr intenseand widespread hydrothermal acriviry and epithermal
Au-Ag mineralization related to the Timber Mountain magmatic stage is found in the Bullfrog Hills in the western part of the
volcanic field. Mineralization at the Bond Gold Bullfrog and Gold Bar mines as well as at a number of previously producing
properties and prospects is structurally controlled by normal faults and appears to be related to magmaric activity of the later part
of the Timber Mountain stage.

Crustal extension in the western part ofthe southwestern Nevada volcanic field involved movement along both a regional low-
angle fault (the 'Original Bullfrog-FluorsparCanyondetachment fault")and higher-angle normal faults that in part postdate and
cut the low-angle structure. Rotation offault blocks in the Bullfrog Hills took place mostly after eruption ofthe Timber Mountain
Tuffand was complete by the time the subhorizontal. .- 11a Spearhead Member of the Stonewall Flat Tuff was deposited. Very
similar relations are present in the Gold Mountain-Slate Ridge area west of Stonewall Mountain. A younger episode of normal
faulting that postdates the Stonewall Flat Tuffproduced most ofthe present topography in areas between longitude 1 ° W. and
the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone.
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Introduction Main magmatic stage ( 15.2-12.8 Ma)

The southwestern Nevada volcanic field (herein ab-
breviated SWNVF) (Figs. and 2)was the focus of large-
scale pyroclastic volcanism for about 8 million years
during middle and late Miocene time. Geologic inves-
tigations conducted over the past three decades. most
carried out in connection with weapons testing and
nuclear waste disposal programs or the C.S. Atomic
Energy Commissionand the U.S. DepartmentofEnergy,
have made the SWNVF one of the most intensely
studied volcanic fields in the world. A recent review by
Bvers et al. (1989) summarizes the wide range of geo-
logical and other studies that have been carried out by a
large number of workers.

Most work in the past has focused on the many silicic
ash-flow sheets and associated units of lava and on the
calderas that formed as a result of large-scale pyroclastic
eruption. The eastern part of the SWNVF, which lies
within the Nevada TestSite. has long been betterknown
than the western part of the field, where many aspects of
the geology remained equivocal or incompletely un-
derstood. This reflects both the lesser amount of study
that has been devoted to the area west of the Nevada Test
Site and the combined effects of widespread and locally
intense hydrothermal activity and complicated Miocene
faulting. This paper is both a review and a progress
report on our ongoing efforts to resolve Fundamental
geologic problems of the western part of the SWNVF
and adjacent areas to the west and north. with an
emphasis on magmatic and hydrothermal activity and
caldera geology and their interrelation with the late
Cenozoic faulting and extensional tectonism of the
region.

Magmatic Events of the Southwestern Nevada
Volcanic Field

The middle and late Miocene ash-flow sheets and
lavas of the SWNVF (Table 1) were deposited on a
complexly deformed and locally metamorphosed base-
mentof Precambrian and Paleozoicsedimenrv rocksof
the North American miogeocline (e.g., Cornwall. 1972;
Stewart. 1980. Cart, 1984a). Radiometric ages on rocks
of the SWNVF (e.g., Kiscler. 1968: Marvin et al.. 1970;
1989;Jackson. 1988; Table 2. this paper; E. H. McKee,
D. C. Noble. and S. . Weiss, unpub. data} in conjunc-
tion with strarigraphic. petrologic, and other geologic
data (e.g., Byers et al., 1976a: Noble et al.. 1984; Cart
et al.. 1986; Broxton et al., 1989) suggest that magmatic
activity of the SWNVF can be divided into three tem-
porally well defined and genetically significant stages.
These are designated the main magmaictrag. With major
activity from about 15.2 to 12.8 Ma. the Timber leaxn-
tain magmarictage, from about 11.5 to about 10.5-10.0
Ma, and the late magmaric stage, from about 9 to 7 Ma.
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During the main magmatic stage, a complex of
overlapping and nested collapse calderas (Fig. 2) devel-
oped with theemuprion ofar least nine voluminous sheets
of silicic ash-flow uff. as well as manv smaller units of
lava and tuff of silicic to intermediate composition. The
oldest well-characterized ash-flow sheet attributed to
volcanism of the SWNVF is the Redrock Valley Tuff.
which has been radiometricallv dated at about I.2 Ma
(Table 2. Specimens 9 and 10); this age is younger than
the radiometric age of about 16.1 Ma reported by
Marvin et al. (1970) and older than the age of about 14.0
Maobtained on this unit by Kistler( 1968). (Appreciably
younger ages were obtained by standard K-Ar methods
on sanidine from this and other units of the SWNVF;
these ages provided the first conclusive evidence for
systematic analytical errors apparently resulting from
the sequestering of argon by Mo films on the argon
extraction bottle (Hausback et al., 1990)). Other major
ash-flow sheets erupted during this period ae included
within the tuffofYucca Flat. the Lithic Ridge Tuff. the
Crater Flat Tuff. the Paintbrush Tuff and other, less
well known, units (Byers et al., 1976a: 1989; Carret al.,
1986). Units of the Paintbrush Tuff are related to the
Claim Canyon Cauldron (Byers et al., 1976a), and Carr
et al. (1986) have proposed that the Crater Flat Tuff was
erupted from the inferred Crater Flat-Prospector Pass
caldera complex (Fig. 2). In addition, fies relations,
distribution patterns, and subsurface information led
Carr et al. (1986) to propose that one or more older
calderas. buried byyoungerrocksmaybepresentbeneath
northern Yucca Mountain. The Belted Range Tuff and
associated perallcaline lavas of the Silent Canyon caldera
(Noble er al., 1968; Sawyer and Sargent, 1989) were also
erupted during this period, although the different
chemical character of these rocks suggests derivation
from a different magma system.

Another caldera may exist in the area of Sleeping
Butte (Fig. 3). There a thick sequence ofdensely welded
and slightly to moderately hydrothermally altered cuff
dips from 250 to 50° to the west-northwest and is
unconformably overlain by the Grouse Canyon Member
ofthe Belted Range Tuff. It is not known ifthis sequence
correlates with older tuffs recognized elsewhere in the
SWNVF(cf. Carrecal., 1986). If unbroken, this section
is at least I km thick. The thickness and dip of these
cuffs, combined with the local presence of lithic blocks
of Mesozoid?) granite as much as 0.5 m in diameter
suggest that the section exposed at Sleeping Butte
represents part of the intracaldera tuff prism, perhaps
resurged. of an earlycalderaofthemain magrnaric stage.
(It is emphasized that this proposed caldera is in no way
related to the Sleeping Buttecaldera segment as proposed
by Byers et al.. 976a.) An exposure of densely welded.
locally rheomotphically deformed and hydrothermally
altered. quartz and sanidine bearing rhyolite cuff about
3 km southeast of sleeping Butte strikes about N30E
and dips very steeply to both the east and west. One
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Fig. 1. Map showing volcanic centers and geographic features of the southwestem Nevada volcanic field and adjacent areas. SM
. Stonewall Mountain volcanic center, 0. * Obsidian Butte; BM Black Mountain volcanic center, TM-I . Timber Mountain
I caldera formed upon eruption of the Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff; TM-II . Timber Mountain II calder
formed on eruption of the Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff. CC - Claim Canyon cauldron segment; CF-
PP Crater Flat-Prospector Pass caldera complex of Carr et aI. (1986); SC . Silent Canyon caldera; DV-FC FZ a Death Valley-
Furnace Creek fault zone. Stipple outlines approximate eastern limit of post-7.5-Ma normal faulting.

possibility is that this unit, which is unconformally
overlain by the thick unit of tuff exposed at Sleeping
Butte and by flat-lying tuffofthe Rainier Mesa Member
of the Timber Mountain Tuff (see below),'is a large slide
block within the possible caldera.

The cuff of Tolicha Peak, a unit of petrographically
distinctive hyolite ash-flow tuff that underlies the
Belted Range Tuff, is exposed over an area that extends
from Sleeping Butte north to areas east and west of
Stonewall Mountain (Noble and Christiansen, 1968;
Ekren et at., 1971; S. I. Weiss, unpub. mapping, 1989).
A caldera reflecting the source for this unit probably
exists somewhere within its area of known distribution.

Stocks and dikes of silicic to intermediate composi-
tion with porphyritic to hypidiomorphic granular tex-
tures were emplaced during the latter part of the main
magmaric stage at Bare Mountain, Wahmonie, and
possibly in the Calico Hills (Cornwall and Kleinhampl,
1961; Ekren and Sargent, 1965; Hoover et al., 1982;
Ponce, 1984). Both the north-south trending dikes
exposed on the eastern part of Bare Mountain, which
have classic porphyry textures, and the granitic rocks at
Wahmonie contain high-salinity fluid inclusions with

halite and other daughter minerals, suggesting the
presence of porphyry system(s) at depth (Noble et al.,
1989). K-Arages of 13.9 ± 0.5, 13.9±+ 0.3, and 13.8 ±
0.2 Ma have been reported on parly altered dikes at
Tarantula Canyon and Joshua Hollow (Marvin et al.,
1989; Monsen et al., 1990) We have obtained an age of
14.9 ± 0.5 Ma (Table 2, Specimen 8) on biotite from
another slightly altered dike of this group exposed just
north of Bare Mountain. Ages of about 12.9 Ma have
been obtained on adularia from hydrothermally altered
dike rock at the Goldspar Mine (see below). Although
the exact age of the Bare Mountain magmatic system is
uncertain, emplacement of the dikes during the main
magmatic stage of the SWNVF is well demonstrated.

There was a marked decrease in magmatic activity
between deposition of the 12.8-Ma Tiva Canyon Member
of the Paintbrush Tuff and deposition of the 11.4-Ma
Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff.
Thislulllastedabout I to l.5 m.y.,aninrervalabouthalf
as long as the period of time during which the many
centers of the main magmatic stage were active. A
petrochemical transition during this interval is sug-
gested by the differences in phenocryst mineralogy,
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Fig. 2. Map showing majorgeographic features and collapse calderas of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field and othergeologic
features referred to in tear. Dash-dot line showa boundary of the Nevada Test Sire. ATM - outcrops of the Ammonia Tanks
Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff near Sleeping Butte that mantle the east-facing wall of the Timber Mountain I caldera
and beyond the caldera overlie tufis ofthe RainerMesaMember. BB - Bond Bullfrog mine; BM - Burton Mountain; BW . Bearty
Wash: D - Daisy mine; DM . Donovan Mountain; GB . Gold Bar mine; GD - Goldspar (Diamond Queen) mine; IS . Indian
Springs; M a Mary mine; ML . Mother Lode(Gema) mine; MS. Montgomery-Shoshone mine; My - Mayflower mine; OB .
Original Bullfrog mine; OM . Oasis Mountain; P . Pioneer mine; S . Sterling mine; SB . Sleeping Butte; Si . Silicon mine;
SG Sober-up-Gulch; SP . Secret Pass Au deposit, T . Telluride mine; Th . Thompson mine; TH . Transvaal Hills; W 
Wahmonie; Flsp Cny . Fluorspar Canyon; TM-I Timber Mountain I caldera; TM-II - Timber Mountain 11 caldera; (SB) .
Sleeping Butte caldera segment of Byers et al (1976a), herein abandoned; (OV) a Oasis Valley caldera segment of Byers et al.
(1976a). herein abandoned. Dotted lines show porphyry dikes in Bare Mountain.

chemistry, and general appearance between the Paint-
brush and Timber Mountain Tuffs (Byers et aL, 1976a;
Broxton et al., 1989; Warren et al., 1989). This change
is but one example of the marked variability in the
petrochemical nature of the magmas of the SWNVF
(Noble et al., 1965).

Timber Mountain magmatic stage 1.5-10+ Ma)

The Timber Mountain magmatic system was
superposed upon the waning magmatic system respon-
sible for rocks of the Paintbrush Tuff of the main
magmatic stage. The interval of time between the
Paintbrush and rimberMounmain episodes was, however,
shorter than, for example, that between the Huckleberry
Ridge Tuff and the Lava Creek Tuff of the Yellowstone
volcanic field, Wyoming (Christiansen, 1979), and be-
tween the Sunshine Peak Tuffand associated Lake City
caldera and the earlier caldera-forming volcanism of the
western part of the San Juan volcanic field, Colorado
(Steven and Lipman, 1976). A number ofvolumetrically
minor units of lava were emplaced between the Tiva
Canyon and Rainier Mesa Members. Some of these lavas
appear tohave petrographic characteristics intermediate
between the Paintbrush and Timber Mountain Tuffs
(Broxton et al., 1989), and may reflect mixing of Timber
Mountain magma with residual magma of the Paint-
brush system.

ThefirsrmajorvolcaniceventofrheTimberMountain
magmatic stage was the eruption of the Rainier Mesa
Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff about 11.4 Ma
(Table 1). The RainicrMesa Member was preceded a few
tenths of a million years or less by petrographically and
chemically similar lavas erupted east and northwest. of
Beatty (Byers et al., 1976a; Broxton e al., 1989; S. I.
Weiss and D. C. Noble, unpub. mapping, 1989). Re-
juvenation of the Timber Mountain magmatic system
led to the eruption of the Ammonia Tanks Member of
the Timber Mountain Tuff about 11.4 Ma. The source
area of the Ammonia Tanks Member was largely or
entirely within the Timber Mountain caldera, which
formed concurrently with eruption, and is now marked
by a well developed and preserved resurgent dome. Two
relatively small-volume units ofash-flow tufftharoverlie
the Ammonia Tanks Member, the tuff of Buttonhook
Wash and the tufs ofCrooked Canyon, are also included
withinthe7tmberMountainTuffby Byersetal.(1976a).

Location of the western margin of the Timber

Mountain caldera The geometry of the vent area and
caldera associated with the Rainier Mesa Member has
beenasubjectofdebate. During the early stages ofstudy
of the SWNVF, it was believed that the Rainier Mesa
Member was erupted from essentially the same vent area
as that now accepted for the Ammonia Tanks Member.
Noble, however, argued in 1966 that the caldera related
to eruption of the Rainier Mesa Member extended west
of the Timber Mountain caldera, encompassing what
were subsequently termed by Byers et al. (1976a) the
Oasis Valley and Sleeping Butte segments ofthe Timber
Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex (D. C. Noble,
unpub. manuscript, 1966, quoted in Byers et al., 1976a).
Critical evidence for this interpretation was the presence
of a distinctive unit of fresh, sphene-bearing ash-flow
tuff containing a bimodal population of high-silica and
low-silica rhyolite pumice, identified by Noble as the
Ammonia Tanks Member, that mantles the east-facing
scarpofthe Sleeping Butte caldera segment as defined by
Byers et al. (1976a, 1976bXFig. 2).

R. L. Christiansen, W. C. Carr, and K. A. Sargent
studied parts of the area between Beatty and Sleeping
Butte in 1971 (Byers er al, 1976a). They considered the
sphene-bearing unit to be older than the Timber
MountainTuffand reinterpreted this part oftheTimber
Mountain caldera, which they named the Sleeping Butte
caldera segment, as being the oldest segment of their
Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex (Byers
et al., 1976a).

Field relations and new radiometric ages strongly
support the original interpretation of Noble. The east-
facing scarp of the Sleeping Butte segment of Byers et al.
(1976a) is developed on a thick unit of ash-flow tuffthat
underlies the Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted
Range Tuff (see Main Magmatic Stage, above; Table 1).
The sphene-bearing cooling unit that mantles this east-
facing scarp can be traced continuously to the north and
northwest (Fig. 2; outcrop indicated by irregular solid
black pattern), where it overlies thick outflow-facies
tuffsoftheRainierMesaMenbe.roftheTimberMounmain
Tuff. InadditionaK-Arageot 11.5 OA Maand a4Ar/
"Ar age of 10.7 ± 0.2 Ma (Table 2, Specimen 6) have
been obtained on biotite from the sphene-bearing tuff.
Phenocryst mineralogy, stratigraphic position above the
Rainier Mesa Member, and radiometric age are all
consistent with theoriginal ssignmentoftheunit to the
Ammonia Tanks Member. The interpretation that the
scap is part of the topographic wall of the caldera that
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Table 1. Ash-Flow Sheets and Other Important Volcanic Units
of the Southwestern Nevada Volcanic Field

Late magmatic stage

Stonewall Flat Tuff (Stonewall Mountain volcanic center)
Civet Cat Canyon Member
Spearhead Member 17.6 Ma)

Thirsty Canyon Tuff (Black Mountain volcanic center)
Gold Flat Member
Trail Ridge Member
Pahute Mesa Member
Rocket Wash Member

Timber Moentaim magmatic stage
Rhyolice of Shoshone Mountain and rhyolire of Beatty Wash
Tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills
Timber Mountain Tuff (Timber Mountain I and 11 calderas)

Tuff of Burtonhook Wash and tuffs of Crooked Canyon
Tuffs of Fleur-de-Lis Ranch
Ammonia Tanks Member ( 1.4 Ma)
Rainier Mesa Member [11.4 Ma)

Pre-Rainier Mesa lavas (rhyolite and local baslt)
Main magmatic stage
Rhyolice of Windy Wash and rhyolite lavas of Fortymile Canyon
Paintbrush Tuff

Tiva Canyon Member (12.8 Mal
Yucca Mountain Member
Pah Canyon Member
Topopah Spring Member

Tuffs and lavas of Calico Hills
Wahmonie and Salyer Formations
Crater Flat Tuff

Prow Pass Member
Tuff of Stockade Wash (not a member of the Crater Flat Tuff)
Bullfrog Member

.Tran Member

Belted Range Tuff (Silent Canyon volcanic center associated and intercalated with peralkaline silicic lavs)
Grouse Canyon Member
Tub Spring Member

Lavas of intermediate composition
Lichic Ridge Tuff
Older cuffs

Unit 'A
Unit B
Unit C

Sanidine-rich cuff
Tuff of Yucca Flat
Redrock Valley Tuff l15.2 Ma)

Modified from Byers et al. (1989), Brcton et al (1989) and other sources. Bold type indicates individual ash-flow
sheets. Ages of certain stratigraphically. rectonically, and/or volcanogenetically important ash-flow sheets are given in
brackets.
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Table 2.
New Ridiometric Ages on Rocks of the

Southwestern Nevada Volcanic Field

CesvmeJa K-Ar Age Drmiusiow
Sample Number Material K.O Ar 'Ar* Age

(Wc. ) (moles/gm) (percent) (Mat 10)

I OBO-12A nonkyd. 5.14 6A93 x 10 " 72 8.8 ± 0.3
glass

2 3DN9-20 biocire 9.28 1.377 x 10 ' 42 10.1± 0.3
3 SMR-TOB nonhyd. 5.71 8.477 x 10 " 50 10.3 ± 0.3

glass
4 Tcr anidine 10.40 1.558 x 10- 88 10.4 0.3
5 3DN9-1 biotite 8.89 1.445 x 10'0 39 11.3t 0.3
6 3DN8-21 biotite 7.52 1.251 x 10 " 47 11.5 t 0.4
7 87-2-11-4 adularia 7.68 I.434 x 10 59 12.9± 0.4
8 TWDK-BIO biotite 8.63 1.863 X 10-'° 48 14.9 ± 0.5
9 RR-B10-2 biotite 8.62 1.875 x 10-' 49 15.1 ± OA

Ar/JgAr MaIlti-Grahr Rasae Farxc (Tea) Fawn Demwnaniu
Sample Number Material 40139 37/39 36/39 Ar*(%) 1 Age

6 3DN8-21 biotice 2.4669 0.0502 0.0047 44 0.007 10.7 ± 0.2
10 171-B anidine 2.1189 0.0149 2.1573 70 0.006 15.2± 0.2

'wAv'Ar Sin Graix LaFt Fastra Derminasm
Sample Number Material Number of Analyses Age

7 87.2-11-4 adularia 3analyses 12.9 0.8
II DN8-75 sanidine 6analyses 11.4+0.1
12 3SW-247 asnidine 6 analyses 11.7t 0.3
13 SW-269 snidine 6analyses 11.9 F0.7

1. Nonhydrated aphyric thyolite obsidian fiom the south flank of Obsidian Butte; 37 8.3N, 116 52.3'W.
2. Vapor-phase crystallized rhyolire ash-flow uff of the uffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills: north end of Burton Mountain;

365.9'N, 11646.4W.
3. Rhyolite lava central Shoshone Mountain; 36'57.0N. 116t6.7W. Specimen is from the basal part of the uppermost flow of

the hyolire of Shoshone Mountain.
4. Partly welded, vapor-phase crystallized rhvolite ash-flow wffof the uff of Cutoff Road, 3rOOAN, I 1635.6W.
5. Densely welded glassy thyolite ash-flow tuff from the basal vitrophyre of the loweamost cooling unit of the tuffs of Fleur-de-Lis

Ranch; 37'00.6N. 160 43.2wW.
6. Densely welded glassy rhyoliteashlow tuff from the basal vitrophyre of the Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain

Tuff; 37007.9N. 116 0 43.1'W.
7. Hydrothermally aleted quartz porphyry dike from the north pit of the Goldspar (Diamond Queen) mine, east flank of Bare

Mountain; 36 0 50.7N. 1 16038.0 W.
8. Slightly hydrochermally altered quartz porphyry dike north of Bare Mountain; 3654.3'N. 16'40.0 W.
9. Densely welded glassy rvolitce sh-tlow ruff from the Rednock Valley Tuff; 370 06.6N. 11610.4W.
10. Densely welded glassy rhyolite ash-flow uff from the Redrock Valley Tuff; 37'06.6N, 1 16I0.4W.
11. Densely welded devitrified rhyolite ash-flow tuff from the upper cooling unit of the tuffs of Fleur-de-Lis Ranch; 37'02.8N,

1 1643.5'W.
12. Densely welded rhyolite ash-flow ruffrom the Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff north lope of Sober-Up

Gulch; 36'58.5-N. 11646.5 W.
13. Densely welded devitrified rhyolite ash-flow tuff from the west face of Oasis Mountain; 3rO2.7'N 1 160 45.4 W.

Constanrs: A. 0.581x lO. i0yr' - 4.962 x lO yr' 4/K(rotcal) - 1.167 10 Imol/cmol. Precision of sndard K-Ar age
determinations in the Menlo Park laboratories is based on replicare analyses of Ar tracers. KO analyses. and calibration analyses.
The plus and minus value of the "Ar/-Ar laser fusion analyses is based on small population statistics of multiple analyses of
individual grains.
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Fig. 3. South side ofSleeping Butte composed of west-dipping rhyolitic ash-flow tuff probably belonging to the intracaldera tuff
prism of a previously unrecognized collapse caldera.

formed as the result of eruption of the Rainier Mesa
Member, and is nor an older caldera wall. is supported by
the absence of tuffs of the Rainier Mesa Member, or of
older units, mantling the scarp beneath the dated expo-
sures of the Ammonia Tanks Member.

Several lines of evidence, in part presented by Byers
et al. (1976a), indicate that the Oasis Valley caldera
segment was formed and subsided as a result of eruption
of the Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain
Tuff. These include caldera margin breccias. restudied
by our group, similar to those described by Byers et al.
(1976a) in the eastern and southern part of the Timber
Mountain caldera. Additional evidence supporting the
eruption of tuffs of the RainierMesa Member from vents
within the Oasis Valley caldera segment are: 1) the
presence of thick, large-scale and commonly lithic-rich
surge deposits with phenocrvst mineralogy typical of
the Rainier Mesa Member lying beneath tufs of the
Rainier Mesa Member in the lower part of Beatty Wash
and north ofBeattv in the vicinityofSober-up-Gulch. 2)
the presence of cuffs of the Rainier Mesa Member in the
Sober-up Gulch area north of Beatty (identification
corroborated by radiometric dating; Table 2. Specimen
12) with secondary flowage, disruption. and crystalliza-
tion features suggestive of near-vent deposition. and 3)
the presence of lavas and associated surge deposits with

RainierMesaphenocryst mineralogy beneath the Rainier
Mesa Member between Fluorspar Canyon and Bearty
Wash and in the Sober-up Gulch area (Fig. 2).

The evidence presented above demonstrates that the
Sleeping Butte and Oasis Valley caldera segments of
Byers et al. (1976a. 1976b) should not be considered as
separate. older structures of the Timber Mountain-Oasis
Valley caldera complex. Instead, these areas comprise
the western part of the area that subsided upon eruption
of the Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain
Tuff and are part of the Timber Mountain caldera
(Timber Mountain I caldera. see belou; Fig. 2). A later
period of caldera collapse took place within the Timber
Mountain caldera upon eruption of the Ammonia Tanks
Member Fig. 2); the well-preserved Timber Mountain
resurgent dome is related to this inner caldera (Byers er
al., 1976a). The term Timber Mountain caldera has long
been attached to both the -larger caldera related to
eruption of the Rainier Mesa Member and the smaller.
nested caldera that formed on eruption of the Ammonia
Tanks Member. We suggest that the older caldera be
referred to simply as the Timber Mountain I aLdera and
the younger as the Timber Mountain il Calera: collec-
tively they may be termed the Timber Mountain aldera
complex. The terms afis Valley caldera segment and
Sleping Butte caldera egment should be abandoned, as
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Fig. 4. Tufi and lavasof the Bullhog Hills exposed on Rainbow Mountain, southeastern Bullfrog Hills.Asequenceofalternating high-
silica rhvolite ash-flow ruff M and rhvolie lava (R) are capped by flows of latie L). 4a, view from southwest; 4b, view fiorn south.
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perhaps should the term Timber Moxtain4-Oali Valy
calera complex.

Tuffs of the Oasis Valley area: A sequence of
cooling units of ash-flow cuff is exposed in the vicinity
of Oasis Valley(Byerset &L., 1976a). Inoutcrop and hand
specimen these cuffs have the general appearance of the
Timber Mountain Tuff.

The lowest unit, exposed on Oasis Mountain, has an
exposed minimum thickness of 500 m and in its upper
pan has undergone strong secondary (heomorphic)
flowage. Byers et al. (1976a) identified this tuff as the
Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff
and proposed that its thickness reflected deposition
within the westemmost part of the caldera that formed
upon eruption ofthe RainierMesa Member. Chrisriansen
et al. (1977), however, considered Oasis Mountain to lie
outside of the Oasis Valley caldera segment (western
part of Timber Mountain I caldera of this paper). The
general phenocryst mineralogy of the unit is consistent
with the unit belonging to the Timber Mountain Tuff.
and the presence of sphene rules out the possibility that
the unit is the Rainier Mesa Member. A 4ArP39Ar age of
11.9 ± 0.7 Ma (Table 2, Specimen 13) obtained on
sanidine from this unit is indistinguishable within the
limits of analytical uncertainty from the age of the
Ammonia Tanks Member.

The cooling units overlying the thick section of cuff
exposed on Oasis Mountain provisionallyassigned to the
Ammonia Tanks Member have been termed the tuffs of
Fleur-de-Lis Ranch by Byers et al. (1976a). Petrographi-
cally, these tuffs range from low-silica rhyolite contain-
ing moderately abundant phenocrysts of plagioclase,
biotire, and clinopyroxene accompanied by little or no
quartz and sanidine to tuffs containing abundant large
phenocrysts of sanidine and quartz. Sphene has been
identified in all units. Locally the first and second
cooling units are separated by a flow of rhyolite lava. The
stratigraphically highest cooling unit of the uffs of
Fleurde Lis Ranch is composed of sphene-bearing high-
silica rhyolite megascopically and microscopically similar
to high-silica rhyolite uffs of the Ammonia Tanks
Member whereas the other cooling units exhibit sig-
nificant vertical compositional variations.

Several features of the uffs of Fleur de Lis Ranch
suggest contemporaneous movement along nearby faults.
A unit of probable talus or debris flow origin composed
of blocks of cuff and lava, in part of Rainier Mesa
lithology, is present at the base of the first cooling unit.
Large (as much as 0.25 m) lithic fragments locally
present within the various cooling units, a zone of opal-
impregnated tuff blocks present beneath the upper
cooling unit, and brecciation locally present within the
upper cooling unit are provisionally interpreted as having
resulted from gravity sliding shortly afterdeposition (K.
A. Connors, unpub. mapping, 1990). Coarse lithic-rich
horizons are also present in the upper part of the Ammonia
Tanks(?) Member exposed on Oasis Mountain.

A K-Arageof 11.3 ± 0.3 Mahas beenobtainedonthe
stratigraphically lowest cooling unit and a '0Ar/ 3'Ar age

of 11.4 ± 0.1 Ma has been obtained on the upper cooling
unit (Table 2, Specimens 5 and 11). The tuffs of Fleur-
de-Lis Ranch are therefore coeval, within the limits of
analytical uncerainy, with the Ammonia Tanks Member
of the Timber Mountain Tuff.

It is unclear whether most or all of the tuffs of Fleur-
de-Lis Ranch were erupted from the same magma cham-
ber from which the Ammonia Tanks Member was
erupted or whether they are partly or entirely local units
erupted at the same time as the Ammonia Tanks Member
from an independent or semi-independent magma
chamber of the Timber Mountain system in a manner
similar to that described for cuffs related to the
Yellowstone caldera (Christiansen, 1979) and the
Uncompahgre and Sanjuan calderas (Steven and Lipman.
1976). The Amnonia Tanks Memberhas been recognized
elsewhere as a composite sheer (Broxton et al., 1989).
Based on petrography, stratigraphic position, and ra-
diometric age, the thick unit of tuff exposed on Oasis
Mountain and/or the upper cooling unit of the tuffs of
Fleur-de-Lis Ranch may perhaps correlate with the
Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff
as defined by Byers et a]. (1976a).

Tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills: West and
northwest of Beatty, Nevada (Fig. 2), ourflow-facies
tuffs of the Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber
Mountain Tuff are overlain by a locally complex, gen-
erally east-dipping sequence of lavas and uffs here
informally termed the cuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hills. These units generally dip less steeply than the
Ammonia Tanks Member, and in places appear to be
separated by an angular unconformity from underlying
volcanic rocks. In many areas the Ammonia Tanks
Member is overlain by flows of dark olivine-bearing
basalt or basaltic andesitce. These flows ae in turn
overlain by a sequence ofslightly to moderately welded
silicic tuffi that are very similar in phenocryst mineralogy
and content to the more silicic parts ofthe Rainier Mesa
Member (Fig. 4a). In some places these high-silica
rhyolice tuffi exhibit poor sorting and lack of structure
characteristicofpyroclasricfloworigin; inotherhorizons
and/or localities they possess large-scale sand-wave and
cross bedding produced by surge transport and deposi-
tion. Lithic fragments, mainly of rhyolite lava, are very
abundant in many horizons and locally form lenses with
relatively little tufficeous matrix. These lithic-rich zones.
which locallycontainblocksaslargeas O.5 m indiameter,
probablyrepresentacombinationofcoarsesurgedeposits,
debris flows, and lag deposits. The common surge
deposits and typically abundant lithic fragments together
indicate proximity to their vent areas. In most localities
flows of rhyolite lava are intercalated within and overlie
the uffs (Figs. 4a, 4b), suggesting eruption of
devolatilized silicic magma from high-level chambers
alternating with the explosive eruption of more deeply
situated volatile-rich high-silica rhyolite magma. This
sequence of rhyolitic tufts and lavas has been termed the
'rhyolite lavas flows and tuffs ofRainbow Mountain' by
Maldonado (1990).
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The sequence of silicic tuffs and lavas postdating the
Ammonia Tanks Member is overlain by a number of
flows ofbiotice-bearing latice and quartz latite (Fig. 4b).
Some flows, for example the quartz basalt' of Ransome
et al. (1910). contain abundant large phenocrysts of
quartz. These phenocrysts, which exhibit reaction rela-
tions with the groundmass, suggest the coexistence and
mixing of rhyolite and latite magmas.

K-Ar ages on the silicic and intermediate lavas of
about 10 to 11 Ma (Morton et al., 1977; Marvin and
Cole, 1978; Marvin et al., 1989; Monsen et al., 1990)
and a new age of 10.1 ± 0.3 Ma (Table 2, Specimen 2) for
one of the ash-flow units together indicate that these
rocks were deposited prior to about 10 Ma.

Tuffs are exposed east of Beatty that are petro-
graphically very similar to and probably correlative with
the rhyolitic tuffs of the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hills. Between FluorsparCanyon and Beatty Wash (Fig.
2), the Ammonia Tanks Member is overlain by several
flows of dark olivine-bearing lava that contain an in-
tercalated unit ofdenselv welded rhyolitic ash-flow ruff
(ash-flow tuff Taf of Monsen et al., 1990) with a phe-
nocryst mineralogy indistinguishable from that of the
ash-flow tuffs belonging to the uffs and lavas of the
Bullfrog Hills. A cooling unit of rhyolitic ash-flow ruff
exposed on the western flank of the Transvaal Hills was
mapped by Lipman et al. (1966; Byers et al., 1976b) as
the tuff of Cutoff Road. We have obtained a K-Ar age of
10.4 ± 0.3 Ma (Table 2, Specimen 4) on this unit. and
believe that it may be a distal facies of the tuffs and lavas
of the Bullfrog Hills. Domes and flows of silicic and
intermediate lava, including large volumes of low-silica
rhyolite generally poor in quartz phenocrysts, are also
exposed over large areas in the western part of the
Bullfrog Hills (Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964) and
the eastern part of the Grapevine Mountains (Cornwall,
1972; Fig. 2).

Rocks of similar age and lithology are present, al-
though in lesser volume. east of Bare Mountain. An age
of 9.3 ± 0.3 Ma has been obtained on a specimen from
the basal part of the rhyolite of Shoshone Mountain
southeast ofthe TimberMountain caldera(Marvin et al.,
1989) and rhyolite lava chat forms the uppermost part of
Shoshone Mountain have been dated at 10.3 ± 0.3 Ma
(Table 2. Specimen 3). We believe that the older age,
obtained on nonhydrared glass. more closely approximates
the true age of the sequence of flows. The rhvolite of
Beatry Wash, present in the moarofthe TimberMountain
caldera, is of similar age (Byers et al.. 1976a; 1976b;
Broxton et al., 1989).

We consider the silicic rocks of the tuffs and lavas of
the Bullfrog Hills. the rhyolice of Shoshone Mountain,
and the other lithologically similar rhyolitic lvas and
cuffs of comparable age, and probably also the larire
lavas, are an integral part of the Timber Mountain
volcanic suite, although they are about I m.y. younger
than the Ammonia Tanks Member Jackson ec al.,
1988). The lines of evidence supporting this interpreta-
tion are: ) the close lithologic and petrographic similar-

ity between the post-Ammonia Tanks Member ufifs of
the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills and the lower,
rhyolitic cuffs of the Rainier Mesa Member and 2) the
distribution of these rocks around and within the Timber
Mountain I caldera.The Timber Mountain magmatic
stage lasted for I to 1.5 million years, a period compa-
rable to the lifetimes of other major caldera-forming
silicic systems such as Valles, New Mexico, Long Valley,
California, and Yellowstone, Wyoming. The stage
evolved from major caldera-forming pyroclastic volca-
nism to the eruption of silicic and intermediate lavas and
local units of rhyolitic tuff. This latter phase of volcanic
activity, which was most intense west of the Timber
Mountain I caldera, probably took place over a signifi-
cant interval of time and did not result in the formation
of collapse calderas or cauldron subsidence structures.
Although the western margin of the Timber Mountain
I caldera is located on the eastern edge of the Bullfrog
Hills, it is emphasized that there is no evidence for a
caldera within or encompassing the Bullfrog Hills, as
was proposed by Cornwall (1962) and Cornwall and
Kleinhampl, (1964).

Late magmatic stage (9-7 Ma)

Rocks of the late magmatic stage are mostly related
to the Black Mountain and Stonewall Mountain volcanic
centers (Figs. 1 and 2; Table 1) and include suballcaline
and peralkaline ash-flow tuffs and highly potassic silicic
to intermediate lavas of alkaline to peralkaline character
(Noble and Christiansen, 1974; Noble e al., 1984;
Weiss and Noble, 1989; Vogel et al., 1989).

These centers, located in the northwestern part of the
SWNVF, were active between about 9 and 7 Ma. New
'Ar/3 9Ar ages on the Spearhead and Civet Cat Canyon
Members of the Stonewall Flat Tuff (Deino et al., 1989;
Hausback et al, 1990) show that earlier K-Ar ages of 6.3
Ma are in error and that the units were erupted about 7.6
and 7.4 Ma, respectively. The Thirsty Canyon Tuff is
older than the Stonewall Flat TuffL and new radiometric
ages (E. H. McKee and D. C. Noble, unpublished data)
suggest that activity at the Black Mountain volcanic
center began about 8.5 to 9.0 Ma. Also included in the
late magmacic stage are voluminous aphyric to phe-
nocryst-pqor rhyolite lavas ofObsidian Butte (Fig. 1), on
which an age of 8.8 ± 0.3 Ma have been obtained (Table
2, Specimen 1).

Mafic and silicic lavas were also erupted during this
period in various places within the SWNVF and in areas
to the west and north (Noble et al., 1990; unpub. data,
1987-1989). Indeed, the very significant period of time
between the Timber Mountain and late magmatic stages,
the distribution ofsilicic rocks younger than about 9 Ma
to the northwest ofthe vent areas ofthe main and Timber
Mountain magmatic stages, and evidence for a major
period of faulting and extension between the two stages
(see below) suggests that the rocks of the late magmatic
stage should perhaps not be considered as part of the
SWNVF.
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Figure 5. View ofsouthwest side ofMountJackson. the largest endogeneous dome ofthe Mountjackson dome field. Flow-foliated
rhyolite lavas, dared at 2.9 Ma. overlie light-colored crossbedded surge deposits of the associated uff ring, which in turn overlie
older dacice lavas of the field.

Late Pliocene silicic volcanism of the MountJackson
Dome field southwest ofGoldfield (Figs. 1. 5XMcKee et
al.. 1989; Noble et al., 1990) appears to reflect a distinct
later pulse of magmatic activity more closely related to
late Pliocene and Quaternary silicic, intermediate, and
maficvolcanism along the western margin ofthe northern
Basin and Range province. Magmatic activity of this
belt includes that of the Long Valley caldera (Bailey
1989), the Coso volcanic field (Bacon et al, 1982; Novak
and Bacon, 1986), and Saline Range volcanic field in
northern Death Valley (Elliott et al., 1984)

Hydrothermal Activity

A number of centers of Neogene hydrothermal activ-
iyand mineralization, including maiorproducing mines
such as the Sterling, Bond Gold Bullfrog, and Gold Bar,
are found within the SWNVF. Various workers have
reported on the mines and prospects within the SWNVF
(e.g., Ransome er al., 1910; Comwall and Kleinhampl,
1964; Ahern and Corn, 1981; Bell and Larson, 1982;
Odt, 1983; Tingley, 1984; Quade and Tingley, 1984;
Jorgensen er al., 1989; Greybeck and Wallace, 1990;
Mapa, 1990). Until recently. however, there has been
little information on the rime-stratigraphic orstructural

settings of mineralization in the field, and too few data
to associate hydrothermal activity and mineralization
with magmatic activity.

Two general periods of hydrothermal activity can be
recognized in the SWNVF: An early period related to
the main magmatic stage and a later period related to the
Timber Mountain magmatic stage (Jackson et al., 1988;
Jackson, 1988). Hydrothermal activity was more widely
distributed and more intense, and economic and poten-
tially economic mineral deposits are more abundant, in
the western part of the volcanic field.

Hvdrothermal activitv related to main stage
magmatism

Evidence for hydrothermal activity early in the evo-
lution of the SWNVF is found in the Sleeping Butte
area, where altered welded tuffs exposed east of Sleeping
Butte are overlain by unaltered ash-flow uff of the 14-
Ma Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted Range Tuff.
In the Bullfrog Hills between the Mayflower mine and
Sober-up-Gulch (Fig. 2) unaltered rocks predating the
I 1.4-Ma Timber Mountain Tuffoverlie hydrothermally
altered ash-flow tuffs. At Wahmonie, southeast of the
Timber Mountain caldera complex (Fig. 2), hydrother-
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Figure6. North wall of theopen pit of the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine. December. 1989. Welded ash-flow cuffs of the Rainier Mesa
Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff and ocher units dip to the east (right); Lighr-colored sheared, silicified and otherwise
hydrothermally altered zone containing most of the ore of the deposit dips to the west (left).

mal activity dated at about 12.5 to 13.0 Ma was coeval
with, or slightly younger than, he lavas and intrusive
bodies of the Wahmonie center and with the Paintbrush
Tuff(Jackson. 1988). A similarage has been obtained for
fine-grained hypogenealunite from the Thompson Mine,
which is hosted by the Paintbrush TufL adjacent to the
southwestem margin of the Claim Canyon cauldron
segment (Jackson, 1988).

Similar age relationships have been established for the
hydrothermal activity that produced the various sedi-
menarv-andvolcanic-rockhostedgoldandfluoritedeposits
along the eastern and northern flanks of Bare Mountain. At
theSterling, Goldspar, Telluride.and GEXA properties on
the east and north sides of Bare Mountain, hydrothermal
activity postdated the emplacement of the previously
mentioned porphyry dikes, which are closely associated
spatially with mineralization. K-Ar and 4

JuAri
9Ar ages of

12.9 ± 0.4 and 12.9 ± 0.8 Ma. respectively, (Table 2,
Specimen 7) have been obtained on hydrothermal pocas-
sium feldspar that pseudomorphs phenocrysts of igneous
potassium feldspar in the dike at the Goldspar mine. In the
upper part of Fluorspar Canyon, hydrothermal alteration
and mineralization has strongly affected the Crater Flat
Tuff as well as pre-Cenozoic rocks in the vicinity of the
Daisy (Crowell) mine (Greybeck and Wallace. 1990J. D.

Greybeck, personal commun., 1989). Ages of 11.2 ± 0.3
and 12.2 ± 0.4 Ma have been obtained on fine-grained
hypogenealunite from theTelluride mine(Jackson. 1988).

The gold and fluoriten mineralization. accompanied by
anomalous concentrations of Mo, As, Sb, Hg, and Tl
(Tingley, 1984; Greybeck and Wallace, 1990), in these
areas was probably deposited from relatively dilute hy-
drothermal fluids developed late in the evolution of the
magmatic system beneath Bare Mountain (Noble et al.,
1989). High-salinity fluids, as demonstrated by fluid
inclusions containing halite and other daughter minerals,
wereevolved earlierby the system, which may perhaps have
petrochemicalsimilarities to theLateCretaceous lithophile-
element rich svstems of the Great Basin (Barton and Trim,
1990). Possible analogues are provided by the carbonate-
hosted gold deposits at Tennessee Pass, Colorado (Beary et
al., 1987), Rico. Colorado rson, 1987), the Kidston
deposit. Ausrlia(Bakere al., 1987)and theAu-Agveins
of the Shila district. southern Peru (J. Benavides A., D. C.
Noble and K. A. Swanson, unpub. data. 1989). A similar
origin for the epithermal precious-metal veins of the
Wahmonie district seems likely.
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Hydrothermal activity related to Timber Mountain
agmnatism

Evidence for hydrothermal activity and mineraliza-
tion that postdate eruption of the Timber Mountain
Tuff is found in a number of areas. The prospects and
mineral deposits of this age are adularia-sericite type
systems characterized by very low base metal contents
and relatively low Ag/Au ratios. Intense potassium
metasomatism and adularization is present in many
places, for example in the Mayflower-Pioneer and Mont.
gomery-Shoshone and Bond Gold Bullfrog areas in the
Bullfrog Hills (Fig. 2).

In some places hydrothermal activity followed erup-
tion of units of the Timber Mountain Tuff by 0.5 m.y or
less, and elsewhere took place as much as 2 to 2.5 m.y.
later. Majorhydrothermal activityofthisperiod occurred
in the Calico Hills (Fig. 2) southeast of the Timber
Mountain caldera complex (Jackson et al., 1988; Jack-
son. 1988) and at Mine Mountain farther to the east (E.
H. McKee and S. 1. Weiss, unpub. data). K-Ar ages and
borehole data on alteration minerals in tuffs ofthe main
magmatic stage beneath Yucca Mountain (Aronson and
Bish, 1987; Bish, 1988) indicate that a hydrothermal
system of large lateral extent existed near the southern
margins oftheTimberMountain calderacomplexduring
this period.

Areas of hydrothermal alteration and mineralization
are generally more abundant in the western part of the
volcanic field (Fig. 2). The presently producing precious-
metal deposits of this age, including the Gold Bar mine
and the recently opened 7,500 ton/day Bond Gold
Bullfrog mine (Fig. 6), and virtually all of the previously
producing precious-metal deposits of this age, includ-
ing the Original Bullfrog, Monigomery-Shoshone,
Mayflower, and Pioneer. are located in the Bullfrog
Hills. Areas outside the Bullfrog Hills include the
Transvaal Hills, Silicon Mine-Tram Ridge, and Oasis
Mountain areas east of U.S. Highway 95 (Jackson ec al..
1988; Jackson, 1988). Scratigraphic and radiomerric
data available for these areas indicate that most of the
hydrothermal activity of this period postdates the 11.4-
Ma Timber Mountain Tuff. Farther to the west, in the
western part ofthe Bullfrog Hills and the eastern part of
the Grapevine Mountains, hydrothermal alteration af-
fecrs the Paintbrush and Timber Mountain Tuffs, sug-
gesting a similar age for development of these systems.

Hydrothermal activity during the late magmatic stage

Although no hydrothermal activity occurred at the
Black Mountain volcanic center, hydrothermal activity
and the deposition of presently subeconomic quantities
of precious metals took place at the Stonewall Mountain
center (Noble e al., 1988).

Extension and Volcano-Tectonic Evolution

The later stages of development of the SWNVF have
most likely involved a complex interplay between defor-
mation associated with: 1) the rise, accumulation and
eruption of the magma bodies that produced the tre-
mendous volumes of silicic ash-flow cuff, 2) deep
structures of the Walker Lane structural belt, and 3)
shallower structures that have accommodated major
upper crustal extension in the region. The SWNVF is
situated within a part of the Walker Lane belt for which
active, throughgoing strike-slip faults characteristic of
other parts of the Walker Lane belt are poorly developed
and, where present, have experienced very little move-
ment since middle Miocene time (Stewart, 1988). Ex-
tension in southwestern Nevada has long been recog-
nized, with normal faulting beginning prior to incep-
tion of the SWNVF and in places postdating eruption of
the late Miocene Stonewall Flat Tuff(Ekren ecal., 1968;
Weiss, 1987; Hausback and Frizzell, 1987). Doming
and faulting related to various stages of caldera devel-
opment have been important in the area of the Timber
Mountain caldera complex and the Claim Canyon caul-
dron segment (e.g., Christiansen et al., 1965; 1977).

Pronounced late Paleogene uplift, faulting, and ero-
sion are demonstrated by coarse conglomerates and
interfingering megabreccia deposits in the Oligocene
Titus Canyon Formation exposed in the Grapevine
Mountains and locally in the Bullfrog Hills (Stock and
Bode. 1935;Cornwall and Kleinhample, 1964; Reynolds,
1969). Post-depositional compression is indicated by
rounded cobbles within the Titus Canyon Formation
that have been fractured, deformed, and rehealed sub-
sequent to deposition. Normal faulting of early to
middle Miocene age, in part low-angle and perhaps
locally associated with the exposure of a metamorphic
core complex, is documented in the Mellan Hills-
Trappman Hills area and the Cactus. Kawich. and
Belted Ranges within the Northern Nellis Bombing
and Gunnery Range (Ekren et al., 1968. 1971; McKee.
1983) and within the Goldfield district (Ashley, 1974).
Evidence for the onset of rotational faulting and related
uplift and erosion by early middle Miocene time is
present in the Gold Mountain-Slate Ridge area (J. E.
Worthington, D. C. Noble, and S. I. Weiss, unpub.
mapping, 1989-1990). Conglomerate of possible early
Miocene age is present at Joshua Hollow on the north-
east flank of Bare Mountain (Carr and Monsen. 1988;
Monsen et al., 1990). Schweickert and Caskev (1990)
have suggested that some faults mapped in pre-Cenozoic
rock to the south may be ofCenozoic, and perhaps in part
of Neogene. age. Northwest- (e.g., Yucca-Frenchman)
and northeast-trending strike-slip faults have been
recognized east of TimberMountain in the Nevada Test
Site (Yucca Flat-Frenchman Flat and Mine Mountain-
Spotted Range structural zones of Carr, 1974, 1984a),
and right-laceral offsec along a north- co northwest-
trending strike slip fault or fault zone between Yucca
Mountain and Bare Mountain has been proposed by
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Schweickert 1989; see also Carr er al., 1986; 1988).
Righr-lareral movement along this fault may explain
the clockwise rotation of exposures of the Paintbrush
Tuff in the southern part of Yucca Mountain (Scocr and
Rosenbaum, 1986).

Most of the movement along these Walker Lane
structures in the SWNVF. however, appears to have
taken place prior to onset of volcanic activity of the
SWNVF about 15 Ma, although appreciable movement
appears to have taken place on the southern part of the
Walker Lane belt between about 12 and 9 Ma
(Duebendorfer et al., 1990). Volcanic rocks of the main
magmaric stage are in places offset. but only very locally.
as at Mine Mountain. has the Timber Mountain Tuff
been affected by these deep-seared strike-slip structures
(Carr. 1984a). It has been suggested that major volcanic
centers of the field developed above deep-seated pull
apart structures at right steps between shear zone seg-
ments (Carr. 1984b; 1988b; Carret al., 1986); however,
there is little direct evidence to support this model.

Regional topography during Timber Mountain time

The Timber Mountain Tuffis, in general, thicker and
more widely distributed west and northwest of the
Timber Mountain caldera complex than to the east and
south (Albers and Stewart, 1972; Bvers e al.. 1976a;
Carr, 1984a; S. I. Weiss and D. C. Noble, unpub.
mapping). The northwestemmosr known exposure of
the Timber Mountain Tuff is in the western Svlvania
Mountains (37'19'N, 117'38W). where an east-dip-
ping section composed ofthe Rainier Mesa and Ammonia
Tanks Members is faulted against granitic rocks of the
Sylvania pluton (McKee, 1985; D. C. Noble and S. .
Weiss, unpub. data, 1989). This suggests that the area
to the west-northwest of the complex lay at a signifi-
cantly lower average elevation than the area to the east
and south.

Neogene faulting and block rotation in the Bullfrog
Hills

Volcanic rocks exposed along the northern margin
of Bare Mountain, in the Bullfrog Hills. and in the
Oasis Valley area dip moderately co steeply to the east
and are cut bv numerous. generally west-dipping nor-
mal faults. a style of deformation long considered
indicative ofcrustal extension (e.g., Emmons and Garrey,
Fig. 15, p. 84. in Ransome et al., 1910; Stewart. 1978).
In the southern Bullfrog Hills and along the northern
margin of Bare Mountain the faulted and tilted Neo-
gene section is separated by one or more low-angle
structures (the "Original Bullfrog-Fluorspar Canyon
detachment fault') from Late Precambrian and Paleo-
zoic sedimentary rocks and. locally, from gneisses and
other metamorphic rocks (Ransome et al., 1910;
Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964; Maldonado. 1985).
Reset ages of 16.3 ± 0.4 Ma (muscovite), 14.6 ± 0.9 Ma
(homblende), and 11.2 ± 1.1 Malmuscovite) have been

obtained on the metamorphosed rocks (McKee, 1983;
Marvin et al., 1989), and McKee (1983) pointed out the
similarity of the structural picture to that of various
metamorphic core complexes in the Basin and Range
Province. Since then, much attention has been focused
on the nature and amount of cumulative movement on
the Original Bullfrog-Fluorspar Canyon fault system
and on possible eastward and westward extensions of
this structure (Maldonado. 1985; 1988; Scott, 1986,
1988; Scott and Whitney, 1987; Carr, 1988a, 1988b;
Carr and Monsen, 1988; Hamilton, 1988).

Timing of extension and volcanic activity in the
western SWNVF

In contrast to Yucca Mountain and much of the
Nevada Test Site region, where extensional faulting
more strongly affects units of the Paintbrush Tuff and
older rocks (Carr, 1984a; 1988), extension above the
Original Bullfrog-Fluorspar Canyon fault in the Bull-
frog Hills began after deposition of the Ammonia Tanks
Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff about 11.4 Ma,
but prior to deposition of the cuffs and lavas of the
Bullfrog Hills. This is shown by the conformable rela-
tionships between units of the Timber Mountain Tuff
and the underlying older ash-flow sheets in the southern
Bullfrog Hills, and by the fact that the Timber Moun-
tain Tuff is in many places more steeply dipping than
nearby rocks of the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills
(Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964; Weiss et al., 1990; S.
I. Weiss and K. A. Connors, unpub. mapping, 1989).

Extension began earlier in the northern part of Bare
Mountain. Here stratigraphic and structural relations
suggest that faulting and local tilting of the Paintbrush
Tuff and older rocks occurred prior to eruption of the
Timber Mountain Tuff (Carr, 1988; Carr and Monson,
1988;J. D. Greybeck, unpub. mapping, 1989; Monsen
er al.. 1990). In the Oasis Valley area, fulting appears
to have taken place during the time the Ammonia Tanks
Member was deposited (see above).

Several lines of evidence indicate that normal fault-
ing and block rotation in thewestem partoftheSWNVF
rook place both during and after eruption of the several
units that compose the of cuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hills. Dips decrease upwards within the tuffs and lavas
of the Bullfrog Hills in several areas. particularly between
rhvolitic ash-flow uff; and lavas and overlying latite
flows southwest of Donovan Mountain (Cornwall and
Klcinhample, 1964) and locally between flows of latire
southwest of Indian Springs (S. 1. Weiss and K. A.
Connors, unpub. mapping, 1989). In the vincity of the
Mavflower mine and north and east of the Pioneer mine
extensive layers of breccia containing abundant clasts,
some many meters in diameter, of both pre-Cenozoic
rock and Cenozoic welded tuff. including blocks of both
the Rainier Mesa and Ammonia Tanks Members, are
overlain by rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs of the ruffs and lavas
of the Bullfrog Hills. These are interpreted as debris
flows and slide masses shed off nearby fault scarps prior
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Fig. 7. Spearhead Member of the Stonewall Flat Tuff at an elevation of 6,789 feet between Slate Ridge and Gold Mountain.
Horizontal ash-flow cuff unconformably overlies south-dipping gravels that in turn overlie more steeply dipping rocks of the
Timber Mountain Tuff.

to eruption of some or all of the tuffs and lavas of the
Bullfrog Hills.

Locally silicic domes and lavas are closely associated
with generally north-south trending faults: several small
domes are aligned in a north-south trend at the west base
of Donovan Mountain. and in some areas seeply-dip-
ping flow banding preferentially strikes north-south. A
feederdike tharwidens upward intoaflowdirectlysouth
of Sober-up-Gulch intrudes a north-south fault. These
features suggest that the magmatic activity and volcan-
ism that produced the tuff; and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hills tookplace underthe same direction ofleast principal
stress as did extensional faulting, and support the in-
terpretation of coeval volcanism and extension in the
western part of the SWNVF (Weiss et al., 1990).

The latest generation of normal faults cuts and ro-
tates complete sections of the tuffs and lavas of the
Bullfrog Hills, indicating that extension continued after
their eruption. An upper limit on the time of this period
of extension is provided by the 7.6-Ma age of the
Spearhead Member of the Stonewall Flat Tuff. As em-
phasized by Weiss et al. (1988), the Spearhead Member
was not, as previously believed by Maldonado (1985,
1988), affected by the pervasive tilting that affected
older rocks within the Bullfrog Hills. Flat-lying distal
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flows of the Spearhead Member were deposited in low
areas of the Bullfrog Hills and Oasis Valley
unconformably over the older, highly extended and
tilted rocks of the area. (The last sentence of the Weiss
et al. 1988 abstract was insisted upon by Florian
Maldonado who withdrew his name after submittal
because he then firmly believed that the Spearhead
Member was involved in the rotational faulting of the
Bullfrog Hills.) In the lower part of Oasis Valley and
near the mouth ofBeartry Wash, the Spearhead Member
was deposited within and overlain by an extensive. flat-
lying sequence ofcoarsegravel and conglomerate deposits
that lap directly upon the faulted and rotated rocks
above the Fluorspar Canyon fault to the south and
southeast and the highly extended rocks of the Bullfrog
Hills to the west and southwest.

Faulting very similar in.style and age to that in the
Bullfrog Hills is present in the Gold Mountain-Slate
Ridge area of southern Esmeralda County (McKee et al..
1990; Noble er al., 1990). where north-northwest dip-
ping listric(?) faults cut the Timber Mountain Tuff. The
resultant rotated and eroded tuffs and underlying rocks
are overlain unconformably by coarse gravels that in turn
are overlain by the Sconewall Flat Tuff (Fig. 7).
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Syntectonic volcanism and geometry of extensional
faults in the western part of the SWNVF

Features of the silicic domes and feeder dikes of the
tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills and other geologic
relations provide evidence for the interaction of post-
collapse magma of Timber Mountain type with high-
level normal faults accommodating extension (Weiss et
al., 1990). An inference drawn from this is that the ash-
flow tuffs and surge deposits of the tuffs and lavas of the
Bullfrog Hills, within which the rhvolite lava flows are
intercalated, were also erupted from linear fissure vents
controlled by extensional faults, perhaps as these faults
intersected, or were invaded by, bodies of volatile-
charged silicic magma.

Similar evidence suggests that the tuffs of Fleur-de-
Lis Ranch (coeval with the Ammonia Tanks Member),
and possibly the underlying unit ofash-flow tuffexposed
on Oasis Mountain provisionally assigned to the Am-
monia Tanks Member, were also erupted from fissure
vents produced by extensional faulting. The units are of
small areal extent and locally contain large lithic frag-
ments and lenses of microbreccia. which suggest near-
ness to vent areas and/or to steep, unstable topography.
The great thickness of the unit of tuff exposed on Oasis
Mountain, the presence of rheomorphically deformed
ruff and angular discordance in compaction foliation,
and lenses of coarse lithic blocks within the unit are
consistent with deposition upon an unstable slope and
possibly within an actively forming tectonic depression.

The Original Bullfrog-FluorsparCanyon detachment
system probably accommodated extension only in the
upper few kilometers of the crust in the western part of
the SWNVF. It is the concensus of recent workers thar
west-northwest directed movement of the upper plate is
indicated by the generally eastward rotation of fault
blocks (e.g., Maldonado, 1985; 1988 Carr and Monson,
1988; Hamilton. 1988).The'breakaway zone-oreastern
limit of this faulting is inferred to lie north of Bare
Mountain and west of Tram Ridge, and from lower
Fluorspar Canyon through the southern Bullfrog Hills,
the fault generally dips about 20° to 300 northward
(Ransome et al., 191 0; Cornwall and Kieinhampl, 1964;
Carr and Monson, 1988).

The Cenozoic volcanic section in the Bare Mountain-
Bullfrog Hills area was about 3 km or less in thickness
prior to eruption of the uffi and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hills (Maldonado. 1990; Monson et al., 1990). The
magma bodies that fed the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hillsand the tuffs oftheOasis Valleyarea were. therefore,
situated at appreciably deeper levels than thederachment,
even if during extension the fault dipped more steeply
westward than at present. It is inferred that the normal
faults that fed eruptions of the tuffs and lavas of the
Bullfrog Hills and the cuffs of the Oasis Valley area must
have penetrated considerable distances beneath the
Original Bullfrog-Fluorspar Canyon low-angle fault
system and that theseand perhaps other deeperstructures,
presumably also of extensional origin, facilitated the

upward movement of magma (Weiss et al., 1990).
Either case requires extension well belou the Original
Bullfrog-FluorsparCanyon faul system, which has been
considered as the major extensional structure in the
region. This line of reasoning supports the concept that
in some regions brittle extensional strain is not entirely
accommodated by high-level derachment-style faulting.

The silicic tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills, tuffs
and lava of the Oasis Valley area, and the thick sequence
of silicic domes, flows and cuffs in the western Bullfrog
Hills and northern Grapevine Mountains represent a
large volume of silicic magma erupted during and after
formation of the Timber Mountain caldera. The hy-
olitic tuffs are best developed in the eastern part of the
Bullfrog Hills, and probably were erupted from vents
located relatively close to the wester topographic margin
of the Timber Mountain I caldera. The striking petro-
graphic similarity of the high-silica rhyolite tuffs of the
tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills to the lower part of
the Rainier Mesa Member suggests that they were
derived from the same caldera-related magma suite as
were the various ash-flow sheets of the Timber Mountain
Tuff. The silicic lavas are more widely distributed,
extending westward into the Grapevine Mountains, and
show a much greater range in phenocryst abundance and
mineralogy and, presumably, chemical composition.

We hypothesize that rapid syn- and post-Ammonia
Tanks extension in the western part of the SWNVF not
only provided numerous. closely spaced feeder struc-
tures and frequent eruption triggers, but may also have
promoted the generation of relatively small bodies of
chemically diverse magma from which some of the
silicic to intermediate lavas were erupted. The basalt
flows commonly present at the base of the ruffs and lavas
of the Bullfrog Hills may be the surface manifestation of
the major imput of mafic magma into the crust required
to produce the more silicic magmas. Thus, extension
may have led to the shift to widespread eruption ofsilicic
and intermediate lava and precluded the accumulation
of volumes of magma of sufficient size and instability
necessary for further large-scale caldera-producing vol-
canism in the region west of the Timber Mountain
caldera.

Relation of Hydrothernal Mineralization to Extension
and Volcanism

Based on past and current production and on recent
discoveries, it appears that more productive hydrother-
mal activity of the Timber Mountain stage rook place in
the Bullfrog Hills. concurrent with and slightly after
syntectonic volcanism there, than in other parts of the
volcanic field. Numerous, closely spaced extension-
related faults in the Bullfrog Hills probably provided
better ground preparation and channelways for hydro-
thermal fluids. Another factor may have been the pres-
ence of intermediate magma at high levels in the crust
beneath the Bullfrog Hills. Calc-alkalic lavas of inter-
mediate composition magmas are closely associated
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with epithermal mineralization in many districts, for
example, Bodie, California, Paradise Peak, Nevada, and
Arcata, Peru, (Silberman et al, 1972; john et al., 1989;
Candioti et al., 1990). With the exception of the
Wahmonie center of the main magmatic stage, only
small volumes of intermediate rocks are known else-
where in the central and eastern parts of the SWNVF.
Studies ofthe pumice fragments and cognate inclusions
in the Timber Mountain Tuff have demonstrated the
presence, presumably within the lower parts of the
magma chambers, of intermediate magmas, some hav-
ing SiO2 contents of less than 60 wt. percent (Byers et al.,
1968; Broxton e al., 1989; Warren et al., 1989). These
intermediate magmas did not reach the surface within
the Timber Mountain caldera complex, and may not
have ascended into the upper crust if the geochemical
evidence for a deep silicic magma chamber for the
Timber Mountain Tuff and other units (Warren et al.,
1989; Stormer and Whitney, 1985) is correct. In the
Bullfrog Hills, however, the presence of such magmas
nearthesurfaceisshown by theareally extensivesequence
of latite lava flows that cap Donovan Mountain and are
present in much of the Bullfog Hills and to the west in
the Grapevine Mountains.

Regional Relations and Volcano-Tectonic Constraints

The ash-flow sheets and cogenetic lavas and intru-
sions of the SWNVF provide important time-strati-
graphic, compositional, and paleoropographic infor-
mation spanning about 8 million years of middle and
late Miocene time in southwestern Nevada and record
the interaction between large-scale volcanic activity and
regional extension. It has long been recognized (e.g.,
Armstrong et al., 1969) that large-scale silicic and
intermediate magmatic activity in regions such as the
Great Basin must reflect major input from the asthe-
nosphere. Magmatic activity in the SWNVF can be
subdivided into three stages that may involve major
injection of basalt into the lithosphere: Although the
formation of peralkaline silicic magmas at the Silent
Canyon volcanic center indicates the presence of mafic
magma during the main magmatic stage, the amount of
mantle-derived material visible in the geologic record
appears to increase with the evolution of the SWNVF.
Pumice fragments and cognate inclusions with less than
60 wt. % SiO, are present in the Timber Mountain Tuff,
and mafic and low-silica intermediate lavas were erupted
within the Timber Mountain caldera (e.g., Dome
Mountain) and in the Bullfrog Hills after eruption of the
Ammonia Tanks Member. Major mafic input is dearly
involved in the alkaline and peralkaline volcanism of the
late magmatic stage (e.g., Vogel et al., 1989; Weiss et
al., 1984; Weiss and Noble, 1989).

The general increase in involvement of mafic magma
with time appears to correlate with the changes in style
of eruption and the onset and/or increase in intensity of
extensional faulting, particularly in the western part of
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the volcanic field. These observations provide informa-
tion on the nature of crustal extension and tend to
support models that relate lithospheric extension to
upwelling and partial melting of mantle material and
large influxes of mantle-derived basalt into the lower
crust, with eventual failure localized in areas of more
incense thermal weakening (e.g., Gans et al., 1989),
rather than passive' spreading models such as that of
Wemicke et al. (1987). An episode of major extension
began in southwestern Nevada synchronous with or
shortly following peak magmatic and volcanic activity,
as shown by faulting in the Yucca Mountain rea soon
after the eruption ofthe Paintbrush Tuff(culmination of
main magmaic stage) and, with greater intensity, in the
Bullfrog Hills following the eruption of the Timber
Mountain Tuffand subsequent post-collapse volcanism.

The region ofgreatest extension was offset to the west
from the are oflarge-volume, caldera-related volcanism
of the main and Timber Mountain magmatic stages. The
reason for this is unclear, but processes in addition to
magmatic hearing probably contributed to localizing
extension. One such factor may have been that pre-
middle Miocene extension in the region (Hamilton,
1988) had already attenuated the upper crust and
penetratively thinned the lower lithosphere. Magmatic
uplift of the area of the Timber Mountain caldera
complex and the presence of very large bodies of magma
unable to support directed stresses may have influenced
local and possibly regional stress patterns. Synextensional
volcanism in the strict sense was not spatially related to
large cauldron structures, which implies a reasonably
coherent crust (e.g., Gans et al., 1989; but see Lipman,
1983; 1988), but ratherwas related to extensional faults
west of the calderas of the SWNVF.

Stylistically, kinematically, and chronologically
distinct domains of coeval and younger extensional
faulting are present in other areas of southwestern Ne-
vada and adjacent California. In the Gold Mountain-
Slate Ridge block west of Stonewall Mountain (Fig. 1),
the Timber Mountain Tuff was rotated by movement
along NNW-dipping listric(?) faults prior to deposition
of the 7.6-Ma Stonewall Flat Tuff. Similar northwest-
directed extension may have taken place throughout
most of the Goldfield section between 1.A and 7.6 Ma
(Noble et al., 1990). Much of the present topography
north ofthe Bullfrog Hills and west oflongitude 1 170 W
was, however, formed after 7.6 Ma. This is shown by
differences in elevation of from 1,500 to 3,000+ feet
between outcrops of the Stonewall Flat Tuff on the top
ofSlateRidge andGoldMountain andat ndaboveLida
Summit on the southern flank of the Palmetto Moun-
tains (McKee, 1968b) and outcrops at the margins of
adjacent valleys (McKee et al., 1990). This faulting
involved relativelylittletilting,and thusappears to have
taken place along relatively steep normal faults. Late
Pliocene silicic volcanism of the Mount Jackson dome
field south of Goldfield (Fig. 6; McKee et al., 1989) was
localized along northeasr-trending structures char may
have formed during this period offaulting. Stratigraphic
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relations within the Esmeralda Formation to the north
(Stewart and Diamond, 1988; Stewart, 1989), indicat-
ing multiple stages of late Cenozoic extension, appear
consistent with the patterns that we have recognized.

South of Gold Mountain, in Sarcobatus Flat nd in the
northern Grapevine Mountains, the Timber Mountain
Tuffhas been cut and rotated, generally to northwest dips.
by at least eight major NE-striking normal faults (Albers
and Stewart, 1972;S. I. Weiss, unpub. mapping, 1989). It
is not clear whether movement within this zone of ywth-
awani dirra eextension took place concurrent with the
major northwest directed extension recognized to the
south and north, or whether most, or all, of this faulting
postdates the Stonewall Flat Tuff.

Major faulting of Pliocene and Quaternary age is
largely restricted to areas west of the Death Valley-
Furnace Creek fault zone (McKee et al., 1990). Miocene
volcanic rocks are offset (McKee, 1968a; Fleck, 1970),
late Pliocene and younger basalts in the Saline Range are
cut by normal faults (Elliott et al., 1984), and detach-
ment faults in Death Valley are inferred to cut Pliocene,
Pleistocene, and Holocene(?)alluvial deposits (Wernicke
et ii., 1988). Local young mafic and intermediate vol-
canism and neotectonic activity in the Lunar Crater-
Reveille Range belt (Scott and Trask, 1972; Naumann
et al., 1990) and in the area of Bare Mountain. Crater
Flat, and Yucca Mountain (Vaniman et al., 1982; Crowe
et al.. 1983; Swadley et al., 1984; Whitney et al., 1986;
Swadley and Parrish, 1988; Ramelli et al., 1988; Reheis,
1988) appear to reflect relatively minor extension and
strike-slip movement well east of the zone of major late
Pliocene and Quaternary volcanism and faulting.

Hydrothermal activity and mineralization coeval
with or postdating the Timber Mountain magmatic
stage is better developed in the western than in the
eastern part of the SWNVF. This may reflect the greater
extensional fault dissection and structural involvement
of the western part of the field, which may have both
provided better ground preparation and allowed the
ascent of bodies of 'productive' intermediate magma to
high crustal levels.

A final, but important, matter involves the incerre-
lation between late, high-level extensional faulting,
magmatic and hydrothermal activity, and low-angle
extensional faulting. The reset potassium-argon ages of
rocks beneath the Original Bullfrog-Fluorspar Canyon
detachment fault are within the range of activity of the
main and Timber Mountain magmatic stages of the
SWNVF, and are provisionally interpreted as mainly a
result of magmatic hearing (e.g., Jackson et al., 1988).
As discussed above, the Timber Mountain Tuff and
older volcanic units in the Bullfrog Hills in general dip
more steeply than do the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog
Hills. Moreover, the magmas that erupted to form the
tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills must have been
derived from beneath the detachment fault (Weiss et al.,
1990). Perhaps movement on the Original Bullfrog-
Fluorspar Canyon detachment mostly rook place prior to
eruption of the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills.

Subsequent extension and rotation along more steeply
dipping faults cut the detachment structures and, at
least in part, provided channelways for the magmas that
erupted to form the tuffs and lavas of the Bullfrog Hills.
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\-GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING AND MIOCENE VOLCANIC STRATIGRAPHY
OF THE GOLD MOUNTAIN - SlATE RIDGE AREA. SOUTHWESTERN NEVADA

NOBLE, Donald C. and WORTHINGTON, Joseph En IV, Mackay School of Mines, University
of Nevada, Reno, Reno, NV 89557; McKEE, Edwin H., US. Geological Survey, 345
Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Early to late Miocene ash-flow sheets and lavas, in part older than rocks of the southwestern
Nevada volcanic field, are exposed in southern Esmeralda County, NV, directly northeast of the
Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone. Rock units of this field exhibit major lateral changes in
thickness, distribution, and attitude attributed mostly to slightly earlier and coeval normal faulting.

'Me oldest ash-flow sheet is a distinctive, previously unrecognized unit of commonly platy.
weathering, phenocryst-rch low-silica hyolite ash-flow tuff containing abundant biotite, horn-
blende, and clinopyroxen& This compositionally zoned unit, well exposed on the southwestern
flank of Mount Dunfee, has been dated at 16.7 : 0.4 Ma. Above this ash-fow sheet are two, or
possibly more, previously unrecognized rhyolitic ash-flow sheets containing phenocrysts of plaglo.
clase, sanidine, blotite, hornblende, sphene, low or moderate quartz, and no clinopyroxene. The
lower sheet, well developed in vicinity of the upper part of Oriental Wash, is characterized by very
abundant sphene. The upper unit, well developed east of the Gold Coin mine and along the south
flank of Gold Mountain, is thick, compositionally variable, shows strong compound cooling and
contains less sphene. It has been traced from northwest of Oriental Wash to northeast of Slate
Ridge. These units are overlain by the The tuff of Tolicha Peak, a distinctive unit of very phe-
nocryst-poor high-silica rhyolite dated at 13.9 : 0.4 Ma, and by a local overlying ash-flow unit. The
tuff of Tolicha Peak, mapped on the Nellis Air Force Range perhaps as far east as the Belted
Range, has been identified northwest of Oriental Wash. This sequence of ash-flow sheets and
intercalated sedimentazy rocks is overlain by the Rainier Mesa and Ammonia Tanks Members of
the ca 11.5 Ma Timber Mountain Tuff and in turn by the 7.5 Ma Stonewall Flat Tuff and mafic
lavas of similar ate. A very thin, but distinctive and possibly genetically related layer of dark mafic
to intermediate air-fall pumice is present at the base of the Rainier Mesa Member.

The restriction of the lowermost ash-flow sheet to the northeastern part of Slate Ridge suggests
) source to the north of Slate Ridge. The overlying sphene-bearing units were probably erupted

`from sources located south of Gold Mountain based on distribution, thickness variations and size of
lithic fragments in the upper of the two units. Distribution of the tuff of Tolicha Peak suggests that
its source may be located at far west as the northern part of Sarcobatus Flat.

The ash-flow sequence overlies potassium- and olivine-rich basalt that in turn overlies horn-
blende- and blotite-bearing intermediate lavas. The intermediate lavas belong to a suite of calc-
alkalic rocks present throughout west-central Nevada and northeastern California and extending
eastward into the Nellis Air Force Range. The basalts, older than 16.7 ±t 0.4 Ma, are the oldest
mafic lavas yet recognized in the southern Great Basin and are perhaps tectonically equivalent to
coeval K-rich mafic rocks present along the southeastern and western margins of the Great Basin.
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CONTRASTING STYLES OF EPITHERMAL PRECIOUS-METAL MINERALIZATION

IN THE SOUTHWESTERN NEVADA VOLCANIC FIELD.

Stephen B. Castor, Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, Mackay School of Mines,

University of Nevada, Reno NV 89557.

Steven I. Weiss, Department of Geological Sciences, Mackay School of Mines,

University of Nevada, Reno NV 89557.

ABSTRACT

The southwestern Nevada volcanic field contains epithermal precious-metal

deposits hosted by Miocene volcanic rocks and pre-Tertiary sedimentary rocks with

production reserves greater than 60 t of gold and 150 t of silver. The volcanic rocks

consist predominantly of ash-flow tuffs erupted between 15 Ma and 7 Ma during

three major magmatic stages. Hydrothermal activity and precious-metal

mineralization in the southern part of the field took place between ca. 13 and 8.5 Ma,

coinciding with portions of all three magmatic stages. Regional extension during

this period produced imbricate normal and detachment faulting that provided

structural control for some of the mineralization.

Contrasts in the style and geochemistry of mineralization, together with

stratigraphic and radiometric age data and differences in geologic setting reflect the

variable nature of hydrothermal activity during development of the southwestern

Nevada volcanic field. During the main magmatic stage at Wahmonie, silver-rich

vein mineralization of the adularia-sericite type occurred in an intermediate

volcanic center. Secondary high-salinity fluid inclusions in felsic subvolcanic

intrusions, a trace element suite that includes bismuth and tellurium, and

geophysical data support the presence of a buried porphyry-type magmatic system at

Wahmonie.

Hydrothermal activity at Bare Mountain took place during the main magmatic

stage, and may have continued into the Timber Mountain magmatic stage. Bare

Mountain contains gold-rich, disseminated Carlin-type deposits with high arsenic,

antimony, mercury, and fluorine in sedimentary and igneous rocks. In northern

and eastern Bare Mountain mineralization is associated with felsic porphyry dikes

that contain secondary high-salinity fluid inclusions. A genetic relationship
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between porphyry magmatism and shallow Carlin-type gold deposits seems likely at

Bare Mountain.

Sedimentary rock-hosted mineralization at Mine Mountain is spatially

associated with a thrust fault and was apparently deposited, in part, by a

hydrothermal system active during the Timber Mountain magmatic stage. The

silver:gold ratio is high and base-metal, arsenic, antimony, mercury, and selenium

contents are very high. Mine Mountain mineralization shares features with vein

and disseminated silver deposits at Candelaria, Nevada.

Gold-silver deposits in the areally extensive Bullfrog district comprise the

largest known precious metal resource in the volcanic field. They are mainly

quartz-carbonate ± adularia veins with alteration and mineralization styles similar

to other adularia-sericite type deposits in the Great Basin. Deposits in the Rhyolite

area and at the Gold Bar mine have very low contents of arsenic and mercury

compared to other epithermal deposits in the Great Basin, although copper and

antimony are locally elevated. Similarities in mineralization style and assemblages,

which include two occurrences of the rare gold-silver sulfide uytenbogaardtite,

indicate deposition under similar conditions in different parts of the district.

Hydrothermal activity in the Bullfrog district was coeval with extensional tectonism

and may have continued from the Timber Mountain stage into the late magmatic

stage. Mineralization at some deposits in the Bullfrog and Bare Mountain districts is

spatially associated with and, in pan, structurally controlled by a regional

detachment fault system. However, significant differences in age, mineralization

style, and geochemistry indicate that mineralization in the two districts is unrelated.

INTRODUCTION

The southwestern Nevada volcanic field (SWNVF) consists of Middle to Late

Miocene volcanic rocks that once covered an area of more than 10,000 km2 (Byers et

al., 1989) centered about 150 km northwest of Las Vegas (Fig. 1). The southern part of

the SWNVF contains precious-metal deposits that have been exploited intermittently

from the mid 19th century to the present. These deposits are hosted by volcanic

rocks of the SWNVF and underlying pre-Tertiary sedimentary rocks.

In the course of more than three decades of geologic investigations, conducted

mainly in support of nuclear weapons testing and proposed nuclear waste storage

programs, the SWNVF has become one of the most well-studied intracontinental
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volcanic fields in the world. Considerable efforts have been directed toward

understanding the intense, long-lived history of magmatic and volcanic activity,

caldera geology, volcano-tectonic evolution, and Neogene structural setting of the

SWNVF. Investigations of hydrothermal activity and mineralization in the SWNVF

have mostly been limited to reports on individual ore deposits and mineralized

districts (e.g., Ransome et al., 1910; Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964; Tingley, 1984;

Jorgensen et al., 1989) or to mineral inventories of large areas that include parts of

the SWNVF (e.g., Cornwall, 1972; Quade et al., 1984;). Jackson (1988) summarized time-

space patterns of hydrothermal activity and mineralization, and proposed that

hydrothermal activity and epithermal mineralization in the southern part of the

SWNVF were related to magmatic and volcanic activity at major volcanic centers.

More recently, Noble et al. (1991) proposed that hydrothermal activity and

mineralization were associated with specific magmatic stages in the development of

the SWNVF. However, comparisons of geologic and geochemical features of precious-

metal deposits for the SWNVF as a whole are lacking.

In this paper we compare geologic settings, geochemical characteristics,

mineralization and alteration assemblages, and general styles of mineralization of

four selected areas in the southern part of the SWNVF: the Bullfrog district; northern

and eastern Bare Mountain; the Wahmonie district; and Mine Mountain. Contrasts

between these four mineralized areas illustrate the diverse nature of hydrothermal

systems associated with the development of the SWNVF.

GEOLOGY OF THE SWNVF

The SWNVF is composed predominantly of silicic ash-flow tuff, including 12

sheets of regional extent, along with related surge and air-fall deposits and

subordinate silicic to mafic lavas and intrusions. These rocks overlie complexly

deformed and locally metamorphosed Late Precambrian and Paleozoic miogeoclinal

sedimentary rocks. Rocks of the SWNVF are distinctly younger than Late Oligocene to

Early Miocene volcanic rocks exposed to the north (such as the volcanic rocks of the

Goldfield district). Most rocks of the SWVNVF were erupted between 15 Ma and 10 Ma

during the development of a large central complex of nested and overlapping

volcanic centers of the collapse caldera type (Fig. 1). From about 9 to 7 Ma volcanism

in the SWNVF shifted to volcanic centers in the northwestern part of the field. Table

I summarizes the stratigraphy and geochronology of the three major magmatic
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stages of the SWNVF proposed by Noble et al. (1991): the 15.2- to 12.7-Ma main stage;

the 11.6- to 9-Ma Timber Mountain stage; and the 9- to 7-Ma late stage.

Although the SWNVF is located within the Walker Lane structural belt,

northwest-trending right-lateral faults and shear zones that characterize other parts

of the belt are poorly developed in the SWNVF (Stewart, 1988). Instead, the majority

of structural features within the SWNVF are attributed to magmatic and volcanic

processes, including magmatic tumescence, caldera collapse, and resurgent doming

(Christiansen et al., 1977) and to Middle to Late Miocene regional extension that

resulted in imbricate normal faulting and detachment faulting. In the southwestern

part of the SWNVF, much extension appears to have been accommodated along the

Original Bullfrog - Fluorspar Canyon (OB-FC) detachment fault system (Fig. 2), which

is part of a regional fault system that continues southwest into Death Valley (Carr and

Monsen, 1988; Hamilton, 1988).

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Chemical analyses were performed by Geochemical Services Inc., Rocklin,

California, using inductively-coupled plasma emission spectroscopy (ICP-ES). Blind

repeat analyses of sample pulps showed good reproducibility of results for all

elements; but analyses on duplicate rock specimens show some differences

(particularly for moderate to high-level gold analyses) that are probably due to the

"nugget effect." Comparative analyses done at the Nevada Bureau of Mines and

Geology (NBMG) using atomic absorption for arsenic, bismuth, mercury, and

antimony showed excellent agreement for background-level samples collected from

the SWNVF (Castor et al., 1990). Comparative analyses for gold, silver, arsenic, and

antimony performed by Bondar-Clegg, Inc. by instrumental neutron activation

methods showed good agreement with the CP-ES values for samples that ranged from

background to highly mineralized. In addition, a comparison of Geochemical

Services Inc. gold and silver values for NBMG standards (Lechler and Desilets, 1991)

showed good agreement at high levels with recommended values obtained by

averaging analyses by a number of commercial laboratories.

Mineral identifications were made using standard petrographic techniques, X-

ray diffraction, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses. Mineral

compositions were obtained during SEM examination by energy dispersive X-ray

(EDX) techniques using pure metal standards at the U. S. Bureau of Mines Western
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K> Research Center, Reno, Nevada. Mineral compositions reported are as molecular

contents (rather than by weight percent). Descriptions of vein textures are based on

a formal classification of the textures of vein quartz developed by Dowling and

Morrison (1989).

MINERALIZED AREAS

Although records are sparse, we estimate that early gold production from the

southern part of the SWNVF was about 3 t (100,000 oz) until significant operations

ceased in the 1940s; silver production was of about the same magnitude. However,

extensive exploration and development has taken place since the mid-1970s, and

production and reserves for the SWNVF now total over 60 t (2 million oz) of gold and

150 t (5 million oz) of silver.

In connection with studies of mineral potential at the proposed nuclear waste

site at Yucca Mountain, we obtained multi-element analyses of 150 vein and(or)

altered wall rock samples from areas with precious-metal mineralization in the

SWNVF. Our results (Table 2) together with data from the literature show significant

variations in trace element suites for different mineralized areas in the SWNVF. For

comparative purposes, analyses of unaltered volcanic rocks from the SWNVF are also

reported (Table 3). Correlation coefficients between trace element contents for each

area represented by 13 or more samples are shown in Figure 3.

WAHMONEE DISTRICT

The earliest mining activity in rocks of the SNVF took place in the Wahmonie

mining district (Figs. 2 and 4) where near-surface ores are thought to have been

worked as early as 1853 (Quade et al., 1984). Discoveries of high-grade silver-gold ore

in 1928 resulted in considerable development, including the 150-m-deep Wingfield

shaft, but little ore was shipped. In 1940, the Wahmonie district was withdrawn from

mineral entry when it was included within the Tonopah Bombing and Gunnery

Range. This area later became part of the Nevada Test Site of the U. S. Department of

Energy and remains excluded from civilian development.

Precious-metal mineralization in the Wahmonie district lies in a northeast-

K> trending 8 km by 4 km elliptical area underlain by intensely altered andesitic to

latitic lavas, tuffs, and breccias of the Wahmonie Formation (Ekren and Sargent.
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1965). The altered area includes a central northeast-trending 3 km by 1 km hoist

containing weakly to strongly altered rhyodacitic volcanic rocks that are cut by

intermediate to silicic subvolcanic intrusions (Fig. 4). The intermediate to felsic

igneous rocks at Wahmonie probably comprise the eroded remnants of a central

volcano or dome and flow field. K-Ar ages (recalculated to current constants)

indicate that these rocks were emplaced between about 13.2 and 12.8 Ma (Kistler,

1968). They are overlain by units of the Paintbrush Tuff (Ekren and Sargent, 1965).

which have similar to slightly younger ages of about 13.0 to 12.7 Ma (Sawyer et al.,

1990).

The area of the most intense prospecting and development, which includes the

Wingfield shaft (Fig. 4), is a northeast-trending zone of abundant quartz veins about

1 km long in strongly altered rock along the southeastern side of the central horst.

Near-vein alteration in this area is dominated by silicification and adularization with

some argillic minerals. Feldspar phenocrysts are replaced by granular adularia with

illite + sericite ± kaolinite or by single crystals of secondary potash feldspar with

mottled extinction. According to Jackson (1988), near-vein adularia sericite + silica

alteration grades outward to kaolinite-bearing rock. Alunite was reported to occur in

strongly altered rock and in quartz veins (Ekren and Sargent, 1965; Quade et al.,

1984), but no alunite was found during petrographic and X-ray diffraction analyses

by the writers. Sulfide-rich silicified rock on mine dumps in the Wingfield shaft

area, and widespread limonite indicate that significant amounts of pyrite were

previously present in altered wall rock. Propylitic alteration consisting of chlorite +

albite ± calcite ± pyrite is widespread in the central horst. Argillic alteration,

potassic alteration (with secondary biotite), and tourmaline veinlets are locally

present in, or adjacent to, central horst intrusions.

Precious-metal-bearing veins consist mainly of fine comb quartz ± calcite

with minor adularia. They carry free gold, cerargyrite, hessite, iron and manganese

oxides, acanthite, and other sulfides (Quade et al., 1984). Very finely granular quartz

veins with anomalously high precious-metal contents (up to 0.4 ppm gold and 3.5

ppm silver) are exposed in the vicinity of the Wingfield shaft. Stockworks of fine

comb to granular quartz veinlets with adularia rhombs are also' present.

SEM/EDX studies of highly mineralized rock from Wahmonie disclosed electrun

(Au77Ag23) occurring as irregular threads or flakes in cerargyrite (Fig. 5a) and

hessite (Ag2Te) occurring as colloform bands in cerargyrite (Fig. Sb). Iron tellurite

containing minor gold and manganese (possibly mackayite, Fe2 (TeO 13 xH2O) was

found in cerargyrite. Frohbergite (FeTe2) and hedleyite (BiTe2) were also tentatively
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identified, and cinnabar was found in cavities as micron-size granules n

cerargyritc (J. Sjoberg and J. Quade, personal communication. 1991).

Vein samples analyzed during this study contain up to 109 oz silver and 11 oz

gold per ton, but samples carrying up to 1130 oz silver and 50 oz gold per ton have

been reported previously (Quade et al., 1984). Mineralized and(or) altered samples

from the Wahmonie district have relatively high silver:gold ratios (Table 2) and

bismuth, mercury, and tellurium correlate well with gold (Figs. 3 and 6). Copper,

lead, and antimony are locally high, but do not correlate with gold. Base-metal

contents are low in mineralized samples from Wahmonie, with the exception of a

single vein sample with secondary copper minerals that is enriched in copper and

lead but poor in silver and gold. Arsenic content is generally low (Table 2), but

pyrite-rich silicified rock with 360 ppm arsenic was collected from a dump near the

Wingficld shaft.

Rock with high precious-metal and tellurium contents in the Wahmonie

district is not restricted to the Wingfield shaft area, and may occur widely in the

district. Hessite-bearing comb quartz from a small dump in the central horst 1 km

northeast of the Wingfield shaft contains 748 ppm silver 11 ppm gold and 90 ppm

tellurium. Granodiorite altered to a mixture of quartz and illite 4 km northeast of the

Wingfield shaft also has elevated gold and tellurium contents (Quade et al., 1984).

Adularia from altered rocks with abundant silica-adularia veins in the

Wahmonie district gave K-Ar ages of 12.6 0.4 and 12.9 ± 0.4 Ma (Jackson, 1988).

These ages indicate that hydrothermal activity and mineralization closely followed

magmatic and volcanic activity of the main magmatic stage of the SWNVF at

Wahmonie.

On the basis of a positive residual gravity anomaly centered about 1 km

southwest of the mineralized area at Wahmonie and associated magnetic highs, Ponce

(1981) inferred the presence of a large buried felsic intrusive mass similar to and

contiguous with granodiorite exposures in the central horst. The highest portions of

this intrusive body appear to be along the east side of the central horst, coincident

with the area of precious-metal mineralization. As pointed out by. Hoover et al.

(1982), the edges of the inferred intrusion correspond approximately with alteration

in the Wahmonie district. Relatively high resistivity in the inferred intrusion

indicates high porosity due to fracturing, faulting, alteration, and(or)

mineralization. Induced polarization data indicate that 2% or more sulfides are

present below the water table at Wahmonie (Hoover et al.. 1982).

3-68
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Alteration and veining in granodioritic porphyry intrusions in the central
horst, along with high bismuth and tellurium support the presence of a porphyry

magmatic-hydrothermal system at Wahmonie. In addition, quartz phenocrysts

containing hypersaline secondary fluid inclusions, which are indicative of

magmatic hydrothermal fluids, occur in samples with secondary biotite (D. C. Noble,

personal communication, 1990).

BARE MOUNTAIN AREA

Between initial discovery in 1905 and the late 1970s small amounts of gold and

mercury were produced intermittently from deposits in northern and eastern Bare

Mountain, including the Panama-Sterling gold mine and the Telluride gold-mercury

camp (Fig. 2). Fluorspar was produced more-or-less continuously from the same area

between 1918 and 1989 from the Daisy, Goldspar and Mary mines. Approximately 2.5 t

(80,000 oz) of gold were produced from disseminated deposits at the Steriing and

Mother Lode mines between 1983 and 1990 (Bonham and Hess, in review). Additional,

currently subeconomic disseminated gold deposits are present at the Daisy mine,

Secret Pass, Goldspar mine, and near the Mother Lode mine (J. Marr, personal

communication, 1987; Greybeck and Wallace, 1991).

Bare Mountain consists predominantly of weakly metamorphosed Late

Proterozoic through Late Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of the Cordilleran miogeocline

that underwent Mesozoic folding and thrust-faulting and Tertiary low- to high-angle

normal and strike-slip faulting (Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1961; Monsen et al., 1990).

In northern Bare Mountain these rocks are separated from overlying, imbricately

faulted volcanic rocks of the SWNVF by the north-dipping, low- to moderate-angle

Fluorspar Canyon fault (Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1961) which is considered by

recent workers to be the eastern continuation of the Original Bullfrog fault (e.g.,

Carr and Monsen, 1988). In contrast to the Bullfrog Hills, where major faulting and

tilting post-dated deposition of the 11.4 Ma Ammonia Tanks Member, deformation in

northeastern Bare Mountain had mostly ceased by 11.6 Ma, as indicated by strong

angular discordance between the flat-lying, 11.6-Ma Rainier Mesa Member of the

Timber Mountain Tuff and underlying tilted units of the SWNVF (Carr, 1984; Carr and

Monsen, 1988; Monsen et al., 1990; Weiss et al., 1990).

A swarm of north-trending felsic porphyry dikes intrudes the pre-Cenozoic

rocks in eastern and northern Bare Mountain. The dike rocks typically have

coarsely granophyric groundmass and have been affected by variable degrees of
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potassium-feldspar, sericitic, and argillic alteration. Hypersaline fluid inclusions

that are present in quartz phenocrysts reflect the passage of an early high-salinity

hydrothermal fluid (Noble et al., 1989). The dikes were emplaced during the main

magmatic stage of the SWNVF, as demonstrated by radiometric age determinations

ranging between 14.9 0.5 Ma and 13.8 ± 0.2 Ma (Marvin et al., 1989; Monsen et al.,

1990; Noble et al., 1991). Most mineral deposits along the east flank of Bare Mountain

are spatially associated with, and post-date or are nearly contemporaneous with the

emplacement of. these dikes.

Several base-metal ± gold occurrences, generally associated with quartz veins

in Precambrian and Cambrian rocks, have been reported along the west flank of

Bare Mountain (Cornwall, 1972; Tingley, 1984). However, most of the mineral deposits

in Bare Mountain are located in its northern and eastern flanks.

At the Sterling mine (Fig. 2), sediment-hosted disseminated gold-silver

mineralization is controlled by the intersection of normal faults with a thrust fault

that juxtaposes clastic rocks of the Late Proterozoic to Early Cambrian Wood Canyon

Formation over carbonate rocks of the Middle Cambrian Bonanza King Formation

(Odt, 1983). This mineralization is associated with alteration assemblages that include

kaolinite, illite, sericite, jarosite, and alunite, and with very little introduction or
removal of silica and iron (Odt, 1983). Stibnite, cinnabar and fluorite are present in

ore and in nearby exposures of hydrothermal breccia (Tingley, 1984).

Hydrothermally altered porphyry dikes are abundant in the Sterling Mine area, and

locally have elevated gold contents (Odt, 1983; Tingley, 1984; Jackson, 1988).

North of the Sterling mine, a zone of argillic alteration and bleaching

accompanies the porphyry dikes and locally contains fluorite and disseminated gold

mineralization in Paleozoic carbonate rocks (Tingley, 1984; D. Odt, personal

communication, 1987). At the Goldspar mine (Fig. 2), fluorite replaces brecciated and

sheared carbonate rocks of the Nopah Formation and fills fractures in altered dike

rock (Papke, 1979; Tingley, 1984; Jackson, 1988). Similar fluorite mineralization and

alteration is present in Silurian dolomite at the Mary mine.

The Goldspar deposit has been interpreted as a high-level breccia pipe (e.g.

Tingley, 1984). Altered clasts of Tertiary volcanic rocks in the breccia (Jackson,

1988) are unlikely to have been transported from below the Cambrian host rocks.

This suggests that the breccia was open to much higher stratigraphic levels at the

time of hydrothermal activity.

In the Telluride mine area (Fig. 2), gold mineralization is present with quartz,

opal, alunite, and pyrite along the Fluorspar Canyon fault (Jackson, 1988) and occurs
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in altered porphyry dikes that intrude carbonate rocks in the foot wall of the fault.

Mercury was mined from pipelike breccia bodies and also occurs as disseminated

cinnabar with fluorite, calcite, opal, and alunite at the Telluride mine (Tingley, 1984).

The Mother Lode gold mine is situated immediately to the north of the Telluride

mine area, near the northeasternmost exposure of the Fluorspar Canyon fault

segment of the OB-FC fault system (Fig. 2). Disseminated gold mineralization is

present in felsic porphyry dikes, sills and extrusive(?) rocks and in adjacent

interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and limestone. Mapa (1990) considered the

sedimentary host rocks to be part of the Mississippian Eleana Formation, whereas

others (e.g., S. Ristorcelli, personal communication, 1990) interpret them as

belonging to the Silurian Roberts Mountain Formation and to the Early(?) to Middle

Miocene rocks of Joshua Hollow of Monsen et al. (1990). Alteration is primarily

argillic, with pyrite in unoxidized rocks and jarosite in oxidized rocks. Altered rock is

mostly composed of quartz and illite, and feldspar phenocrysts are generally

completely replaced by illite calcite, but some samples contain sanidine that is

apparently unaltered. Mafic minerals are replaced by sericite ± illite ± calcite ±

rutile. Sooty remobilized carbon is abundant locally in the sedimentary rocks. Very

sparse, irregular veins containing fine to medium drusy quartz + manganese oxide 

opal occur in oxidized ore, and calcite veins cut limestone. About 150 m west of the

mine, glassy bedded tuff that is considered to lie stratigraphically between the

Paintbrush and Timber Mountain Tuffs (Monsen et al., 1990) contains very fine-

grained alunite. In addition, chalcedony replaces conglomerate and opal replaces

bedded tuff in the same unit about 600 m northwest of the mine.

Three mineralized zones containing a total of 12.3 Mt that average 0.81 g/t of

gold (13.5 Mst @ 0.026 oz/st) have been delineated in Fluorspar Canyon 3 to 5 km

southwest of the Mother Lode mine (Greybeck and Wallace, 1991). In this area, two

disseminated gold deposits associated with fluorite mineralization are present within

Cambrian rocks of the Nopah, Bonanza King and arrara Formations in and near the

Daisy fluorite mine (Papke, 1979; Tingley, 1984; Greybeck and Wallace, 1991). These

deposits, which are situated beneath the Fluorspar Canyon fault (Fig. 2), are

associated with alteration that ranges from subtle decalcification to intense

silicification (Greybeck and Wallace, 1991). Cinnabar commonly accompanies

fluorite in the Daisy mine.

The nearby volcanic-hosted Secret Pass deposit contains disseminated gold in

altered ash-flow tuff of the Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat Tuff. The deposit is

bounded by the underlying Fluorspar Canyon fault (Greybeck and Wallace, 1991). An
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alteration assemblage including quartz, adularia, calcite, and pyrite, with generally

weak silicification, is associated with gold mineralization (Greybeck and Wallace,

1991). Although precious-metal mineralization is confined to the Crater Flat Tuff,

adularia- and illite(?)-bearing alteration assemblages continue up into the overlying

ca. 13-Ma Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff. In addition, chalcedonic

veins that may be related to this mineralization are present in the 12.7-Ma Tiva

Canyon Member.

Altered and(or) mineralized samples from the Bare Mountain area collected

during this study include 20 samples from the Mother Lode orebody and 16 samples

from workings and outcrops within 1 km south and west of the mine. The average

silvergold ratio for all samples is 10:1, but samples from the Mother Lode mine

average about 2:1. The samples have high arsenic and antimony contents, and gold

correlates strongly with these two elements (Figs. 3 and 6). Gold is also correlative

with copper, lead, mercury, tellurium, and thallium, although the contents of these

metals are not highly anomalous. In general, Mother Lode mine samples with the

highest gold contents contain drusy quartz and(or) opal along with manganese oxide.

Pyritic ore contains gold contents similar to adjacent oxidized ore (W. Hickinbotham,

personal communication, 1990). Gold-bearing phases could not be found using

reflected light and scanning electron microscopy in samples containing up to 7 ppm

gold.

The mineralized areas in Fluorspar Canyon southwest of the Mother Lode mine

have similar correlations between gold and other trace elements, particularly

antimony, thallium, and molybdenum (Greybeck and Wallace, 1991). Arsenic,

mercury, and base metals are also correlative with gold, but not in all three deposits.

Silver:gold ratios are generally low.

Gold-rich samples from the Sterling mine area have high arsenic, antimony,

mercury, and thallium contents (Odt, 1983; Hill et al., 1986). Tingley (1984) reports

high arsenic, antimony, and molybdenum contents in samples from the Telluride,

Sterling, and Daisy mine areas, and high lead and zinc from the latter two areas.

The presence of hydrothermal alteration, fluorite, and locally elevated gold

concentrations in porphyry dikes indicates that much, or all, of the mineralization

in Bare Mountain postdates emplacement of the dikes. Radiometric ages of about 12.9

Ma were obtained on hydrothermal potassium feldspar that replaces groundmass and

phenocrysts of igneous potassium feldspar in altered dike rock at the Goldspar mine,

0Q- indicating that hydrothermal activity took place there during the main magmatic

stage of the SWNVF (Noble et al., 1991). Close similarities in mineralization style and
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trace element signatures support a similar timing for gold mineralization in pre-

Cenozoic rocks in the vicinity of the Daisy mine. At the nearby Secret Pass deposit,

hydrothermal alteration extends into the ca. 13-Ma Topopah Spring Member of the

Paintbrush Tuff, but not into adjacent exposures of the 11.6-Ma Rainier Mesa Member

of the Timber Mountain Tuff. In the Telluride mine area, alunite occurs in altered

gravel in the hanging wall of the luorspar Canyon fault and in hydrothermal

breccia in the foot wall of the fault. Samples of this alunite were dated at 12.2 i 0.4

Ma and 11.2 ± 0.3 Ma. respectively, by K-Ar methods (Jackson, 1988). Alunitic

alteration is also found near the Mother Lode mine in bedded tuff between the

Paintbrush Tuff and Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff.

The dated alunite is fine-grained, suggesting either a supergene origin or a
vapor-dominated depositional environment (e.g., Thompson, 1991), and the dates

therefore represent minimum ages for mineralization. If the alunite was deposited

by hypogene fluids. the ages suggest the possibility of more than one period of

activity or that hydrothermal activity in the Telluride-Mother Lode area was of long

duration.

A number of lines of evidence suggest a shallow or high-level environment

for mineralization in Bare Mountain. Hydrothermal breccia in the Sterling,

Goldspar, and Telluride mine areas indicates a high-level environment. The altered

Tertiary volcanic rocks present in fluoritized breccia at the Goldspar mine include

clasts of the Paintbrush Tuff. The most reasonable interpretation is that the volcanic

rock fragments fell into the breccia prior to, or during, hydrothermal activity.

Because the age of hydrothermal activity is essentially the same as the age of the

Paintbrush Tuff, the deposit was probably open to the paleosurface. Cinnabar

and(or) high mercury concentrations are widespread in northern and eastern Bare

Mountain and alunite opal is present in several mineralized areas. Such mineral

associations are considered indicative of a shallow hydrothermal environment,

although it is possible that the alunite is not entirely hypogene.

Noble et al. (1989) inferred the presence of a buried, granite-type porphyry

molybdenum system in Bare Mountain from the presence of porphyry-style

crystallization textures and hypersaline fluid inclusions in the felsic dikes, the

spatial association of mineralization with the dikes, and the fluorite-molybdenum

component of the trace element assemblage of the mineralization in Bare Mountain.

Gold-silver-mercury-fluorite mineralization in Bare Mountain may represent the

distal, near-surface expression of hydrothermal activity related to a deeper porphyry

molybdenum system (Noble et al., 1989).
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MINE MOUNTAIN

Mine Mountain, in the southeast part of the SWNVF (Fig. 1), was the site of

mercury, base-metal, and precious-metal prospecting in the 1920s. but was

subsequently included in the Nevada Test Site and withdrawn from mineral entry. A

2-km-long northeast-trending area along the crest of Mine Mountain contains

quartz calcite ± barite ± sulfides in veins, hydrothermal breccia, and silicified areas

(Quade et al., 1984; L. T. Larson and S. I. Weiss, unpub. mapping, 1989). Mineralization

is closely associated with the flat-lying Mine Mountain thrust fault, which separates

underlying Mississippian clastic rocks from Devonian carbonate rocks in the upper

plate (Orkild, 1968). The mineralization occurs both above and below the thrust fault,

but appears to be most strongly developed within a few tens of meters above the fault

in highly brecciated rock (L. T. Larson and S. I. Weiss, unpublished mapping, 1989).

Above the Mine Mountain thrust, mineralization is closely associated with

moderate- to high-angle northeasterly-striking faults and fractures, and north- to

nonhwest-striking high-angle fractures. Subhorizontal slickensides on these

structures indicate lateral slip probably related to movements along the nearby,

northeast-trending, left-slip Mine Mountain fault zone of Carr (1984). Locally,

quartz-barite veins both crosscut and are offset by faults with subhorizontal

slickensides, indicating that mineralization was coeval with strike-slip movement.

In the lower plate of the Mine Mountain thrust, quartz- and calcite-cemented

fault and hydrothermal breccia comprise narrow veins that trend NW to nearly E-W

and can be traced for as much as 1 km in clastic rocks of the Eleana Formation.

Samples of these veins, which yielded the highest gold analyses of any rocks from

Mine Mountain, contain very finely granular to chalcedonic quartz along with

alunite and cinnabar. SEM/EDX examination of a breccia-vein sample with 0.6 ppm

gold and very high arsenic and lead contents shows an arsenate, iodide, and selenide

assemblage including mimetite (3Pb3{AsO4)2 PbC12), conichalcite

(8(Cu,Ca)As2O33H20), tocomalite (HgAgI), and tiemannite (HgSe). Trace amounts of

pyrite and arsenopyrite are also present.

Alteration mineralogy at Mine Mountain is dominated by fine-grained

silicification. In massive carbonate rocks in the upper plate, silicification includes

variable amounts of chalcedonic replacement asperoid) and millimeter- to

centimeter-width sheeted or stockwork quartz veins. White calcite veins are

abundant in carbonate rocks surrounding the area of silicification. Vein quartz has

fine- to medium-granular or fine comb textures, and clear drusy quartz is also
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present. Barnte, calcite, galena, sphalerite, and anglesite have been identified in

veins and silicified rocks. Cinnabar is present in veins and is also disseminated in

leached, decalcified, and silicified carbonate rocks. Small amounts of gossan are

associated with massive white calcite and barite-rich hydrothermal breccia.

Samples from Mine Mountain have high base-metal contents, along with an

epithermal precious-metal suite that includes arsenic, antimony, and mercury (Table

2). Lead, zinc, selenium, cadmium, antimony, and mercury contents are very high

relative to other mineralized areas in the SWNVF. The gold and silver correlation

with base metals is strong at Mine Mountain (Fig. 3). The correlation between gold

and selenium is particularly striking, but silver correlates much more strongly with

cadmium, mercury, and base metals than does gold. The gold-silver correlation is

weaker at Mine Mountain than it is in other mineralized areas in the SWNVF (Fig. 3).

The timing of hydrothermal activity at Mine Mountain is constrained by

indirect stratigraphic and structural relations. Based on the presence of argillic and

alunitic alteration in tuffs as young as the Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber

Mountain Tuff on the south flank of Mine Mountain, Jackson (1988) inferred the

mineralization to be approximately contemporaneous with Timber Mountain

magmatic activity. Alunite from an outcrop of the altered Ammonia Tanks Member
has given a K-Ar age of 11.1 ± 0.3 Ma (E.H. McKee, S.1. Weiss and L.T. Larson, unpub.

data, 1989), consistent with alteration shortly after deposition of the 11.4 Ma

Ammonia Tanks Member. Alteration has not been traced from the dated outcrop

directly into the main mineralized area. However, if syn-mineralization lateral slip

movements on fault surfaces along the crest of Mine Mountain were associated with

deformation along the Mine Mountain strike-slip fault system, which offsets both

units of the Timber Mountain Tuff (Orkild, 1968; Carr, 1984), then mineralization

occurred after 11.4 Ma as well, consistent with the K-Ar age of the alunitic alteration.

The geochemical data at Mine Mountain are consistent with mineralization

from more than one hydrothermal system. Base-metal and silver vein or

replacement mineralization in Paleozoic sedimentary rocks may have been

remobilized and overprinted by later epithermal metallization during magmatic

activity of the Timber Mountain stage of the SWNVF.

BULLFROG DISTRICT

The Bullfrog district in the Bullfrog Hills west of the town of Beatty (Fig. 1),

has been the most important source of precious metals in the SWNVF. The district
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contains gold-silver vein deposits that are scattered within large areas underlain by

hydrothermally altered rock, particularly in the southern part of the Bullfrog Hills

(Fig. 2).

The Original Bullfrog mine in the southwest corner of the Bullfrog district was

discovered in 1904, but most early production came from the Montgomery-Shoshone

mine 6.5 km to the east (Fig. 2). By 1940, the Bullfrog district had recorded precious

metals production totalling about 3 million dollars (Couch and Carpenter, 1943).

Minor precious-metal production came from the Gold Bar mine and from several

mines near the town of Rhyolite. The Mayflower and Pioneer mines, about 12 km

north of Rhyolite, also had minor early production. Renewed exploration in the

district since the mid-1970s resulted in open-pit mining for three years at the Gold

Bar mine, the delineation of open-pit mineable reserves at the Montgomery-

Shoshone mine, and the discovery and development of the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine

(Fig. 2), an entirely new deposit on the cast side of Ladd Mountain that is expected to

produce about 7.5 t (240,000 oz) of gold annually for to 7 years (Jones, 1990).

The Bullfrog Hills consist of an upper, imbricately normal-faulted, extensional

allocthon composed mostly of Miocene volcanic rocks that is separated from

underlying Paleozoic and Proterozoic sedimentary and metamorphic rocks by a low-

angle fault first recognized by Ransome et al. (1910). This structure is the Original

Bullfrog segment of the regional OB-FC detachment fault system (Fig. 2) (Caff and

Monsen, 1988; Maldonado, 1990a). Upper-plate rocks consist chiefly of silicic ash-

flow sheets including units of the Crater Flat, Paintbrush and Timber Mountain Tuffs

that were erupted from the central caldera complex of the SWNVF between about 15

and 11.4 Ma. Lesser volumes of lava flows, domes and local tuffs of silicic

composition, and relatively minor amounts of mafic and intermediate composition

lava flows are intercalated with the regional ash-flow sheets. Units of tuffaceous

sandstone, conglomerate, shale and lacustrine limestone are present mainly in the

lower part of the volcanic section. Lying with angular discordance upon the Timber

Mountain Tuff and older ash-flow sheets is a local sequence of interbedded rhyolitic

flows, domes and associated pyroclastic deposits which are capped by latite flows.

These post-Timber Mountain Tuff rocks were erupted prior to about 10 Ma (Marvin et

al., 1989; Noble et al., 1991).

Throughout much of the Bullfrog Hills, upper-plate rocks are cut by numerous

west-dipping normal faults, many of listric geometry, that mostly strike north to

northeast. This deformation has long been recognized as the result of WNW-ESE

directed upper crustal extension, and estimates of the amount of extension range
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from about 25% (Ransome et a., 1910) to more than 100% (Maldonado, 1990a). Most of

the faulting and tilting began after about 11.4 Ma as demonstrated by conformable

and paraconformable relations between the Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber

Mountain Tuff and underlying ash-flow sheets. Major tilting and faulting ceased

before deposition of the flat-lying, 7.6 Ma Spearhead Member of the Stonewall Flat

Tuff and local, Late Miocene conglomeratic deposits (Weiss et al., 1990).

Original Bullfrog Mine

The Original Bullfrog mine was developed in a complex, shallowly north-

dipping vein that is approximately 10 m thick. The vein is a shattered mass of banded

crustifonn quartz, calcite, and silicified breccia that lies along the Original Bullfrog

fault (Ransome et al., 1910). This fault, which appears to truncate the vein material

against underlying, strongly sheared Paleozoic elastic and carbonate rocks that

contain only minor veining, is part of the Bullfrog detachment fault system of

Maldonado (1990a; 1990b). The main vein grades upwards into sheeted veins within

moderately east-dipping silicified ash-flow tuff of the 13.85 Ma Lithic Ridge Tuff

(Caff et al., 1986; Sawyer et al., 1990). Adularia and albite replace feldspar

phenocrysts and groundmass potash-feldspar and locally, between closely spaced

veins, the tuff has been pervasively adularized. This alteration grades laterally and

up-section into quartz-illite and sricite-albite-calcite assemblages, and at greater

distances, into weak illite-calcite ± albite alteration.

Vein quartz ranges from white, yellow and grey banded fine granular or

chalcedonic material to white, clear or amethystine fine to medium comb quartz.

Calcite occurs as coarsely crystalline masses intergrown with comb quartz, as

inwardly-growing crystals along the walls of veins that were subsequently filled

with comb quartz, or as irregular drusy veins with little or no quartz.

In addition to quartz and calcite, the main vein carries visible gold that is

associated with limonite, malachite, chrysocolla, and sulfide. SEM/EDX examinations

of high-grade ore show that gold occurs in irregular clectrum grains up to 1 mm in
diameter (Fig. 7) with compositions that range between Aus2Ag48 and Au42Ag58-

Gold also occurs in mixed grains of native metal (AuSoAg2o) and uytenbogaardtite

(Ag3AuS2). Silver is also present as acanthite, which occurs as irregular grains in

quartz, and as mixed grains with uytenbogaardtite and gold. Textural relations

indicate a complex paragenetic sequence. In ore containing visible gold, early

calcite was followed by white comb quartz with sulfide and electrum, and lastly by

vein-filling grey to amethystine quartz. The calcite is locally replaced by malachite
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and chrysocolla, which also occur in irregular masses surrounding gold and sulfide,

and in late veinlets with sulfide and limonite. Textural relationships indicate that

electrum and acanthite are the earliest ore minerals, followed by uytenbogaardtite

and gold.

Samples from the Original Bullfrog Mine have relatively high average

silver.gold when compared to other mineralized areas in the Bullfrog district (Table

2). In addition, Original Bullfrog samples have strong arsenic, copper, antimony, and

bismuth correlations with gold (Figs. 3 and 6).

Adularia from altered Lithic Ridge Tuff adjacent to the main vein has given a

K-Ar age of 8.7 0.3 Ma (Jackson, 1988) indicating that hydrothermal activity took

place about 1 to 1.5 Ma after the end of volcanic activity in the Bullfmg Hills. This

age, along with shattering of the vein and apparent truncation of the vein by the

underlying Original Bullfrog fault, is consistent with mineralization during the

major period of detachment-style faulting in the region between 11.4 and 7.6 Ma.

Gold-Bar Me

At the Gold Bar mine in the northwest corner of the Bullfrog district (Fig. 2),

silver-gold mineralization is present in quartz-calcite veins and quartz-calcite

cemented breccia along a northeast-trending, west-dipping normal fault system

cutting units of the Crater Flat and Paintbrush Tuff and minor basaltic rocks. The

main area of mineralization lies about 2 km from the surface trace of the Bullfrog

detachment fault system (Maldonado, 1990a). Veins consist of banded crustiform

intergrowths of calcite and fine granular and comb quartz commonly with drusy

quartz and calcite and minor amethystine comb quartz. Late calcite veins are also

present. Pyrite is the only sulfide mineral reported in vein material at the Gold Bar

mine (Ransome et al., 1910). Wall-rock alteration appears to be similar to that at the

Original Bullfrog mine. Variable albitization and adularization of feldspar

phenocrysts and groundmass, along with illite/sericite alteration, are associated with

silicification adjacent to veins. Disseminated pyrite is also present in unoxidized

altered wall rock.

Samples collected from the Gold Bar mine have a moderate average silver gold

ratio and show only a weak gold-copper association (Figs. 3 and 6). Arsenic,

antimony, mercury, and the base metals are extremely low (Table 2). The highest

gold and silver contents are in veins of finely crystalline quartz with intergrown

thinly bladed calcite (Fig. 8a).
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Alteration and mineralization at the Gold Bar mine postdate deposition of the

Ca. 13- to 12.7-Ma Paintbrush Tuff but have not been dated directly. Vein and

alteration styles, textures, and mineral assemblages are similar to those of other

deposits in the Bullfrog district, suggesting that mineralization at the Gold Bar mine

is genetically related to mineralization elsewhere in the district. In addition, veins at

the Gold Bar mine were localized by upper-plate faults that were probably active

during detachment-related extensional deformation between 11.4 and 7.6 Ma.

indicating vein emplacement at approximately the same time as mineralization in the

other deposits (see below).

Rhyglite Area

The Rhyolite area contains the largest and highest grade known gold-silver

ore reserves in the SWNVF. It includes vein systems at the Montgomery-Shoshone

mine, the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine and several small mines near the town of Rhyolite

(Fig. 2). Most of the reserves are in the Bond Gold Bullfrog deposit where 13.0 Mt of

ore averaging 3.77 g/t (14.3 Mst @ 0.110 ozlst) were reported to be present prior to the

start of production in 1989 (Jorgensen et al., 1989). Most of the historic gold and

(jo silver production in the Bullfrog district came from the Montgomery-Shoshone

mine, about 1.5 km northeast of Rhyolite (Couch and Carpenter, 1943), which has

current reserves of 2.8 Mt of gold ore at an average grade of 2.5 gt (3.1 Mst @ 0.072

oz/st) (Jorgensen et al., 1989). Host rocks for veins in the Rhyolite area are

predominantly densely welded, devitrified portions of ash-flow sheets of the

Paintbrush and Timber Mountain Tuffs.

At the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine gold-silver ore is mined from a moderately

west-dipping vein system that lies along a normal fault ("middle-plate fault" of

Jorgensen et al., 1989) at the eastern foot of Ladd Mountain. Ore comprises a central

zone, - as much as 70 m thick, of complexly cross-cutting veins, hydrothermal breccia

and silicified volcanic rock, that lies within the vein system. Closely-spaced veins in

the ore zone form stockworks and/or sheeted swarms. More widely-spaced veins also

form stockworks above and below the ore zone (Jorgensen et al., 1989). Well

developed faults that have been the locus of significant displacement bound the ore

zone in most places and are accompanied by gold-rich hydrothermal breccia (B.

Claybourne, personal commun., 1991). The hanging wall rocks are well exposed on

Ladd Mountain, an east-tilted fault-block that is composed mainly of a pervasively

*_, altered section of the Timber Mountain Tuff, a thin basaltic flow or sill, and

underlying units of the Paintbrush Tuff and Crater Flat Tuff (Maldonado and
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Hausback, 1990). Exposed foot wall rocks include strongly altered rocks probably

belonging to the Crater Flat Tuff and an underlying unit of dacitic to rhyodacitic lava

that is widely exposed beneath the Crater Flat and Lithic Ridge Tuffs elsewhere in the

Bullfrog Hills (c.f., Maldonado and Hausback, 1990).

Vein material consists mostly of crustiform fine granular and comb quartz

(locally amethystine) ± intergrown calcite of anhedral to finely bladed habit (Fig.

8b). Bands and veins of very finely granular to chalcedonic quartz and moderately

coarse comb quartz are also present, and bands of fine adularia occur in minor

amounts. Fluorite and barite have also been reported (Jorgensen et al., 1989).

Fragments of wallrock are included in the veins and have been partly to nearly

completely replaced by fne-grained quartz and potash feldspar.

Multiple generations of cross-cutting quartz ± calcite veins, open space in-

fillings, and fragments of vein material surrounded by later stages of quartz ± calcite

provide evidence for a multi-stage paragenesis and for fracturing and brecciation

concurrent with vein deposition. Much of the vein material is highly fractured, and

faults generally form the margins of the main ore zone. These features suggest that

the latest movements on the host fault post-date the last stages of vein deposition.

The style of mineralization at the Montgomery-Shoshone mine is similar to

that at the Bond Gold Bullfrog deposit (Jorgensen et al., 1989). Most of the gold-silver

ore came from veins and breccia along a major, northeast-trending high-angle fault

that juxtaposes unmineralized and unaltered, to very weakly altered, post-Timber

Mountain rhyolitic to latitic rocks on the north against strongly altered rocks,

mainly of the Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff, to the south.

Mineralization extends southward for as much as 0.5 km in and along several

north-trending quartz-calcite veins that occupy fractures and minor faults

(Jorgensen et al., 1989; Maldonado and Hausback, 1990). Faults and fractures that

control mineralization are part of the imbricate fault system associated with

extension above the OB-FC fault (Maldonado, 1990a).

A number of smaller gold-silver bearing quartz and quartz-calcite veins

similar to those of the Bond Gold Bullfrog and Montgomery-Shoshone deposits were
mined in the immediate vicinity of Rhyolite. The most notable workings include

those of the National Bank mine, where sheeted and stockwork veins of fine granular

quartz cut silicified and adularized tuffs of the Paintbrush Tuff and the Rainier Mesa

Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff. At the Denver-Tramp mine these units host a

system of subparallel steeply-dipping north-south-trending quartz-carbonate veins

up to 8 m wide that carry visible gold. The Denver-Tramp veins contain banded very
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finely granular to fine comb quartz that is locally amethystine, and pockets of calcite

that has been partially leached, leaving dark earthy manganese and iron oxides.

In addition to local silicification, mineralization in the Rhyolite area is

associated with local potash feldspar flooding and widespread adularization and

albitization of feldspar phenocrysts. Thin veins within the Rainier Mesa Member on

Ladd Mountain west of the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine have potash feldspar envelopes

up to 1 cm thick, and sheeted veins at the National Bank mine occur in hard rock

composed almost completely of secondary potash feldspar. In the Bond Gold Bullfrog,

Montgomery-Shoshone, National Bank, and Denver-Tramp mines, near-vein

alteration consists of replacement of feldspar phenocrysts with adularia (Fig. 9a)

and(or) albite (Fig. 9b) and probable adularization of groundmass feldspar. Small

amounts of illite are present, generally intergrown with secondary K-feldspar and

quartz. Strong phyllosilicate alteration is uncommon in the Rhyolite area, except

locally at the Montgomery-Shoshone mine. Primary biotite is commonly preserved,

even in strongly altered rocks, reflecting the high activity of K+ needed to produce

adularia. At the Bold Gold Bullfrog mine pseudomorphs of limonite after pyrite are

present in oxidized rock, and unoxidized rocks contain 1-2% disseminated pyrite.

Near-vein alteration described above grades outward from mineralized

structures to much more subtle, but nevertheless pervasive and widespread illite-

calcite quartz + albite assemblages that could be considered propylitic in character

(e.g., Sander and Einaudi, 1990). Chlorite-and carbonate-bearing assemblages have

been reported only from sedimentary and metamorphic rocks beneath the Original

Bullfrog - Fluorspar Canyon fault (Jorgensen et al., 1989).

All of the gold identified. visually in samples from the Rhyolite area was found

in fine granular and comb quartz. Very fine granular vein quartz is generally

present in gold ore, but was not seen to contain gold. Finely bladed calcite

intergrown with quartz in vein material from the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine is similar

to that observed in vein material from the Gold Bar mine. Acanthite is a major silver-

bearing phase in some ore at the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine and minor amounts of

chalcopyrite, galena, and sphalerite have also been reported (Jorgenson et al., 1989).

Cerargyrite was reported at the Montgomery-Shoshone mine by Ransome et al.

(1910). Secondary copper minerals are locally associated with gold at depth in the

Bond-Bullfrog mine (B. W. Claybourn, personal communication, 1991) and

tetrahedrite has also been identified (D. Brosnahan, personal communication, 1991).

This mineral association is similar to that at the Original Bullfrog mine.
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Ransome et al. (1910) reported that gold in the Bullfrog district

characteristically occurs as ciectrum in limonitic specks that represent oxidized

pyrite crystals. Electrum of this type is present at the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine as

well (Fig. 10a). We found other types of gold in the district. Electrum occurs as

contorted flakes between quartz grains (Fig. 10b) at the Bond Gold Bullfrog and

Denver-Tramp mines. SEM/EDX analysis shows that electrum in this form from the

Bond Gold Bullfrog mine has a composition of AU44Ag56. In addition, electrum and

gold are present in irregular lenses composed of quartz, limonite, chrysocolla,

acanthite, and uytenbogaardtite that are similar to mineralization described above at

the Original Bullfrog mine. The lectrum (Au57Ag43 to AuS1Ag49) is in irregular

grains up to 1 mm in maximum dimension, and gold (AU72Ag28) is present as narrow

borders on elect.am. The uytenbogaardtite is intergrown with gold (Au72Ag2 to

Au77Ag23) and acanthite, and appears to replace lectrum (Fig. 10c).

Most samples of veins and(or) altered volcanic rocks from the Rhyolite area

contain elevated gold and silver contents relative to unaltered silicic volcanic rocks,

but have low contents of other trace elements (Table 2). A sample of unusually rich

ore containing 9223 ppm gold and 2.1% silver from the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine is an

exception, containing high copper, lead, antimony, zinc, selenium, and tellurium. A

few samples contain anomalous Mo or Te, but copper is the only trace element that

correlates well with precious metals (Fig. 3). Copper reportedly increases in

abundance with depth at the Bond Gold Bullfrog mine (Jorgenson et al., 1989)

Arsenic is remarkably low; maximum arsenic content in samples that we obtained

from the Rhyolite area is 88 ppm, and arsenic values are not correlative with gold

(Figs. 3 and 6).

Alteration and mineralization in the Rhyolite area post-date deposition of the

11.4-Ma Ammonia Tanks Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff and are structurally

controlled by faults and fractures that formed in the upper plate of the Bullfrog

detachment system during the period of regional extensional faulting between 11.4

and 7.6 Ma. A K-Ar age of 9.5 0.2 Ma on adularia from the Montgomery-Shoshone

mine (Morton et al.. 1977) indicates that mineralization took place there during this

period. Fault relationships and quartz-healed brecciation in the Bond Gold Bullfrog

vein suggest that mineralization took place during faulting and prior to the last

movements along the controlling structure. The similarities in structural control,

mineralogy, style of veins, and alteration lead us to infer that mineralization

throughout the Rhyolite area took place at about the same time as that at the

Montgomery-Shoshone mine.
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Mayflower-Pioneer area

The Mayflower and Pioneer mines, about 12 km north of Rhyolite, were

developed between 1905 and the early 1920s, but little production was recorded

(Ransome et al., 1910; Cornwall, 1972). The original gold strike at the Pioneer mine

consisted of mineralized gouge and breccia along a steeply southwest-dipping shear

zone (unpublished information, NBMG mining district files). At the Mayflower mine,

gold ore was found in a southwest-dipping fracture zone with sheeted to irregular

quartz-calcite veins (Ransome et al., 1910). Both mines are in rocks containing

adularia-albite-illite alteration and quartz-calcite veining similar to that in the

Rhyolite area. Host rocks include the Crater Flat Tuff as well as overlying coarse

volcaniclastic and megabreccia deposits consisting of debris that includes pre-

Tertiary rock and ash-flow units as young as the 11.4-Ma Tuffs of Fleur de Lis Ranch

(S. Weiss and K. Connors, unpublished mapping, 1990). The coarse clastic rocks are

overlain by rhyolitic tuffs and lavas erupted by about 10 Ma (Marvin et al., 1989;

Noble et al., 1991).

Analyses of a small number of mineralized and altered samples reported gold
values up to 15.3 ppm along with high mercury and antimony, but relatively low

arsenic. A vein sample from the Mayflower mine was found to contain contorted

electrum flakes in fine grey comb quartz with finely bladed calcite (Fig. 8c) similar

to that found in gold-rich veins in the Rhyolite area and at the Gold Bar mine.

Adularia from mineralized rock at the Mayflower mine has given a K-Ar age of

10.0 ± 0.3 Ma (Jackson, 1988), consistent with stratigraphic constraints. This date

overlaps, within analytical uncertainty, the adularia age-date for the Montgomery-

Shoshone mine, but is appreciably older than the date reported for adularia from the
Original Bullfrog mine.

DISCUSSION

Hydrothermal activity and precious-metal mineralization in the southern part

of the SWNVF took place over a period of approximately 4.5 million years that

overlapped with episodes of magmatic activity. Although all of the mineralization is

epithermal in nature, its style and geochemistry varies significantly from area to

area.

Silver-gold mineralization in the Wahmonie district differs from

mineralization in other parts of the SWNVF in that it is situated in the eroded
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remnants of a volcanic center dominated by rocks of intermediate composition. K-Ar

ages indicate that hydrothermal activity at Wahmonie occurred during the main

magmatic stage of the SWNVF, and coincided with, or closely followed, the end of

magmatic and volcanic activity at the Wahmonie-Salyer volcanic center. Based on

mineral assemblages in ore, vein, and wallrock alteration, type of host rocks, and

available geochemical data, mineralization at Wahmonie comprises an epithermal

precious-metal system of the adularia-sericite type of Heald et al. (1987) or the low

sulfur type of Bonham (1989).

Available data show that base metals, arsenic, antimony and mercury at

Wahmonie are relatively low compared to high base-metal, adularia-sericite type

deposits (e.g., Creede, Colorado, Hald et al., 1987), and suggest kinship with high

silver:gold ratio, relatively base-metal-poor deposits such as Tonopah, Nevada (e.g.,

Bonham, 1989). However, the high bismuth and tellurium concentrations of the

Wahmonie district are not typical of adularia-sericite type precious-metal deposits:

these elements are more commonly associated with porphyry-related gold deposits

such as the Top deposit at Bald Mountain and the Fortitude and McCoy deposits in

Nevada (e.g., Bonham, 1989; Brooks et al., 1991). Two other characteristics of the

Wahmonie area suggest that exposed and near-surface mineralization may be

associated with an underlying porphyry system. First, subvolcanic stocks and

rhyolite dikes exposed in the central horst as well as geophysical evidence for a

pluton beneath the district are consistent with the presence of a buried, perhaps

composite, porphyry intrusion. Secondly, the presence of hypersaline fluid

inclusions in quartz phenocrysts, secondary biotite, and tourmaline veinlets within

the porphyritic granodiorite argue strongly for at least some porphyry-type

magmatic-hydrothermal activity.

Although it is apparently similar in age to Wahmonie. precious-metal

mineralization in the Bare Mountain district occupies an entirely different geologic

setting. Mineral assemblages, chemistry, and style of Bare Mountain mineralization

and alteration are also markedly different from the Wahmonie district.

Stratigraphic, structural and radiometric age relations indicate that gold-silver 

mercury fluorite mineralization in Bare Mountain took place during the main

magmatic stage of the SWNVF subsequent to the emplacement of the felsic dike

swarm. With the exception of the Secret Pass deposit, areas of gold-silver

mineralization in northern and eastern Bare Mountain have geochemical and

geologic characteristics of Carlin-typc, sedimentary rock-hosted disseminated

deposits (e.g., Radtke, 1985; Bagby and Berger, 1985). Gold deposits in Bare Mountain
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consist of disseminated mineralization in sedimentary, hypabyssal, and extrusive

rocks with only minor quartz veining, little or no silicification, and common fluorite

and cinnabar. Alteration is mainly illitic to kaolinitic with decalcification silica

replacement of sedimentary rocks. Remobilized carbon is conspicuous at the Mother

Lode deposit. High contents of arsenic, antimony, mercury, and molybdenum as well

as anomalous thallium are associated with mineralization in the north and east parts

of Bare Mountain, and base metals are locally high. Silver contents, however, are

generally low, and silvergold ratios are distinctly lower than in other areas of

precious-metal mineralization in the southern part of the SWNVF.

The Secret Pass deposit differs from the sediment-hosted deposits in host-rock

lithology, alteration assemblage, and in having lower thallium contents. Although

significant veining and(or) silicification have not been reported at Secret Pass, the

alteration assemblage, perhaps strongly influenced by host lithology, best fits that of

the adularia-sericite type of epithermal precious metal system.

Gold-silver mineralization in Bare Mountain is clearly epithermal in nature,

and has features strongly suggestive of a shallow level of emplacement;

nevertheless, it is similar in several respects to Carlin-type disseminated deposits. As

Noble et al. (1989) proposed, the presence of a buried, granite-type porphyry

molybdenum system in Bare Moulni s likely on the basis of geologic, geochemical

and fluid inclusion daa., propose that most Jf' the gold-silver deposits in Bare

Mountain provide examp es of distal disseminated sediment-hosted deposits

genetically related to magmatic-hydrothermal systems (e.g., Sillitoe and Bonham,

1990) such as deposits in the Bau District, Sarawak (Percival et al., 1990), Purisima

Concepcion, Peru (Alvarez and Noble, 1988) and Barney's Canyon, Utah (Sillitoe and

Bonham, 1990).

Sediment-hosted precious-metal mineralization is also present within the

SWNVF at Mine Mountain. Structural relations and the K-Ar age of alunitic alteration

at Mine Mountain indicate that hydrothermal acilvity and mineralization were, at

least in part, concurrent with magmatic and volcanic activity of the Timber

Mountain magmatic stage of the SWNVF as first proposed by Jackson (1988). The

hydrothermal breccia veins, cinnabar, and chalcedonic quartz at Mine Mountain,

along with abundant mercury, arsenic and antimony (Table 2), are indicative of

epithermal mineralization. Mine Mountain also possesses characteristics common to

Carlin-type disseminated gold deposits, including association with a thrust fault.

occurrence in sedimentary rocks that are variably decalcified, veined, silicified

(including jasperoid) and cut by hydrothermal breccia, and the presence of barite
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veins. However, the high lead and zinc contents, low thallium contents, high

silver:gold ratio, and abundance of quartz in veins at Mine Mountain are not typical

of Carlin-type deposits (e.g., Radtke, 1985).

On the basis of geology and trace element chemistry. Mine Mountain is similar
to the Candelaria silver district approximately 150 km northwest of Mine Mountain.

At Candelaria, disseminated silver ore is associated with thrust faults and intrusions

cutting Mesozoic sedimentary and igneous rocks (Moeller, 1988). Carbonate-quartz

veins mined for silver, gold, lead, zinc, and antimony are present as well (Page, 1959).

Candelaria veins have lead, zinc, arsenic, antimony, and cadmium contents similar to

the Mine Mountain veins and also carry anomalously high mercury (Hill et al.. 1986),

though not as high as at Mine Mountain. Alternatively, geochemical and geologic

data at Mine Mountain are consistent with more than one period of hydrothermal

activity that may, in part, have preceded development of the SWNVF.

A distinctly younger episode of mineralization is present in the Bullfrog

district. Hydrothermal activity in the district, at ca. 9 to 11 Ma, occurred during the

latter part of the Timber Mountain magmatic stage and may have extended into the

late magmatic stage of the SWNVF as proposed by Jackson (1988). The age of

mineralization in the Bullfrog district overlaps with a period of intense extensional

tectonism in the Bullfrog Hills that provided structural preparation for

mineralization, and may also have displaced mineralized rock.

Vein and alteration mineral assemblages, along with mineralization style and

host-rock lithology, show that mineralization in the Bullfrog district was the result

of adularia-sericite (low sulfur) type hydrothermal activity. Wall rock alteration in

the Bullfrog district, which includes large volumes of rock with subtle potash

feldspar and albite replacement of feldspar phenocrysts, is similar to alteration

described at Round Mountain, Nevada (e.g. Sander and Einaudi, 1990). Precious-metal

mineralization in the Bullfrog district is mainly restricted to several quartz-

carbonate vein deposits that are similar to each other in texture and mineralogy.

The low content of precious-metal-related trace elements serves to distinguish

the Rhyolite area from other areas that contain economic gold and silver

mineralization in adularia-sericite systems. In comparison with such systems

elsewhere in the Great Basin (e.g., Round Mountain, Tingley and Berger, 1985;

Sleeper, Nash et al., 1990; Hollister, Bartlet et al., 1991; Rawhide, Black et al., 1991; and

Hart Mountain, Capps and Moore, 1991), altered and mineralized rock from the

Rhyolite area has the lowest overall contents of precious-metal pathfinder elements,

particularly arsenic, antimony, and mercury. Most, but not all, of the samples
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collected during this study came from the oxidized zone, and low metal contents might

be the result of supergene leaching- however, most of the data from the other

systems listed above are also from analyses of oxidized material. Rhyolite area

mineralization took place in an areally extensive hydrothermal system from which

typical epithermal and base-metal elements may have been flushed by late-stage

fluids. The uytenbogaardtite that appears to replace electrum in the Bond Gold

Bullfrog mine in association with acanthite may be evidence of such a process,

because uytenbogaardtite can only occur in equilibrium with acanthite at

temperatures below 113° C (Barton et al., 1978) Alternatively, Rhyolite area

mineralization may simply have been introduced by fluids with lower base-metal and

pathfinder element budgets than those responsible for other volcanic-hosted

precious-metal deposits.

The Gold Bar mine in the northwest part of the Bullfrog district has a similar

lack of trace elements to mineralized rock at Rhyolite. In comparison, available trace

element data show that the Original Bullfrog and Mayflower mines have higher trace

element contents. The style of veining and occurrence of uytenbogaardtite in both

the Original Bullfrog and Bond GoId Bullfrog deposits indicates that physical

conditions were similar during precious-metal mineralization in widely separated

parts of the Bullfrog district, despite differences in trace element geochemistry.

Precious-metal deposits in the Gold Bar mine, Original Bullfrog mine, Rhyolite

area, Fluorspar Canyon , and Mother Lode mine are located within 2 km of the trace

of the OB-FC detachment fault (Fig. 2). Jorgensen et al. (1989) implied that deposits in

the Bullfrog district and Fluorspar Canyon resulted from the same hydrothermal

system. We believe that this is not the case. Mineralized rock in the Bare Mountain

district contains a consistent suite of trace elements that contrasts with the trace

element suite in the Bullfrog district, and the age of hydrothermal activity is

significantly younger in the Bullfrog district than in the Bare Mountain area.

Moreover, the quartz-carbonate ± adularia veins and style of wall rock alteration that

are typical of the Bullfrog district are uncommon in the Bare Mountain area, and

large areas of unaltered rock separate the two districts.
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CONCLUSIONS

Strong differences in ore and gangue mineralogy, style of mineralization,
wall-rock alteration assemblages, and trace element chemistry between areas of
precious-metal mineralization reflect the variable geologic settings and chemical

diversity of hydrothermal systems active during the development of the SWNVF.

These systems were active over a period of about 4.5 million years that spanned

portions of the three magmatic stages of the field and gave rise to a broad spectrum
of deposit types. The presence of intrusive porphyry, trace element suites associated

with porphyry-related mineralization, and evidence for the passage of high-salinity

fluids suggest that mineralization during the main magmatic stage of the SWNVF at

Bare Mountain and Wahmonie was associated with porphyry-type magmatic systems.

At Wahmonie silver-rich vein mineralization of the adularia-sericite type is hosted
by an intermediate volcanic center, and is temporally and spatially associated with
subvolcanic intrusions. At Bare Mountain, a genetic relationship between porphyry
magmatism and shallow Carlin-type gold deposits seems likely.

The relatively base-metal- and silver-rich system at Mine Mountain was
apparently active during the Timber Mountain stage of SWNVF volcanism. It shares
features with vein and disseminated silver mineralization at Candelaria, Nevada, and
may be the result of mineralization from more than one hydrothermal system.

The style of mineralization and alteration in the Bullfrog district is similar to
other quartz-adularia precious-metal deposits in the Great Basin. The district
contains gold-rich deposits that are largely devoid of epithermal elements and base-
metals. Hydrothermal activity was coeval with strong extensional tectonism and may
have continued into the late magmatic stage of the SWNVF. Mineralization in the
Bullfrog district and some deposits in the Bare Mountain district were structurally

controlled by the OB-FC detachment fault system. However, differences in age,
mineralization style, and geochemistry indicate that mineralization in the two

districts is unrelated.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Map of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field showing major volcanic
centers and mineralized areas. BM = Black Mountain caldera, CF-PP-- Inferred Crater
Flat-Prospector Pass caldera complex, CC = Claim Canyon cauldron, SC = Silent Canyon
caldera, SM Stonewall Mountain volcanic center, TM-I = Timber Mountain caldera
complex , TM-II = Timber Mountain caldera complex II. Heavy dashed line is
approximate limit of SWNVF. Modified from Noble et al.(1991) and Byers et al. (1989).

Figure 2. Map of the south part of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field showing
caldera margins, mineral deposits, and other features cited. BB = Bond Gold Bullfrog
mine, D = Daisy mine, GB = Gold Bar mine, GD = Goldspar mine, M = Mary mine, ML=
Mother Lode mine, MS = Montgomery-Shoshone mine, My = Mayflower mine, P =
Pioneer mine, S = Sterling mine, SP = Secret Pass deposit, T = Telluride mines. Heavy
dashed line shows approximate surface trace of the OB-FC detachment fault system.

Figure 3. Spearman correlation coefficients for trace element analyses in samples
from mineralized areas in the southwestern Nevada volcanic field.

Figure 4. Map showing mine workings and generalized geology for part of the
Wahmonie district. Modified from Ekren and Sargent (1965).

Figure 5. Backscattered SEM images showing precious-metal minerals in high-grade
ore from the Wingfield shaft. Wahmonie district: (a) threads or flakes of native gold
(bright) in cerargyrite (gray); (b) colloform layers of hessite (light gray) in
cerargyrite (grey).

Figure 6. Plots of Ag, As, Hg, and Cu against Au in samples from mineralized areas in
the southwestern Nevada volcanic field. Plots on the left represent samples from
Wahmonie () Bare Mountain (X), and Mine Mountain (A). Plots on the right are of
samples from the Bullfrog mining district: Original Bullfrog mine ( 0); Gold Bar mine
(0); and hyolite area (0).

Figure 7. Backscattered SEM image of electrum (e) in a veinlet with border of Sb-Bi-
Cu silicate (x) and inner zones of chrysocolla (c), acanthite (a), and uytenbogaardtite
(u). Sample is quartz + carbonate vein from the Original Bullfrog mine with 117 ppm
gold and 1100 ppm silver.

Figure 8. Reflected light photomicrographs of finely bladed calcite (dark) in quartz
from (a) Gold Bar, (b) Bond-Bullfrog, and (c) Mayflower mines.
Figure 9. Photomicrograph in cross-polarized transmitted light of (a) adularizcd and
(b) albitized feldspar phenocrysts from near-vein altered rhyolite in the Bullfrog
mining district.

Figure 10. Backscattered SEM photomicrographs of electrum in ore from the Bond-
Bullfrog mine: (a) electrum replacing a limonitized pyrite cube; (b) an irregular
flake of lectrum; (c) electrum that is partially replaced by uytenbogaardtite.
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TABLES

Table 1. Generalized stratigraphy and geochronology of the southwestern Nevada
volcanic field.

Table 2. Median, maximum and minimum trace element contents of mineralized and
altered samples from areas of precious-metal mineralization in the southwest Nevada
volcanic field, based on analyses by Geochemical Services, Inc. All values are in
ppm.

Table 3. Trace element analyses of background samples from the southwestern
Nevada volcanic field. Analyses by Geochemical Services, Inc. All values are in ppm.
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Connors, K.A., Noble, D.C., Weiss, S.!., ana mussey, a.J ,a. -s

Compositional controls on the gold contents of silicic volcanic
rocks: 15th International Geochemical Exploration Symposium
Program with Abstracts, p. 43
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Late Cretaceous to Palsocane Mayflower fault. Proximity of
the Mayflower mineralization to the deep-seated. ayflower
fault and lateral eocbsical Setting along strike of the
Meagher ormation away ftr the fault suggests that the
Mayflower fault acted as a source cnduit for the hydrotnermal
fluids. With increasanq distance rom the Mayflower fault,
Cu, ft, Ag, Au and V dcrease, n and O increase, and Ig.
11, As. end Sn tend to remain the ame or show a light
increas. Vrtical oning is evident by an increase in bas-
metals and A to the presently explored depth of 70 .
Alteration and geocheistry is oned relative to the paleo-
tidal channels with: 1) a central one of quartz, adularie nd
roecoelite anomalous in Te, V. Sn, o, nd P: 21 a proximal
Zone of quartz and dularia nd ) a distal one of
hydrothermal dolomite vith anomeloes Ms. he quartz-adularla
and dolomite zones now significant increases in SiO. nd O
and gO reapectively relative to unaltered carbonates of te
Meagner Formation. Anomalous fq, 1, As, and Cu overlap ones
I and 2. igh-grade, gold and silver mineralization is best
developed in and adjaeent to zone 1. The ajor controla on
element dispersion are principallyt 1) lithologic permeable,
paleo-tidal channela. reactive carbonates nd hydrothermal
alteration), 2) structural deep-seated, Mayflower fault a a
fluid conduit) *and 21 distance from source lateral along
strike and vertical along paleo-tidal channela that may also

v reflect changes in the chemistry, pressure nd temperatur of
the hydrothermal fluids.

CONUOSITIONAL CONTROLS ON TE GOLD CONTEN'I OF SILICIC
VOLCANICROCKS

CONNOR.DR. NOBLE. D. C. WEI. S. L and BUSSEY. S. D.
7volinca sm, nstlyo me Western US. were crefully aeetdi 1) to

sample a wide rng of ilc to Witerdise mapos a _oposscos and 2 10
repsens as csely as zble the cmposton of the mgos when erupted.
Nonbdtad gf or td gssy ba, we - nled il preeece to
devstdied matials.Gold conents were determsned by LA S c
Imogm neucont actzooIre sayconcenohutoo methods (Rowe and fison. 196S)
wth a detectikmitofI gob.

Slie vokanic rocks as a poup coain Jess gold ta hown b Muc Of fte
geochemietl Itau Mon ka thsso LOb, A many ent

osl 01a C o Au. Suzhlal0 hgill-srbhltes Mndershuinsnmu rhyhtes
have the lowest An contents ~minn and median values b2 and 0.1 ppb.
respectlv l ralliethyaliheOl lhh values (ea 03 ppb)
pte hh 1Pg c na rk 4tyit(1 4 ppba-LO ppb)
and hi l (04 ID LOPM me 0.7 ppb) Mil, -sn es l
Illustefted n a plof O (Warhaw end Smith, 98 Intermedi
rG ,a ger a aav h r gold than 9le rocks. Nd
tholditesnldestes (ielandites) appear.he hihe i gold than cal-elallne types.

IC told n of the appeas be concentted i the goud
mass rather than Ath e A pemoytch Wtophyre of the
Soldier Meadow T N P W N Qpb Au w S d gs
separated from the rck camnua 0.9 ppb Au. The relatvel igh gold oet of
aoe apbyric peraLtaline obsidian asaples also support t usng of o£ of the
gold within te gundmas

An nportan control of the gold contents of ide rocks appears to be tch
mtuc= Network-modfing uo. pamtcularly Fe " and W4a*. depovmenee
Fe-tih and p k e elu. makedly redung the parunon coeffidents between
the allies and liquid phases. Our data sugest that ays"l
Fl tion will bee old eontent of esakahie rvohtes Ma mnner
pnenlF eepted Dr tbe CMtee Fe. Z. Nb, REE. atc. conten of such rocks.

thites with kw iron canents are, ia ontr. very olyebmed.
ad de nge of elements, appareny Icluding a4dre at eadily
accommodatedL The vey low gold contents lo lwa Ie.on rhyobtes ay
refleet separaon of gd dn diferntn ( a 1973) An ddion.
ad possih portnt control of gpod eantents ef rocs my p ps be
the deqe sd g rmof eearat i de mnelt pha

l~gHiBaHca mnhlkaine ieus rocs and magms appear to be poor sourees of
Sod r the fotuaton fe o depn Athough god irm-nch peralkalne
and suballahite s r m h contributed the development
of ertan deposis (aHCS Ranh. NV) tere is un overal arity of gold
depoasts hn volcanic dominated by ron-nch An etUacove
hypothesis I that the necnessarl high god conens o mzas responsible for gold
nl porphyry tsts us well s the elevatedod comtenms of ccroun irn-rich
rhyohse. may rlect iniong of mall aounts of highly pid-enrched aufic

amas with aitermediste to auide mams of Inomar gold consent.
tbe errrrtnely low gold e of n ublkalne ilicic volcanic rocks nmplv

that very kw-cvel gold anomlies detected in sihce volcanic terranes ae reaL
Such pcarns. which may in pan reflect the transport of god by groundwater as
well as ascending hydrotenil solutions may help st in delineating structural
features and other controls of hydrologc csrcuuatlon.

A OMZCAL APPROAM O IIZ L-SOLMN 01=1mZA
DEFMYES, t.S.

The familiar Zh-pt and other potential-potential diagrams
need to be turned inside out. Uing conserved properties
as aXes end contouring the potentials on the interior of
the diagram WIphasi5ec that th potentials, like h and
pnl, are usually symptoms and not causes. Following
Redlich's useaga* the conserved properties are called

onnriongn and the potentilals gSs.
CoOrdinates s in thie sne . are tose properties which

are Conserved n ixing of two solutions. They are inde-
pendent of pressure nd temperature. Exaples of coor-
dinates ar 1 te um of silver (in all dissolved forms)
per Xilogra of water, 2) alkalinity, and ) the um of
all sulfur species per ilograx of water. On graphs using
these coordinates, vector m work and the lver rule
correctly describes the m4ig of solutions.

Forces ar independent of the volume of lution: they
Can often be asaured by inserting a probe into a large,
and unknown. volme. Exples of forces are gas pres-
sures, voltages across an electrode pair (Eh and p),
solid phase solubilities, and absorbance of light or
sound.

These diagrams associate one force as a master variable
with each coordinate. A typical choice would associate
Ag' activity, as a force with the Sts of all silver, as a
coordinate. In addition to the two coordinates on the
page, any number of additional coordinates can be held
constant. In effect, the page is a two-dimensional slice
through a iltidimensional system. Specifying that the
solution is in equilibrim with a solid always results in
eliminating one orce and one coordinate. The electro-
neutrality requirement can be handled through an appro-
priate definition of alkalinity. Equilibration with a gas
volume, as during boiling, results in n apparent equi-
lLbrium constant incorporating Kenry's Lv. A set of
simultaneous nonlinear equations result, one for each
coordinate. Roots of the equations are found in order to
produce contours of chemical species, ues or products of
species, gas pressures, or lectrode voltagea.

Even a relatively slow personal computer finds results
t st enough to stay ahead of pen plotter. Modern
Workstations can compute what-if' diagrams rapidly on the
screen. Exaples of geoloically interesting diagrams
include the solubility of gold in the presence of iron
oxide and pyrite, and mixing of a gold bisulfide solution
with oxygenated water. An example from extractive
metallurgy optitises the cyanxdation of silver sulfide.
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EOS, Trans. Am.
v. 72, p. 570.

Geophys. Union,

Ash-Flow Volcanism or Ammonia Tanks Age In the Oasis Valley Area, SW
Nevada: Bearing on the Evolution of the Timber Mountain Caidcras and the
Timing of Formation of the Timber Mountain 11 Resurgent Dome.

K A Connors (Mackay School of MInes, University of Nevada-Reno, Reno,
NV 89557)

E H McKee (US. Ocol Survey, 345 MiddIcleld Rd., Menlo Park, CA 94025)
D C Noble and Weiss (both at: Mackay School of Mines, University of

Nevada-Reno, Reno, NV 89557)

A sequence of our ash-low sheets of nearly the same age is exposed In the
Oasis Valley area north or Bcatty, Nevada. The sequence begins with the
Ammonia Tanks Member (ATM), the second of the two major ash-flow sheets
of the Timber Mountain Turf (TMT). Morc than 600 m of the ATM Is ex-
posed at Oasis Mtn., where the unit ips to the cast. Our map ping has shown
that the ATM composes the bottom of the sequence exposed south of Ficur-
dc-Us Road (FDLR), where it was previously Identified by others as the older
Rainier Mesa Member (RMM) of the TMT. The ATM is compositionally
variable, ranging from tulf contaIning abundant hornblende, blotite and plag-
loclase with little quartz and sanidine, to high-Si rhyolile with abundant large
phenocrysts ofquartz and sanidine. East of Oasis Mtn. the ATM is overlain by
rine-gralned lacustrine sedimentary rocks with Interbeds of fresh-water lime-
stone. These are overlain by the tufis of Ficur-de-Lis Ranch (lFDL), which
consist of two local units of quartz-poor, plagioelase- and blotite-rich turfs that
lack sphene, and arc separated by a unit of rhyolite lava. The first TFDL unit,
which contains abundant thics, Including granitic and metamorphic rock, can
be traced only a short distance south of the FDLR where it pinches out
between the ATM and overlying rhyolitc lava flows. The rhyolitc lava fows
a*so pinch out just south of the FDLR. To the south the second TFDL sheet
directly overiles the ATM. The second TFDL unit has smaller phenocrysts
and contains clinopyroxene, which s lacking In the first. The top of the
sequence Is an ash-flow sheet identified as the turf of Cutoff Road CR) by
USGS geologists (USGS Prof. Paper 919; P. P. Orkild, oral commun., 1991).
Our work supports this correlation. The TCR Is poor in quartz, but contains
abundant hornblende and sphene. This unit generally overlies the second
TFDL unit conformably, with the contact marked by a cooling break. Directly
east of Oasis Mtn., however, there may be a slight angular discordance and a
thin, discontinuous debris-flow breccia is present which contains blocks of the
second TFDL unit; here, the cooling break Is equivocal.

The Ammonia Tanks Member has been precisely dated at IA4 * 0.03 Ma by
Fleck el al. (1990), the age being an average of a number of 4OArP'Ar ages de-
termined by the USGS, Menlo Park, CA. Noble et al. (1990, 1991) published
an age of 11.4 * (I on the TCR at Oasis Valley. This age was rounded from
the value of 11.38 (or 11.42 weighing Individual determinations according to
the inverse of their uncertainty) obtained by averaging six hg-precision laser
fusion 40ArP9Ar age determinations made at the Bcrkcley Ocoebronology
Center. There may be differences of as much as 1.5 percent between ages
reported by the two laboratories, with Berkeley ages being older. This appears
to reflect both differences In monitor age value (c. 1%), peak measurement
procedures, and/or irradiation nuxL

The thick sequence of tuffis of the coeval ATM, TFDL, and TCR support the
Oasis Valley area as the location for the western margin of the Timber Min. I
ealdera. Secondary flowage features In the upper part of the ATM at Oasis
Mlin. probably resulted from over-stecpcning of the very thick sequence of hot
tuff as It compacted against the topographic wall of the Timber Mtn. I caldcra
located west of Oasis Mtn. Uthic fragments as large as 5 m In diameter pre-
sent In the ATM at Oasis Mtn. may have travelled from the vent area of the
Timber Mtn. 11 caldera, ftcllitated by the considerable elevation difference be-
tween the resurgent dome of the Timber Mtn. I caldera, itself further uplifted
by AMT magma, and the western moat of the Timbcr Min. I caldera. The
blocks may also have been derived from the nearby wall of the T1mber Mn. I
caldera. The local occurrence of the ash-flow units and the absence of sphenc
suggest that the TFDL may not be related to the ATM magmatic system, but
rather to a discrete system In the vicinity of the western margin of the Timber
Min. I caldera.

The age of the TCR appears to be, at most, 0.2 to 0.3 Ma younger than the
Ammonia Tanks Member. To the east, In the Transvaal Hills, the TCR over-
lics the turf of Buttonhook Wash (T8W) (P.P. 919). As the TBW un-
conformably overlies the ATM along the western flank of the resurgent dome
of the Timber Mtn. 11 caldera, the TCR must post-date resurgence, and the age
of the TCR provides an upper limit on the time ofresurgence. The high-preci-
son ages and stratigraphic and structural data demonstrate that, as In the
Quaternnry Long Valley, Yellowstone and Valles calderas, resurgence of the
Timber Mtn. 11 caldera took place very shortly after eruption and subsidence.
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YEARLY REPORT

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT

TASK 4

October 1, 1990 to Sept 30, 1991

James N. Brune

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTIVITIES: We proposed to (1) Develop our data
logging and analysis equipment and techniques for analyzing seismic
data from the Southern Great Basin Seismic Network (SGBSN),
assuming eventual access to the data by satellite (2) Investigate
the SGBSN data for evidence of seismicity patterns, depth
distribution patterns, and correlations with geologic features (3)
Repair and maintain our three broad band downhole digital
seismograph stations at Nelson, Nevada, Troy Canyon, Nevada, and
Deep Springs, California (4) Install, operate, and log data from a
super sensitive microearthquake array at Yucca Mountain (5)
Continue to seek funding and plan for installation of an
underground laser strainmeter-tiltmeter facility at Yucca Mountain.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

(1) Continued activities to upgrade the CUSP data logging for
eventual use on Yucca Mountain data (see attached preprint).

(2) Shipped our Guralp seismometers back to the manufacturer for
alteration of a design error. This design error caused the
instruments to go non-linear on high frequency local earthquakes.

(3) Continued to operate the 4-station microearthquake array at
Yucca Mountain. After discussions with USGS personnel we improved
our ability to distinguish local mine blasts form microearthquakes.

(4) Continued analysis of the Szymansky report.

(5) Continued analysis of site effects at Mammoth Lakes and Anza,
California, for possible application of techniques to Yucca
Mountain area.

(6) Attended workshop on engineering lessons from the Mexico and
Chile earthquakes, San Diego.

(7) Began work on a system to estimate magnitudes from
microearthquake data.

(8) Began analysis of a preprint by Gomberg on the strain pattern
in southern Nevada.

(9) Began investigation of attenuation of 20 hz energy in the
Basin and Range. Investigated techniques for measuring attenuation
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at Anza, California, for possible use at Yucca Mountain.

(10) By invitation visited Baba Atomic Research Center, Bombay,
India, for conference and seminar on atomic waste disposal.

(11) Visited Univ. of California, San Diego, to discuss use of
digital seismic arrays for seismic hazard and seismic source
mechanism studies. Consulted with colleagues about future of
proposed strain meter installation at Yucca Mountain.

(12) Studied techniques for determining source characteristics
from digitally recorded microearthquakes.

(13) Improvised microearthquake recording system to record
microearthquakes from the Mammoth Lakes region for comparison with
Yucca Mountain microearthquake results.

(14) Investigated techniques for extrapolating microearthquake
occurrence rates to estimate occurrence rates for larger
earthquakes.

(15) Began comparison of microearthquakes recorded at the Mammoth
microearthquake stations with those recorded at Yucca Mountain.

(15) Reviewed preprint by Gomberg on seismicity level at Yucca
Mountain.

(16) Developed technique for estimating magnitudes for
microearthquakes recorded at Yucca Mountain. Made preliminary
estimates of attenuation Q for 20 hz energy at Yucca Mountain.

(16) Attended meetings of Seismological Society of America, San
Francisco. Presented paper on Yucca Mountain microearthquake study.

(16) Drafted manuscript on microearthquakes at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada.

(17) Received repaired Guralp instruments. Installed repaired
instruments at Nelson, Nevada. Repaired vandalized facility at
Nelson.

(18) Finalized curve for defining magnitudes of microearthquakes
at Yucca Mountain.

(19) Completed testing on remaining Guralp instruments returned
from England. Found one horizontal for Troy Canyon defective.

(20) Compared magnitude between Northern Nevada Network and SGBSN.
Found unexplained bias of 1/2 magnitude unit (UNRSL > SGBSN).

(21) Filtered selected Northern Nevada Network station to
duplicate Yucca Mtn. microearthquake response in order to revise
attenuation profile for Mammoth area to Yucca Mtn.



(22) Prepared Guralp borehole instruments for Deep Springs were
made ready for installation.

(22) Compared character of microearthquake records from Yucca Mtn.
with those from Mammoth area.

(23) Made repairs on Nellis Boundary microearthquake station -
verified gains at Black Crater station.

(23) Copied selected microearthquake records from Yucca Mtn.
region.

(24) Received reviews and made small revisions in SSA
microearthquake manuscript. The manuscript was accepted for
publication. (See attached preprint.)

PUBLICATIONS

Microearthquakes at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, James N. Brune,
Walter Nicks, and Arturo Aburto, Bull. Seismol. Soc. Am.. in press,
1991.

Real Time Analog and Digital Data Acquisition through CUSP,
William A. Peppin, Seis. Res. Lett.. submitted 1991.

MEETINGS, WORKSHOPS

Invited to India to give lectures on seismic hazard. Gave
seminar and consulted with scientists at Baba Atomic Research
Center, Bombay, and University of Roorkee, on comparison of India
and US plans for high level nuclear waste disposal.

Invited to Santiago, Chile, to lecture on earthquake source
mechanics and earthquake hazard at international workshop.

Invited to give lecture on earthquake source mechanics at
conferences at Santa Barbara, Lawrence Livermore Labs, and USGS.
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HICROEARTHQUAKES AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA

James N. Brune, Walter Nicks, and Arturo Aburto
Seismological Laboratory and Center for Neotectonics

University of Nevada, Reno

ABSTRACT

We operated a microearthquake array in the neighborhood of the proposed
high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The array consists
of four high-gain (up to 34 million), narrow band (25 hz) telemetered stations.

Based on approximate magnitude calibration of the array we expect during
quiet periods, for distances less than 15 km, complete recording of events at
Yucca Mt. for M -1. We have operated the four stations for 12 hour periods
overnight between August and October, 1990 and intermittently afterward, until
April, 1991, when we began more or less continuous operation.

The pattern of microearthquake activity confirms the existence of a zone
of seismic quiescence in the vicinity of proposed repository. We recorded only
about 10 events with SP times less than 3 sec. (A< 24 km). Most events had S-P
times between 3 and 6.5 sec., consistent with the higher seismic activity at
distances between 24 and 52 km observed by Rogers et al., (1987), and omberg
(1991). Oliver et al. (1966) found, contrary to what has been observed by us for
Yucca Mountain, that in seismically active areas, most of the events had S-P
times less than 3 sec. We confirmed this expectation for four microearthquake
stations near Mammoth Lakes, where we observed microearthquake rates of over 100
per day, most with S-P times less than 3 seconds. Extrapolation of seismicity
data from the Southern Creat Basin Seismic Network confirms the low
microearthquake activity in the immediate vicinity of Yucca ountain.

INTRODUCTION

The proposed high level waste nuclear repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada,
would be one of the largest and most important construction projects ever
undertaken by mankind. Tectonic stability is a crucial issue because the
facility must be engineered to specifications for 10,000 years in the future.
There are many questions that need to be answered concerning earthquakes.
volcanic activity, and the response of the facility to excavation and thermal
stressing from the 70.000 tons of high level radioactive material expected to be
stored at the site. There are unanswered questions relating to the interaction
of the tectonic stress field and the hydrologic regime of the region.
Hydrofracture experiments have been interpreted to indicate possible incipient
normal faulting (Stock et al., 1985). Important questions and uncertainties
about the site are expected to be answered by the Site Characterization Plan,
which will last at least several years and cost billions of dollars. Because of
the critical importance of understanding all tectonic, geological, and
geophysical aspects of the site, we undertook extended microearthquake monitoring
there.

Submitted to Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America. May 1991.



PREVIOUS STUDIES

Previous seismicity studies of the region have been based primarily on data
from the Southern Great Basin Seismic Network (SGESK), currently consisting of
55 stations operated by the USGS (Rogers et al., 1987; omberg, 1991). The
station spacing s denser (a few km spacing) in the immediate neighborhood of
Yucca Mountain. omberg (1991) has estimated that the detection threshold of the
array is about ML 0.1-0.3. but there is considerable uncertainty in this
because magnitudes are determined based on both the Richter ML scale and oh a
duration scale, and many smaller local events are recorded at only a few stations
near the epicenter, while larger events may saturate the records.

Several features of the spatial seismicity pattern are discussed in the
Rogers et al. (1987) an omberg (1991) studies. There is a concentration of
seismicity in regions of previous nuclear testing, at a distance of several tens
of kilometers from the Yucca Mountain site, but it is unclear how much of this
is directly connected with nuclear testing. Of most importance to this study is
the almost complete lack of seismicity near Yucca Mountain. It is not known
whether this is simply a result of statistical temporal and spatial variations
in seismicity or whether it is closely connected with some aspect of the strain
field. Gomberg (1991) suggests that the gap' in seismicity may be either a gap
ready to be filled by a large event, or simply a region where shear strain is not
accumulating. Parsons and Thompson (1991) suggested that volcanic magma pressure
could temporarily lock up faults in a region of active volcanism. They suggested
that this might be the case for the region of low seismicity at Yucca Mountain.
Continued monitoring of seismicity should help to answer some of these questions,
especially if coupled with accurate measurements of the strain field, which we
have proposed be carried out at the ste.

Microearthquake surveys have been made in several areas of Nevada and
California. Oliver et al. (1966) recorded microearthquake rates in northern
Nevada ranging from several per day to over two hundred per day (magnitudes
mostly less than zero), with highest rates observed in areas of recent faulting.
Rates at all sites were considerably higher than in aseismic areas. Molnar et
al. (1969) operated high gain mcroearthquake seismographs for several weeks
before and after the nuclear explosion Benham (at nearby sites in Nevada and
California). Although a pronounced increase in seismic activity was observed in
the immediate vicinity of the explosion, no significant increase in activity was
observed near ( <25 km) any of the microearthquake recording sites, indicating
no far field triggering of microearthquakes by either the dynamic or static
change in strain field associated with the explosion. An average of about I event
per day was detected by the experiment, considerably less than observed by Oliver
et al. (1966). This could in part be a result of different instrumentation, but
was also probably due to the lower level of tectonic activity in southern Nevada
as compared to the northern and central Nevada sites occupied in the Oliver et
al. (1966) study.

Brune and Allen (1967) carried out a microearthquake study along the San
Andreas Fault System in southern California and found that short term activity
is not necessarily positively correlated with long term activity and seismic
hazard, even though in this study and others there is a general similarity
between microearthquake activity and macroseismiLcity. Observed microearthquake
activity varied from more than 75 events per day in Imperial Valley to virtually
nil along the central section of the San Andreas fault (near Palmdale and Lake



Hughes). The area of minimal microearthquake activity along the central segment
of the San Andreas fault, the very segment which broke in the great 1857
earthquake, is a particularly dramatic example of a lack of correlation between
microseismicity and long term fault activity. In a related study Wesnousky
(1990) has suggested that seismic productivity (in terms of small earthquakes)
of a fault zone is related to the maturity of the fault system. Fault systems
with hundreds of kilometers of displacement tend to have low rates of small
earthquake activity, whereas faults with less cumulative slip had higher rates
(in each case normalized to the long term slip rate). This is consistent with
the low microearthquake rates observed by Brune and Allen (1967) for the site of
the 1857 earthquake.

INSTRUMENTATION

Most of the previously discussed microearthquake studies were carried out
with portable seismographs. However, we felt that because of the importance of
the site, microearthquakes should be monitored as close to continuously as
possible. Therefore we decided to test more or less permanent sites, and
transmit data continuously back to the Seismological Laboratory at the University
of Nevada, Reno. This was accomplished via radio links to a nearby microwave
relay station (see Figure 1). Four sites were selected, two on Yucca mountain
near the Solitario Canyon fault (YNB and YYH), one about 5 kilometers to the west
in Crater Flat (YCF), and one still further west on Black Cone (YBC) near the
center of Crater Flat. The YBC station on Black Cone is important for monitoring
any microseismicity which might be associated with the relatively young volcanic
activity in Crater Flat. The instrumentation and telemetry setup is illustrated
in the block diagram in Figure 2. Because we are using a full radio channel
bandwidth for each station (single vertical component) we have higher dynamic
range, and associated signal to noise ratio, than is possible for the usual
situation of placing several channels on one radio band. The seismometers we are
using are Geotech S-13 instruments. The amplifiers and band pass filters peak
the system response near 25 hz to help give high gain and relatively low noise
level. Of special interest and importance to the experiment is the high dynamic
range digital chart recorder, a Astro-Hed Inc. DASH IV. Because true
microearthquake signals are often difficult to detect in the presence of noise,
we wished to have continuous recording at as high a gain as possible. The
digital chart recorder format allows a high dynamic range and continuous
recording, because the trace does not saturate or become faint or non-linear at
high amplitudes. Since the signal is relatively narrow band, there is little
need for actual storage of the bits of digital information. The four signals
from the four stations are recorded continuously on four traces of the recorder
paper going in one direction, and four traces in the other direction, giving two
days of recording on each role of paper. In the initial part of the study in
August through October we ran at approximately twice this chart speed, and only
recorded at night, except for special occasions.

The response of our system with recording sensitivity set at 1 volt full
scale is compared with the USGS, Yucca Mountain S13Y system as given in Rogers
et al. (1987) in Figure 3. Of course the actual useful sensitivity of the system
depends on the trace noise level at each setting. We found that we could operate
the system as shown in figure 3 with less than 1 mm noise trace amplitude during
quiet nights with little wind. We could occasionally record with twice the
sensitivity for short periods of time. During windy periods we often reduced the
sensitivity because the trace noise level exceeded (sometimes greatly) 1 mm. The



chart recorder automatically records the gain settings of each channel along with
the approximate time. The response curve shown in figure 3 suggests that during
the quietest periods of operation we should be able to detect events 1 to 2
magnitude units lower than the USGS stations.

SEISHOGRAMS

Typical records are shown in figures 4 ab. Figure 4a shows an event
arriving from the west (first at YBC) with an S-P time of about 2 sec at YBC.
This event did not trigger the USGS automated system. Figure 4b shows a more
distant event (about 15 sec S-P time) along with an explosive sonic which could
be confused with an earthquake if four recording stations had not been available.
The use of four stations is critical for identifying small events when the noise
level is relatively high, because sonic events always show a slow moveout (slow
sonic velocity) whereas earthquakes appear to arrive nearly simultaneously at the
stations, and a trained observer quickly learns to distinguish earthquakes from
sonic bursts and other noise.

Figure 5 shows typical events with short S-P times at the Yucca Mountain
microearthquake array. None of these events triggered the USGS automated
recording. These events are relatively rare and only a few were recorded during
the first three months of operation. The magnitudes are estimated to be about
O to - (see later section). This qualitative observation confirms a very low
rate of microearthquake activity at Yucca Mountain, consistent with the low
seismicity for higher magnitudes observed by Rogers et al. (1987) and Gomberg
(1991). Of particular note is the lack of events with short S-P times, less than
three seconds (see dashed curve, Fig. 7). Oliver et al. (1966) found that in
seismically active areas most events had S-P times less than 3 seconds, as might
be expected because of the rapid attenuation with distance of 30 hz energy. This
qualitative observation of few events with short S-P times further emphasizes the
relatively low microearthquake activity in the immediate vicinity of the
microearthquake stations at Yucca Mountain.

Because we wished to validate the operation of our system, and the
qualitative arguments given above, we temporarily transferred the recording to
four stations in the Mammoth Lakes region (Red Slate Mountain, Casa Diablo Hot
Springs, Deadman Pass, and Montgomery Pass), with filters applied to give
approximately the same response shape as the Yucca Mountain stations. Typical
seismograms from the Mammoth region are shown in Figure 6. As expected from this
highly active area the great majority of events has s-p times less than three
seconds (Figure 7), and microearthquake rates were orders of magnitude higher
than at Yucca Mountain, over a hundred events per day.

DISTRIBUTION OF S-P TIMES

A careful count of all events with short S-P times was made from the Yucca
Mountain recordings, and compared with results from the Mammoth Lakes region.
Results are shown in Figure 7. The dashed line histogram indicates the results
from Yucca Mountain for 600 hours (25 cumulative days) of low noise recording.
Most of the events recorded have S-P times between 4 and 10 seconds, with a peak
at about 6.5 seconds. The relatively few events recorded with S-P times less
than three seconds confirms the relatively low microearthquake activity in the
immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The overall microearthquake rates with S-P
times less than 10 seconds (distances less than about 80 km) was about 5 events



per day, but the number of events per day with S-P times of less than 3 seconds
was less than event per S days. In contrast the events from the Mammoth
region almost all had S-P times less than 3 seconds, (solid line, Figure 7) and
the overall rates were over a hundred events per day.

ATTENUATION AND MAGNITUDE DETERMINATION

In order to approximately calibrate our system with respect to SBSN
magnitudes we estimated an amplitude versus distance attenuation curve for a
magnitude zero earthquake (as inferred from the SGBSN). We obtained a number of
on-scale recordings of events which were given magnitudes from the SGBSN. In
some cases the gain was considerably lower than shown in Figure 3 so that
recordings were on scale for events large enough to trigger the SGBSN. We then
plotted, as a function of distance, the following quantity:

Log A(x) - Log A(x) - H

where A is the estimate of the amplitude of a magnitude zero event at a distance
x, A is the trace amplitude (zero to peak) recorded on our system, corrected to
a recorder sensitivity of 1 volt per millimeter, and H is the SBSN magnitude.

The results are shown in Figure 8. The black dots are individual estimates
of Log A. The solid curve Is an approximate fit to the data based on
theoretical attenuation curves forced to pass through the mean of the data near
a distance of 50 km. Beyond 50 km the theoretical curve has a shape
corresponding to geometrical spreading proportional to the inverse square root
of distance and a Q (at 20 hz) of 800 (with a small correction for scattering and
dispersion). For distances less than 50 km the theoretical curve corresponds to
geometrical spreading proportional to the inverse of distance and a Q of 400,
corresponding to a lower Q. and to inverse distance spreading, as might be
expected at shorter distances. For the purposes of this study the derivation of
the theoretical curves is- not important, as they. were constrained to have
parameters giving an approximate fit to the data in order to define a curve to
be used in the approximate definition of magnitude. As a further comparison, the
curve obtained by Frankel et al. (1991) from narrow band filtering (at 30 hz) of
records form the ANZA seismic array is shown (forced to go through the same point
at a distance of 50 km). At short distances we would expect the attenuation at
ANZA to be similar to that at Yucca Mountain since at close distances the
attenuation due to differences In Q will be minimized. Because of the low
microseismicity at Yucca Mountain, and consequent lack of data points at near
distances, we wanted an independent estimate of the shape of the attenuation
curve. This is provided by the results of Frankel et al. (1991) since they made
observations with a narrow band system similar to that used by us.

If we accept the solid curve in figure as our definition of magnitude,
it indicates that we should be able to record events down to magnitude about -1.5
at distances of about 10 km (with amplitudes of >1 mm). If we take the Frankel
et al. (1991) curve, the estimated magnitude of on event with lmm trace amplitude
is less than -2. These results are consistent with the relative magnification
curves for the Yucca Mountain and SGBSN stations shown in figure 3. We conclude
that if many events with magnitudes greater than -1 were occurring at Yucca
Mountain, we should have easily observed them.
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B-VALUES AND ESTIMATED ICROEARTHQUAKE RATES

Gomberg(1991) estimated the seismicity distribution for the SGBSY using the
Gutenberg-Richter relatLonshLp(Cutenberg and Rchter, 1941, 1954):

log N(H) - a-bH

where N(M) is the number of earthquakes with magnitude , and a and b are two
constants derived from the seismicity distribution. This equation can be
extrapolated to estimate the number of earthquakes occurring in a magnitude range
not covered by the SGBSN data. omberg fits two curves to the SGBSN data. The
curve which predicts the lowest number of events near magnitude zero has
constants a-4.56 and b-1.27 (for magnitude Intervals of 0.1 magnitude units).
Correcting the area covered by the SGBSN to a region of hypocentral distance
equal to 24 km (s-p time equal or less than 3 sec), and correcting from the time
period of the SGBSN data set (7 years) to the time of quiet operation in our data
set (25 days) gives an estimate of 89 events with magnitude greater than -0.5
which should have been observed by us if the seismicity level at Yucca Mountain
were the same as the average seismicity over the whole SBSN for 7 years. If we
extend the magnitude range to -1.5, (which should have been detected by us, see
above), the estimated number of events would be over several hundred. Since we
only observe a few events with s-p times less than 3 seconds, this calculation
confirms that the current microearthquake rate in the immediate vicinity of Yucca
Mountain is much lower than the average for the SGBSK region.

CONCLUSION

We have operated a sensitive, narrow band, 4-station telemetered
microearthquake array in the immediate vicinity of the proposed high level
nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. icroearthquake rates were
found to be very low, lower than for tectonically active areas in northern
Nevada, lower than most sites in southern California, and lower than the average
nicroearthquake rates for the whole region of southern Nevada monitored by the
Southern Great Basin Seismic Network. The existence of a region of very low
microearthquake activity in the immediate vicinity of the Yucca Mountain site is
consistent with the low rate of macroseismicity observed in the same region by
Rogers et al. (1987) and Gomberg (1991). Explanations suggested for the low rate
of activity have ranged from low shear strain accumulation, to a possible seismic
gap related to a future large earthquake (Gomberg, 1991), or possible magmatic
locking by a build up of magma pressure in the Crater Flat region (Parsons and
Thompson, 1991). The lack of microearthquake activity has potential importance
relative to the suggestion that the region is near incipient normal faulting, as
suggested by some hydrofracture measurements (Stock et al., 1985). No matter
what the explanation for the current low rate of microearthquake activity, it is
very important to continue monitoring the site to establish a base line of
activity from which to judge the effects of future mining activity and thermal
loading from radioactive decay.
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through CUSP
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Abstract

The University of Nevada Seismological Laboratory operates an array of 60 analogue

short-period and 10 three-component digital telemetered seismic stations, 90 data traces in all,

in Nevada and eastern California. Formerly, the seismic data streams were recorded and pro-

cessed on three separate computers running disparate software and writing incompatible data

formats which made access to the digital data quite cumbersome. These systems were

recently replaced by a single computer system, a Microvax H running VAX/VMS, together

with Generic CUSP (Caltech -U.S.G.S. Seismic Processing System), a controlled software

system from the U.S.G.S. in Menlo Park. Telemetered digital data is stored simultaneously in

two ways, unique to this network. First, the data is brought asynchronously into the computer

using a standard direct-memory access interface and recorded continuously on an Exabyte 8-

mm helical-scan tapedrive. Second, the data is passed through a D to A converter and inter-

mixed with the incoming analogue data stream used for routine network processing. In this

way, calibrated digital waveforms are available in the routine data processing stream used to

locate earthquakes. At the same time, this allows easy access to this data in research applica-

tions involving the processing of seismic waveforms.

Introduction

The University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) operates a seismic network covering western

Nevada and eastern California (Fligure 1). This network has been funded almost entirely by

federal grants and contracts directed at addressing specific scientific problems involved with
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the seisnicity in this active region. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has

funded recording of Nevada Test Site explosions for basic studies of the seismic source of

nuclear explosions and for regional studies aimed at improved understanding of regional

waveform propagation, crustal structure, and attenuation. The U.S. Geological Survey has

funded operation of this network for almost two decades under a variety of auspices, most

recently the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, whose recent emphasis has

been the intense earthquake sequence at Mammoth Lakes - Bishop which has been underway

since October of 1978 and continues to this writing. The Department of Energy has funded

work aimed at delineating shallow-crustal magma bodies in the western Great Basin, espe-

cially near Mammoth Lakes. The Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office has recently funded a

major systems upgrade in connection with the Yucca Mountain site characterization study in

progress by the Department of Energy. This paper discusses some unique aspects of this sys-

tem upgrade, which may be of interest to other network operators.

UNR has been acquiring seismic data and recording it via digital computers since 1981.

In 1981, using support from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, an array of three 3-

component digital stations was installed in Nevada. The data from this system were brought

into the Lab via telephone lines and radio links and recorded on a PDP 11/23 computer run-

ning RT-11. Digital recording of the standard telemetered analogue network commenced in

May of 1984, replacing the analogue recording system that had been in place since the late

1960s. Starting at this time the recording system was the U.S.G.S. - sponsored on-line, off-

line processor system. The "on-line" processor, a PDP 11/34 running RSX-11M, was dedi-

cated to event detection; software for this system was written by Carl Johnson at Caltech.

Incoming analogue signals were digitized and presented to a memory buffer. A triggering

algorithm, based on the ratio of short-term to long-term signal averages, was run over this

memory buffer to decide if an earthquake had occurred. If the occurrence of an earthquake

was declared, then the memory buffer, with pre-trigger information stored, was written to a

magnetic tape. Thus, the new network system became an event-triggered digital system rather

11-20
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than a system in which all of the incoming data were recorded in analogue form. Analysis of

the seismic data was accomplished on the "off-line" processor, a PDP 11/70 running Berkeley

UNIX. Tapes written by the 11/34 were read on the 11[70, demultiplexed, and phase timing

and locations were accomplished interactively on a storage tube terminal (Tektronix 4014)

using the interactive PING and PONG programs, developed at the University of Washington

by Steve Malone and Don Leaver, for timing and event locations. The system of three com-

puters was replaced in 1989 by a single computer, a Microvax II running VAX/VMS and

using the Generic CUSP software developed by the U.S. Geological Survey at Caltech and at

Menlo Park (principal authors Carl Johnson, Robert Dollar, and Peter Johnson). A seismic

Bulletin covering the entire operation of this first-generation system through 1989 is nearing

completion (Peppin and others, 1991); bulletins covering seismic observations on the UNR

network extend back to 1969.

One major change in the UNR network since 1984 is that, through the efforts of UNR

technical staff (especially Walter F. Nicks), the entire seismic data stream is brought to Reno

via microwave linkups, thus eliminating the great yearly cost of bringing in signals by tele-

phone lines. In addition, the development of this technology at UNR (e.g., using home-built

microwave equipment) gives us the ability to deploy seismometers almost anyplace in Nevada

and bring in signals via microwave, thus providing the possibility to cover aftershock

sequences using CUSP directly. Recently, we deployed an array of four high-gain stations

near Yucca Mountain which are brought into Reno using UNR-built microwave equipment.

This is recorded by CUSP and on a continuously-recording analogue stripchart recorder used

to scan for microearthquakes.

The Microvax - CUSP System

The CUSP processing system (Johnson, 1983; Dollar and Johnson, 1988; Lee and

Stewart, 1989) offered several advantages to us at UNR which dictated its selection from

among the several choices available. First, CUSP has had very extensive field testing, as it

has been involved in routine data collection at two of the largest seismic data acquisition sites,
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the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena and the U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo

Park. Newer systems based on either PCs or UNIX-based processors take advantage of newer

hardware technology, but do not have the extensive history of shakedown behind the CUSP

software. Second, because of our long association with the U.S.G.S., we felt that it was wise

to adopt a new network data recording strategy consistent with their operation, so that we

could obtain support of systems operations from them, and so that our areas of overlapping

interest and networks (e.g., the Long Valley caldera region) would be recorded in a compati-

ble fashion.. This section describes general features of CUSP which pertain to the UNR

seismic network.

The CUSP system was originally developed on Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)

computers of the PDP 11 family in 1983, and then later migrated to Vax and Microvax com-

puters. Generic CUSP is a body of software which is controlled in the way that commercial

software packages are controlled. When CUSP is modified, the various CUSP installations

receive a copy of a directory structure containing this software. The update is accomplished

simply by copying this distribution to the disc and discarding the older directory tree (once

testing of the new software is complete). In this way, CUSP sites are freed from the responsi-

bility of supporting the code, which occupies some 25 Mbytes and which contains a wealth of

extremely useful software, not only to support the main purposes of CUSP, but which can

give excellent support to research projects as well. A manual (Wald and Jones, 1989) pro-

vides an excellent guide for researchers interested in making use of CUSP data. An extensive

on-line help facility is also provided.

The main purpose of CUSP, and the reason for its development, derives from the general

task of acquiring seismic data from remote field sites. Originally, this exclusively entailed

acquisition of analogue signals from outstations, usually transmitted by FM radio or

microwave, to a common recording site. At this central site, these signals were recorded on

either an analogue or a digital medium, which were later scanned for events of interest. With

the onset of digital recording, only selected time segments were recorded digitally (discrete
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event recording), with the entire frequency-modulated analogue data stream recorded continu-

ously on analogue magnetic tape.

"Selected time segments" was a demanding requirement in the days when discs could

only hold a few tens of Mbytes, and continues to be a problem today: in large networks such

as ours, it is not yet practical to retain the entire incoming data stream (Gbytes/day). Stream-

ing and/or helical scan tape and CD technology have made this choice a possibility, but for

routine network analysis it continues to be cost effective to use discrete event recording.

CUSP, as with most other comparable systems, is an event-detection system. The CUSP

package consists of several programs which run concurrently. One of the programs (CORE)

maintains a circular first in - first out buffer of the incoming data stream in memory. Another

program SCARAB writes disc files from computer memory when the event detection program

SPIDER declares an event and marks a piece of the data stream to save. From this point the

disc files are automatically demultiplexed and "thrashed" to eliminate noise traces. Data

acquisition from the incoming analogue data stream still amounts to 75 Mbytes/day on a sys-

tem where the open storage ranges between 150 and 300 Mbytes. Mass-storage management

is an important design feature of CUSP, permitting quick reconfiguration of the destination of

data being recorded by the system, e.g., during major aftershock sequences.

A problem with the traditional data collection scheme is that it takes no account of the

fact that seismology has progressed to digital data acquisition, in which the incoming seismic

data arrives not as an analogue signal, but as a pre-digitized bit strean; mixed-mode networks,

in which both analogue and digital data streams arrive at the central site, are becoming com-

mon. Up until recently, this entirely different mode of data transmission has made it neces-

sary to record such incoming data streams on a separate computer system, with the attendant

problems and headaches of merging data and system incompatibility. In our case, digital data

extraction from the day tapes written by the PDP 1/23 was very laborious, which

discouraged abundant use of this excellent data set.

Resolution of this problem, that is, how to record the digital data in a way which would
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allow relatively easy access to it, was a main goal of our recent transition from the former

system to CUSP. The University of Nevada now records both the analogue network data

stream and the asynchronous digital data stream on the same Microvax H system using two

separate real-time CUSP processes, but in a configuration which is unique to CUSP sites at

this writing as described below. Because CUSP was designed to be general and flexible, the

recording of both data streams on a single computer required changing only one variable

within the entire body of CUSP code. The UNR software contribution was the development

of the program PICKEM to do interactive timing and location of earthquakes. This program

is intended not only for use in routine analysis, and for upward compatibility with future

CUSP software, but also to support research use of the CUSP data.

In addition to the routine acquisition and analysis of the analogue and digital network

data, the CUSP system is used at UNR in an entirely different environment involving labora-

tory measurements of motions in a foam rubber model (J.N. Brune, Principal Investigator).

The application here is to record accelerations from several tens of sensors located in a system

of foam blocks which is operated to produce stickslip motions. The frequencies involved

reach the kHz range. Data are recorded from this experiment on a VAXstation/GPX running

the third realtime CUSP process. Data streams of up to 50,000 samples/second are easily

treated using this system, which involves home-built electronics to gather the data (up to 64

channels) and present it to the computer. From there all of the existing CUSP processing

software applies. It was the work of a few hours to put up this system on the GPX, a tribute

to the power and generality of the CUSP system in this completely different data acquisition

environment.

Digital Data Acquisition Design Considerations

A number of considerations drove our move to the CUSP system. First, the existing sys-

tem was near capacity and we were planning to add quite a few new data sources in connec-

tion with studies of southern Nevada: we are bringing in 20 data components from this region

today. Second, our research applications called for the ability to acquire digital data taken at

y_-24
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higher sampling rates, as much as 200 samples per second (SPS). The existing digital system

was limited to 50 SPS and a small number of data channels. Our solution to the digital data

acquisition problem depended on the ability to record asynchronous digital data (i.e., data

which arrive independently from different outstations) at a mixture of sampling rates, with a

design capacity of 64 incoming three-component digital streams. Why asynchronous?

Because two-way technology in so large an area as Nevada was prohibitively expensive; any-

thing we designed would have to involve one-way communications from digital outstations

with independent A to D converters, and therefore the data would necessarily be asynchro-

nous. Why mixed sampling rates? Research requirements at the University of Nevada involve

studies both of teleseismic data (where the lower sampling rate is adequate) and special stu-

dies of the seismic source similar to the work being carried out at the ANZA network (Berger

and others, 1984), and proposed by us for analysis of Mammoth Lakes, California seismic

data using deep-hole instrumentation. Therefore, the mix of incoming sampling rates could

reasonably be expected to range between 1 and 200 samples/second, and we wanted to record

all of this on the same system.

One consideration is the combined total data capacity of the two incoming data streams

(the analogue short-period data and the continuous digital data). At UNR, the combined rate

from the two data streams (90 analogue channels and 30 digital channels) is under 50,000

samples/second, well within the design specifications of realtime CUSP even on the relatively

slow Microvax II hardware. In addition, the same computer is used as the boot node for a

Microvax cluster with three VAXstation 2000 workstations used for the off-line processing of

network data. Therefore, it can be seen that the real-time part of CUSP is quite efficient, as

the Microvax is relatively slow compared to processors now being sold by the computer

vendors including DEC.

Digital Data Acquisition

First Process: Direct and Continuous Digital Recording
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Our solution to the problem of digital data acquisition is as follows; see Figure 2. The

digital data are brought into the computer using exactly the same technology as used for the

analogue system at all CUSP installations: the hardware interface is the Q-Bus parallel con-

troller (the DRVl1-W) and the software used to acquire the data is standard realtime CUSP.

Exactly as with the analogue data, a second CORE process runs and acquires data, and a

second SCARAB process writes the data to the disc in 30-minute records (6 Mbytes each

today, with 10 three-component digital outstations). The CUSP process POUNCE is used to

mark the data in overlapping segments, so that all of the incoming data is staged to disc.

Finally, every two hours a process restarts which writes these disc files to an Exabyte stream-

ing tapedrive which can hold five days of continuous data at the present rate. If desired, the

data can be written to a 9-track magnetic tape rather than the Exabyte, with a capacity of

about 10 hours. The Exabyte tape, a VMS COPY tape, can be read either on the Microvax

system or can be read directly on a SUN workstation, making this data accessible either to

VMS or UNIX users with equal ease. Demultiplexing software, written in C by George Ran-

dall of the Seismological Laboratory, is available on the UNI/SUN system. These data can

also easily be brought back from the SUN to the Microvax network via TCP/IP software.

The hardware used to bring the digital data to Reno over microwave, a digital data

assembler, and a digital-to-analogue (D to A) converter, were built by Walter F. Nicks of the

Seismological Laboratory. The resulting designs are reliable and modular. This hardware is

the only part of the system which is not commercially available; however, board layouts and

other documentation are available.

Second Process: Digital Data Within the Analogue Data Stream

A frustration faced in our former data-logging system was that, because the analogue

data come from uncalibrated systems, it was not possible to use this data for applications

requiring estimation of ground motion; rather, this information had to come from the digital

data being recorded in an entirely different format. Our aim was to permit easy access to the

calibrated digital data during standard network processing of the analogue data. This was
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accomplished as follows.

The incoming digital data stream is split (Figure 2); it is recorded continuously on Exa-

byte tape as described above, and it is also passed through a 16-bit digital to analogue con-

verter, built by Walter F. Nicks of UNR. The resulting analogue data stream is intermixed

with the other incoming analogue signals, all of which are resampled at 100 SPS on a Tustin

Industries A/D converter: thus, both the digital and analogue station data are available for rou-

tine analysis through CUSP (Figures 2 and 3). Programs are now available to make use of

this high-quality information for the posting of seismometric analyses in the standard event-

locations data base.

Figure 3 shows a presentation of traces as seen by a network analyst doing routine tim-

ing and processing of an earthquake. The bottom five traces, each from analogue stations, are

clipped. The top three traces, unclipped, come from the redigitized digital outstations. It is

expected that during incorporation of the digital data with the network traces (Figure 3), redi-

gitization causes a certain amount of distortion. To assess how much, consider a comparison

of spectra on a regional seismogram computed in two ways, first, from the unaltered incoming

digital data recorded on the Exabyte, and second, from the redigitized data which enters the

analogue data set. The signal is above the noise from 0.05 to 25 Hz. Figure 4 compares the

percent difference between the amplitude and phase spectrum for this wideband signal. Over

the whole band the amplitudes agree to 1 percent for all but frequencies quite close to the

Nyquist frequency (15 - 25 Hz), and for those the largest percent differences occur for spec-

tral values which are quite small. The phase spectral differences have occasional spikes

caused by phase wraparound. This shows that the redigitized data can be used interchange-

ably with the Exabyte data for applications in which some distortion can be tolerated.

Conclusions

The generality of generic CUSP has permitted the University of Nevada, Reno to under-

take recording of both analogue and digital data. This includes combining digital data with
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the analogue for immediate access during routine analysis, and recording continuous digital

data on high capacity tapes. All of this is performed on a single commercially-supported

computer environment involving Microvax computers and workstations sold by Digital Equip-

ment Corporation. This recording configuration is unique among CUSP sites, and permits

research applications with easy access to this excellent and valuable data set.
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by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office through the University of Nevada Center for
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Seismic stations presently being recorded by the University of Nevada

Seismological Laboratory, with the three-component digitals as solid triangles.

Figure 2. Block diagram showing the way in which incoming data streams (analogue

left, digital right) are recorded on the Microvax H computer, enclosed by the dashed

box. Other than the two elements at the upper right, all this equipment is available

commercially.

Figure 3. This image shows what an analyst sees when timing earthquakes within the

routine data processing stream using the UNR program PICKEM. Eight traces at a

time are available for random selection (below); one of these is selected and can be

expanded, moved, filtered, and timed in the upper picking window (topmost, largest

trace labeled WCKRZ; the vertical line indicates the selected P onset. Top three of

the eight traces: three-component data from the broad-band WCK. Lower five traces:

signals from analogue stations. Note that these five are clipped, while the digitals are

on scale except for minor clipping of the north component (third trace, maximum

amplitude 32,767 digital counts). Data shown are for a local earthquake of magnitude

2.5, 26 February 1989 at 1548 GCT

Figure 4. Comparison of wideband spectrum for a regional seismogram recorded at

BMN for the Luning earthquake of 24 March 1990 at 08:16 GCT, M = 4.5, as

recorded directly on the Exabyte and as recorded by CUSP after the redigitization pro-

cess. The processed trace is shown on the bottom. Above the time trace is the spec-

trum of the entire Pg wave group (20 seconds), with the Exabyte and redigitized net-

work data, overplotted, visually indistinguishable. The "noise" spectrum was obtained
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by identical processing of the quiet section preceding the event onset. The top two

traces show the amplitude and phase differences in percent between the spectra of the

Exabyte series and the redigitized series. Amplitude discrepancies are below 1 percent

except for isolated frequencies where the signal to noise ratio is low; phase discrepan-

cies are also mostly below 1 percent, with the spikes being caused by phase wra-

paround.
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PROGRESS REPORT-OCTOBER 1, 1990 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1991

TASK 5 Tectonic and Neotectonic framework of the Yucca
Mountain Region

Personnel
Principal Investigator: Richard A. Schweickert

Research Associate: Mary M. Lahren July 1, 1991 to September
30, 1991

Graduate Research Assistants:
a. Caskey, S. J.--October, 1990-July, 1991
b. Elwood, R.--October, 1990-January, 1991
c. Donovan, D.--October, 1990; March-April, 1991
d. Hoffard, J.--October, 1990; January-February, 1991
e. Zhang, Y.--October, 1990-July, 1991

Funding levels during 1990-1991 were Insufficient to provide
adequate support to all GRA's and allowed only a minimal
amount of fieldwork. Several of the accomplishments below
were made by GRA's with only partial funding from this project.

Part I. Highlights of major research accomplishments

a.-Completion of M.S. theses of S. J. Caskey. D. Donovan, and J.
ioffard

b. Final revision f manuscript submitted to GSA Bulletin on
Mesozoic thrust belt by S.J. Caskey and R. A. Shweickert

c. Publication of two abstracts based upon research funded under
Task 5: Elwood (1991). and Zhang and Schweickert (1991).

d. Publication of an article on extensional faulting by M.A. Ellis
(Nature. v. 348. p. 689-693) (Ellis's work was supported in
1989-1990 by Task 5).

e. Completion of mapping of late Quaternary to Holocene(?) strike-
slip and normal faults in southern Amargosa Valley and
Stewart-Pahrump Valleys (DD and JH).

f. Completion of detailed structural mapping of Paleozoic and
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Cenozoic deposits in CP Hills. Nevada Test Site (SJC).
g. Completion of regional cross-section from leana Range to Sheep

Range (SJ
h. Recognition of significance of pre-Middle Miocene normal and

strike-slip faulting at Bare Mountain (YZ)
i. Completion of mapping and stratigraphic analysis of Miocene ash

flow tuffs along western part of Pahranagat shear zone (RE).
i. Paleomagnetic sampling of Paleozoic and Cenozoic units at Bare

Mountain and Jurassic granitic rocks at Slate Ridge (RS. in
conjunction with Y. Zhan. S. Gillette. and R. Karlin).

Part II. Research projects

This section highlights the research projects conducted by Task 5
personnel.

1. Tectonics and Neotectonics of the Pahranagat shear zone, Lincoln
County, Nevada; R. Elwood (T. Reynolds, formerly supported here, has left
UNR but still plans to complete his study).

The rationale for this study has been that the Pahranagat shear zone
lies on trend with the Spotted Range - Mine Mountain structural zone,
which is composed of seismically active, ENE - striking, sinistral faults,
and which lies immediately south of Yucca Mountain. Studies of the
Pahranagat shear zone have been undertaken to evaluate whether the two
zones are parts of a related zone of crustal weakness that may be active.

In addition, the Pahranagat shear zone shows clear evidence that
shortening occurs within the Basin and Range province. Such shortening
may be manifest as thrust earthquakes and (or) as shortening through
aseismic folding. Elwood's part of this project was completed in 1991,
and her thesis report is in progress.

2. Structure and geometry of the Mine Mountain and CP Hills thrust
complex, NTS, Nye County, Nevada; S. J. Caskey.

The rationale for this study has been to develop an understanding of
kinematics and geometry of Mesozoic thrusts east of Yucca Mountain to
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enable more confident modeling of the deep structural geometry of pre-
Tertiary units beneath Yucca Mountain and correlation of deep structures
through the region. In addition, this study has placed better constraints
on the magnitude and direction of extension in the southern Great Basin. A
by-product of this study is a better understanding of pre-, syn, and post-
volcanic normal faulting in the Yucca Mountain region. This project was
completed in 1991.

3. Active tectonics of the central and northwest parts of Pahrump
and Stewart Valleys, Nevada and California. J. Hoffard.

Pahrump and Stewart Valleys are host to the strike-slip
Pahrump Valley fault system, considered to represent the youngest
tectonic feature to the south of the Yucca Mountain area. This NW-
trending fault system is at least 60 km in length and is composed of three
important fault zones that cut deposits of late Quaternary to Holocene
age. Most evidence suggests the zone has been characterized by dextral
strike-slip displacements. The Pahrump Valley fault system trends
northward into the southern Amargosa Valley near Ash Meadows. Iil
project was completed in 1991.

4. Active tectonics of the eastern half of the Death Valley 2-degree
sheet, with emphasis on the southern half of Amargosa Valley; D. Donovan.

This work has involved a detailed analysis of low-sun angle
photography and other images to develop a compilation of all Quaternary
and active faults. The project concentrated on southern Amargosa Valley,
which is the location of multiple short, variably oriented fault scarps.
These have been investigated in the field and several trenches have also
been excavated and logged. The results suggest that several Quaternary
fault systems extend northward from Stewart Valley and the Resting
Spring Range into southern Amargosa Valley. One or more of these may be
kinematically linked to the Pahrump fault system and may have dextral
strike-slip displacement. One northeast-trending fault zone may be the
SW continuation of the Rock Valley fault of the southern NTS area. Ihis
proiect was completed in 1991.

5. Regional overview of structure and geometry of Mesozoic thrust



faults and folds in the area around Yucca Mountain; R. A. Schweickert.

Together with 2 above, this study aims to provide information about
the deep geometry of Paleozoic units and their bounding faults, which is
necessary both for understanding of Tertiary faults and for the correct
formulation of regional hydrologic models. It has also provided evidence
for a previously unknown strike-slip fault beneath Crater Flat, and for the
existence of major pre-Middle Miocene extension in the NTS region.

6. Kinematic analysis of low and high angle normal faults in the
Bare Mountain area, and comparison of structures with the Grapevine
Mountains Y. Zhang.

The purpose of this study is to determine the timing and slip
directions of high and low-angle normal faults exposed at Bare Mountain,
which is a direct analogue of the deep structure beneath Yucca Mountain.
This will provide better constraints on the displacement histories of the
faults. In addition, metamorphic fabrics will be characterized in the
deeper northern parts of the mountain and traced to the lower grade,
shallower part of the mountain. Finally, the development of these
structures will be compared with possible analogues in the Grapevine
Mountains and the CP Hills to develop firm constraints on the deep
structure beneath the Yucca Mountain area.

7. Evaluation of pre-Middle Miocene structure of Grapevine
Mountains and its relation to Bare Mountain. R. Schweickert and M.M.
Lahren

This project is intended to establish the Mesozoic and Cenozoic
structural geometry and timing of deformation in the Grapevine Mountains,
which presumably developed in close proximity to the Bullfrog Hills and
Bare Mountain prior to post-10 Ma displacement on the Bullfrog Hills-
Boundary Canyon detachment fault. This will lead to a deeper
understanding of the significance of pre-Middle Miocene and possibly pre-
Tertiary extension and detachment faulting on crustal structure in the
area between the NTS and Death Valley.

8. Evaluation of paleomagnetic character of Tertiary and pre-
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Tertiary units in the Yucca Mountain region, as tests of the Crater Flat
shear zone hypothesis and the concept of oroclinal bending. S. Gillett, R.
Karlin, Y. Zhang, and R. A. Schweickert.

Paleomagnetic data from various volcanic units at Yucca Mountain
show that up to 300 of progressive north-to-south clockwise rotation has
occurred since mid-Miocene. These studies are geographically relatively
limited; one of the goals of this study is to expand the data base to
various Paleozoic and Mesozoic units to understand the regional variations
of magnitude and timing of rotations. In addition, since the timing of
rotation is poorly known, this study will expand the data base through the
Tertiary section as far as possible.

Part Ill.
Brief summaries of research results
This section presents a summary of progress to date. Because these

projects are long-term and field-intensive, the results are still
preliminary, and should not be quoted without permission. Many of our
interpretations are speculative. Low budget levels have hampered our
research efforts.

1. Structure and geometry of the Mine Mountain and CP Hills thrust
complex, NTS, Nye County, Nevada; S. J. Caskey. (see attached abstract
from Caskey's thesis).

2. Tectonics and neotectonics of the Pahranagat shear zone, Lincoln
County, Nevada. (see attached abstract published in 1991).

3. Quaternary fault patterns and basin history of Pahrump and
Stewart Valleys, Nevada and California. (See attached abstract from
Hoffard's thesis)

4. Active tectonics of the eastern half of the Death Valley 2-degree
sheet, with emphasis on the southern half of Amargosa Valley. (See
attached abstract from Donovan's thesis).

5. Regional overview of structure and geometry of Mesozoic thrust faults
and folds in the area around Yucca Mountain. R. A. Schweickert.
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(See abstract of manuscript by Caskey and Schweickert).

6. Kinematic analysis of low and high angle normal faults in the Bare
Mountain area, and comparison of structures with the Grapevine Mountains

Y. Zhang. (see attached abstract by Zhang and Schweickert).

7. Evaluation of pre-Middle Miocene structure of Grapevine Mountains and
its relation to Bare Mountain. R. Schweickert and M.M. Lahren.

Limited field work and map-scale structural analysis has confirmed
that the Oligocene Titus Canyon Formation unconformably overlaps a
major detachment fault system related to the Titus Canyon fault (as
mapped by Reynolds (1969)). This detachment fault excises the upright
limb of a major Mesozoic recumbent fold, the Titus Canyon anticline, and
has a structural relation similar to that of the Wildcat Peak normal fault
at the southern end of Bare Mountain, which excises the upright limb of a
large recumbent anticline in the hangingwall of the Panama thrust (as
mapped by Monsen and others (1990)). The Titus Canyon fault is undated,
and could even be of Late Cretaceous age. Our working hypothesis is that
the Late Miocene Fluorspar Canyon-Bullfrog-Boundary Canyon detachment
system pulled apart and exposed elements of a much older detachment
system, which includes the Titus Canyon fault, the lower detachment in
the Bullfrog Hills, and the Conejo Canyon and Wildcat Peak faults at Bare
Mountain. We suspect that this older detachment system was largely
responsible for the exhumation of deep metamorphic rocks at northern
Bare Mountain, Bullfrog Hills, and the Funeral Mountains, and that these
metamorphic rocks were already exposed at high structural levels when
ash flow tuffs of the Southwest Nevada Volcanic Field were erupted.

8. Evaluation of paleomagnetic character of Tertiary and pre-Tertiary
units in the Yucca Mountain region, as tests of the Crater Flat shear zone
hypothesis and the concept of oroclinal bending. S. Gillett, R. Karlin, Y.
Zhang, and R. A. Schweickert.

In January, 1991, paleomagnetic sampling of the following units was
completed: Lower Cambrian Carrara Formation at Carrara Canyon and Gold
Ace Canyon at Bare Mountain, and in Striped Hills; Devonian rocks of
Tarantula Canyon in Tarantula Canyon, at north end of Bare Mountain; 14
Ma dacite dikes at Tarantula Canyon; Middle Jurassic Sylvania pluton at
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Slate Ridge. These units were sampled to determine whether Paleozoic
units in the Bare Mountain area show large clockwise rotation, as
suggested by the oroclinal bending hypothesis, and to test whether any
rotations in these rocks are matched by rotations of Miocene dikes in Bare
Mountain. The Jurassic plutonic rocks will be tested to see whether
possible oroclinal bending affected units at the north end of Sarcobatus
Flat.

Part IV. Other activities of Task 5 personnel

1. Technical review of reports for the Center

None formally assigned;
reviewed new publications by Maldonado (1990), Wernicke
(1990), and Carr (1991)

2. Meetings attended In relation to the Center

a. SOBART (Southern Basin and Range Transect) Meeting, Phoenix,
Arizona, October 9-12, 1990; Schweickert served on Steering
Committee, and acted as Coordinator of discussions on
Tectonics of southern Basin and Range province; also attended
by S.J. Caskey. Schweickert subsequently wrote parts of
Science Plan.

b. Lecture given by Schweickert on Tectonic evolution of Nevada
Test Site, at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, January, 1991

c. Geological Society of America, Cordilleran Section, San
Francisco, March 25-27, 1991 (attended by Schweickert,
Elwood, and Zhang; see abstract by Elwood)

3. Field work

a. Structural mapping and paleomagnetic sampling, January, 12-16,
1991--localities in Bare Mountain, Striped Hills, and Slate
Ridge-Gold Mountain; fieldwork involved S. Gillette, R. Karlin,
R. Schweickert, and Y. Zhang
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b. Structural mapping in Bare Mountain, Y. Zhang, January 5-14,
1991, and May 24- 30, 1991

c. Geologic mapping in the CP Hills, S.J. Caskey--January 6-13,
1991

4. Professional reports provided to NWPO

a. Donovan, D., 1991, Neotectonics of the southern Amargosa Desert,
Nye County, Nevada and Inyo County, California, 151p.

b. Sawyer, T.L., 1989, Quaternary geology and neotectonic activity
along the Fish Lake Valley fault zone, Nevada and
California, 379 p.

c. Hoffard, J.L., 1991, Quaternary tectonics and basin history of
Pahrump and Stewart Valleys, Nevada and California, 138p.

d. Caskey, S.J., 1991, Mesozoic and Cenozoic structural geology of
the CP Hills, Nevada Test Site, Nye County, Nevada; and
regional implications, 153p.

5. Abstracts published

a. Elwood, R., 1991, Structure of the western Pahranagat shear
system (abs.): Geol. Soc. America Abs. with Programs, v. 23, p.
22.

b. Zhang, Y., and Schweickert, R.A., 1991, Structural analysis of Bare
Mountain, southern Nevada (abs.): Geol. Soc. America Abs. with
Programs, v. 24, p. 185.

6. Papers published In peer-review literature

a. G. King and M. Ellis, 1991, The origin of large local uplift in
extensional regions: Nature, v. 348, p. 689-693. (Ellis's role in
this research was supported by Task 5).

7. Papers submitted for publication In peer-review literature

a. Caskey, S.J., and Schweickert, R.A., Mesozoic thrusting in the
Nevada Test Site and vicinity--a new perspective from the CP
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Hills, Nye County, Nevada: Geol. Soc. America Bulletin,
submitted, 3/91, in final revision, 12/91.

8. Graduate theses supported by NWPO and completed during
1 990-91

a. Hoffard, J.L., 1991, Quaternary tectonics and basin history of
Pahrump and Stewart Valleys, Nevada and California: M.S.
Thesis, University of Nevada, Reno, 138p.

b. Donovan, D.E., 1991, Neotectonics of the southern Amargosa
Desert, Nye County, Nevada and nyo County, California: M.S.
Thesis, University of Nevada, Reno, 151p.

c. Caskey, S.J., 1991, Mesozoic and Cenozoic structural geology of
the CP Hills, Nevada Test Site, Nye County, Nevada; and
regional implications: M.S. Thesis, University of Nevada, Reno,
153p.

9. Other facets of research by Task 5

a. Neotectonics: We are almost in a position to compile an
accurate Quaternary fault map covering the eastern half of the Death
Valley 1 x 20 sheet, which includes the southern half of the NTS and Yucca
Mountain, based upon new work of D. Donovan, M. Ellis, J. Hoffard, and P.
Zhang, and published information. This work shows that Yucca Mountain
lies within a broad, northerly trending zone of diffuse Quaternary faulting,
part of which demonstrably shows dextral strike-slip displacements.
Detailed studies of Quaternary deposits are now needed to provide
quantitative constraints on overall rates of displacement throughout this
zone.

b. Tectonic framework of Yucca Mountain: Structural studies
that offer the best hope for modeling the subsurface structure at Yucca
Mountain are well advanced; S.J. Caskey's study of the CP Hills is
complete, and Y. Zhang's kinematic study of Bare Mountain has made good
progress. Paleomagnetic sampling of key Tertiary and Paleozoic units has
been completed at Bare Mountain, and laboratury measurements await the
completion of the new shielded laboratory at UNR. Yucca Mountain lies
along structural strike between these two areas, and very likely contains
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many of the same structural elements. In addition, these studies and our
reconnaissance of the Striped Hills and the Grapevine Mountains will
allow tests of the hypothesis that a major strike-slip fault extends from
Pahrump Valley through and beneath Crater Flat (Schweickert, 1989).

Appendices
Abstracts and published papers

1. Elwood, R., 1991, Structure of the western Pahranagat
shear system (abs.): Geol. Soc. America Abs. with Programs, v.
23, p. 22.

2. Zhang, Y., and Schweickert, R.A., 1991, Structural
analysis of Bare Mountain, Southern Nevada (abs.): Geol. Soc.
America Abs. with Programs, v. 23, p. A185.

3. Caskey, S. J., 1991, Mesozoic and Cenozoic structural
geology of the CP Hills, Nevada Test Site, Nye County, Nevada;
and regional Implications (abstract of thesis): Reno, University
of Nevada.

4. Donovan, D., 1991, Neotectonics of the southern
Amargosa Desert, Nye County, Nevada and nyo County, California
(abstract of thesis): Reno, University of Nevada.

5. Hoffard, J., 1991, Quaternary tectonics and basin
history of Pahrump and Stewart Valleys, Nevada and California
(abstract of thesis): Reno, University of Nevada.

6. Caskey, S.J., and Schweickert, R.A., 1991, Mesozoic
deformation In the Nevada Test Site and vicinity: A new
perspective from the CP Hills, Nye County, Nevada (abs.): In
final revision, Geol. Soc. America Bulletin.

7. G. King and M. Ellis, 1991, The origin of large local
uplift In extensional regions: Nature, v. 348, p. 689-693.
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STRUCTURE OF THE WESTERN PAHRANAGAT SHEAR SYSTEM
ELWOOO. A.. eology Opt., Univ. f V, Nano Rcno
RV 9557-0072

The Pahranagst Lake and Phrenagat Lke NU quadrangles.
Nevada, contain the western portion of the Phranaget
Shear System, a set of three parallel, northeost striking.
left-lateral faults. At the southern end of the quad-
rangles I the Hcynard Lake strand hich truncates the
Sheep Range to for e a eteep. lineer ountain front. Next
to this strand. is I eq. km outcrop of Tertiary volcanic
rocks which are folded into northeast plunging enticline.

About 6 km north of the eynard Lke Itrand is the
Uuckhorn Rnch strand. etween these two strands is a
north-south oriented. 4 k 'long sliver of Pleozoic rock of
relatively high rlief which dips westward end Tertiary
volcanic rocks which have been faulted, tilted eastward.
and gently folded. Relatively low relief but significent
stratigrcphic omission within the volcanic rocks suggests
low-angle faulting.

Three ets of fults are recognised on the basis of
similar strike: () a northeast et (2) a north-south set
and (3) a northwest set. The northeset et is mostly topo-
graphically expressed end has horisontal nd blique slick-
ensidas associated with it. The north-south ct often has
minor movement but cn have significant normal offset.
The northwest faults are responsible for significant tret-
igrephic omission within the Tertiary volcanic rocks end
in some cases must have a relatively shallow dip. However.
this set also displays pure strike-slip ovement m is
demonstrated by slicoensides.
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Caskey, 1991

ABSTRACT
V

Detailed mapping and structural analysis of upper Proterozoic and

Paleozoic rocks in the CP Hills of the Nevada Test Site, together with analysis

l of published maps and cross sections and a reconnaissance of regional

structural relations indicate that the CP thrust of Barnes and Poole (1968)

actually comprises two separate, oppositely verging Mesozoic thrust systems:

1) the west-vergent CP thrust which is well exposed in the CP Hills and at

I Mine Mountain, and 2) the east-vergent Belted Range thrust located

northwest of Yucca Flat. West-vergence of the CP thrust is indicated by large-

scale west-vergent recumbent folds in both its hangingwall and footwall and

by the fact that the CP thrust ramps up section through hangingwall strata

I toward the northwest. Regional structural relations indicate that the CP

| thrust forms part of a narrow sigmoidal belt of west-vergent folding and

I thrusting traceable for over 180 km along strike. The Belted Range thrust

represents earlier Mesozoic deformation that was probably related to the Last

Chance thrust system in southeastern California, as suggested by earlier

{ workers. A pre-Tertiary reconstruction of the Cordilleran fold and thrust belt

in the region between the NIS and the Las Vegas Range bears a close

i resemblance to other regions of the Cordillera and has important



I

implications for the development of hinterland-vergent deformation as well

as for the probable magnitude of Tertiary extension north of Las Vegas Valley.

SI Subsequent to Mesozoic deformation, the CP Hills were disrupted by at

U least two episodes of Tertiary extensional deformation: 1) an earlier episode

represented by pre- middle Miocene low-angle normal faults, and 2) a later,

post- 11 Ma episode of high-angle normal faulting. Both episodes of

extension were related to regional deformation, the latter of which has

U resulted in the present basin and range topography of the NTS region. There

5 appears to be a direct correspondence between the regional structural grain of

the earlier episode of low-angle faulting and that of (hinterland-vergent)

Mesozoic structures. Regional structural relations indicate that both

Mesozoic and pre- middle Miocene structures n the CP Hills broadly correlate

I with those at Bare Mountain. This has important implications for subsurface

structural models beneath Yucca Mountain, the candidate high-level nuclear

waste repository.

I
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Donovan, 1991

ABSTRACT

A complex pattern of active faults occurs in the southern

Amargosa Desert, southern Nye County, Nevada. These faults can be

grouped into three main fault systems: (1) a NE-striking zone of faults

that forms the southwest extension of the left-lateral Rock Valley

fault zone, in the much larger Spotted Range-Mine Mountain structural

zone, (2) a N-striking fault zone coinciding with a NNW-trending

alignment of springs that is either a northward continuation of a fault

along the west side of the Resting Spring Range or a N-striking branch

fault of the Pahrump fault system, and (3) a NW-striking fault zone

which is parallel to the Pahrump fault system, but is offset

approximately 5 km with a left step in southern Ash Meadows.

These three fault zones suggest extension is occurring in an E-W

direction, which is compatible with the N10W structural grain

prevalent in the Death Valley extensional region to the west.
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Hoffard, 1991

ABSTRACT

The Pahrump fault system is an active fault system

located in Pahrump and Stewart Valleys, Nevada and Cali-

fornia, in the southern part of the Basin and Range Prov-

ince. This system is 50 km long by 30 km wide and is com-

prised of three fault zones: the right-lateral East Nopah

fault zone, the right-oblique Pahrump Valley fault zone, and

the normal West Spring Mountains fault zone. All three

zones have geomorphic evidence for late Quaternary activity.

Analysis of active fault patterns and seismic reflection

lines suggests that the Pahrump basin has had a two-stage

genesis, an early history associated with a period of low-

angle detachment faulting probably active 10-15 a, and a

more recent history related to the present dextral shear

system, probably active post-4 Ma.
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Caskey and Schweickert, 1991

ABSTRACT

Detailed studies in the CP Hills and Mine Mountain area of the

Nevada Test Site ONM), together with analysis of published maps and cross

sections and a reconnaissance of regional structural relations, indicate that the

CP thrust of Barnes and Poole (1968) actually comprises two separate,

oppositely verging Mesozoic thrust systems: 1) the west-vergent CP thrust

which is well exposed in the CP Hills and at Mine Mountain; and 2) the east-

vergent Belted Range thrust located northwest of Yucca Flat. Regional

structural relations indicate that the CP thrust forms part of a narrow

sigmoidal belt of west-vergent folding and thrusting traceable for over 180 km

along strike. The Belted Range thrust represents earlier Mesozoic

deformation that was probably related to the Last Chance thrust system in

southeastern California, as suggested by earlier workers. A pre-Tertiary

reconstruction of the Cordilleran fold and thrust belt in the region between

the NTS and the Las Vegas Range bears a close resemblance to other regions

of the Cordillera and has important implications for the development of

hinterland-vergent deformation as well as for the probable magnitude of

Tertiary extension north of Las Vegas Valley.
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The origin of large local uplift in
1%. extensional regions

Geoffrey Klng & Michael Ellist
* Uhte States Geological Survey. 345 Mddlefleld Road, Menlo Park. Calflomia 94025 USA
+ Center for Earftluae Research and ifonnation, Memphis State University, Memphis. Tennessee 38152, USA

Large localized uplift Is commonly observed in
continental regions undergoing extension. These
observations can be modelled by planar, high-angle
normal faulting of an elastic upper crust overlying
an inviscid lower crust. Isostasy provides the
necessary driving force. The model quantifies the
role of fexural rigidity, density variations in the
crust, and erosion and deposition of sediment.

MANY authors have noted that uplift of several kilometres can
occur in extensional regions. The uplift is usually local in extent,
extending 10-20 kilometres perpendicular to the strike of the
structures and many tens of kilometres along strike. Evidence
for uplift, possibly as much as 15 km, comes from local strati-
graphic relations, metamorphic mineral assemblages, and fluid-
inclusion studies in rocks that must have been generated in the
middle or lower crust. The origin of such large localized uplift
is a subject of lively debate, centering on the geometry of the
normal faults and the role of isostasy and crustal fiexural rigidity.

Here we show that the observations may be explained quanti-
tatively by simple planar high-angle faulting of an elastic upper
crust overlying an inviscid lower crust that is subject to isostatic
forces. The model is consistent with observed gravity profiles
and earthquake source mechanisms"-3 , and with the observation
of crustal shortening in the upper parts of footwalls. We illustrate
the model with a number of examples of structures from the
Basin and Range province in the United States.

The model
The approach to modelling these structures follows from that
used by King et aL' and Stein et aL2. There the mechanical
behaviour of the crust was modelled as an elastic layer overlying
a fluid. The vertical component of motion at the surface was
calculated using the thick-plate solution described by Rundle'.
It was shown that the main features of the geological structures
associated with some dip-slip faults could be explained if the
fault was assumed to be planar through an elastic-brittle layer
dipping at 45 or greater and if the effects of loading due to
erosion and sedimentation were considered. The most surprising
feature of the model was the need to reduce the effective elastic
thickness from the 10-15 km depth of the seismogenic zone to
between 2 and 4 km.

Here we adopt a different computational approach using a
boundary-element system modified, as described below, from
that of Crouch and Starfield. This allows us to extend the earlier
work and calculate both vertical and horizontal displacements
and strains for two-dimensional models. We use a version of
the boundary-element technique that uses constant relative dis-
placement elements. This approach is very effective. A minimum
of computational steps allow many models to be run on a small
computer and because the approach is easy to understand avoid-

PI- ing numerical errors is straightforward.
The technique consists of introducing a series of disolocation

elements into an elastic medium. The location and amplitude
of slip on the elements is then adjusted such that stresses and
displacements at boundaries and interfaces reasonably approxi-

mate the real problem being examined.
The two-media problem we examine can be expressed as a

solution of the following equations
N N

)-I J.,

bn N .Ds 1 eO1
J - A

(1)

where i - 1-N. The b', are displacements (b, - ul.) of or stresses
(b' - o') on the fth boundary element. For normal components
x-n and for shear x s. The DV, are normal (x - n) or shear

(x = s) displacements between the faces of the jth boundary
element, and the CJ, are the influence coefficients between the
ith and jth elements. Subscripts indicate normal (x or y - n) or
shear (x or y = s) components.

The first N, elements are in region 1 and the remainder
N2 = N - N, are in region 2. These elements may either represent
a free part of the boundary of region I or region 2 or a segment
on the interface between the two regions. If the ith element is
an interface element in region 1 then a corresponding interface
element must exist in region 2.

Four conditions must be satisfied at an interface and hence
relate any pair of interface elements. These may be conveniently
expressed as two on the region I element and two on the region
2 element.

Two stress conditions are imposed on the region I element

1(1) a `1(2) o
-0 S (2)

where are corresponds to an interface stress in region I and
a!2) corresponds to an interface stress in region 2. The stress
conditions are satisfied in equation (1) if

b . a"1 -G` 1 2 ) . 0

Ci'~= i-i'(2N,1c N
(3)

The Al" are influence coefficients relating stress to displacement
for region I and A(2' are similar coefficients for region 2. CSJU, Cnys
and C are defined similarly. On the region 2 element, the
following displacement conditions are imposed

us'2) + Y1110) O

(4)
Un +Un e

which are satisfied in equation () if

bi -U.12) +"M alo

U £8

-i BJJ2)

(5)
j 1 N,

N, + 1 ji N

The B are influence coefficients relating displacement to
displacement in region I and BI are similar coefficients for
region 2.

With the appropriate values for element stress, displacements
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and influence coefficients, the 2N equations can be solved
the 2N values of D by the usual methods. Once the D
known it is straightforward to calculate displacements anywl
in region I or 2 for which valid expressions can be writtei
terms of D. The procedure for setting up influence coefficii
in an elastic media is straightforward and is described in Cro
and Starfield5. The behaviour of a horizontal gravitating in
face between an elastic medium (region 1) and an inviscid 
medium (region 2), for which the pressure change with de
is H, can be expressed if the region 2 influence coefficients I
the following values

A, 2 1 J IHI if i-j
to if i JJ

10 ifioj)

All other A12) and B(2) are zero.
In our models the xi axis is vertical and positive downwa

and the x3 axis is horizontal. Two horizontal gravitating in
faces are defined. One represents the Earth's surface (xi - 0 1
and the second, the base of the brittle layer (x - 12 kim).
x3 - -60 km the horizontal displacement along a vertical bou
ary is fixed (u3 - 0) and the shear stress is set to zero (0'3 -
At x3 = 48 km both shear and normal stresses are set to 2
(°733 - `3 ° 0) at a second vertical boundary. These conditi
produce a stress-free floating block 'tethered' at -60 km. 
length of the block is sufficient that details of the way in wt
the boundary conditions are imposed do not affect the defon
tion in the region where faulting is introduced.

The driving force to deform the block is derived in the folli
ing manner. In the Earth we may suppose that the upper c

i,,. is able to sustain a certain magnitude of deviatoric stress c
a time of millions of years. We further assume that over

FIG. I Representative boundary-element models shaded with
dilational strain at a 0.02 contour interval. The grid units
represent square kilometres and are for scale only. Dark
areas represent extension (areal increase. light areas con-
traction (areal decrease). The strains are shaded from 0.5 km
to a depth of 11.5km and represent thos de only to the
motion across the fault and not due to any preexisting condi-
tion or body forces. These plot limits (0.5-11.5km) avoid the b
large local strains associated with the sgularities at the
end of the boundary elements. Effective elastic thickness Is
-3km assuming a crustal Young's modulus of 40 G~a and
a Poisson ratio of 025. Density below the layer Is
2,900 kg m-2. We assume 80% erosion and sedimentation. A
which corresponds to assuming a density above the top
surface of 2,160 kg mr . The fault and distant shear boun-
daries are single elements whereas the upper "nd lower
boundaries are hi 1.5km segments hi the central region.
Increasing to 6-km segments outside the region shown. The
vertical boundary at -60km Is fixed, and at +48km o,3-0.
a and b show a fault model driven by a shear stress that c
corresponds to a ratio of vertical to horizontal stress In the
crust of 0.75 and 0.5, respectively. c A modifiation of b
Illustrates the effect of erosion and sedimentation and Is
annotated by commonly observed features. The same calcia- m
tons were carried out for element lengths of 3 and 6 km.
The resulting displacements were the same to within a few
per cent, but the strain patterns became ragged when fewer, Fm
longer elements were used. hI both models, shortening occurs
in the upper part of the footwall. and extension In the lower
part. plift of the footwall Is significant hi particular, b and
c show the ease with which mid-crustal levels can be exposed
at the surface with relatively minor extension.

for same time repeated motion on major faults in the crust is
are appropriately modelled by assuming that the fault is effectively

here of zero strength. The nature of this assumption is discussed by
ni in Rundle'. Because we wish to examine the stresses and strains
ents due to the fault displacement only (rather than these combined
uch with any initial state of stress) we effectively turn the situation
iter- around in the numerical model by allowing the initial state of
luid stress to be zero (hence the boundary conditions above) and by
:pth driving displacement with a shear stress to applied to the fault.
ake Thus, specifying the right-hand vertical boundary condition in

our model as e'r3 -0 is not equivalent to assuming that Ot is
actually zero in the Earth. The effective er33 in the eal world
determines our choice of shear stress across the fault. In a

(6) gravitating block with free boundaries the vertical stress at depth
h is a%, = hpg. The resolved shear stress on a plane dipping at
an angle 0 is given by 'r - (, 1f - 033) sin 9 cos 9, and its average
by -r- r/2. Assuming a density of upper crustal material of
2,700 kg m"3, a fault dip of 600 gives r -140 (1 -f) Mfa where

irds f-4 3 3 /or',. To model a fault of zero long-term strength, we
ter- therefore apply e -70 (1 -) MPa.
cm) The choice of f is open to debate. If f- 0, this implies that
At the crust can reach the verge of going into tension. Even with

nd- displacement boundary conditions this is unlikely to occur.
: 0). Other have proposed values between 1/3 and 1, based on near-
ero surface measurements or on models much simpler than ours
ons (for example, ref. 7). We therefore choose f- 0.S, which we
The regard as a likely maximum stress difference. For comparison,
kich we also show the result for f- 0.75.
ma- At the base of the elastic layer the fluid has a density of

p3 - 2,900 kg m 3 and in the absence of erosion and sedimenta-
Dw- tion, the density above the elastic layer would be pi - 0.O. A
rust convenient way to represent the effects of erosion and sedimenta-
iver tion is to substitute a medium of significant density for the air.
the It would be most straightforward to choose a medium with a

Relatively
andefomc4

Exuosur of niid-am]a levels footWill
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density related to the proportion of underlying material removed
by erosion or added by sedimentation. For example, choosing
a medium of density 2,160 kg i' is mechanically equivalent to
removing 80% of the uplifted mass by erosion and replacing
80% of the mass removed by subsidence through sedimentation.
Were this the case, the value for H below the elastic layer would
be gP3 and that above would be gp,. Net forces applied to the
plate that resists flexure are proportional to (pi - p3)g, and forces
proportional to (p, + p3)g are applied across the plate creating
strains within the plate. Such a model does not allow for the
reduction of modulus E to E. (where E fEd,-60), introduced
to allow the elastic layer to possess a long-term effective elastic
thickness of -3 km. In the absence of a correction, unreasonably
large strains appear in the layer. A number of corrections are
possible. The flexure is largely determined by the term (p - P)g.

* which must remain the same. On the other hand, (p + p3)g must
be reduced by EdE This may be achieved if we replace p, by
p,E /E and p2 by (p2-p,)(l -(EIE)).

Thc foregoing provides one approach to applying boundary
conditions to the layer, but others are possible. For example, if
displacements are infinitesimal such that points do not displace
with respect to a fixed axis system, then H at the base becomes
(p3 - p2)g and at the surface (P2 - PJg.

Within reasonable limits, details of the way these boundary
conditions are applied do not affect the final result, provided
that the net restoring force remains proportional to (p3 -p)g.
They may be chosen according to what is perceived to be the
physical processes that cause effects such as the long-term loss
of strength of the elastic layer. Unfortunately, the insensitivity
to details of these boundary conditions also has the consequence
that data of the sort we describe cannot be used to determine
more detail about the behaviour of the plate.

Some representative models are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. la-c
the fault dips at -60 and cuts through a 12-knm-thick layer of
density 2,700 kg m. Although the elastic layer is 12 km thick
wc use a Young's modulus such that its equivalent flexural
rigidity (10w N m) is the same as an elastic layer -3 km thick,
assuming a crustal modulus of -40 GPa. Our models support
the previous result' that only models with an effective elastic
layer 2-4 km thick yield sensible geological structures. Models
with greaterelasticthickness produce structures widerthan those
observed, and those with a smaller elastic thickness produce
structures that are too narrow.

Figure 1a and b shows the deformation for - 0.75 and
f-0.5, respectively. The results can be interpreted in several
ways. For example, iff - 0.5 is considered to be the maximum

* stress difference, then the deformation shown in Fig. lb is the
maximum that can be achieved by gravity alone. If this is the
case, then the result for f- 0.75 (Fig. I a) may be interpreted
as 50% of the maximum deformation, or as the maximum
deformation if the fault is capable of sustaining half of the
available shear stress. The significance of the model, however,
is separate from these interpretations: large local uplift of the
footwall driven only by gravity is an unavoidable result of a
realistic dynamic model.

Figure Ic is the same as Fig. lb but shows the effects of
erosion and sedimentation and is annotated with commonly
observed features. In particular, It shows the relatively unde-
formed but rotated footwall, the zone of shortening in the upper
part of the footwall, exposure of mid-crustal level rocks, and
the inferred development of mylonites in the inviscid lower crust.

The figures are shaded to indicate strain changes due to fault
motion. Areal strain (g,, + t33) is plotted with lighter shades
representing contraction and darker shades dilation. Tbe slight
checkerboard effect at the upper and lower boundaries are
associated with singularities at the ends of the elements. (See
also the caption to Fig. 1.) At the surface, dilation occurs in the
hanging wall and contraction occurs in the footwall. Field
observations of gentle to close folds and conjugate strike-slip
faults in the footwall reflect the contractional strains produced

in the upper part of the model footwall. At the base of the elastic
layer the conditions are reversed with contraction in the hanging
wall and extension in the footwall. We regard the dilations
strains at the base of the footwall as significant, and we suggest
elsewhere (ref. 8 and ME. and G.K., manuscript in preparation)
that the implied volume increase may provide a mechanism to
tap locally available partial melt, which eventually ascends to
produce the commonly observed flank volcanism.

Field examples of finite structzr8es
Many examples of large localized uplift occur in the Basin and
Range province, two of which are shown in Fig. 2. Examples
share the characteristics that uplift and tilting is confined to a
relatively narrow (- 10-20km) zone parallel to the associated
high-angle normal fault, and minor shortening occurs in the
upper part of the footwall. It is also commonly observed that
volcanism and shallow intrusives occur preferentially in the
footwall.

Central Death Valley (Fig. 2a) is an asymmetrical cast-tilted
graben, bounded to the east by an active high-angle, range-front
normal fault that bounds the western side of the Black Moun-
tains'. The present range-front has been active since at least
10 Myr, although most of the uplift has probably occurred in
the past 6 Myr (ref. 8). Gravity measurements over the valley
foor' and seismic reflection'0 and refraction information" sug-
gest that the basin fill is 3-S km thick

Significant local uplift of between 7 and 17 km and the cast-
ward tilt of the Black Mountain block, confined to a relatively
narrow 10-20 km perpendicular to the main fault, is evidenced
by exposure of middle-crust rocks near the range-front fault
and lower-grade, stratigraphically higher rocks to the eas "",
by aluminium gcobarometry analysis of a local mid-Tertiary
intrusion" and by the geometry of tilted extrusive rocks". Total
displacement across the main fault zone is therefore 10-22 km.
Pliocene basalts exposed near their source in the footwall are
gently folded along axes parallel to the main normal fault.

The active Virgin-Beaver Dam fault system (Fig. 2b) marks
the eastern edge of the transition zone between the southern
Great Basin and the Colorado Plateau. The system was initiated
during the middle Miocene and is responsible for -6 km of
subsidence in the hanging wall and a minimum of S km of uplift
in the footwall (R E. Anderson, personal communication). The
footwall exposes Precambrian basement in an eastward tilted
block and preserves an older part of the normal fault (the Castle

iff detachment) now tranded at a low angle on top of the
basement culmination. The Palaeozoic and Mesozoic cover
sequence is gently to closely folded within, and parallel to, the
footwall of the Beaver Dam section and is shortened by conju-
gate strike-slip faults in the Virgin Mountain section. Significant
Tertiary basalts of local origin are also observed in the footwall.
The age of the folds is not precisely known, although various
arguments suggest that they are associated with the development
of the main normal-fault systeni"

Further examples from the Basin and Range province include
the Shoshone and Cortez ranges in northern Nevada "', the
Humboldt and Stillwater ranges of north central Nevada"'7,
the Wassuk range of central Nevada`n"', and the Wasatch range
in Utah. Each of these ranges, except the Humboldt, is associated
with a large active range-bounding normal-fault system, which
was initiated in the middle Miocene and which is associated
with volcanic rocks and (or) shallow intrusions in the footwall.
Folds of Pliocene units are observed in the footwalls of the
Stillwater' and Wassuk ranges'. The adjacent basins are about
3-4 km thick and displacement across the normal faults is at
least 4-S km "A The Humboldt fault system seems to be less
developed (1-2 km displacement) and is probably a younger
system. The presence of relatively young volcanic rocks (late
Pliocene or possibly Pleistocene) confined to the footwall of the
Humboldt range supports the supposed young age of the fault.
The Wasatch range and its associated basin is a particularly



FIG 2 Eamples of structures fron the Basin and
Range province having large loalized uplift along
high-angle planar faults. Dark shading Indicates
pre-Tertiary basement. Light shading Indicates
middle Mcene volcanic rocs or ntrusions
associated with the early stages of faulting. White
Indicates basin-fill sedimentary units, blad di-
cates basalts. a Death Valley, data from refs 9
and 11. Uplift of footwall may be up to km
based on eobaronretry studies 0, although the
regional stratigraphic column probably limits dis-
plarement to <10km. Source of Miocene vol-
canics lies within the footwall of the main fault
if Virgin-Beaver Darn Mountains (cross-section
supplied by R E Anderson. personal communi-
cation).
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striking example of the potential importance of erosion and
sedimentation. Stratigraphic arguments and fluid-inclusion
studies2 4 suggest that the Wasatch range has a vertical offset of
-11 Ikm, and seismic reflection and gravity suggest that the basin
is only -4 km deep'. This type of structure may be modelled
by allowing the system to be open to mass change (see also refs
1, 2), such that the rate of erosion is relatively high (promoting
uplift), and the rate of sedimentation is relatively low (inhibiting
subsidence). Seismic reflection, gravity models and earthquake
seismology suggest that the faults described here, and in general
for the Basin and Range province, are high-angle and planar6 7.

The models shown in Fig. 1 are generally consistent with these
examples. In particular, they produce the high uplift of
individual ranges while retaining the relatively narrow
dimension of each basin and range, and they correctly predict
shortening in the elbow of the footwall.

Discussion
Other investigators have addressed some of the observations
described here, and have recognized that a successful model
must incorporate elements of the model we propose22'9. The
numerical modelling illustrates that a simple isostatic model
incorporating only high-angle faults explains the observations
very effectively.

Localized and rapid uplift in extensional regions has been
attributed to the isostatic response of a previously suppressed
crustal root broken by high-angle faulting . Our analysis avoids
the difficulty of assuming that the crust can maintain isostatically
unbalanced roots for extended periods of time before the fault-
ing occurs (such as in ref. 31) and of assuming that each highly
displaced and elevated range was underlain by a preexisting
root. Our model provides a means to produce large uplift and
displacements from an elastic upper crust that was originally in
isostatic equilibrium.

A controversial topic in Basin and Range tectonics is the role
of low-angle faults in extension of the upper crust32. Our model
shows that the appropriate structural and topographic cross-
sections can be produced by planar high-angle faulting of the
upper crust. We do not dispute the field evidence for low-angle
faulting and suggest that minor low-angle normal faulting may
be produced along the higher sections of the main fault as it is
rotated with the footwall. Eventually the high part of the fault
will be abandoned (for example, ref. 29) and will continue to
be rotated and uplifted in the footwall. The turtlebacks of central
Death Valley" and the Castle Cliff detachment of the Beaver
Dam Mountains represent examples of this abandonment
process.

Low-angle faults will also be produced by imbrication of the
footwall (commonly observed in extensional regions), a process
in which slices of the footwall are transferred into the hanging
wall and subsequently rotated to a lower angle. This process,
as well as imbrication of the hanging wall, also has the effect
of juxtaposing severely attenuated upper-plate rocks against
highly sheared and mylonitized rocks of the lower plate. This
is a fundamental characteristic of metamorphic core complexes.

_ g~~~~~~~~~~~~15

The finite structure of Fig. lb is likely to be the maximum
deformation possible given a gravitational driving force, a
reasonable density structure and flexural strength, and the
minimum plausible ratio of horizontal to vertical stress. Large
extension of the continental crust requires the development of
many such structures, giving rise to a distributed basin and range
structure. This distinguishes our model from the rolling footwall
hinge model'3 0, which requires that substantially more uplift
should readily occur.

Controversy centres around estimates of crustal extension in
the southern Basin and Range. We have shown that significant
uplift of the footwall can occur with only minor horizontal
extension (Fig. 1). Wernicke et aLt4, however, suggest that crustal
extension at this latitude is -300% (-250 km), based on palin-
spastic reconstructions of displaced stratigraphic and structural
features. It is possible that much of this displacement, which is
in any case disputed3 , may be accomplished by a combination
of strike-slip faulting (see, for example, refs 36, 37) and large
volumes of intrusives, as observed in the Death Valley region
of California.

Conclusions
Our numerical model resolves a number of difficulties with
previous ideas about the origin of large localized uplift in
extensional regions and quantitatively examines factors such as
flexural rigidity, density differences, and erosion and deposition
of sediment. Others have introduced these ideas but have only
considered them in isolation or in qualitative terms. A striking
feature of the models is that the modelled flexural rigidity of
the elastic upper crust is consistent with results found by other
techniques' 8, and the choice of high-angle planar normal
faults is independently justified by results from earthquake
seismo .gy . 0
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TASK 8 PROGRESS REPORT 10/1/90 - 9/30/91

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Task 8 is responsible for assessing the hydrocarbon potential of the
Yucca Mountain vicinity. We continue to focus on source rock stratigraphy,
both in the oil-producing region of east-central Nevada and in the NTS
vicinity in southern Nevada. In addition, we are trying to understand the
contractional and extensional structures at NTS, in order to reconstruct
Paleozoic facies trends and better predict the nature of the Mississippian
rocks under Yucca Mountain.

Our stratigraphic studies this year have concentrated on testing our
reinterpretation of the Mississippian -- i.e., that rocks mapped as the
'Eleana Formation" in fact comprise two different, coeval, sedimentary
units. We have seen the depositional base of the western facies of the
Eleana (at Bare Mountain), and suspect that we can also document the
depositional base of the eastern facies (at Shoshone Mountain). So far, we
have seen the top of the eastern facies only. During the course of our
remapping, we have found that all of the potential source rocks we have
identified (i.e., TOC > 05.%) are from the eastern facies.

Our structural studies have focussed on understanding the
distribution of Mississippian units at NTS. The fault juxtaposing eastern
and western facies Eleana has regional significance, but is poorly exposed.
Several lines of evidence suggest that it is a low-angle east-dipping
feature, probably with reverse motion. In addition, our mapping has
identified both thrust-related and normal fault-related features, but much
remains to be done in order to determine the nature and orientation of the
significant faults offsetting the Eleana Formation. Drillhole information
has added another important dimension to our understanding of both
structure and stratigraphy locally; we will continue to pursue this source
of structural data.

e- 



TASK 8 PROGRESS REPORT 10/1/90 - 9/30/91

INTRODUCTION

Our studies continue to focus on source rock stratigraphy, with a
secondary, crucial, emphasis on structural geology. Our intent has been to
establish the stratigraphic framework first (age, thickness, lateral extent
and inter-relationships of the different facies), with the idea that we can
then concentrate the source rock geochemistry and maturation studies
where they will be the most useful. At NTS, a detailed understanding of
the structural geology is needed in order to decipher the stratigraphy;
ultimately, it will also be needed for evaluating the potential for
maturation and trapping of hydrocarbons.

We continue to carry out two parallel studies in different parts of
the Mississippian Antler basin; our work has resulted in major changes to
the conventional stratigraphic interpretations in both places. One of
these studies is in the proven oil-producing region of east-central Nevada
(funded by a grant from NSF to Trexler), and one in the vicinity of NTS. In
central Nevada, stratigraphic and sedimentologic studies by Trexler and
his students have shown that basin fill is thin, the strata are not
generally progradational, and uplift plays a large role in basin evolution.
They have recognized three unconformity-bounded stratigraphic sequences
in the Antler basin: a submarine fan system, a fluvial and delta plain
system and a delta and shelf carbonate system. Unconformities between
these sequences reflect deformation, uplift and erosion during the orogeny
(Trexler and Nitchman, 1990; Trexler and Cashman, 1991). From the point
of view of hydrocarbon source rock potential, the sequence stratigraphy
interpretation implies that the proven source rocks in Railroad Valley (the
type Chainman Formation, of Chesterian age) do not extend west to the
central part of the state. Rocks mapped as Chainmanw in the Diamond
Mountains are in fact Osagian and Meramecian in age, and Chesterian rocks
in the Diamond Mountains and adjacent ranges differ in composition and
depositional environment from the type Chainman. In southern Nevada,
our studies have shown that rocks mapped as the Mississippian Eleana
Formation in fact comprise two completely different, but probably coeval,
sedimentary units (Cashman and Trexler, 1991). The western of these has
affinities with the (allochthon-derived) Antler foreland of central Nevada;
the eastern has affinities with the (craton-derived) shelf assemblage in



eastern Nevada. Based on our limited studies to date, it appears that only
the eastern has significant source rock potential.

This report summarizes new results of our stratigraphic and
structural studies in southern Nevada. Directions for future work
conclude each section. These are followed by a summary of regional
stratigraphy and paleogeography, based in part on new work in east-
central Nevada. In a final section entitled "other considerations", we
discuss several topics from the current scientific and popular literature
which are relevant to evaluation of hydrocarbon potential of the Yucca
Mountain vicinity.

STRATIGRAPHY OF MISSISSIPPIAN ROCKS AT NTS

The main conclusion of our stratigraphic studies -- that rocks
mapped as the Mississippian Eleana Formation in fact comprise two
different, but probably coeval, sedimentary units -- and the lines of
evidence leading to this conclusion were published this year (Cashman and
Trexler, 1991; see Appendix) and will not be repeated here. Our field work
this year has attempted, first of all, to determine the distribution of each
of these units on the ground. Although the informal "a - j unit
designations of Poole and others (1961) in the original description of the
Eleana Formation can locally be reinterpreted in terms of our new
understanding, the mapping of these units is not consistent, and virtually
all outcrop areas of "Eleana Formation" must be revisited. Until we are
able to correlate one or both of the "Eleana" units definitively with
established stratigraphic units elsewhere in the region, we retain the
informal designations eastern facies" and "western facies" defined in our
paper. New stratigraphic information since Cashman and Trexler (1991) is
summarized below:

The exposures of Eleana Formation at Bare Mountain (west of NTS)
all represent the western facies of the Eleana, and provide several new
pieces of information about this unit. The base of the section, which we
have not observed at NTS, is exposed in Tarantula Canyon and is marked at
least locally by a silicifed fossil hash. The Eleana depositionally overlies
a carbonate unit mapped as Dc, Devonian carbonate" (Carr and Monsen,
1988). The entire lower, siliciclastic, portion of the section is present --
from the base to the first appearance of calcareous detritus. The
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siliciclastic section is 540m thick, significantly thinner than the
minimum of 900m we have observed in the Eleana Range. Since our
paleocurrent data indicate that the sediments are derived from a source to
the NNE, it is not surprising to find a decrease in thickness between NTS
and Bare Mountain. A 500m thickness of the upper, calcareous, portion of
the section is present at Bare Mountain below the fault truncation of the
Eleana. This is thicker than the calcareous sections observed to date at
NTS, and suggests that much of the upper part of the section is missing in
our measured sections from the Eleana Range. The Bare Mountain
exposures suggest that there are no surprises in the upper part of the
section, however -- it continues to comprise a mixture of siliciclastic
and calcareous horizons.

The limited biostratigraphic data we have from Bare Mountain only
generally constrain the age of the western facies: The carbonate ("Dc")
that underlies the Eleana Formation was analyzed for endothyrids,
palynomorphs and conodonts. The samples were barren of all traces of
endothyrids, calcareous algae, and shallow water carbonate fossils. A
single palynomorph suggests an age no older than Mississippian and
probably no younger than Early Permian. Numerous conodont elements
suggest an Upper Middle Devonian age; however, conodonts are notoriously
resistant to erosion, and may be recycled into younger sediments to give
an anomalously old age. Further dating (preferably not based on
conodonts) is clearly needed to determine the age of the carbonate below
the Eleana unequivocally. Dates were also obtained from the upper,
calcareous, part of the section; two different dating techniques were
used. Reworked endothyrids indicate a Visean age (i.e., Meramecian or
younger); conodonts constrain the age to post- Early Kinderhook. Although
inconclusive, both of these ages are compatible with the Chesterian
endothyrid ages we have consistently obtained from the calcareous part of
the western facies Eleana at NTS (Cashman and Trexler, 1991, and Mamet,
written communication, 1991).

At NTS, our remapping to distinguish eastern facies from western
facies Eleana has already led to revisions of both the published maps and
the earlier work done by Nitchman for Task 8. The limestone north of
Tippipah Spring (at the base of Nitchman's North Tippipah Spring measured
section) is n.t the depositional basement of the Eleana; it is the upper,
calcareous, part of the western facies and is in a different structural
block than the bulk of the North Tippipah Spring measured section.



Similarly, the black shale structurally overlying this limestone is a fault-
bounded slice of eastern facies Eleana rather than a part of the western
facies. This is significant to evaluation of hydrocarbon potential because
a TOC value of > 1 from this shale was cited in our last progress report
(10/90) as evidence of source rock potential for the western facies. It
now appears that all TOC values > 1 are from eastern facies rocks. In a
further simplification, the remainder of the North Tippipah Spring
measured section correlates with the West Gap Wash measured section,
which is depositionally overlain by the upper, calcareous part of the
western facies Eleana. Thus, both of these measured sections are now
solidly tied to the known stratigraphy and biochronology, rather than being
floating" sections.

Drillhole information has added another important dimension to our
understanding of both the structure and stratigraphy in the vicinity of
Syncline Ridge. We have obtained access to well logs, wellsite geologists'
reports, cuttings and cores from all of the deep holes (> 1000') in the
Eleana. The virtually continuous core from UE-17e gives us a much more
accurate idea of the composition of the eastern facies Eleana than the
limited, weathered, surface exposures. The core is dominantly competent
black shale, with local dark gray, deep-water limestone and uncommon
quartz arenite horizons. Biostratigraphic dates from core samples are
somewhat younger than dates previously obtained from correlative
surface rocks; the new dates are probably more reliable, because the core
samples are less weathered than the surface samples. Several folding,
veining and faulting events are apparent in the core, and can be
distinguished on the basis of mesoscopic structural characteristics and of
cross-cutting relationships. The presence of these structures, and the
similarity of biostratigraphic dates throughout much of the core, together
suggest that structural repetition is probable. Thus, estimates of original
thickness of the eastern facies in this area are unreliable. Observations
from several of the other driliholes are significant for regional structural
interpretations; we plan to look into these in the upcoming year.

There are several obvious directions for future work on the
Mississippian stratigraphy at NTS, most of which are designed to test
aspects of our interpretation that rocks mapped as Eleana are in fact
parts of two separate stratigraphic units. The general topics are: 1) The
identity and correlation of unit Ml" at Shoshone Mountain. If, as we
suspect, it represents the depositional base of the eastern facies Eleana,



it provides inescapable evidence that there are two Mississippian
sedimentary units at NTS. 2) The identity. age and correlation of the
carbonate rocks underlying both eastern and western facies Eleana (at
Shoshone Mountain and Bare Mountain/Carbonate Wash, resp.). This could
provide helpful information regarding paleogeography at the time the
Eleana was deposited, and constrain the amount and possibly sense of
faulting that juxtaposed the two Eleana facies. (3) The source and
correlation of western facies sediments. While this is by far the most
interesting stratigraphic problem resulting from our work at NTS, it does
not appear to have any important implications for hydrocarbon potential
and so cannot be the highest priority for Task 8. (4) Well-constrained
biostratigranhic dates throughout both eastern and western facies Eleana.
At present, we particularly need better age control from the lower part of
the western facies and the upper part of the eastern facies. In addition,
we would like to find a section through the western facies that is not
structurally truncated at the top, so we could date the top of feh unit and
see what overlies it. (5) Thorough sampling for TOC (and possibly other of
organic geochemical analyses) throughout both the eastern and western
facies. To be useful, this should be done on stratigraphically complete and
structurally undisrupted sections.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF MISSISSIPPIAN ROCKS AT NTS

Our most significant new structural interpretation -- that eastern
and western facies Eleana are structurally juxtaposed, probably along an
east-dipping fault -- is also documented in our paper published this year.
Significant structural observations since the publication of Cashman and
Trexler (1991) are summarized briefly below:

Map relationships in the Eleana Range require a fault between the
western and eastern facies along the east edge of the range. We have
tentatively interpreted this fault to be an east-dipping reverse fault,
based on cryptic mesoscopic structures (Cashman and Trexler, 1991).
Bioclastic carbonate is present at the bottom of drillhole UElI, on the
east side of Syncline Ridge. If, this is equivalent to Eleana unit i of Poole
and others (1961) (which we can usually equate with the carbonate
turbidite unit of the western facies Eleana), it is strong support for a low-
angle, east-dipping contact between eastern and western facies.



Near its southern end, the Eleana Range bifurcates into two ridges
which diverge and then converge again southward, reaching maximum
separation in the vicinity of the Pahute Mesa road. Our mapping shows
that western facies rocks comprise both ridges. The internal structure of
each is relatively simple. The western ridge is composed primarily of the
siliciclastic turbidite unit but also contains some carbonate turbidites,
while the eastern ridge contains rocks of the the carbonate turbidite unit
exclusively. The intervening valley is underlain by eastern facies rocks.
These relationships require at least one additional fault (or fold) in
addition to the fundamental structure which juxtaposes eastern and
western facies. Small-scale folds in the southern Eleana Range record at
least two folding events. An E-verging set characterized by NNE-trending,
sub-horizontal fold axes appears to be the most recent. A very
preliminary interpretation of these folds is that one set may have formed
during juxtaposition of eastern and western facies Eleana, and the second,
NNE-trending, set may have formed during later, east-verging, folding and
thrusting.

Late, brittle, low-angle faulting is present locally, and should be
considered when trying to interpret rock distributions. We have found
evidence for both normal and strike-slip motion along what we interpret
to be late faults; much remains to be done on this faulting.

Interpretations of which Eleana facies occur(s) under Yucca Mountain
must be based on extrapolation of structures and facies trends from the
two closest exposures -- Calico Hills on the east and Bare Mountain on the
west. The most complete section of western facies Eleana we have found
occurs at Bare Mountain; the eastern facies has not been identified there.
Rocks of the western facies depositionally overlie Devonian carbonates in
Tarantula Canyon at Bare Mountain; this is the only known exposure of the
base of the Eleana other than the base of the type section at Carbonate
Wash (Poole and others, 1961). The Tarantula Canyon section also
includes the entire siliciclastic turbidite unit and a thicker section of the
overlying carbonate turbidite unit than we have yet seen at NTS. Both
eastern and western facies Eleana occur at the Calico Hills, but only
eastern facies occurs in the 2500' drillhole UE25a-3. Nitchman's field
notes from a reconnaissance trip to the Calico Hills report the presence of
chert litharenites (which we would now interpret as western facies
rocks) structurally overlying mudstones and quartz arenites (which we
would interpret as eastern facies). This is potentially an important



relationship, and is a high priority for next year's field work.

The highest priority future work on the structural geology at NTS
is designed first, to determine the present position of eastern facies
Eleana and second, to reconstruct the position of eastern facies Eleana
through time -- for estimates of maturation history. [Note: for the time
being, we are assuming that western facies Eleana is not a potential
source rock; if our sampling program shows otherwise, the same kinds of
structural studies must be done for western facies.] The structural topics
to be addressed are: (1) The position, orientation and nature of the
contact between eastern and western facies. This is the most important,
but probably also the most obscure, structural contact at NTS from our
point of view. Detailed surface mapping and examination of the relevant
cores and drillhole records are needed to resolve this question. v2
Determine the position and orientation of the major Mesozoic
compressional structures. and the amount of shortening across them.
Specific projects to accomplish this include: a) map the thrust and thrust-
related fold at Red Canyon along strike to the north and south; b) map the
slice of Bird Spring Limestone near the southern end of the Eleana Range;
c) map the contact between eastern and western facies at the Calico Hills.
(3) Determine the position and orientation of Cenozoic extensional
structures (note the probability of both low-angle and high-angle faults).
This, too, will involve detailed mapping, both of fault geometries and of
structural styles. The approach will be to document the small-scale
structures associated with faults we know to be extensional features,
then look for these mesoscopic structures at poorly understood contacts
elsewhere. (4) Determine what Paleozoic rocks underlie the tuffs at
Yucca Mountain. This requires determining what thrust sheets project
under Yucca Mountain and what units (particularly what Mississippian
unit(s)) occur within these thrust sheets.

Regional Stratigraphy/Paleogeography, and Our Present Thinking
on Hydrocarbon Potential at Yucca Mountain

Paleozoic strata in Utah, Nevada and southern California record a
west-facing, passive margin that was stable for at least 200 million
years, and locally, 300 million years. From Cambrian through Devonian



time, the craton margin was dominated by a broad, carbonate-producing
shelf. This cratonal stratigraphy is characterized by thick, shallow
marine dolomite and limestone sections punctuated by quartz-arenite beds
comprising mature sands derived from the craton interior. In easternmost
Nevada and Utah, this system continued to be stable through Permian time.

Throughout most of Nevada, the passive margin was disrupted in
Late Devonian by the Antler orogeny. In northern and central Nevada, the
western edge of the carbonate platform foundered in the late Devonian and
Mississippian, and Late Paleozoic stratigraphy is a complex interplay of
foreland basin fill derived both from the east (reworked carbonate from
the shelf) and west (mainly oceanic rock eroded from newly emergent
highlands) (Poole, 1974; Poole and Sandberg, 1977; Johnson and others,
1991; Poole and Sandberg, 1991; Goebel, 1991). In north-central Nevada,
this evolution has been attributed to the collision-obduction of the Antler
allochthon along a west-dipping subduction zone that finally sutured
oceanic terrane to the craton margin at the longitude of Carlin-Eureka
(Poole, 1974; Smith and Ketner, 1977, 1978; Johnson and Pendergast,
1981). The final docking of the Antler allochthon against the craton
margin in central Nevada is presently thought to have been complete by
the early Kinderhookian (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981; Murphy and others,
1984), based on stratigraphic arguments in the Roberts Mountains and
Pifion Range.

The Mississippian stratigraphy we have identified in southern
Nevada differs in several important regards from that elsewhere in the
state. Stevens and others (1991) note that there is no record of terrane
accretion in the Mississippian rocks at this latitude. Our studies show
that western facies Eleana records a Late Devonian and/or Mississippian
foundering of the margin and influx of siliciclastics from an oceanic
allochthon. The abrupt change from siliciclastic turbidites to calcareous
turbidites in earliest Chesterian time documents a change in the sediment
source for the western facies at this time. The eastern facies Eleana does
not appear to be derived from the allochthon, nor does it record an early
Chester deformational event. Many questions remain about stratigraphic
correlations between both eastern and western facies Eleana and known
Mississippian strata elsewhere in the state.

Lateral and vertical variations in the Late Paleozoic straigraphic
record are critical to the investigation of hydrocarbon potential because



these strata comprise both proven source rocks and potential reservoir
rocks. Most of the hydrocarbon produced in Nevada is sourced primarily in
the Mississippian Chainman Shale (French, 1983). The Chainman and its
lateral equivalents have been mapped throughout southern Nevada and
adjoining California (many refs., e.g., Stevens and others, 1991). The
Eleana Formation is thought to be the lateral equivalent of the Chainman
on NTS (Reso, 1963); we suggest that the eastern facies of the Eleana is
the most likely equivalent of the Chainman and adjacent units (Cashman
and Trexler, 1991).

For Task 8, the two most important questions about the Chainman-
Eleana are (1) do these strata maintain their organic content (i.e.,
hydrocarbon source rock potential) -- known from Railroad Valley -- as
they change lithofacies to the west, and (2) can we reasonably expect the
Eleana to be present under Yucca Mountain? Both these questions must
have a strong "yes" answer before we can reasonably pursue the question
of actual hydrocarbon reservoirs under Yucca Mountain.

(1) Hydrocarbon source-potential of the Chalnman-Eleana:
The Chainman Shale is known to be the source of much of the oil being
produced in Railroad Valley (French, 1983; Poole and Claypool, 1984). In
the Pahranagat Mountains (the nearest accessible outcrops of Chainman
east of the Nellis/NTS reserve), the Chainman has been analyzed for
organic content and shown to contain quite high TOC values locally (up to
13%, Poole and Claypool, 1984). These rocks are probably thermally
immature (Poole and Claypool, 1984). We in Task 8 (and our predecessor
in Task 3) have analyzed a total of about thirty samples of the Eleana for
TOC content, and results to date have been marginal to low. We have not
undertaken a systematic sampling program since our recognition of
eastern and western Eleana facies; we intend to establish a better
internal stratigraphy of each facies before undertaking such a program.
Our results to date are extremely limited for the western facies, and are
not encouraging. We have three analyses from the western facies and
three from Devonian(?) limestone probably associated with it. All have
TOC 0.55%, and are not good potential source rocks. The majority of our
results to date from the eastern facies have TOC contents between 0.5%
and 1.0%, with a few higher and a few lower than this range. Although
these are at the low extreme of the range usually considered to be source
rocks, they are reasonable background values. A program of closely spaced
sampling might locate horizons higher In TOC, but we need to identify the



most complete eastern facies sections (complete both stratigraphically
and structurally) before doing detailed sampling. Although the industry
rule of thumb set minimum TOC for potential source rocks at 0.5% or 1.0%,
Lewan (pers. comm., 1991) has shown that rocks having less than about 2.0 -
2.5% TOC will not normally generate hydrocarbons that will be expelled
and migrate to other formations (see below). Based on present knowledge,
then, the Eleana is not an outstanding candidate for a hydrocarbon source
in southern Nevada.

(2) Is the Eleana Fm. under Yucca Mountain, and If so, which
faces?

This is a difficult question to answer, because it requires
interpretation of superimposed (a) facies trends, (b) compressional
structures, and (c) extensional structures ... and the limited exposures
mean that none of these can be done with complete confidence. There are
two general interpretations at this point, and they have different
implications for the nature of the Paleozoic strata under Yucca Mountain.
Each will be discussed briefly below.

Stevens and others (1991) believe that the Mississippian carbonate
margin is relatively intact, and facies trends on either side of Yucca
Mountain can thus be projected reliably. These workers map the southeast-
to-northwest Mississippian facies transition from carbonate platform to
siliciclastic basin as a belt less than 20 km wide which extends from the
vicinity of Las Vegas to Owens Valley. This transition zone is offset by
several throughgoing, right-lateral shear zones, but strata at NTS are not
thought to be affected by lateral offset. While Mesozoic thrusts can be
mapped through the area (and indeed have been correlated using facies
transitions (Wernicke and others, 1988)), Stevens and others (1991) do
not find that these thrusts translate or telescope the Paleozoic facies
long distances.

Assuming that Stevens and others (1991) are correct about the
continuity of the Paleozoic margin, our present understanding of facies
trends suggests that:

* The western facies was deposited as part of a southwestern-
trending transport system. It is thinning and fining in the direction
of Bare Mountain, and can be expected to comprise siliceous,
generally fine-grained sediments with low TOC values in the



vicinity of Yucca Mtn.

* The eastern facies is structurally adjacent to the western facies
in the Eleana Range and Calico Hills, but is not present at Bare
Mountain. Without local thrusting, the eastern facies equivalent
should be expected well to the south of Yucca Mountain -- Stevens
and others (1991) identified strata similar to the eastern facies at
Indian Springs (south of Mercury) and in the Montgomery Mountains
(near Pahrump).

Since the only potential source rocks we have yet analyzed are in the
eastern facies, this interpretation suggests that the Yucca Mountain
vicinity is a poor candidate for potential hydrocarbon reserves.

The other interpretation is that a more rigorous structural
reconstruction from the Eleana Range (or preferably, the Pahranagat
Range) to Bare Mountain is needed before predicting Mississippian facies
trends. Stevens and others (1991) were unaware of the existence of the
western facies of the Eleana when they made their reconstructions, and so
did not consider the fault that has juxtaposed the two Eleana facies. They
were also unaware of recent reinterpetations of the geometry, movement
sense and magnitude of Mesozoic thrusting (e.g., Caskey and Schweickert,
in press) or of Cenozoic extension (e.g., Cole and others, in press).
Although the extent and total offset of these structures are not well
enough understood to allow a palinspastic reconstruction at present, we
feel that a thorough structural analysis is mandatory for understanding
current distributions of Mississippian facies.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

A small but vocal group of petroleum geologists is currently
promoting a "thrust belt play" exploration model for use in Nevada. These
workers suggest that a situation analogous to the Wyoming overthrust
belt exists in the east-central and southern parts of the state. This model
implies a different type of hydrocarbon trap, and a different (generally
larger) reservoir volume, than the "fault block play" exploration model
commonly used in Nevada to date. Task 8 will direct some future mapping
toward evaluating the applicability of the thrust belt model at NTS.
Detailed mapping of thrust faults to determine their regional extent,
sense of motion and magnitude of slip will provide the data base to test



this model.

A new approach to source rock geochemical analysis suggests some
modifications to the currently accepted criteria for evaluating source
rock potential and possibly also hydrocarbon maturation. We became
aware of this approach in a lecture shortly before the preparation of this
report, and so have not yet researched the published literature on the
subject. The following summary is based on a lecture delivered by Michael
Lewan, USGS, to the Nevada Petroleum Society in November, 1991.

Lewan's approach has been to understand generation and expulsion of
hydrocarbons through experiments. Traditional (anhydrous) pyrolysis
techniques (e.g., Rock-Eval) use mechanisms that are very different from
those in nature. Lewan has developed a hydrous pyrolysis technique which
has produced hydrocarbons from known source rocks that closely resemble
the naturally occurring hydrocarbons thought to be from the same source
rock. Advantages of the experimental approach include the opportunity to
(1) compare kerogen (the solid organic component), bitumen and oil all
known to be from the same rock, and (2) examine different stages in the
experimental process. Two of his most significant conclusions and their
implications are:

* During hydrocarbon generation, kerogen breaks down into
bitumen, then (at higher temperatures) bitumen breaks down into oil.
This is important because most models have looked for the peak
breakdown of kerogen ... but in fact it is bitumen breakdown which
results in the generation of oil.

* A continuous bitumen network through the rock is necessary
for the liquid oil to be expelled -- i.e., for an effective source rock.
A continuous network won't exist until the rock is 2 or 2.5 wt.% TOC
... considerably higher than the 0.5 or 1% TOC commonly used as a
lower limit for hydrocarbon source rocks.
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The Misuisuippian Antler oreland and Continental Margin
in Southern Nevadas the Eleana ormatlon Reinterpreted

Patricia E. Cashman and James . Trexler, Jr.

Department of Geological Sciences, and
Center for Notectonlc Studies,

Mackay School of Mines,
University of Nevada, Rno, NV 9557-0138

ABSTRACT

Rocks mapped as the Mississippian Eleana
formation at the type locality on the Nevada Test
Site appear to omprle two completely different,
but coeval, sedimentary units. In the leana Range
(*western Zleana ormation'), the strata are
sliLciclastLc and carbonate turbLdltes of
Misissippian age. rom immediately east of the
Zleana Range to Syncline Ridge ('eastern lleana
Formation'), the strata are Devonlan-MisslisippLan
udstone and quartzite conformably overlying

Devonian limestone and underlying Pennsylvanian
limestone. Although the contact between the two
sedimentary packages is not exposed, small-scale
structures suggest an east-dLppLng fault contact
with reverse motion.

Sandstone petrography and stratlgraphic con-
sideratLons support the age data in distinguishing
two separate Mississippian units. Sandstones from
the western lleana are chert litharenites with
significant amounts of feldspar and both
sadimentary and volcanic lthlc grains. These
rocks are interpreted to be a submarine fan
depositg southwest-directed paleocurrent indicators
suggest that they were deposited in an elongate
trough, filled axially from the northeast. The
source of the sediment was the Antler allochthon
and foreland basin. We tentatively correlate this
section with the Dale Canyon - Chalnman - Diamond
Peak section near Eureka, Nevada. Sandstones from
the eastern Eleana are quarts arenites with rare
chert and detrital heavy minerals. These strata
are tentatively interpreted to be a shelf deposit,
with sediment derived from the continent to the
east. We tentatively correlate this section with
the Gullmette - Pilot - Chalnman - Scotty Wash
section of *astern Nevada. These sedimentary sys-
tems were initially separated an unknown distance
across the late PaleozoLc continental margin.

Mississippian elastic rocks of the Antler
foreland basin crop out ln the western U.S. in a
belt that extends from Idaho to southern Nevada
(Fig. 1). They document emplacement of the Antler
allochthon onto the carbonate-domlnated western
margin of North america e.g., Nilsen and Stewart,
1980), and subsequent deformation of the foreland
basin itself (rexler and Cashman, 1990, this vol-
ume). The record of the Antler orogeny has been
obscured by later deformations late Paleozoeic and
Mesozoic compression, and Tertiary extension and
volcanlsm have all overprinted any Antler struc-
tures. Detailed studies of Mississippian stra-
tlgraphy can improve eur understandlng of the
Antler orogeny and later deformations bys document-
lng the compositions of the sediments, establishing
the positions of the continental margin and
allochthon, and constraining the timing and number
of deformation events.

I. Coapt J.. and Stvn, Ci. ads.. 1991. tl~mk
?uhmOSAY og Weim Vahed Satef Fadcfic
Sectio SEPM. V*L 67, V. 27140.
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Figure 1 Location map of the western United
States, showing the Antler foreland basin and lo-
calitLes mentioned in the text.

The name OIleana Formation- originally was
used by Johnson and Hibbard 1957) for sedimentary
rocks of inferred Mississippian age at the Nevada
Proving Grounds (now the evada Test Site, 'ITS')
(fLg. 2). The Eleana ormation ls confined to TS
and vicinity. It crops out in the Xleana Range and
its northern continuation, Quartzite Ridge. and in
scattered exposures to the south and west at least
as far as are Mountain. quLvalent-age rocks in
the ranges to the north and northeast are dominant-
ly silLciclastLc, and are mapped as Joana Limestone
and Chairman Shale (QuliLvan nd others, 19741
Poole and Sandberg, 1977). Coeval rocks in the
ranges to the south and east are dominantly
carbonates, (e.g., Monte Cristo Group and attle-
ship Wash formation of the Arrow Canyon Range, or
Narrow Canyon Limestone, Mercury Limestone,
limestone of Timpi Canyon and Chainman Shale of the
Spotted Range (Poole and Sandberg, 1977)). ho
Eleana is liLthologLcally diverse, and includes
argillite, sandstone and distinctive chert-pebble
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the Nevada Test Site hITS) and vicinity,
Figures 3, 4, and 7 is shown.

Figure 2 Generalized geologic map of
southern Nevada. Area of the maps in

conglomerate (Johnson and ibbard, 1957). No fs-
*ils were collected in the initial study, but a
Mississippian age was inferred from similarities in
both thologic characteristics and tratigraphic
position to the Mississippian Chairman Shale and
Diamond Peak Formation of the ureka rea to the
north (Johnson and Hbbard, 19S7). A stratlgraphLe
study of the leana Formation by Poole and others
(1961) confirmed a Mississippian age, by bracketing
the leana between Devonian limestones below and
Pennsylvanian limestones above.

The new work presented here has been aided by
two factor. new biostratLgraphLc dating, and ac-
cess to rocks that have been off-limits to most
geologists for the past several decades. Our

E stratigraphic studies have been aided by age dates
from foraminifera (Namet and kipp, 1970; Kamet,
1976; 5. Mamet, written commun., 1989, 1990) and
palynomorphe (T. utter, written commun., 1990)

that were not available to previous workers. These
have supplemented the dates from conodonts (e.g.
Sandberg and Poole, 1970) and macrofoessils (e.g.
Reso, 19631 Gordon and Poole, 1968), and made it
possible to date a wider variety of rock types.
Geologic studies at ITS were possible because of
renewed interest in understanding the bedrock
geology near the proposed Nuclear Waste Repository
at Yucca ountain.

Our preliminary studies indicate that rooks
mapped as the leana Formation comprise two sepa-
rate, but coeval *sedimentary units. Although the
interpretations are preliminary and undoubtedly
will be modified by more detailed study, we present
them here in the hope that they will botht (1)
stimulate a more critical examination of MLssLs-
*lpplan clastic rocks by other workers in the re-
glon, and (2) suggest a omewhat different approach
to interpreting late Paleozoic paleogeography in
southern Nevada.
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STRATICRAPET

The Eleana Formation has not been studied in
detail. The original report, which ncluded all
aspects of the geology at STS (Johnson and 8Lbbard,
1957), was followed by a more detailed description
of the Eleana Formation by Poole and others 1961).
Poole and others 1961) present a 2350m- 7700'-)
thick omposite section through the leana at NTS,
divided into ten lithologic units. These members
are each highly variable, however, and it Ls not
possible to map or correlate them into adjacent
areas. Theme workers noted that their correlation
between parts of the section was tentative because
of structural complexities and partial cover.
Subsequent work on the PaleozoLc stratigraphy has
been hindered by the inaccessibility of STS and
adjacent areas newer studies have relied on re-
motely sensed data, and on earlier interpretations.
Recent publications on the leana are limited to
summary articles (e.g., Poole and Sandberg, 1977),
geophysical studies which infer the presence of
PaleozoLc strata under the Tertiary tuffr (Snyder
and Carr, 1982, summarLsed in Carr and others,
1986; ath and Jahren, 1984), and geochemical anal-
yses included in a study of hydrocarbon source rock
potential (Poole and Claypool, 1984).

New measured sections with preliminary
biostratigraphic control in the vicinity of the
Eleana Range and Syncline Ridge (Fig. 3) indicate
that the Eleana Formation actually consists of two
lithologically dissimilar yet coeval sedimentary

Figure 4. Paleocurrent directions from the western
Xleana Formation. Paleocurrent indicators are
primarily flute and tool marks, but also include
planar cross-strata, channel axes or walls, and
rare parting lneations. Number of measurements
82. Notes We uspect that there are structural
complications between rocks at ine ountain and
the leana Range. Therefore, paleocurrent direc-
tions shown at Nine Mountain and at the southern
end of SynclLne Ridge may not-be valid.

sections structurally juxtaposed along a previous-
ly-unrecognized fault of unknown displacement. We
informally designate these two units as the west-
ern leans Formation" and the eastern leana For-
mation" As discussed below, the eastern lean-
probably should be assigned to other etratigraphic
units.

Western leana Formation

In the southern leana Range, rocks mapped as
the leana Formation (herein referred to as western
Cleana ormation) are siliciclastic and limestone
turbidites of Mississippian age. Cran size ranges
from siltetone to conglomerate. SliLciclastic
detritus occurs throughout the section; limestone
clasts and fossil debris appear abruptly in the
upper part of the section. The siliciclastic
turbidite interval L at least 900 m thick, and the
limestone turbidite section above it at least
300 thick. Neither the base nor the top of this
section exposed in the southern Eleana Range.

The internal stratigraphy of the western
Eleana i characterized by vertical and lateral
variability. Conglomerate beds throughout the
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Figure 5 opposite). Measured stratigraphic ee-
tlons of the western and eastern leana Formation.
The tic lne between western Slea sections the
first appearance of carbonate detrltus in the turb-
idltes. The te lne between the eatern Zlean&
sections l the lowest resistant quartz arenite
bed. Locations of measured sections are on Figure
8, and the drill-hole is also shown on Figure 3.

section are laterally limited channel-flll deposits
and lobes which pinch out along strike. Lltharenlte
beds are thin and laterally persistent. Sedimentary
structures in 1ltharenLte beds include graded bed-
ding, flute and scour structures, convolute
lamine, and other features associated with turbid-
ltes. These strata have been interpreted as repre-
sentlng a submarine fan depositional nvironment
(Poole and others, 1961; Ntchnan, 1990).
Paleocurrent indicators occur throughout both
sillciclastLc and carbonate turbldites; they con-
sLst primarily of flute and tool marks but also
include planar cross-strata, channel axes or walls,
and rare parting lineations. Paleocurrent measure-
ments document SSW-directed transport (Flg. 4),
suggesting that the submarine fan was deposited in
an elongate trough which filled axially from the
northeast (Nitchman, 1990).

We have attempted to date both sLlicclastic
and carbonate samples from the western Eleana, and
have obtained several new age dates (Fig. S).
Palynomorphs from the sliLciclastic rocks are not
particularly diagnostic, and yield Late Devonian -
Early Mississippian ges (T. utter, written cm-
mun., 1990). ndothyrids from the carbonate tur-
bidites, however, yield consistent ChesterLan (most
commonly zone 16) ages (. amet, written cormun.,
1990). Conodontz from rocks currently interpreted
to be western Zleana t Mine Mountain were dated as
Early Mississippian, probably KinderhookLan (unpub.
report from 1icroStrat, 1989). All fossils in the
western eleana section have the potential of being
reworked by turbidity currents, so we place the
most confidence on the youngest Chesterian) dates.

Litharenltes from the western Zleana Forma-
tlon have a distinctive provenance, supporting 
correlation between these rockr and the LsLs-
slppian section in central Nevada (Trexler and
Cashman, this volume). The sandstone from the

Figure 6. Ternary composition plot of sandstone
samples from the eastern and western Zleana.

Q

silcclzastLc turbidites l chert 11tharenite.
These rocks contain lithic grains and significant
amounts of detrital fldspar (Fig. 6). Lthic
clasts include afic and intermediate volcanic
rocks, chart, argillite, and rare phyllite, schLst
and tectonized quartzite. These compositlons,
particularly when combined with the paleocurrent
information, suggest that the source of the
sediment was the Antler allochthon and uplifted
foreland basin to the north and northwest. There-
fore, we tentatively correlate the western leana
Formation with the Dale Canyon - Chainman - Diamond
Peak section (Diamond Range sequence of Trexler and
Hitchman, 19901 Srexler and Cashman, 1990, and this
volume) near ureka, Nevada.

Eastern leana Formation

Immediately east of the leana Range, under-
lying Cap Wash and Red Canyon Wash, rocks mapped as
the Elean& Formation (herein referred to as eastern
Eleana Formation) are mudstone and quartz arenite.
No complete section is exposed, but this unit is at
least 1450 m thick (Fig. S). Rocks tentatively
interpreted to be the eastern Eleana depositionally
overlie limestone mapped a Devonian Devils Cate
Formation at Shoshone Mountain Orkild, 1968). The
upper contact of the eastern gleana l gradational
into the Pennsylvanian Tlppipah Limestone.

Poorly exposed, dark greenish to brown
mudstone dominates the eastern leans section.
Thin quartz arenite layers occur throughout the
section; these become much more common in the upper
200 . Primary sedimentary structures are not
preserved in the udstone. Sandstone beds, partic-
ularly the thicker quartz-arenltes higher in the
section, have small-scale trough and planar cross--
stratification, humocky cross-stratification in
places, and preserve wood debris on bedding planes.
Paleocurrent ndicators consist of planar and
trough cross-stratification. Paleocurrent measure-
ments show a wide range of directions, from south-
east to due west (Fig. 7).

These strata are tentatively interpreted to
have been deposited on a shelf. Sedimentary struc-
tures in the quartz-arenite beds suggest that depo-
sition occurred above torm wave-base. Inter-
calated marine limestone grading upward into the
Tippipah Limestone) is tentatively interpreted to
have been deposited in moderately deep water (C.R.
Stevens, written commun., 1990).

The eastern Eleana Formation appears to span
the entire Mississippian (Fig. 5). Carbonates
mapped as depositionally underlying the eastern
Eleana Formation are Devonian in age Orkild,
1968). Palynomorph dates throughout a section in
Red Canyon Wash indicate a progression from Upper
Devonian (Fanmenian) to Lower Mississippian
(KLnderhookian) T. utter, pers. commun., 1990).
Limestones in the uppermost part of the section
have been dated as Late Mississippian (latest
Chesterlan) and Early Pennsylvanian (Morrowan).
The Mississippian dates re based on macrofossils
(Gordon and Poole, 1968), and the Pennsylvanian
ages on conodonts (unpub. report from icrostrat,
1989).

The composition of sandstone from the eastern
Eleana Formation s very different from that of the
western leana Formation, indicating a separate
provenance for this unit. Throughout the section,

Eastem Eleana Fm.
(n _ 7)

\*
Western Eleana Fm.

\ (n=12)

F. L
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Based on our tentative correlations, t is
probably desirable to retain the name 'Eleana For-
matiou" for the rocks called the western leana
Formation in this paper. These rocks make up most
of the leana Range, their type locality, and they
have no known correlatives in the immediate vcLnL-
ty. In contrast, the rocks of the eastern Zleana
Formation appear to be correlative with the Scotty
Wash and adjacent formations in the ranges to the
east of the TS. Contingent on mapping of units
between the area we describe at TS and the well
documented stratLgraphy of the Pahranagat Range,
the eastern Zleana rocks would more accurately be
remapped as the GuLlmette, Plot, Chalnman and/or
Scotty Wash formations. Interestingly, Reso (1963,
p. 912) stated that the Peers Spring, ChaLnman and
Scotty Wash formations he mapped in the Pahranagat
Range are probably represented in" the El-ana
Formation of NS.

STRUCURE

Post-MissLsLppLan deformation at NSS in-
cludes esozoic thrusting, Cenozoic extensional
faulting, and possibly other deformational events.
The Cenozoic faulting did not cause penetrative
deformation or interleaving of the Mississippian
section, and will not be discussed further here.
The Mesozoic thrusting, however, has resulted in
truncation and out-of-sequence juxtaposition of
units of the leana Formation, so an understanding
of thrust geometry i crucial to unravelling the
internal stratigraphy of the Eleana. Johnson and
Hibbard (1957) reported several thrust relation-
ships in the Paleozolc strata of TS. They estL-
mated offaet and suggested possible correlations
between ome of these thrusts, but did not have
evidence for sense of motion on them. More recent
maps Orkild, 19631 Gibbons and others, 19631
Orkld, 1968 XcKeoun and others, 1976) confirmed
the thrust relationships with local revisions, but
did not include discussions of thrust sense or
displacement. Barnes and Poole (1968) and Hinrichs
(1968) interpreted several mapped thrust faults to
be parts of a single, east-vergent thrust system,
the Ci thrust. Current workers believe that the
CP thrust' actually includes two separate, oppo-

sitely verging thrust systems (Caskey and
Schweickert, 1989; Caskey and Schweickert, in re-
view). lississippian rocks occur in the common
footwall of these thrusts.

Our preliminary mapping of a thrust in the
southern Zleana Range allows us to expand on the
interpretations of Johnson and Hubbard (1957) and
Orkild (1963). This thrust is a relatively small-
scale feature, containing siliciclastic and
carbonate turbidites of the western Eleana in both
upper and lower plates. Several lines of evidence
confirm eastward vergences the thrust clearly cuts
up-sectlon to the east, and bedding orientations in
the upper plate document an east-verglng antLelLne
which we interpret to be the hangLng-wall portion
of a faulted fault-propagation fold (Fig. 8).
Bedding orientations in the lower plate are consis-
tent with a footwall yncline, but other structural
complications obscure the details of the structure
of the footwall. Displacement along the thrust is
approximately 1 km, based on matching of a distinc-
tive stratigraphic horizon across the fault. At
the regional scale, this ls a minor feature which
occurs in the footwall of the east-vergent Belted
Range thrust of caskey and SchweLckert (in review).

The Figure 7. Paleocurrent directions from the
eastern leana Formation. Paleocurrent indicators
are primarily planar cross-strata, but also include
trough cross-stratification. Total number of mea-
surements - 35.

the sandstone i pure quartz arenite (Fig. 6). The
only clasts other than quartz are chart and heavy
minerals such as epidote and amphibole, neither of
these makes up more than 2 of any sandstone. Ma-
trix makes up much less of these rocks than it does
of the western Eleana -- generally t. These
compositional characteristics resemble those of the
Scotty Wash Formation (Westgate and Knopf, 1932),
exposed in the Pahranagat Range to the northeast of
NTS (Res*, 1963). The scotty Wash ls interpreted
to have been deposited in a shallow, near-shore
environment (Reso, 1963). We tentatively correlate
the eastern leana Formation with the craton-de-
rived Guilmette - Pilot - Chainman - Scotty Wash
section of eastern Nevada.

In summary, the sediments of the western
Eleana Formation and the eastern Eleana Formation
were derived from different sources and deposited
in different environments, and the available dating
indicates that they were, at least in part, being
deposited at the same time (i.e., Late LissLs-
sippian). Rocks previously mapped a the lleana
Formation' therefore represent two different
sedimentary systems. At the tme of their forma-
tion, these sedimentary systems were separated by
an unknown distance across the late Paleosoic
continental argins since that time, they have been
structurally juxtaposed.

d-,fV
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Figure 8. Diagraomatic geologic map and cross section of the southern Zlana Range
and northern Syncllne Ridge. Cray - Tertiary volcanic rocks. East-vergLng thrust
is hown with open teeth, west-verging thrust with solid teeth. Dotted lines are
measured section traverses, with lbelas ZR - leana Range section, RC Red Canyon
section, RCW Red Canyon Wash section, NSR - north Syncllne Rdge section. Symbols
for age dates are the ame as on figure 5. Representative strike and dip ymbols
are from our mapping, and from Orkild (1963). Vertical scale in the cross-sectLon
li not exaggerated.

The contact between the eastern leana Norma-
tlon and western Eleana ormation is not exposed,
but small-scale structures near the contact suggest
reverse motion along an east-dLiping fault (fig.
E). The trike ridges of the leana Range (western
rleana) and Syncllne Ridge (eastern leana) clearly
converge southward, requiring that part of the
lower eastern Elena be cut out; the proposed fault
explains this observation ln addition to explaining
the tratLgraphLe juxtaposition described bove.
The clastic rocks on both sides of the fault are
east-dippLng and generally conformable, so they
were previously interpreted to be a continuous
(presumed XlsslsslppLin) section (Johnson and
Hibbard, 19575 Poole and others, 161 Hitchman,
1990). The udstones of the eastern leana
formation are not penetratLvely deformed, either in

the scattered exposures in Red Canyon Wash, or in a
core obtained from drlllhole UE-17e (Fig. S) that
includes the upper 370m of the - 1450 m section. A
penetrative cleavage J& developed, however, in the
closest outcrop to the contact with the western
Eleana ormation, near the mouth of Red Canyon.
This outcrop s characterized by boudinage and
disrupted west-vergent folds in thin sandstone
beds, steeply east-dlpplng slaty cleavage that i
axial planar to the folds in the audstone beds, and
planar ointing perpendicular to the fold hinge-
lines (Fig. 9). All of these structures document
shortening in the plane of the foliation and exten-
sion in the direction of the fold hngellnes. The
asymmetry of the folds suggests a component of
east-over-west simple shear 1L.e., reverse motion)
along an east-dippLng surface. We have done very
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N In late Meraneclan (Late Misslsuippian) time,
the Antler foreland basln was uplifted and deformed
in central Nevada (the Chriutina Peak phase) fol-
lowed by rosion and gradual ubuidence (Trexler
and Cashman, this volume). In central Nevada, depo-
*ltlon of the sillcLclastic Newark Valley equence
accompanied pout-deformatlon subsidence. This con-
sisted of fluvlal nd deltaic edimentation, gradu-
ally succeeded by carbonate sedimentation on a
shallow marine platform. The first appearance of
carbonate turbLdltes in the western Eleana Forma-
tlon correlates well with the deposition of the
basal Newark Valley sequence - both are early
Chesterian in age (. amet, written cmmun.,
1990). The SSW-drected paleocurrents n the
western Eleana Formation also support the
conclusion that central Nevada was the source of
carbonate as well as slLcLclastLc western Zleana
Formation sediment. Interestingly, the eastern
Cleana ormation does = contain edimentological
evidence of the Christina Peak phase of deformation
and basin subsidence.

Re-examlnation of all rocks mapped as leana
Formation will be necessary, in order to determlne
which have cratonal affinities (i.e., are part of
the eastern Zleana Formation) and which have affln-
ltles to the allochthon and foreland basin (i.e.,
are part of the western leana Formation). Such a
re-examination will result in a better understand-
Lng of the KisiLippLan continental margin, and of
the geometry and extent of deformation related to
(1) the Antler orog-ny, and (2) other late
Faleoroic deformatonal events.

Figure 9. Stereogramn (equal area) of small-scale
structures near the western leana/eastern leana
contact. Computed fold axis (solid star) plunges
200 toward 171. Flled squares - poles to beddingi
pluses - poles to foliation; open squares - poles
to joints in sandstone; open stars - measured
hingelines.

little structural work to date, and therefore have
little evidence for the age of this deformation or
for its occurrence elsewhere at XTS. Our map rela-
tions (Fig. 8) suggest that the uxtaposition of
eastern and western lena pro-dates the ast-ver-
gent thrust in the western leana. (Note that
present evidence for the timing of deformation
precludes correlation of this west-verging thrust
with the west-verging CP thrust system described by
Caskey and Shweickert (in review).) We have no
other evidence for the timing, and Paleozoic
deformation cannot be ruled out. ilsen (1977)
described a very similar facies juxtaposition in
Idaho, and interpreted the contact to be an east-
verging thrust. In this Idaho example, sediments
derived from the thrust plate are thought to be
Late Mississippian in age; the thrusting is there-
fore thought to have occurred in early Late
MisaLsippian time (Nilsen, 1977).

DISCUSSION

The western leana Formation apparently re-
cords both arly Xississippian (Roberts Mountains
phase) and Late isLasaippian (Christina Peak
phase) deformation (Trexler and Cashman, this vol-
ume). The Antler peripheral foreland basin, caused
by obduction of the Antler allochthon, may be rep-
resented here by the sillciclastic turbidlte sec-
tion of the western Zleana. These rocks are
thought to occupy a narrow, axial trough filled by
turbidity currents forming a southern lobe of the
submarine fan system to the north (the Diamond
Range sequence of Trexler and Nitchman, 1990)
(Trexler and Cashman, 1990). Alternatively, these
illlclastle ediments may have been reworked from

the Daond Range sequence in central Nevada as it
was uplifted in late eramecLan time. Resolution
of these alternatives requires better age control
of the western Eleana strata.

A better understanding of Mlsslsslppian
stratigraphy in southern Nevada also will aid in
structural interpretations at present, very lit-
tle ls known bout the fault that juxtaposes the
eastern leana and western Zleana, but mapping of
these as different units will reveal the position
and orientation of this fult, nd may constrain
its displacement and timing. In addition, a de-
tailed internal stratlgraphy of the western leana
Formation, in particular, may provide markers which
can be used to reconstruct both Mesozolc
(compressional) and Cenozoic (extensional)
deformation.

In conclusion, a reinterpretation of the
Eleana Formation, dividing it into two partially
coeval units with different provenances nd deposl-
tlonal environments, has resulted ins (1) a better
explanation of the geologic relationships in the
vicinity of the Eleana Range, (2) testable predLc-
tlens sbout iLssLssLppLan stratigraphy in southern
Nevada, and (3) a new framework for evaluating
other aspects of bth structure and late Paleozolc
stratlgraphy in southern Nevada. We suggest that
the name leana Formation' be restricted to the
rocks containing chart Ltharenltes (i.e., to the
unit we have trmed the western leana Formation,
and have interpreted to be derived from the Antler
allochthon nd foreland basin). We suggest that
the rocks characterized by quartz arenltes (i.e.,
the unit we have termed the eastern Eleana orma-
tlon and interpreted to be derived from the craton)
be mapped as Cuilmette, Pilot, ChaLrman and/or
Scotty Wash, depending on detailed correlations
with the well described PaleozoLc section to the
east of TS.
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ABSTRACT

Miseissippian strata in central Nevada record
two tectonic phasest the Roberts ountains phase
which is the latest part of the larger-scale Antler
orogeny, and the Christina Peak phase which we
interpret as a post-Antler episode of folding,
uplift, erosion, and basin subsidence. The Roberts
Mountains phase involved obduction of llochthonous
strata from the west onto the continental margin,
accompanied by down-flexing of the craton margin
due to loading. The Antler foreland basin ubsided
rapidly, and received submarine fan ediments
(Diamond Range sequence) from the Antler highlands
to the west. The Christina Peak phase deformed
Diamond Range sequence strata. It documents east-
ward migration of deformation, involving broad
folding and uplift in the vicinity of the Diamond
Mountains. Subsidence of the successor basin was
slow and probably ostatle. The resulting strata
(Newark Valley sequence) represent a marine trane-
gressLon over a fluvial and deltaic environment,

L and establishment of a shallow-marlne, carbonate-
dominated seaway between the low-lying Antler high-
lands and the craton. Sliciclastlc sediments in
this successor basin were derived both from the
craton to the east, and from locally uplifted and
eroded Antler foreland strata to the west.

INTRODUCTION

The late Paleozolc continent margin of the
western Cordillera often characteriaed as having
a long history of trrane-accretLon. West-dipping
subductlon (Speed and Sleep, 92) of the early and
middle Paleozolc passive margin resulted in
structural juxtaposition of oceanic and cratonal
rocks (Dickinson, 1977). ajor episodes of alloch-
then obduction occurred at the beginning and end of
this collisional hstory: the Dvonlan-issLs-
sipplan Antler oregeny, and the Permo-TrLassic
Sonoma rogeny. Deformation continued between
these two obduction events. The detailed tectonic
history of the Mississippian through Permian craton
margin only beginning to be understood, but can
be viewed a a series of tectonic phases (Trxler
and others, 19905 this volume).

Mississippian stratigraphy in the Diamond
Mountains records two distinct tctonic pLsodes:
the Roberts Mountains phase, which represents the
final emplacement of the Antler allochthon in the
Early Mississippian, and the Christina Peak phase,
which was a folding and uplift pisode in the Late
Mississippian. Each tectonic pulse resulted in
formation of a sedimentary basin with distinctive

b characterLstics related to the etting in which it
formed. The detailed stratigraphy of these two
basin l the key to understanding the timing and
style of this tctonlm.

Figure 1. The Antler orogenic belt in the western
United States.

T8E ROBERTS MOUNTAINS PASE

The Antler orogeny was originally designated
as comprising all DevonLan-MLssisaippLan orogenic
activity (Roberts and others, 19Sg Johnson. 1971).
However, many workers now restrict the definition
to the obduction of allochthonous oceanic strata
onto the North American craton margin n Late
Devonian to arly Mississippian time (Nilsen and
Stewart, 1980). Obduction probably was complete by
early KinderhookLan time (Johnson and Pendergast,
19811 Murphy and others, 1964), although many work-
ers suggest later ractivation along the fault
contact i.e., Roberts Mountains thrust and related
structures; Rtner and Smith, 1982; Stahl, 1969).
Following the scheme of Trexler and others (1990),
we refer to the actual emplacement of the
allochthon a the Roberts Mountains phase.
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The Damond Range Sequence

The most bvious stratigraphic result of
Early Xlssisslpplan thrusting was thrust-Lnduced
subeldence which created a peripheral foreland
basin (ig. 1). n central Nevada, this was a
marine basin that received ediments shed from
highlands in the llochthonouu terranes to the west
(SadlLck, 19601 Poole, 19741 Poole and Sandburg,
19773. In the vicinity of ureka, Nevada (Fig. 2,
33. basin fill comprising strata of the Dale Canyon
Formation, the Chalnman Shale, and in some places
part of the Diamond Peak ormation s interpreted

as a submarine fan sequence (Fig. 4). This, the
original foreland-bauln fill, is the Diamond Range
sequence (Trexler and Mitchman, 1990).

Stratiraphy and Ae Control

The Diamond Range sequence l defined as the
west-derived submarine fan systems tract within the
Antler foreland basin in central Nevada (following
the definition of Osequence by Mitchum and others,

Figure 2. Location map of the Diamond Mountains and
vicinity, east-central Nevada. Measured sections
(Fig. 6 are in boxes. Major stratigraphic bound-
aries are shown; see geologic map (Fig. 5.
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along the Antler foreland-basin belt. Tectonic
phases from Trexler and others 19901 this volume).
Stratigraphy after Poole 1974, 1976); and Trexler
and itchman, 1990.

1977). The base of the Diamond Range sequence is
the base of the Chainman Shale, or the Dale Canyon
VoaatLon where it occurs (fig. 3 4). The lower
ChaLnman Shale in the Diamond Range has been dated
as early Osagean based on palynomorphs T. utter,
written eommun., 1989). The Dale Canyon ormation,
which has been identified in the southern Damond
Range and in the southern Pinon Range to the north-
west of the study area, but does not occur in the
central and northern Diamond Range, a
KinderhookLan to Oagean in age (Visconti, 1983).
In the Diamond Mountains the basal contact of the
sequence conformable on the Joan& Limestone or
the Pilot Shale.

Strata below the Diamond Range sequence are
related to the craton to the east. The Joana Lime-
stone in the Diamond Mountains l Rinderhookian in
age (K. Coebel, pers. commun., 1990) and consists
of bioclastic limestone turbidites which have been
correlated with the Tripon Pass Limestone (Poole
and Claypool, 184). The oana Limestone was shed
from a carbonate platform, westernmost outcrops of
which occur in the Pancake Range, where the plat-
form rocks also are mapped as Joana (K. Goebel,
pers. commun., 1990). The Pilot Shale was derived
from the craton, and may represent edimentation
down a westward-steepening off-shore slope (Poole,
1974, 1977).

The Diamond Range sequence in the Diamond
Range comprises a minimum of 1000 and not more than
1800 of mudrock and *lltrtone, punctuated by
intervals of litharenite and conglomerate (Fig. 6.
With the exception of Dale Canyon tharenite,
coaree intervals are traceable for a few kilometers
at most along strike, and are not persistent enough
to be useful for correlation.
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The Diamond Range sequence, which La folded
and erosionally truncated, is overlain unconform-
ably by the Wewark Valley sequence (Fig. 5). The
youngest age obtained from the Diamond Range se-
quence are mLddle-upper Osagean (T. Butter, written
commun., 1989). lcause of the angular nature of
the upper unconformity, it la impoesible to deter-
mine the age of the top of the Diamond Range se-
quence here.

Most of the Diamond Range sequence in the
Diamond Mountains l mapped as Chainman Shale (ig.
4, 5), but locally the upper part of the gequence

Newarkvalley sequence

Diamond Range sequence

rigure S. Ceologic ap of the Diamond Mountains,
showing the Dale Canyon Formation, ChaLnman Shale,
Diamond Peak Formation, and Sly Limestone, here
remapped as the Diamond Range sequence and the
Newark Valley sequence.

Ihclude the Dimond eak Formationn he bae of
the Diamond Peak Frm-tlon commnly le plced t
the bae of the lowest prominent conglomerate.
'his contact rarely coincides with the unconformity
at the top of the sequence, which may occur either
above or below the lowest conglomerate. n places
where coarse clastic rocks first appear low n the
section, uch a at Walters Canyon rLig. 6), the
base of the Damond Peak ormatlon mpped below
th sequence boundary. At Rattlesnake Mountain,

sthe equence boundary occurs n a mostly fins-
grained interval and the lowest conglomerate occurs
well within the overlying Newark Valley sequence

1...
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Sedimentolocy
The Diamond Range sequence consists of thick

intervals of mudrock and fine ltharenite, and
thinner intervals of lithic conglomerate. liner
parts of the section tend to be covered, whereas
coarser parts form well-exposed ribs. The
sedimentology of these rocks has been documented by
Brew (1971). Poole (1974, 1976), arbaugh (1980).
Harbaugh and Dickinson (1981), and Visconti (1962).
The following description, drawn from the authors'
observations, agrees substantially with previous
work, and is intended here only as a review.

Mudrock intervals of the Diamond Range se-
quence are finely laminated siltetone and shale
with wisps of fine sand and local starved-ripple
laminae. The most striking aspect of the fins-
grained rocks ls the abundance of Ferites. a bed-
ding plane trace-fossil that ndicates quiet, but
well-oxygenated, arine conditions.

Litharenite intervals are typically thin-
bedded and laterally persistent, with many of the
features associated with ouma sequence turbid-
Ltess scoured and fluted bases, graded bedding, and
convolute laminae. Ltharenite bed-asts commonly
form both coarsening- and thickening-upward and
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fining- and thinning-upward intervals from S to 10
meters thick.

Conglomerate beds In this sequence are matrix-
supported and ud-richs they range from pebbly
mudstone to muddy conglomerate. Clast size ranges
from grit to cobble, and clasts are typically well-
rounded. The coarsest clasts are ntraformatLonal
mudatone rip-ups up to I m across. Conglomerate
beds display channelixed and eroded bases, and n
many places are 15 to 20 m thick. Conglomerate
units are not traceable laterally for more than a
few hundred metere, and n many places occur in
laterally stacked sets.

Sandstone point-count data for this study of
the Diamond Range equence shows most sandstones to
be litharenites and quarta-arenites (Flg. 7). The
most abundant lthic clst type chert, and most
samples have significant feldspar and volcanic
claste. Volcanic claste are highly altered, n
many cases to pesudomatrix, but they appear to
reflect an ntermediate volcanic composition.
Preliminary clast data from conglomerates n this
sequence hows that there are numerous different
clast types, ncluding (in approximate order ofI l

I1 L
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abundance) quartzite, chert, argilLite, Ltharen-
ite, lthic wacke, recrystalliaed limestone, and
*lltetone.

The sillciclaztLc sediments of the Diamond
Range sequence reflect a provenance in the Antler
allochthon to the west. ost of the sediment ap-
pears to be derived rom the VLnLnL chart, as
pointed out by many workers (Poole, 1974, 9771
Marbaugh, 1980t arbaugh and Dickineon, 1981;
Dickinson and others, 1983). The relative abun-
dance of feldspar and volcanic fragments n these
rocks has not been previously recognized. The
abundance of feldspar. and volcanic fragments l
wide-ranging (ig. 7 t le not presently under-
stood what controls the distribution of these
grains, but the volcanic signature reflects nflu-
ence of an arc that was only sporadically available
as a sediment source.

Depositional nvironment
Rocks of the Diamond Range sequence have been

identified by several workers as a submarine fan
sequence (Poole, 1974, 19771 Marbaugh, 1980;
Marbaugh and Dickinson, 19811 Visconti, 1982), and
our study confirms this interpretation. Mudrock
intervals have the characteristics of dstal and
interlobe deposits. Sections with litharenite and
conglomerate represent fan lobes and channel
deposits.

Measured sections suggest several eastward
lobe-building episodes. The section at Rattlesnake
Mountain (Fig. 6) contains at least two of these
intervals, at 300 and 700 m respectively. South of
Eureka at Secret Canyon and at Packer lasin frig.
2)t, the Dale Canyon ormation forms a single fan-
lobe nterval at the base of the section, and the
remainder of the sequence has only thin beds of
coarser material near the top of the section. A
similar fan lobe mapped as Dale Canyon ormation
occurs n the southern Plnon Range northwest of
Eureka (Visconti, 1982), but the two lobes are not
laterally connected. At Walters Canyon (ig. 2, 6)
the bottom of the section le dominated by mudrock,
but three fan-lobe intervals occur in the middle of
this ection. ran-lobe Intervals are not corre-
latable from section to ection, consistent with an
interpretation of east-building, laterally limited
facies.

Measured sections n the Diamond Range se-
quence do not suggest any systematic vertical or
lateral trends. The upper sections at Water and
Walters Canyons (Fig. 2 6) are coarse at the top,
but the sections at Secret Canyon and Rattlesnake
Mountain are fine at the top. The Dale Canyon For-
matlon fan lobes occur only n sections at the
south nd of the Diamond ountains and to the
northwest n the Plnon Range; elsewhere the base of
the section fine grained. Dramatic differences
in the thickness of the ection at different local-
LtLes attributed to deformation and erosional
truncation at the upper sequence boundary.

TE OMIRSTINA PEAK PHASE
Introduction

In late MeramecLan time, the Diamond Range
sequence and subjacent strata were deformed, up-
lifted, and *rosionally beveled n a tectonic epi-
sode we have called the Christina Peak phase.
(This was previously called the Diamond Mountain
phase by Tr-xler and Cashman, 1990g we rename it
here to avoid confusion with the similarly named

Diamond Peak Formation and Diamond Range sequence.)
This tectonic phase le a regional event. n south-
ern Idaho, Nilsen 11977) documented an unconformity
of this age, and proposed an crogenic origin.
Dorobek (1990) has documented renewed subsidence at
this time in Montana. In southern Nevada, a pro-
nounced shift n sedimentary provenance occurs n
strata of this age Cashman and Trexler, this vol-
ume). In central Nevada, Johnson and Pendergast
(1981) have suggested Lsostatic uplift n the late
Mississippian and reworking of submarLne-fan
sediment.

ln the Diamond Mountains, the local tectonic
effects of the Christina Peak phase are referred to
here as the Overland Pass event. An angular
unconformity separates middle-upper Merameclan
submarine fan strata of the Diamond Range sequence
from early Chesterian deltaic and shallow marine
sediments of the Newark Valley sequence. This
relationship documents deformation and uplift of
the Diamond Range sequence, and establishment of a
successor basin overlying the Antler peripheral
foreland basin.

The Newark Valley Sequence
The Newark Valley sequence is defined as the

systems tract of fluvial, deltaic, and shallow
marine ediment that filled the successor basin
formed by subsidence after Christina Peak phase
deformation. The base of the Newark Valley se-
quence early Chesterlan everywhere t has been
datedt this ncludes sections not only in the
Diamond Range, but also at uck Mountain and the
Pancake Range to the east. The sequence ranges n
age into the Pennsylvanian, but the upper lmit e
unknown due to erosion during the Permian. In the
Diamond Range, the sequence overlain unconform-
ably by the Permian Carbon Ridge formation.

Straeterarhy

Strata of the Newark Valley sequence include
the Diamond Peak and parts of the ly Formatlons.
The lower boundary of the sequence only rarely
coincides exactly with the bass of the Diamond Peak
Formation (Fig. 5, 6, because submarLne-fan
conglomerates of the Diamond Range sequence common-
ly are included n the Diamond Peak Formation (see
discussion above). The Diamond Peak formation
grades upward nto the Ely Limestone, and thus at
least the lower Ely s considered to be part of
this eystems tract.

The Newark Valley sequence le at least 1000 
thick, based on measured sections throughout the
Diamond Range Fig. 6). In all sections measured
to date, the top of the sequence truncated by a
Permian unconformityl n Secret Canyon only about
100 m of the Newark Valley sequence le preserved.

The lower 400 to 700 m of the Newark Valley
sequence le dominated by eilicilclatic conglomerate
and sandstone, and generally le mapped as Diamond
Peak Formation. The base of the Ily Limestone e
taken as the level at which limestone first domi-
nates the section. At Rattlesnake Mountain (rig.
5) the Diamond Peak Formation le over 1000 meters
thick, but at Walters Canyon to the north, the
Diamond Peak only accounts for 400 meters of ec-
tlon. asal limestone of the Ely nvariably car-
ries latest Mississippian or very early
Pennsylvanian microfosnils (8. amet, written
comwun., 1968, 1989).
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'Eedimentolocv
The Newark Valley sequence comprises

Lnterbedded intervals of conglomerate and
sandstone, mudstone, lthic-pebble limestone,
calcarenite, and mlcrlte. The sdLientology of
these rocks has been tudied by many workers 13rew,
19711 Poole, 1974, 1761 Harbaugh, 1980: Harbaugh
and Dickinson, 1981). The following descriptions
taken from data obtained for this study are in
agreement with previous work: this discussion s
intended only as a review.

Conglomerate and sandstone n the Newark
Valley sequence s clean, clast-supported, and the
clasts are well-rounded. Coarse clastic rocks are
most common n the lower part of measured sections
(rig. 6). Bedform abric, well developed n most
places, generally consists of foresets at many
scales, nested channels, and trough or planar
cross-laminatLon. Large-scale foreset fabric ls up
to 10 m thick, with foreset angles between 1 and
200. Conglomerate and sandstone beds are lntlcular
in cross-sectLon, and persist laterally from tens
to hundreds of meters. They coommonly are inter-
bedded with mudstone.

Mudstone ntervals are volumetrically lgnif-
icant low in the Newark Valley sequence. Typical-
ly, mudstone beds are dark maroon or olive green in
color, and show evidence of dagenetLe migration of
the minerals that give the rock ts color. Silty
laminations and thin sandy beds are common. The
upper part of the Newark Valley sequence (and en-
tire sections me asured n ranges to the east of the
Diamond ountaLnsl are mtud-free.

Llthle-pebble limestone consists of rounded
chert and quartzite pebbles in a calcarenite ma-
trix, with variable amounts of interstratifled,
clean litharenite. Sedimentary fabric consists of
low-angle planar stratification, trough cross-
lamination, and mbrication. Lthic-pebble
limestone beds commonly are nterbedded with
calcarenite or micrite intervals.

Limestone beds occur throughout the Newark
Valley sequence, and are more abundant n the upper
part of all sections. GraLnstone and vackeutone
predominate, but Intervals of elcrlte are common.
Calcarenite beds show current-reworking structures
such as cross-lamination and grain-orientation
fabric n most cases. They are commonly
fossiliferous, and contain a wide variety of taxa
including crinold fragments, brachLopods, pelecy-
pods, corals, bryosoans, and oraminifer&. The
latter allow high-resolutLon dating of many sec-
tLons (. Mamet, written commun., 1968). Limestone
intervals coamonly contain lithLe-pebble and lth-
arenite beds, especially near the Diamond Peak/gly
contact. Mcrite beds n many places have a
nodular fabric termed phenoplastlc, which has
been associated with shallow-marlne, wave-reworked
deposits (Carosl, 1956).

Sand grains and conglomerate clasts of the
Newark Valley sequence coneists almost entirely of
quartz and stable lthic grains (Fig. 7).
Conglomerate clasts are chert and quartaite. Sand
grains are chart, monocrystaillne and polycrystal-
line quarts, and ntrabasinal carbonate grains.
Newark Valley sequence sediments inspected to date
are virtually free of volcanic lithic clasts and

feldspar, some sections contain ortho-quartzites*
and the quarts grains are highly rounded both n
these beds and n nearby litharenite beds. in
general, quarts grains appear texturally more ma-
ture than the chart and quartaite grains with which
they are mixed, ndicating recycling, and possibly
a different source, for the quartz.

We suggest two sources for the Newark Valley
sequence ediments eroded and reworked Damond
Range sequence, and the craton. Because these
sediments are n most cases free of volcanic-de-
rived material, the allochthon no longer seems to
be a direct sediment source. The overmature and
clearly reworked quartz grains apparently are de-
rived from the craton. Paleocurrent tudies cor-
roborate both local and eastern sources for much of
this sediment see below). Previous work on the
Missiseippian clastic section in the region has not
made a petrographic distinction between the two
sequences, although Poole 1977) postulated that
there an upward trend toward greater maturity,
due to reworking. Dickinson and others (1983)
pointed out the occurrence of volcanic fragments
and feldspars n the Chainman Shale, and lack of
them in the Diamond Peak Formation, but they did
not draw any conclusions from these data.

Depositional Environment
We interpret the Newark Valley sequence as

being a fluvLal-deltaLe to shallow marine
transgressive sequence. Lower parts of the se-
quence n all measured sections are either deltaic,
fluvlal, or lagoonal marine. Higher n the sec-
tion, deltaic ailLcclastic beds are Interbedded
with shallow marine limestone, and finally marine
limestone dominates. This paleoenvironmental n-
terpretation largely n agreement with that of
Brew (1971) and Harbaugh 1960).

Some workers have proposed that the coarser
clastic section a progradatlonal molasse se-
quence derived from the Antler allochthon (Poole,
1974, 1977t Narbaugh, 1980). Narbaugh and
Dickinson 1981) demonstrated that the Di mond Peak
FormatLon was transgressive rather than prograda-
tional. Our interpretation provides the additional
insight that the coarse clastic section (lower
Newark Valley sequence, Diamond Peak formation) ls
not a elastic wedge that represents the proximal
equivalent of the Diamond Range sequence submarine
tan system. Rather, t is a tranrgressive succes-
sor basin with ediment derived both from the east
and locally.

Thick conglomerate and sandstone intervals at
the base of some sections (Fig. 6 contain large-
scale oreset fabric and nested channel geometries
typical of a brald-delta setting. oreset progra-
datlon direction n the Alpha Peak area l north-
northwest Tig. t), along the oreland axis and
possibly back toward the allochthon. Other correla-
tive sections from ranges to the east show many
examples of west-directed paleoflow. Maroon and
green udrock intervals associated with these
conglomerates are probably dlta-plaln muds 1Brew,
1971). henoplastic limestone* n this part of the
section are interpreted to be lagoonal, tidal flat,
or near-shore deposits.

Limestone interbedded with tharenite and
lithic-pebble limestone are characteristic of upper
parts of the sequence, and are Interpreted to have
been deposited on a rlatively high-energy
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Figure S. orseat attitudes (topsets restored to
horizontal) for six, tacked deltaic loben near
Alpha Peak. Each ymbol type refers to a separate
lobe. See Figure 2 for location.

carbonate platform. Ltharenites represent beach
and shoal deposits, and owe appear to be derived
from sliciclastic shelf ands to the east, such an
the Scotty Wash Quartite. Lthic-pebble
limestoneu are off-shore bar deposits of deltaic
conglomerate reworked onto the carbonate platform.

The Newark Valley sequence documents a waning
clastic source and a subsiding basin. Slici-
clastLc sediment was distributed throughout the
basin by large fluvial and deltaic systems early in
the successor basin history, but no systematic
distrLbutary organization is yet apparent. Lowest
fluvLal and deltaic strata in the Newark Valley
sequence preserve paleoflow indicators (Fig. 9)
that show a variety of directions. In the Damond
ountains, these distributaries appear to have

flowed north and west. At uck ountaln and at
Pancake Summit, east of the Diamond ountaLns, the
flow was outh and wenst. n several cases, espe-
clally in the northern Diamond Mountains, the b-
directional flow suggests estuarine deposition. y
middle ChesterLan time, the major fluvLal ystems
were drowned and liLcLclastic ediment was being
reworked around the basin by tides or waves. The
mud associated with the lower deltaic deposits was
no longer present, so calcium carbonate production
was no longer inhibited. Limestone dominates the
upper section, and calcium carbonate production
kept pace with subsidence.

THE MISSISSIPPIAN 'ANIIZR ORzLAD-s Two
SUMZRIMPOSZD BSIES

Mississippian tratigraphy of the Diamond
Mountains records two orogenic phases and two post-
tectonic basins. In early Mssissippian time,
allochthon bduction and margin down-warp Roberts
Mountains phase) produced the initial peripheral
foreland basin, as documented by the Diamond Range
sequence. This phase fits present concepts of the
Antler rogeny (e.g., Dickinson and others, 19831,
and Poole's (1974, 1977) flysch trough, recons-
truction.
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rigure 9. Paleocurrent data from the lower part of
the Newark Valley sequence. Numbers with arrows
are the number of easurements (each group from a
bedding cet), and arrow azimuths are vector
means.

I The subsidence history of the Diamond Range
sequence poorly understoodg age control ls most-
ly of low resolution, and the paleobathymetry 

* virtually unconstrained. The Pilot Shale and Joana
Limestone slope deposits, however, indicate that
the basin subslded quickly, early in its history
( (Poole, 177). Initial Diamond Range sequence
rocks (Chainman Shale and/or Dale Canyon Formation)

ppear to be relatively deep, marine, that l, at
I least below storm wave-base. When the Newark Val-

ley sequence DLamond Peak ormation) l recognized
as being a separate tratigraphic sequences, the
progradatLonall (albeit transgressive) trends

proposed by Poole (1974, 1977), arbaugh 1980),
Marbaugh and Dickinson (1981), and Dickinson and
others 11953) disappear. The Diamond Range e-

I quence alone shown no obvious trends such as deep-
ening, shallowing, prograding, or regressing.
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Unfortunately, the critical upper and
proximal parts of this foreland basin history are
mostly missing due to latest Merameclan rosion.
The Antelope Range Formation n the ish Creek
Mountains south of urek& may be a relLct of the
proximal foreland. These strata comprise a thick
section of tharenite and conglomerate of early
Mississippian age that has been nterpreted an
deltaic or estuarine Sans, 1956).

In late MeramecLan time, the peripheral
foreland was deformed and uplifted the Christina
Peak phase) and a successor basin was created,
resulting n deposition of the Newark Valley se-
quence. This basin was filled with eroded and
reworked Antler foreland basin ediment, plus n-
trabasinal limestone and cratonal sediment, n a
transgressive sequence. Paleocurrent data (Fig. 9)
indicate topographic highs within the Antler
foreland and to the east of the present position of
the Damond ountains.

The timing of the Christina Peak phase 
well constrained by dated strata above and below
the unconformity. The youngest pre-deformatLon
strata dated so far are middle-late Merameclan.
The oldest post-uplift strata are early Cherterian.
This restricts the uplift and deformation event to
latest Merameclan time.

The style of deformation at this time ls less
well understood. apping of the unconformity n
the Diamond Range demonstrates a considerable range
of sub-unconformity attitudes. When the uncon-
formity is restored to a flat surface (Fig. 10),
the Diamond Range equence strata appear to be
folded around a north-northwest trending axis; this
trend s roughly coaxial with Mesozoic folding n
the area. The position of this folding (e.g. n
the Diamond Mountains) ndicates a shift n the
locus of deformation from the Roberts ountains
(Roberts ountains phase, above) eastward toward
the craton.

Whereas the reasons for renewed subsidencs in
ChesterLan time are a subject of speculation at
this point in our investigation, some constraints
are known. The upper Mississippian transgression
in central Nevada has been attributed to sostatic
subsidence of the craton margin subsequent to the
Antler orogeny (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).
However, at last 25 million years elapsed between
the Roberts Mountains phase and deposition of the
transgressive Newark Valley sequence. Deformation
of the Christina Peak phase was apparently centered
in the area of the Diamond Mountains, so thrust-
forced crustal thickening could account for local
uplift. Subsidence subsequent to this later epi-
sode could have played a role n the transgression.
In any case, eLliciclastic sedimentation did not
keep pace with subsidence n the Newark Valley
sequence, and therefore was not a factor in driving
the basin down.

Zustatic controls seem to play a minimal role
in basin sea-level during deposition of the upper
Newark Valley sequence. Zustatic sea-level fluctu-
atlon has often been Invoked as a control on
sedimentation in the Carboniferous, a time of
known, large-scale, eustatic changes. Certainly,
sustacy must have affected Mississippian strata In
Nevada e.g. Johnson, 1971). Early and middle
Chesterian time was a period of worldwide trans-
gresslon Ross and Ross, 9871, perhaps accounting

N

Figure 10. Sub-unconformity attitudes on the
Diamond Range equence, with overlying Newark Val-
ley sequence strata restored to horizontal. Se
Figure 2 for localities.

for the early transgression of the Newark Valley
sequence basin. y contrast, late ChesterLan time
marks a major regressive cycle world-wide, but at
that time the Newark Valley basin was drowning ts
deltas and becoming a subsiding, carbonate-domi-
nated system.

Several themes are apparent n the develop-
ment of the foreland and successor basins. Deform-
atlonal episodes seem to have been relatively
short-lived pulses. This ls less clear for the
Roberts Mountains phase, although that bduction
event seems to cease abruptly sometime n
KlnderhookLan time. The Christina Peak phase
deformation is constrained to a short period n
latest eramclan time. n both phases, the basins
that resulted were persistent features that lasted
for tns of millions of years.

Compressional deformation thickened the crust
during both the Roberts ountains and Christina
Peak phases. n the former case this created both
a highland sediment source and an asymmetric p-
ripheral foreland basin. n the latter, local
highlands were uplifted but a deep basin never
formed, and subsidence seems to have accommodated
Lostatic loading at a much slower rate. We specu-
late that this change n tectonic tyle reflects a
change n accommodation of plat-margin compres-
sLons oceanic-terrane abduction at the craton edge
was replaced by deformation of the continental
crust inboard of the craton margin.
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ABSTRACT
Mississippian through Permian strata in east-

ern Nevada, and related trata in outhern Nevada
and southern Idaho, document a series of tectonic
episodes that are either generally unrecognized, or
assigned to the Antler or Sonoma orogenies. Som
of these were local and others were regional in
scale, and none fit either the Antler or Sonoma
orogenies as normally defined. They are listed
below, along with the last phase of the Antler and
the first phase of the Somoma orogenies:

Antler orogeny: Roberts Mountains phase (Early
Mississippian) - emplacement of Antler
accretionary wedge on the passive
margin;

l Wendover phases (early Mississippian) -

regional uplift, erosion;
2 Christina Peak phases (middle Mississippian)
- uplift, folding, and erosion

O Oquirrh phases (arly-Middle Pennsylvanian)
- basin segmentation and subsidence;

> Humboldt phases (Middle-Late Pennsylvanian)
- uplift, tilting and erosion;

v Dry Mountain phases (latest Pennsylvanian-
Early Permian) - uplift, tilting, erosion,
and basin egmentationt

3 Ishbel phases (late Early - early Late
Permian) - uplift, tilting, and erosion;

> onoma rooeny: Golconda phase (early Triassic)
- obduction of the Golconda allochthon.

The tectonic episodes between the Antler and Sonoma
orogenies have mostly escaped notice until now for
two reasons, (1) established cratonal tratigraphy,
when applied to highly variable craton-edge se-
quences, tends to obscure important local perturba-
tions; and, 2) the commonly held assumption that
there were only two late Paleozoic - early Mesozoic
orogenies with a quiet interlude between leaves
little room for more complexity, and inevitably
leads to unresolvable arguments about timing and
style. Little used, older terminology (e.g.
"Wendover phase") I& available to describe these
events in some cases; refinement or abandonment of
existing terminology may be necessary in others.
Careful, objective stratigraphLc studies will re-
sult in a more accurate, and complex, regional
history.

hI Cope. J.D.. ad Sfteysm CJL, dL. 1991. VWPah"s
Palsegstrupay of 6 Wooss Vbsd asah..JsPaffic
Secn SEPHM. VeL 67. p. 317-329.

Claude Spinoa
Department of Geology and Geophysics

Boise State University
Boise, daho 83725

ITSRCCUCTION

The upper PaleotoLc tectonic history of the
western craton margin in the United States is gen-
erally thought of as a long and complex story
bracketed by two collision episodes: the Late
Devonian-Early Mississippian Antler rogeny, and
the Permo-Triassic Sonoma orogeny. Several authors
have noted aspects of tectonic unrest between the
Antler and Sonoma orogenies. or example, Speed
(1977) noted continued, but unexplained, differen-
tial uplift within the Antler orogenic belt.
letner 1977) coined the term Humboldt orogeny"
for Late Pennsylvanian reactivation of the Antler
orogenic belt and dispersal of clastic debris east-
ward into a stable epicontinental sea'. Dickinson
(1981), Oldow and others 1989) and Smith and
Miller (1990) mentioned the formation of several
late Paleozoic basins within the Antler belt and
along its eastern edge, and suggested a period of
possible regional extension. Stewart 1980) umma-
rized much of the Pennsylvanian-Permian tectonism
that affected Nevada. Nevertheless, most review
papers describe a quiet tectonic setting from mid-
dle Mississippian through early Late Permian time
(e.g., Dickinson, 19771 urchfiel, 19791 Speed and
others, 19881 Coney, 1989). A large-scale, low-
resolution tectonic scenario for the Mississippian
through Triassic is generally agreed upon: the
western edge of the craton was a collisional margin
along which various oceanic terranes were accreted.
The specific details of how the margin and nearby
craton interior accommodated this rogenesis are
not well understood. Arguments about timing and
style of tectonic episodes are ongoing (e.g. Ketner
and Smith, 1982; Janama and Speed, 1990).

The result of this tectonic history i a very
complicated upper Paleozoic tratigraphy, not only
in parautochthonous and allochthonous strata in
accreted trranes to the west, but also in craton-
margin and overlap strata. Devonian through
Permian craton strata, when traced east to west,
undergo dramatic facies changes in areas where
tectoniem affected sedimentation, and sme ame
locally missing due to uplift and erosion. Clastic
sediment shed from syntectonic highlands along the
margin formed strata that are difficult to cor-
relate with units to the east. Many workers have
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Figure 1 opposite). Tectonic phases presently
- known from latest Dvonian through earliest

Trlasslc time in the north American miogeocline.

recognized this lateral varlabilty (e.g., Poole
and Sandberg, 1977), but new work n the region
suggests that the situation la ven more complex
than was thought. Detailed knowledge of thls
stratigraphic record i the key to unravelling the
details of the tectonic history of the margin.

We propose that a somewhat different
stratLgraphLc approach to resolving the details of
the tectonic evolution of this continental margin
in to identify tectonic 'events and 'phases in
the sense of Trexler and others 11990). Events are
tectonic episodes with effects visible at outcrop
scale, such as angular unconformitLes, pervasive
deformation, and stratLgraphLc evidence for basin
formation. These events should be dflned in terms
of local evidence Phases are episodes with re-
gional effects, but of short duration, and reflect
a characteristic tectonic style. Ideally, events
should be established first, based directly on
field evidence. These events can then be linked
together to define phases. This approach has the
advantage of establishing the local evidence first,
and then building the regional picture.

There are various ways of assembling events
into phases and orogenLes, but this s not the
problem we address here Our approach ls not to
redefine the Antler and Sonoma rogenles, but rath-
er to identify and describe as many specific phases
of orogeneals as possible. This can provide a
framework for a fresh look at the detailed tectonic
history of the craton margin.

Missssipplan through ermian orogenesLs can
therefore be viewed as a eries of phases of rela-
tively short duration (wLg. 1). Each of these
phases comprises local events that document its
style and extent. Some, such as the Roberts Moun-
taLns phase, re well known. Some, such as the
Christina Peak, Dry ountain, and ehbel phases.
are newly documented. Others, like the Humboldt
phase, are controversial. Each can be thought of
as a discrete episode in the evolution of the
craton margin.

In the following discussion, the
MlssisslppLan history was primarily reviewed by
Trexler and Cashman, and the Penneylvanian-Permian
history by Snyder, allegos, nd SLnosa. All of
the authors do not necessarily agree on all points,
and Trexler and Snyder take responsibility for the
approach and ynthesis.

MISSISSZPPIAN TECTONIC PHASES

The Roberts ountains Phase

Tectonic activity in the Dvonian and
Mississippian has been generally attributed to the
Antler orogeny Johnson, 19711 Poole, 1974). Cur-
rently, this orogeny is widely understood to in-
clude the bduction of an accretionary prism onto
the craton margin, and the subsequent filling of a
peripheral foreland basin (Poole and Sandberg,
19771 Speed and Sleep, 1982). Defined in this way,
the last deformation event of the Antler orogeny is
the emplacement of allochthonous western assemblage
rocks over autochthonous cratenal strata. We refer

to this as the Roberts ountains phase, arguably
the last part of the larger-scale and longr-lived
Antler rogeny.

Whereas a full description of what is known
of the timing and style of the Antler orogeny is
beyond the scope of this paper, a brief discussion
of the Roberts MountaLns phase of this orogeny la a
starting point for a review of the evolution of
late Paleosoic, post-Antler tectonics in the Great
Basin region.

Central Nevada
Evidence for the Roberts MountaLns phase in

central Nevada includes both the thrust fault along
which bduction i thought to have occurred (Rob-
erts Mountains thrust), and sedimentary strata
deposited both in the hinterland and in the subse-
quent foreland basin. There are four main line of
evidence that, taken together, suggest a Late
Devonian to Early MissLsLppLan age for Antler
compression, and an Early MissLssLpLan age for the
episode that we call the Roberts ountalns phase:

(1) otion on the Roberts Mountains thrusts
The Roberta Mountains thrust ls commonly be-
lieved to be the thrust along which the Antler
allochthon was emplaced over the craton margin
(Merriam and Anderson, 19421 Roberts and oth-
ers, 1958). Most contacts between strata of
the Antler allochthon and rocks related to the
craton are identified a this thrust. Zvl-
dence for the age of motion ranges from middle
Palesooic (Roberta and others, 1958) to post-
Permlan (Nolan and others, 19561 Ketner and
Smith, 1982) to Jurassic Stahl, 1989). Most
workers agree that reactivation n this thrust
li likely.

(2) ldest strata overlanring the Roberts
Mountains thrusts Overlapping tratlgraphLc
relationships in the Roberts ountaLns have
led some workers to suggest that motion on the
Roberts Mountains thrust ceased in late
KinderhookLan time Johnson and Pendergast,
19815 urphy and others, 1984).

(3) nception of the Antler foreland beuint
The edlmentologlcal signal for dwnwarpLng of
the cratan margin may be the Trlpon Pass For-
mation and the western fcles of the Pilot
Shale and Joana Limestone (Poole and Sandberg,
1977) of late Devonian to early Mississippian
age. Strata of the middle and upper isls-
slpplan Diamond Peak ormation have been
assigned to the Antler foreland basin (Poole,
19 7 4 f Poole and Sandberg, 1977), but are now
known to be related to later and different
tectonic phases (see Trexlar and Cashman, this
volume).

(4) Youncest trata incorporated into the
allachthons Rocks that range up to
Kinderhookian age (and are assigned to the
allochthonou VninL ormation) are clearly
deformed by emplacement of the allochthon
(Coles and Snyder, 1985).

The Roberts Mountaine phase, then, s defined
as a regional, compressional episode that placed
the Antler allochthon on the craton margin. Most
effects of this tectonlsm are limited to the early
MississLppLan. The resulting Antler foreland
basin (Fig. 2) Ls the edimentary fill of the
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Figure 2. Schematic paleogeography during the
Roberts Mountains, Wendover, and Christina Peak
phases in the Misissippian.

peripheral foreland basin that formed on the down-
flexed craton margin. These strata in central
Nevada (Fig. 3) primarily onsist of the Osagean to
Meramecian Chainman Shale. Locally, ome of the
rocks mapped as Diamond Peak Formation also are
part of this sequence. n the southern Plinon
Range, southern Diamond Range, and Fish Creek
Mountains, the Dale Canyon ormation also part
of this sequence. These strata are composed of
submarine fan sediments shed eastward into a marine
basin (Sadlick, 19601 Poole, 19741 Poole and
Sandberg, 1977t Harbaugh 1960; arbaugh and
Dickinson. 19811 from allochthonous highlands to
the west. This sequence ls a genetically defined
faces tract called the Diamond Range sequence l
central Nevada (Trexler and Nitchman 1990: Traxler
and Cashman, 1990). For a detailed description of
this tectonic phase, see Traxler and Cashman thLs
volume).

Idaho nd Southern Nevada
ln Idaho, the Roberts Mountains phase and

resulting foreland basin are represented by the
Copper Basin Formation (Fig. 3) and related strata
(Nilsen, 1977). The peripheral foreland basin
there is of early to middle Nississippian age, and
like in central Nevada, it contains both sillci-
clastLc turbidLtes shed from the allochthon to the
west, and limestone turbldites derived from the
cratonal carbonate shelf to the east. Whereas
facies relationships strongly suggest a structural
setting similar to that of central Nevada (Nilsen,
1977), there is no known obductLon-related thrust
relationship analogous to the Roberts Mountains

thrust in southwestern Idaho, and some workers have
suggested that none exists (Paull, 1970, 1976).

The Antler foreland basin ls represented in
the vicinity of the Nevada Test Site NTS) in
southern Nevada by part of the Fleana Formation
(Johnson and libbard, 1957t Poole and others,
1961). Coarse, sillclclastlc turbldtes of Mara-
mecian age are preserved in a narrow, southwest-
trending belt. These strata have been interpreted
as a remnant-cean basin receiving ediment along a
southwest-trendlng trough axis, based on
paleocurrent studies. The sediment may have been
derived from the large submarine fan systems in the
Eureka area (NLtchman, 1990). This southern
portion of the Antler foreland basin did not have a
sediment source in the allochthon directly to the
west. The eastern part of the marginal succession
in southern Nevada is represented by a section of
mudstone and thin quartzite beds, suggesting that
east-derLved sediment prograded completely across
the basin here, and there was no cratonal carbonate
shelf nearbyl these craton-derived pelagic muds and
deltaic sands are coeval with the silLeLclastLc
turbLdLtes (Cashman and Trexler, this volume).

Wendover Phase

in the Silver Island Range northeast of
Wendover. Nevada, ChaLman Shale of middle
Mississippian age unconformably overlies older
folded strata (SadlLck and Schaeffer, 1959). The
unconformity places Chainman on strata as young as
Osagean (Joana Limestone) to as old as Late
Devonian (FammenLan Pilot Shale). Rocks mapped as
ChaLnman here include eastward-thLckenLng
limestones and westward-thlckening sLliciclastic
rocks correlated with the Diamond Peak Formation.
These coarse clastic rocks apparently are concen-
trated locally in the vicinity of the Silver Island
Range.

The age of folding is constrained to early
Valmeyer (middle KLssLssLppLany time, based on
fossils occurring both above and below the
unconformlty (Sadlick and Schaeffer, 1959).
Stratlgraphlc trimming an the unconformity ls low-
angle, and the folding event is thought to be mild.
It is not presently known whether the coarse
clastic section in the Silver Island Range is recy-
cled material derived from uplifted foreland
strata, or first-cycle sediment from rejuvenation
of the allochthonous highlands to the west. The
age of the unconformlty corresponds to a period of
apparently continuous deposition ln central Nevada,
where slightly older (KLnderhookLan) Joana
Limestone is conformably overlain by lower Osagean
ChaLman Shale and deposition was continuous until
late Meramecian time.

The Christina Peak Phase

Central Nevada
Zn the Diamond Mountains in east-entral

Nevada, lower and middle isLsissippLan strata of
the Diamond Range sequence (Trxler and Nitchman,
1990) were uplifted, deformed into broad folds, and
erosLonally truncated. This has been defined as
the overland Pass event (Trexler and Cashman, 1990,
this volume). The youngest sub-unconformlty strata
yet identified are middle-late MeramscLan. Diamond
Range sequence strata are deformed into open folds
with axes trending north-northwest, suggesting
east-west shortening.

9-4Yy
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Figure 3. Mississippian stratigraphy in Nevada
Wendover, and Christina Peak tectonic phases.

Overlying strata of the Newark Valley se-
quence (Trexler and Nitchman, 1990) represent a
successor basin with a lower age limit of early
Chesterlan. The Newark Valley sequence includes
most of the Diamond Peak ormation and the lower
Ely Limestone in a transgressive succession of
recycled Antler foreland basin clastic sediment and
local shelf carbonates. These strata and relatlon-
ships are discussed in detail elsewhere in this
volume (Trexler and Cashman).

,ldaho

In Idaho, Nilsen 1977) suggested en upper
Mississippian compresslonal evsnt that structurally
telescopes the Copper Basin ubmarine fan system,
juxtaposing proximal and distal fan facies. Analy-
*si of Mississippian and Pennsylvanian strata in
Montana and Idaho also suggests a tctonlcally
driven subsidence event at about this time (Dorobek
and Reid, 1990). Whereas all these lines of evl-
dance indicate a renewal of compression in the
upper Mississippian, vidence from Idaho does not
indicate uplift and significant erosion.

Southern Nevada
The leana ormation of southern Nevada n-

cludes a sequence of limestone turbidites of
Cheaterlan age. They conformably overlie
slliciclastlc turbidites which are attributed to

and Idaho related to the Roberts Mountains,

the Roberts Mountains phase (Cashman and Traler,
this volume). The limestone turbLdites were de-
rived from a carbonate platformv we believe that
this source of carbonate detritus was the
Chesterian carbonate shelf in the Newark Valley
sequence of central Nevada. We call this dramatic
change in provenance, from allochthon-derived
slLicLclastlcs to shelf-derived carbonate clats,
the Red Canyon event. Thus, the Christina Peak
phase affects the southern Nevada Antler remnant
ocean basin by providing a new source of carbonate
detritus, but structural deformation of this age
has not been documented this far south.

Christina Peak Phase Overview
Renewed crustal shortening driven by east-

directed compression in the Late Mississippian had
varying effects along the craton margin in the
great Uasin region. The most severe effects were
folding, uplift, and erosion of foreland basin
strata in central Nevada (the Overland Pass event).
Related effects in Idaho and Montana included re-
newed subsidence and structural telescoping. in
southern Nevada, the effects apparently were re-
strLcted to a dramatic change n clastlc provenance
(the Red Canyon event).

Lateral variation in effects of the Christina
Peak phase along the Antler belt can be attributed
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Flgure 4. Middle Pennsylvanian paleogeography during the Oquirrh tectonic phase.

to unevenness n the trace of the craton argin,
heterogeneity of the marginal crust, and the d-
trLbutLon of the Antler aretionary prism and
volcanic are. Uplift and structural telescoping of
the Overland Pass event suggests that central
Nevada was a salient in the margin. The Red Canyon
event is recorded in ediment deposited ln a per-
sistent ocean basin that probably occupied a
reentrant in the margin.

PZNsLVXNIAN-PZRKIAN TZCTCXC PESZS

Tectonic activity continued to disrupt the
OmLogeoclLnel during Pennsylvanian nd Permian
time. Regional and local uplifts, folding, tlt-
lng, and basin formation document this tctonlim.
Recognition of these ennsylvanian and Permian
tectonic phases helps to clarify some aspects of
the ntraplate deformation associated with the
Ouachita-Marathon orogeny (e.g. , Snyder and others,
19891 Smith and Kller, 1990) and the nature and
age of the Sonoma orogeny (Stewart and others,
19771 Dickinson, 1977t Gabrielse and others, 1983t
Snyder and Brueckner, 1983).

Oquirrh Phase

The Morrowan through medial DesmoLnesLan
Oquirrh tectonic phase riLg. 1) is marked by the
appearance of the Ely and Oquirrh basins. Aaes-

b' } tral Rocky Mountain uplifts were well developed at
this tme and may reflect the same tectonic drive
that produced the ly and Oquirrh basins In
Canada, Oquirrh phase tectonlim may be recorded

within the youngest strata of the Prophet trough, a
Late Devonian to Early Pennsylvanian, fault-gener-
ated basin that extended along most of the Canadian
continental margin (Richards, 1989).

Evidence for the Oquirrh phase in the Great
Basin includes early tectonic subsidence within the
Oquirrh basin. The Oquirrh basin formed to the
west and northwest of the synchronously developing
Ancestral Rocky Mountain uplifts and basins. Ini-
tlal subsidence within the Oquirrh basin produced a
distinct, although still shallow-marine, basin
(e.g., Roberts and others, 19651 Armstrong, 19681
Blissell, 1974y Jordan and Douglas, 19801 Stevens
and Armin, 1983).

In east-central Nevada, the Oquirrh phase is
marked by the development of the Ely basin, a deep-
er-water shelf basin similar to the Oquirrh basin
(Bissell, 1964, 1967t Rich, 19711 Wardlaw, 1980)
(rig. 4. Ely basin sediments were deposited from
Morrowan through Desmolnesian and possibly into
Missourian time. The Ely basin encompassed much of
the region occupied by the earlier Antler foreland
basin. The silt- and mlcrlte-rlch strata of the
Ely contrast with the predominant packetone, wacke-
stone and gr-Lastone of the surrounding shallower-
water shelf. A small area of subaerial uplift may
have separated the Oquirrh and Ely basins. A re-
glonal unconformlty marks the uplift of the Ely
basin and the end of the Oquirrh phase in east-
central Nevada.

dA'-4Y
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rigure 5. Late Pennsylvanian paleogeogzaphy during the Humboldt tectonic phase.

Zn central Nevada within and adjacent to the
Antler hghlands, the coarse lastic units of the
Atokan and Desmolnesan Battle Conglomerate and
Tomera ormation Dott, 1955 aller and Dickinson,
1982) uggest renewed tectonic activity. The da-
velopment of the ird Spring basin in southern
Nevada may be due to Oquirrh phase tectonism. The
Bird Spring basin was a deeper-water portion of the
miogeocline and may reflect a basinal phase similar
to that for the Ely and Oquirrh basLne.

uiuboldt Phase

The Late Pennsylvanian Humboldt phase
tectonlm is marked by localized, but regionally
extensive, uplift and erosion (g. 5). In the
Canadian Cordillera, this tctonic unrest produced
a major, sub-PermLan unconformity that forms the
boundary between the Carboniferous Prophet trough
(youngest preserved strata are earliest
Desmoineslan age) and the Early Permlan rocks of
the Iahbel trough (Henderson, 1989).

Qrsat Bailin
During Late Pennsylvanian time the Oquirrh

basin had become a discrete structural trough. A
thick succession of laminated siltatone, subarkooLe
sandstone, pebble and cobble conglomerate, and
bioclastic packstone was deposited within the
basin. The llttone l only rarely boturbated
and is interpreted to reflect hemlpelaglc
sedimentation under low oxygen conditions. The
clastic beds are interpreted as turbidites. Lack
of wave-generated sedimentary structures implies

that deposition within the basin was below wave-
base. Jordan nd Douglass (1980) suggested that
the conglomerate was deposited adjacent to basin-
bounding faults. This episode of Oquirrh basin
development has been linked to continued tectonic
activity ln the Ancestral Rocky ountains (Jordan
and Douglas, 1980).

To the west of the Oquirrh basin, a regional
unconformity separates Pennsylvanian Ely Lmestone
from overlying Permlan units. The unconformity
developed only within the region encompassed by the
Ely basin, and did not form in the surrounding
shelf. This unconformity indicates differential
uplift and erasion of the former Ely basin. In
most areas Permian strata rest dconformably on
Pennsylvanian rocks, but adjacent to and along the
edge of the Antler highlands this contact a
marked angular unconformity (the sub-Strathearn
unconformity of Dott 19S5)).

Uninterrupted Late Pennsylvanian deposition
occurred in a sall region of northeastern Nevada,
west of Wendover in the utte basin (Narcantel,
1975). The utte basin may be a remnant of the Ely
lasin and therefore reflect differential
subsidence with respect to uplift of the Ely.

The uplift of the Ely basin during a sea
level hghatand, the local angularity of the
Pennsylvanian-Permian unconformity, and the sus-
tained relative submergence of the utte and
Oquirrh basins, all strongly suggest structural
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control for uplift and ubsidence. No uncon-
formitles have been recognized within the Late
Pennsylvanian strata of the Brd Spring basin. The

ird Spring basin, however, continued to be a ite
of somewhat dmper water shelf sedimentation
relative to that of the Callville platform, and
this may reflect continued dfferential subsidence.

Death Vll
In Death Valley, DesmoinesLan through early

Wolfcamplan sedimentary facies suggest that
tectonLsm disrupted the mlogeocllne (Stone and
Stevens, 1984). n the southeastern part of the
Death Valley region, deposition of a thick sequence
of fossliferous limestones reflects a shallow-
water shelf. In the northwestern part of the re-
glon, however, a large volume of calcareous turbid-
Ltes was deposited during the Desmoinbslan to
earliest Wolfcampian and are interpreted to reflect
deposition in a deeper-water basin northwest of the
shelf. Between shelf and basinal squences, a
dLsconformity between Atokan and WolfcaspLan strata
has been explained a a period of nondepoetLon or
submarine erosion on a sediment by-pass slope
(Stone and Stevens, 1984, 1988a,b).

Dry Mountaln Phase

The Dry ountain phase began in medial to
late Wolfcapian time with the development of a
series of sedimentary basins along the continental
margin (Fig. 6). The phase ended in medial
LeonardLan time when regional uplift and low nten-
slty compressive deformation initiated the shbel
phase. During the Dry Mountain phase, a series of
deeper water basins and associated highs (e.g., the
Deep Creek-Tlntlc uplift) developed along the
continental margin from the Mojave Desert region
northward to the Yukon (rig. 6). A shallow-arine
carbonate shelf occupied the region between and
east of these basins.

Cnda
In Canada, Dry Mountain phase tectonlsm is

exhibited by the formation of the Ishbel trough, an
Zarly to early Late Permian basin that occurs along
most of the western margin of the Canadian craton
(Fig. 6) (Henderson, 1989). The laterally persl-
tent sedimentary rocks of the Zshbel trough extend
from 49 north latitude to the Ancestral Aklavik
Arch in the northern Yukon. A regional unconform-
lty juxtaposes the early WolfcampLan basLnal rocks
of the Ishbel trough with the subjacent Morrowan to
Desmoineslan strata. This unconformity reflects
Humboldt phase tectonLsm and is similar to the pre-
Permian unconformLty of the Dry Mountain trough in
Nevada. Although not a thick sequence, the
sedimentary rocks delineate a distinct baolnal
phase of deposition. At least locally, development
of the Ihbel trough was structurally controlled
(Henderson, 1989).

Gret asi
Within the Creat Basin, Dry Mountain phase

tectonism ls recorded by a progression of Permian
baLns: the Wood River basin, CassLa basin.
Ferguson trough and Dry Mountain trough (ig. 6).
In east-central Idaho, Late Pennsylvanian () -
Permian basLnal sedimentary rocks record subsidence
within the Antler orogenlc belt and formation of
the Wood River basin. A thick, poorly dated se-
quence of turbidite and black shale reflects this
subsidence. Present stratigraphic control suggests

Figure 6 Permian paleogeography during the Dry
Mountain and Ishbel tectonic phases.
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it is part of the Dry Mountaln phase (Link and
fi others, 1989).

Basinal WolfcampLan to Leonardlan units n
the CassLa basin n south-central Idaho and north-
eastern Nevada (Fig. 6) consist of turbidites and
hemipelagic sedimentary rocks reflecting subsidence
synchronous with the Wood River basin evolution.
The Oquirrh basin may have been connected to the
Cassia and possibly the Wood River basins (ytton
and others, 19831 Xller, S.T., and others, 1984t
Link and others, 1989) However, the Oquirrh, in
contrast with the Wood River and Caisia basins,
ceased active subsidence and was passively filled
during the late WolfcampLan Jordan and Douglas,
1980).

The Lower Prmian Dry Mountain and erguson
troughs developed in east-central Nevada adjacent
to the Antler rogenic belt (Stevens, 1977, 1979)
(Fig. 6). WolfcampLan to mid-Leonardlan carbonate
and silieLclastLc ediment was unconformably depos-
ited on the Ely Limestone over most of east-central
Nevada. However, along the eastern margin of the
Antler highlands this sediment was deposited on the
Mississippian Diamond Peak ormation, and locally
on Late DevonLan Elaven Chert. Faults bounded the
Dry Mountain trough on the west (Gallegos and oth-
ers, this volume), and the erguson trough on the
north Marcantel, 1975).

The geometry of the Dry Mountain trough a
reflected by depositional facLes. On the western
edge of the basin, medium to thLck-bedded
packstone, wackestone, and conglomerate indicate
marginal to shallow-marine and deltaic facies depo-
sition (Gallegos and others, this volume). East-
ward, thln-bdded, dark, organlc-rich mLcritic
siltstone and silty micrite with interbedded
packstone and wackestone reflect a baslnal facies
characterized by deeper water hemLpelagic, pelagic
and turbldite deposition. Farther ast, the basin-
al facLes grades into a carbonate ramp environment
(Gal1egos and others, 198i). The carbonate ramp
then grades eastward into a carbonate platform
envLronment that also forms the southern boundary
of the Ferguson trough. A regional unconformity,
locally angular, caps the equences of the Dry
Mountain and Ferguson troughs, and marks the end of
Dry Mountain phase.

Death Vllv
In Death Valley, middle and late Wolfcampian

folding and thrusting produced a submarine ridge
that egmented the margin into two distinct basins
(Stevens and Stone, 1988g Stone and Stevens, 1984,
1988a,b). The southeastern basin, formerly a shal-
low-water shelf, became the depositional site for
large amounts of quartsose and calcareous turbldlte
sediment. The northwestern basin was transformed
from a region of ctive turbldite deposition to a
aediment-starved basin receiving mostly hemipelagLc
mudstone. Terrlgenous clastic sedimentation was
cut off in the northwestern basin due to a sediment
dam created by the submarine ridge.

Ishbel Phase

The late Leonardian-Guadalupian Ihbel phase
@ la defined by the development of sedimentary basins

and basal unconformitles typically developed on
folded and tlited subjacent strata. The basLns
formed include the Phosphoria basin and an unnamed
basin in the Mojave Desert. The Ishbel phase is
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named for the discrete second etage development of
the Ishbel trough in the Canadian Cordillera.

Canada
The second stage of the shbel trough in

Canada comprises a transgressLve sequence with a
basal chert-pebble conglomerate that grades upward
into phosphatic and splcular chert, shale and then
locally to quartzose sandstone. This sequence was
deposited above a regional dLsconformity (lntra-
Permian dLsconformLty"), forming a consistent depo-
sitional sequence from southeastern British Colum-
bla to the southern Mackenzie Fold Belt (Henderson,
1989). The sequence ranges in age from late
Leonardian to early Guadalupian and includes the
Ranger Canyon, antasque and Mowitch Formations.
Lower Triassic Spray River Group l regionally
dLsconformable on strata of the Ihbel trough.
Therefore the end of the Ishbel phase in Canada can
only be bracketed as between late Guadalupian and
earliest Triassic.

Great Basin
In the Great Basin, signatures of the Ishbel

phase include the initiation of the PhosphorLa
basin and a renewed influx of silicLclastLc debris
from the Antler highlands. The term sag basin"
has been used by Wardlaw and Collinson (1986) to
describe the origin of the Phosphoria basin. The
tectonic drive for its subsidence has not been
determined, and like its Canadian counterpart,
structure may be at least locally important.
Throughout much of the Great Basin, and south of
the PhosphorLa basin, shallow-marine carbonate
deposition was reestablished during the Late
Permian (e.g., Park City Group and equivalents).
However, within the Dry Mountain trough, the lower
Xshbel phase boundary ls marked by an angular
unconformity and the rapid progradatlon of
Leonardian Garden Valley conglomerates eastward
from the Antler highlands Gallegos and others,
this volume). Zn the Cassia basin, Mytton and
others (1983) pointed out that a dLeconformlty,
based on missing conodont zones, separates the
Early Permian strata from overlying late Leonardlan
and Guadalupian rocks. This disconformity corre-
lates with the Dry ountain-Ishbel phase boundary.
A amilar sequence boundary may exist in the
Ferguson trough, but has not yet been documented.

Death Valley
In Death Valley, map relationships document

Leonardlan and early CuadalupLan regional uplift
via thrust faults and en echelon folds. The age of
the tectonic activity ls constrained by folded late
golfcampian units below the unconformity and by the
late GuadalupLan (Capltanln) Conglomerate Kesa
Formation above the unconformity. The Conglomerate
Kesa strata are interpreted to have accumulated
while uplift and erosion were taking place in other
localized areas. If this deformation began during
the Leonardlan, it correlates with the Iahbel
tectonic phase.

Golconda Phase

The "Sonoma orogeny" l a poorly defined
tectonic episode. Despite attempts at clarifica-
tion (Gabrielse and others, 1983), an all-encom-
passing definition of the Sonoma orogeny has not
been generally accepted. At a minimum, the Sonoma
orogeny involves some deformation within the
Golconda al1ochthon or "Golconda terrane" and the
accretion (obduction) of this terrane onto the
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continental margin. We prefer to deucribe the
emplacement of the Golconda allochthon (that ,
accretion of the Golconda trrane) a part of the
,Golconda phase,, distinct from the earlier
continental margin tectonlm of the IZebel phase
end older dformational events recorded within the
Colconda allochthon.

ireat asi
The Golconda phase hrein defined to n-

clude the eastward thrust emplacement of the
Golconda allochthon to its pro-Jurassic position
structurally bove the remnants of the Antler
highland nd the Pennsylvanian-early Late ermian
overlap equence. The definition should include
other events associated with this emplacement,
although a listing of all the *vents that comprise
this phase i not yet possible. The timing of
emplacement is constrained in central Nevada by the
youngest rock beneath the allochthon (the
Guadalupian dna Mountain Formation) and the
overlapping Late Triassic Auld Lange Syne Group
(Snyder and rueckner, 1983). Thus, the Golconda
phase within Nevada L latest Permian to early Late
Triassic in age, a presently defined, but this age
range may narrow with additional data. Regardless,
the definition of the Golconda phase avoids the
problem of whether or not deformation recorded
within the allochthon is longer lived than just the
emplacement of the allochthon (compare Snyder and
Brueckner (1983) and rueckner and Snyder (1985)
with iller, .L., and others, 1984).

Death Vallev-Moiave
Continued tectonic activity in the Death

Valley-Mojave region during the Late Permian
Golconda phase i recorded by the development of
unconformities, deformation of Leonardian and older
strata, nd latest Prmian-earlLest Triassic
volcanism and plutonism. Within the Inyo
Mountains-Argus Range area of the Death Valley
region, an unconformity separates the late
Guadalupian Conglomerate Mesa ormation from
overlying Early-Mlddle () Triassic strata (Stone
and Stevens, 188a). Latest PermLan-Zarly Triassic
deformation and magmatLsm occurred in the ojave
Desert region. Near Victorvlle, the region was
deformed and intruded by a 241-Ma onzonite pluton
(J.E. Wright, An Walker, 1988) prior to deposition
of Lower Triassic rocks. In the l Paso Mountains,
Permian strata were deformed and ubsequently in-
truded by a 249-Na pluton (latest Permian to earli-
set TriassLc)(Walker, 1988). Therefore, this lat-
est Permian-Early TrLassic tectonlm in the ojave
Desert is broadly oeval with the emplacement of
the olconda terrane to the north (Walker, 1988).
This deformation and agmatLsm thus may be consLd-
ered a an event within the Colconda phase of
tectonism.

Disc8ssIoN

The Roberts Mountains and Golconda phases
reflect obduction of basinal to oceanic rocks, and
in both cases the lower plate was little deformed.
The Roberts Kountalns phase resulted in a foreland
basin, whereas the Golconda did not. Both rogenLc
phases were continent-accretion phases; that is,
rocks were added to the craton argin.

frium.~d The phases between these two obduction epi-
sodes, the Wendover, Christina Peak, Oquirrh,
Humboldt, Dry Mountain, and Ihbel, probably are
not margLn-accretion episodes. This series of

phases seems to represent propagating and sometimes
localized compression, accompanied by segmentation
of the margin into localized sedimentary basins
with separate subsidence histories.

The ollision of South and North America (the
CuachLta-Marathon orogeny) has been suggested as a
tectonic drive for the formation of the Ancestral
Rockies as well as for portions of the Pennvyl-
vanian-Permian, western contlnental-margin
tectonim (Schwarz, 1987 Snyder and others, 1989t
Link and others, 1989; Smith and Killer, 1990:
Snyder and others, in press). Although thLs expla-
nation reasonable for the scale and style of
deformation observed, it does not explain the tim-
ing. The Oquirrh and Humboldt phases could have
resulted from this collision of North and South
America, but the Wendover and Christina Peak phases
are too old and the Dry Mountain and Iehbel are too
young.

Alternatively, all the phases discussed here
(and others yet to be described) may simply be
Lntraplate effects of the Antler, Ouachita, and
Sonoma orogenies (Dickinson, 1977). For instance,
the Wendover and Christina Peak phases can be in-
terpreted as post-obduction, eastward-propagatlng
compression related to continued margin collapse.

It our view that assembly of phases into
orogenLes not merely a semantic problem; phases
within an orogeny should be genetically linked. It
li not very productive to argue over the slgnlfl-
cance of outcrop data to something as nebulous as
an orogeny, but it can be very instructive to fit
those data into a schem of tectonic phases. Until
we have identified and described all the phases
involved ln this history, the debate about large-
scale orogenLes and tctonic drive may be prem-
ture.

This paper an outgrowth of research pro-
jects in the issiLsLsppLan rocks of central and
southern Nevada sponsored by N.S.r. (R-8916S2 to
Trexler) and the Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Of-
flee (Cashman and Srexler), and work in Pennsyl-
vanlan and Permian strata supported by N.S.F.
grants AR-8618450, EAR-8746085, and AR-9004909,
and Idaho State Board of Education Grant 91-090
(Snyder, Gallegos, and pLnosa).

Discussions with many workers have contrlbut-
*d to the ideas presented here, including especial-
ly . Slberllng, K. Nichols, J. Stewart, .c.
Poole, C. Henderson, C. Stevens, . etner, .R.
Wardlaw, and visitors to our poster session t the
Dallas Geological Society of America national
meeting, 1990, too numerous to mention.
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